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Abstra t
It is fair to identify the motive of this dissertation with the paradoxi al formulation
of Gerhard von Rad, to the ee t that the essen e of bibli al Wisdom is dis losed
where the sages arti ulate this wisdom as inherently limited.
opposites has been widely embra ed by

This

oin iden e of

ommentators and read as eviden e for the

sages' en ounter with an innite divine trans enden e, to whi h they responded in
humility, and by whi h their epistemologi al

ertitudes were rebuked. Pro eeding

from these assumptions, the interpretation of Proverbs has widely
with two nodal points: (1) the fear-of Yhwh as the
arti ulation wisdom as a nite human operation,

entral

on erned itself

on ept in Proverbs'

ondu ted in the presen e of an

innite divine; and (2) the guration of this sublime experien e in the i oni

form

of Woman-Wisdom.
The hypothesis of von Rad lends itself to another traje tory that prioritizes immanen e over trans enden e. On this reading, the limit of Wisdom lies not between
its mere appearan e

itself

for us

(i.e. nite human subje ts) and its essential being

( orresponding to a noumenal, divine beyond) but rather runs through the

eld of appearan e, whi h
intervention.

annot be rendered

oherent by the sages' dis ursive

This non-symbolizable yet immanent

he k on the sages' wisdom is

analyzed in terms of La an's Real, a kernel of being (in psy hoanalyti

san e )

terms,

jouis-

entirely beyond the signied that nevertheless arises out of the operations

of signi ation.

If dis ourse is thus intrinsi ally self-defeating, the status of tran-

s enden e should re-evaluated with respe t to limit.
site that disturbs the Symboli

Trans enden e is not the

eld, but rather the aporeti

meaning rely on an externalizing pro esswhat I have

would

be

oherent if not for the

onditions of linguisti

alled a poeti s of making

trans endent for a given dis ourse to maintain its own
whi h

in

oheren e, i.e.

ontingent, impossible

as that

obje t.

The fear-of Yhwh and Woman-Wisdom, whose importan e no one disputes,
are re-read from this perspe tive: the former a
Master-Signier, the latter a

ording to La an's

ording to obje t (a), the obje t

iv

on ept of the

ause of desire.

For
Walter Brueggemann
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metaphysi s ( f. bedtime, vegetables, the minimum age for pier ing your ears, et .),
re ognizing therein the signs of my deep love for them.
For fourteen years Leigh Knauert has lled my life with love and joy beyond
any possible
o

al ulation of merit. She put up with this dissertation admirably (only

asionally asking if the damned thing was nished yet) but never on e let me

forget that there were more important things than dissertations. . . like your wife,
she would point out. I never doubted it. Not on e.

xiv

Davis Hankins ts neatly in none of the

ategories aboveor rather he ts equally

in all of them. Ea h and every senten e of what follows ree ts a partnership that
has ex eeded my most Utopian fantasies about intelle tual
will spare you su h pieties as how I
proje t and to me. On the

ollaboration. Davis, I

ouldn't possibly repay your

ommitment to this

ontrary, I look forward to paying ba k the uttermost

farthing
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Chapter

The poeti s of making-trans endent

About the

o kroa h, Yehoahim has the
following thoughts:

a) Here's the

o kroa h.

b) There is a God on high.
) Mer y. That is, the mer y God extends
to his

reatures.

d) Distan e.

That is, what stands be-

tween him and the
e) The
the
f ) His

o kroa h forever.

o kroa h's nothingness. That is,
o kroa h seen in the light of truth.
own

whi h the

nothingness,

from

within

o kroa h reemerges as in

a) `Here's the

o kroa h'.

Yoel Homann

1

Limit-Essen e

That great importan e has been and should be atta hed to the notion of Wisdom's
limit, by the an ient sages but also by modern s holars, has been put most for efully
by Gerhard von Rad, who devoted an entire
monograph,

Wisdom in

hapter to the subje t in his seminal

Israel.1 The hapter begins with von Rad's assertion the

essen e of wisdom must be per eived negatively, through its limit:
1

Gerhard von Rad,

Wisdom in Israel.

Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1972,

1

1

1.
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das Wesentli he )

Our attempt to gain a minimal perspe tive on the essen e (
what was

onstitutive for the thinking of the sages

a parti ular dire tion.

Already in the

an be expanded further along

ourse of previous

the texts brought into play there have been numerous o

gewisse Grenzen),

determinate limits (

of

onsiderations and in
asions to ponder the

whi h the sages' quest for knowledge, their

instru tions for the mastery of life and good ondu t,

ame a ross. It is advisable to

tarry further on this parti ular point, for it seems the entire instru tional enterprise
an s ar ely be better grasped from any other perspe tive than from the senten es
wherein the sages speak of the limit by whi h their wisdom is

gestoÿen).

Indeed, Wisdom be omes

an die . . . ist

he ked (

gesprä hig ), in a

ommuni ative (

urious and

2
interesting way, pre isely in su h limit-situations.
In my view, the renown of von Rad's wisdom book is largely attributable to his

3 One should say, too, that the paradoxi al

arti ulation and expansion of this idea.

identity of limit and essen e does not lie hidden deep within the text, only to be
un overed, as it were, by eyes as exegeti ally sensitive as von Rad's.
that the fun tion of

4 A
te hnique.

ontradi tion lies at the very

It is rather

enter of Proverbs' pedagogi al

ursory reading of Proverbs reveals many variations of the theme:

The person who is truly wise re ognizes, attends to, even
of their own foolishness :

preserves

a sense

hap. 6, Limits of Wisdom.

2

von Rad, Wisdom, 97, translation modied; see Gerhard von Rad,

Weisheit in Israel.

Neukir hen-Vluyn: Neukir hener Verlag, 1970, 110.

3

It is telling that even the sharpest

of von Rad's

riti s of

Wisdom in Israel

unders ore the importan e

on lusions regarding Israelite wisdom and the limits of human knowledge.

James

Crenshaw, in whose detailed review several fundamental points of disagreement are registered,
on ludes nonetheless that

Wisdom in Israel

is a masterpie e in two ways. He explains, First, it

represents [von Rad's℄ mature insights into the nature of knowledge, and se ond, he points to the
ultimate mystery that shrouds every attempt to grasp the knowable James Crenshaw,

in Israel (Gerhard von Rad):

A Review .

Writings on Old Testament Wisdom
have o

In

 Wisdom

Urgent Advi e and Probing Questions: Colle ted

Ma on, Ga.:

Mer er University Press, 1995, 309.

We will

asion to remark upon similarities and dieren es between von Rad's notion of limit and

Crenshaw's of skepti ism.

4

On the basi

role of

ontradi tion in Proverbs' pedagogy, see Christine Roy Yoder,

 Forming

`Fearers of Yahweh': Repetition and Contradi tion as Pedagogy . In Ronald L. Troxel/Kelvin G.
Friebel/Dennis R. Magary, editors,

Seeking out the Wisdom of the An ients.

Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 2005.

2

Winona Lake,

1

Limit-Essen e

Do not be wise in your own eyes;
fear

Yhwh, and turn away from evil.
(3:7)

Do you see a man wise in his own eyes?
There is more hope for a fool than for him.
(26:12)
The ri h man is wise in his own eyes,
but the poor who has understanding sees through him.
(28:12)

And indeed it is to von Rad's
following this logi

redit that he has res ued these proverbs and others

from familiarity and the predi table dulling of per eption that

arises therefrom.
Our attention, at least initially, lies not with these koan-like aphorisms but
with another dramatization of limit and essen e, whi h we

ome a ross in Woman-

Wisdom's notorious rst spee h (1:20-33), the notoriety arising from her palpable
mali e or, more pre isely, from the per eived split between our usual notion of
Woman-Wisdom (the mytho-poeti

dom )

and her sadisti

pure Wisp etayim or

idealization of Wisdom's essen e, i.e.

5 imagining of future

alamities in store for the

naive-ones.
This in ongruity lies behind a series of exegeti al impasses with whi h
taries on 1:20-33 have been preo

ommen-

6 whi h in

upied for now more than 100 years,

turn index larger questions of how to

on eptualize and then operationalize ideas

of limit and essen e. Thus the rst part of this dissertation has the following tasks:
1. to survey the prevailing des riptions of limit and essen e as they have been
understood in relation to the wisdom tradition as a whole;
5

Van Leeuwen (1997, 41) expresses the reader's outrage in pithy fashion: The laughter of

Wisdom is sho king. Murphy (1998, 19)
hilling kind of
with a ademi

6
way:

S hadenfreude.

dispassion, she

hara terizes Woman-Wisdom's spee h as an espe ially

Waltke (2004, 201) is more understated.

With passion, not

ries aloud.

The following take up the 20th

entury history of interpretation in a more or less sustained

J. A. Emerton,  A Note on the Hebrew Text of Proverbs i.22-23 .

Journal of Theologi al

Studies , 19 1968; Mauri e Gilbert,  Le dis ours mena ant de Sagesse en Proverbes 1,20-33 . In
Storia e tradizioni di Israele Bres ia: Paideia Editri e, 1991; and Roland Murphy,  Wisdom's
Song: Proverbs 1:20-33 . Catholi Bibli al Quarterly , 48 Jl 1986 No. 3.

3
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2. to demonstrate, apropos of Prov 1:20-33, the
on one hand, the prevailing

inherent

relationship between,

on eptions of limit and essen e and, on the other,

a series of insoluble or false exegeti al problems;
3. to undertake an analysis of these problemsthe abrupt poeti

shifts, the

relation of the speaking subje t of Prov 1:22-33 to Wisdom's essen e, the
question of who Woman-Wisdom addresses and, subsequently, what response
does she desirein light of a dierent

on eption of limit-essen e.

The last point requires further elaboration and relates to the thesis of the dissertation as a whole. In the servi e of what end and in terms of whi h theoreti al
shall we

2

ode

arry out this re-writing proje t?

To what end?

It is to re over a wisdom ethi

and indeed a wisdom theology that rests su iently

and ex lusively on a plane of immanen e. This is

tout ourt

not

to say that the sages were

thinkers of immanen e, an argument that is patently unsustainable; it

is

to say, re alling von Rad's wording, that the limit by whi h [the sages'℄ wisdom is

and an be found nowhere else.
eptional point beyond the apa ity of human

he ked, arises from and belongs to their spee h
Where the sages posit Yhwh as an ex

wisdomthis is not the en ounter with a human limit but rather an example of
this limit being ex eeded in the sages' (mis)per eption of the antimonies of their
own thought as an ina
7

The exemplary

7

essible obje tive beyond.

ritique along these line's is Hegel's of Kant, in parti ular Kant's

Ding-an-si h as the altogether unknowable ground of human experien
En y lopædia Logi , It is the supreme in onsisten y to admit, on the

on eption

of the

e.

the

one hand, that the

understanding is

As he puts it in

ognizant only of appearan es, and to assert, on the other, that this

ognition

something absolute by saying: ognition annot go any further, this is the natural, absolute
restri tion of human knowing. Natural things are restri ted, and they are just natural things
inasmu h as they know nothing of their universal restri tion, inasmu h as their determina y is a
restri tion only for us, not for them. Something is only known, or even felt, to be a restri tion, or
a defe t, if one is at the same time beyond it (Hegel, 1991, 60). Hegel's ounterproposal, whi h
is

is of immediate relevan e to our argument, is not to
is somehow a

laim that therefore the noumenal beyond

essible to rational inquiry but rather that its ina

ontologi al in onsisten y rather than the epistemologi al limit fa
of trans enden e. Substan e is always already split with respe t
4

essibility ree ts an

immanent,

ed by human beings in the fa e
to itself, inadequate to its own

2

We

an

larify this

To what end?

ru ial distin tion with referen e to two exemplary versions

of sapiential modesty.



Prov 27:1 and the failure of

la k :

Boast not in tomorrow
for you know not what a day brings forth.

Here un ertainty arises as a fun tion of time. The sage approa hes the order
of truth not knowing all of the elements in its set, whi h
an inexhaustible dia hroni

ome to him as

series. This is not simply to say that the future

8 It is a mu h stri ter warning that the
is unknowable.

present

is not fully

knowable, be ause its meaning is determined partially by events in the future.
Only at the end

(֓h.ryt) 9

or in the sudden irruption of

ertainty

(pt֓wm, pt֒)

10 will the meaning of ea h a tion, ea h de ision be determined. The limit
of Wisdom is here understood as a la k in the (immanent) eld of histori al
phenomena that is experien ed as an impediment to intelligibility.



Prov 16:9 and the failure of

ex ess :

The mind plans one's way
but

Yhwh dire

ts its steps.

disturbs knowledge in this s enario is not a la k but rather an ex eptional
element outside the set. Should the entirety of histori al phenomena and the
pre ise magnitude of their relationships
in an absolute sense.
the

all

be known, still one

Some non-phenomenal

X

outside,

annot know

trans endent to,

ompass of human understandingintrodu es a minimal degree of doubt.

Notion. And the Hegelian name for this inherent self-alienation of substan e is, famously, subje t.

8

The idea that the un ertainty of the future poses an intrinsi

limit to wisdom thinking is a

ommonpla e in wisdom s holarship, the poem from Qoh 3:1-8 being a

lassi

referen e point for

su h a notion. That this is not a feature parti ular to Yhwh religion has been refuted by Preuÿ and
others.

Collins (1980, 13), noting how time is thematized in both Mesopotamian and Egyptian

wisdom literature

on ludes, The variability of the times and un ertainty of the future imposes an

ines apable limit on any wisdom based on experien e, irrespe tive of its

9

her end

10

onta t with Yahwism.

Though with honey the lips of the Strange Woman drip, and smoother than oil is her mouth,

('ah. arîtah)

is bitter like wormwood; sharp like a sword is her mouth (Prov 5:4).

Of the fool, Therefore suddenly

(pit֓om)

will his

shattered and there is no healing (Prov 6:14).

5

alamity

ome; suddenly

(peta֒)

he will be
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What is the relation of ea h of these verses to von Rad's

Anstoÿ the

he k against

whi h the sages' knowledge repeatedly runs aground? In the rst senten e only do
the sages tarry with the limit of their wisdom. In the se ond, they have gone beyond
this limit just as Kant goes beyond the stri tures of his own
asserting the

absolute

unknowability of the noumenal

say that the ex ess of 16:9

riti al philosophy in

Ding-an-si h

omes to ll-out a prior la k, whose a

.

We might

ount is given in

27:1.
In Proverbs (but not ne essarily in Job and Qoheleth
type were

11 ) failures of the rst

hara teristi ally displa ed onto the eld of trans enden e, the la k in

knowledge lled-out with a positive, ex eptional term. But this already demands

onof an ex eptional positive term.

a des ription of Proverbs in terms of a temporal pro ess, the lling out of an

tologi ally prior void

by the subsequent positing

For this reason, my argument weighs against the hermeneuti

12 a preo
s enden e,

entrality of tran-

upation that dulls our per eption not only to the void that

subsists on the plane of immanen e but to Proverbs' poeti

man÷uvre of

making-

trans endent.
3

The La anian Real

To set out to re over an immanent theology, evidently, is to run afoul of deeply
ingrained habits of thought and
11

In the

anoni al wisdom tradition as a whole,

Collins (1980, 10), who

hermeneuti s of trans enden e.
fa t

13

on luding se tion of this study I will try to make some inferen es from what is dis ov-

ered about Proverbs to the

12

onsequently poses problems of representation.

¶ 103 on page 346.

ites von Rad as his inspiration in this regard,
The limited and relative

epitomizes the

hara ter of all human knowledge is in

learly a knowledged in the proverbs themselves . . . Von Rad, espe ially, has noted that men-

tion of God frequently o

urs in

onne tion with human limitation. Prov 21:30-31 may serve as an

example: `There is no wisdom, no understanding, no

ounsel against Yahweh. The horse is made

ready for the day of battle but the vi tory belongs to Yahweh.' Or, in Prov 16:1: `The plans of the
mind belong to man, but the answer of the tongue

omes from Yahweh' . . . Von Rad rightly points

out that these sayings do not `simply stand as ex eptions on the perimeter' (99).
limits whi h

an be en ountered at any time in life and that are intrinsi

And it takes no parti ular eort to nd

many

They point to

to the human

ondition.

variants of this single gure: human versus Divine,

appearan e versus Essen e, phenomena versus Noumena, parti ular versus Universal, and so on.

13

For a broader orientation to the question of immanen e versus trans enden e in theologi al

dis ourse see S

hwartz, Regina, editor,

Trans enden e: Philosophy, Literature, and Theology
6

3

Apropos of Proverbs, the repeatedly staged
spheres would seem

de fa to

The La anian Real

hasm between human and divine

to demand an interpretative analyti

den e. One must begin with what is

lear:

of trans en-

trans enden e is produ ed.

Therefore,

the demonstration of an immanent sapiential ethi , if it is not simply bunk, must
be mediated by the sages' (not altogether su
an a

ount of the

emergen e of

den e whose truth is the
ina

essful) indire tion.

trans enden ea

We are giving

hastened, barred trans en-

ontradi tory eld of the sages' experien e rather than an

essible domain trans endent to it. It is the appearan e of this parti ular philo-

sophi al paradox that justies the La anian

oordinates of our argument, La an's

on eptualization of the Real straddling the philosophi al
and trans enden e by dint of a highly

on epts of immanen e

onstru ted ambiguity.

On a rst reading, the designation Real, whi h we will gradually understand
in relation to the Symboli

14 would seem to

and Imaginary registers of experien e,

suggest the very quintessen e of trans enden e. However, for numerous, often, and
well-rehearsed reasons no reader of La an
tion, though the

an be satised with su h a simpli a-

hara teristi s rendering the Real sus eptible to su h a des ription

annot be over-leaped.

Chief among these is La an's elaboration of the Real in terms of

das Ding,

whi h

15 but whose Kantian overtones are exrefers to the Freudian Thing to be sure,
16 That is, the Freudian maternal Thing (the

pli it and should not be overlooked.

Approa h the Beyond.
14

New York: Routledge, 2004.

A supervening exposition of La an's

Imaginary-Symboli -Real s heme is not stri tly ne essary

to understand the main points of this thesis, though, unavoidably the terms will

ome up. Rather

than a long theoreti al ex ursus, I will present the three domains indu tively in the
exegesis. I dire t the interested reader to La an's early

É rits,

The Fun tion and Field of Spee h

and Language in Psy hoanalysis and The Mirror Stage as Formative of the
in Psy hoanalyti

and Symboli

Theory
15

In

Fun tion as Revealed

Jameson,  Imaginary

The Ideologies of Theory Essays 1971-1986, Volume 1: Situations of

Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988.

Ja ques La an, The Freudian Thing; or the Meaning of the Return to Freud in Psy hoanalysis .

E rits
16

I

Experien e; and further the helpful dis ussion in Fredri

in La an . In

ourse of

New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006.

Famous moments of

ritique notwithstanding (see espe ially Kant with Sade and Seminar VII,

188), La an marks his philosophi al debt to Kant frequently, so that while La an's thought goes
beyond Kant's, it is a beyond that seeks to further expli ate the Kantian philosophi al problemati .

7
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fundamental obje t in whi h the

hild's love is

athe ted and from whi h it is sub-

sequently banished by the Father's prohibition) represents the same radi al alterity,

Ding-an-si h. Moreover, Freud seems to lead us to the same understanding of the Real as prior-to the
Symboli in so far as his ontogeneti
a ount posits a stage before the onset of the
the same inhospitableness to representation as the Kantian

Oedipus problemati

and the threat of

astration:  . . . an infant's body before it is

subje ted to toilet training and instru ted in the ways of the world. . . [before it is℄
progressively written or overwritten with signiers. . . [before℄ pleasure is lo alized in
ertain zones, while other zones are neutralized by the word and

oaxed into

om-

17 Furthermore, the period of unity Freud
plian e with so ial, behavioral norms.
presupposes to exist between mother and

obje tive

telle tual intuition

hild parallels Kant's limit-idea of an in-

knowledge unfettered by the

ategories or language. And nally, the analogy

subje tive

mediation of

an be extended to the a

ounts of

two falls: both the obje t of perfe t love and the obje t of perfe t knowledge are
irretrievably alienated from the subje t as the pri e of entry into so iety. To put it
somewhat provo atively, we

ould say that ontology in Kant's system holds a stru -

turally analogous pla e to in est in Freud's.
image of the Real that we must now

This is the trans endent, Kantian

ompli ate.

For the La anian Real, as far as its philosophi al ante edents, belongs less to the
gure of Kant than to the sequen e KantFi hte-S helling-Hegel. The latter three
stand together for the reje tion of Kant's dualisti

s heme of appearan e versus

18 whi h they will seek

essen e, phenomena versus noumena, in-itself versus for-us,
to

orre t, ea h in a more or less distin t way, by subje tivizing the noumenal

Ding.

Without attempting to summarize the notoriously involved systems of the major
German Idealists, one


17
18

Fi hte's

an still indi ate the point of identi ation between

Anstoÿ )19

on eptualization of the  he k (

Bru e Fink,

The La anian Subje t.

Prin eton, N.J.: Prin eton University Press, 1995, 24.

Guyer (2000, 40-46) tra es the multiple dualities in Kant's system to a fundamental distin -

tion between

intuition

and

on ept.

It is

this

distin tion, Guyer demonstrates, that the subse-

quent German idealists and espe ially Hegel reje ted.

19

Fi hte's formulation is parti ularly helpful for us, using the same language as the von Rad

passage

¶1

ited at the head of the dissertation (

on page 1).

It is un lear to me how mu h von

Rad thought and spoke in the language of his ante edents at Jena, and therefore un lear to me the

8

3
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20 and



S helling's geneti



Hegel's analysis of the supersensible beyond in terms of appearan e

a

ount of the Thing-in-itself,

qua

21
appearan e
extent to whi h, for him, the use of the German 

Anstoÿ 

evokes Fi hte, or (another example) if

get von Rad's German)

one of his most frequent phrases, the diale ti

of experien e (

to re all Hegel. At any rate, Fi hte des ribes the signi an e of the
not assume that the interplay, or a mere
the positing self,

Anstoÿ )

he k (

o

Anstoÿ

is meant

as follows: We

urring without any

ould impose on itself the task of self-limitation, sin e the ground of explanation

did not in lude what was to be explained; hen e it be ame ne essary to suppose that this
did not o

ould

on urren e from

ur without

on urren e of the self, but took pla e, rather, in

he k

onsequen e of the latter's

own a tivity in positing itself; that its outward-striving a tivity was, as it were, thrown ba k (or
ree ted) into itself, from whi h the self-limitation, and then e every thing else that was
for, would then very naturally follow (Fi

alled

hte, 1982, 191). The  he k like the thing-in-itself 

forms an absolute point of resistan e for the subje t, yet it is immanent to the subje t insofar
as it is posited by the subje t;
is thus only a

the

he k/thing o

urs to the self insofar as it is a tive, and

he k insofar as there is a tivity in the self;

the self 's a tivity:

no a tivity of the self, no

self-determining would be

onditioned by the

no self-determination, no obje tive, et .

(Fi

he k.

its possibility is

he k: no

he k, no self-determination.Moreover,

hte, 1982, 191).

Read as an empiri al a

the obje t, Fi hte's notion of positing is understandably read as the solipsisti
Read at the trans endental level (spe i ally as a

onditional upon

Conversely, the a tivity of the self 's own

ount of

extreme of Idealism.

ontinuation of Kant's trans endental dedu tion,

in relation to whi h Fi hte expli itly positioned his argument) Fi hte's proje t takes on an entirely
dierent

ast.

The subje tnot ne essarily at the level of

some level re

ons iousness or intentionality, but

ognizes its own mediating a tivity as the obje t's

ungroundedness of this free positing that the subje t

ontinually fails to evade in its experien e

of the obje t, an experien e thereby marked as split, divided, unstable.

Anstoÿ,

and this is the

positing

X

20

at

ondition of appearing. It is the

The

experien e

of this

ru ial point, is not of any Thing but of the subje t's abyssal freedom in

as some Thing.

The thing-in-itself arises for [the subje t℄ through an a tion; the out ome remains behind,

but not the a tion that gave rise to it.

Thus the self is originally ignorant of the fa t that this

opposite is its own produ t, and must remain in the same ignoran e so long as it stays en losed in
the magi
out of the

ir le whi h self- ons iousness des ribes about the self; only the philosopher, in breaking
ir le,

an penetrate behind the illusion.

Modern Philosophy.
21

F. W. J. S helling,

On the History of

Cambridge University Press, 1994, 100.

The inner world, or supersensible beyond, has, however,

ome into being:

it

omes from

the world of appearan e whi h has mediated it; in other words appearan e is its essen e and, in

in truth ; but
truth of the sensuous and the per eived is to be appearan e. The supersensible is therefore
appearan e qua appearan e. We ompletely misunderstand this if we think that the supersensible
fa t, its lling. The supersensible is the sensuous and the per eived posited as it is
the

9
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in that ea h

on ept preserves the phenomenon of Kant's

that the subje t

tive

Ding-an-si h

(the way

subje -

ompletely fails to apprehend it) but insists upon its

point of origin, the distin tion between subje tive phenomena and obje tive

noumena residing wholly within the subje t. In all three arti ulations of idealism,
the experien e of radi al otherness is always

ause

as the

ree ted,

i.e. posited by the subje t

of the in onsisten ies in the phenomenal registers of per eption, rep-

resentation, and appearan e. We arrive at a very paradoxi al revision of

ausality,

Na hträgli hkeit ) 22 : the Real as
is an ee t of, the subje t that fails to appre-

re ast subsequently by Freud as deferred a tion (
primal rst

ause is posited by,

23 Thus, even staying within Kant's own philosophi al tradition, there is a
hend it.

Ding-an-si h ; the split between subje t and obje t, phenomena and noumena, for-us and in-itself this fundamental division is

radi al re asting of the Real qua

displa ed from epistemology to ontology; in Hegel's famous formulation everything
turns on grasping and expressing the True, not only as

Subje

Substan e,

but equally as

t. 24

In other words, as S. iºek has tirelessly argued, the La anian Real

annot be taken

in at a glan e but rather va illates between perspe tival poles.
In a rst move, the Real is the impossible hard

ore whi h we

dire tly, but only through the lenses of a multitude of Symboli
formations. In a se ond move, this very hard

X whi

existing, an
Symboli
world is

h

23

25

the sensuous world, or the world as it exists for immediate sense- ertainty and

per eption as a world that positively

22

 tions, virtual

an be re onstru ted only retroa tively, from the multitude of

per eption; for the world of appearan e is, on the

inner world.

onfront

ore is purely virtual, a tually non-

formations whi h are all that there a tually is.

therefore

annot

is,

ontrary,

not

the world of sense-knowledge and

but this world posited as superseded, or as in truth an

Hegel (1977, 89).

See the dis ussion

¶ 79 on page 269.

This des ribes the temporal paradox of psy hoanalyti

ause, arti ulated by Freud as deferred

Na hträgli hkeit ) and elaborated extensively by La an as the retroversion
de retroversion ). In the logi of signi ation, what the signier aims at and misses
a tion (

an ee t of signi ation's own operations.

See

¶

ee t (
(the

56 on page 200 and more substantially

eet

Real) is

¶

79 on

page 269.

24

Georg Wilhelm Friedri h Hegel,

Phenomenology of Spirit.

Oxford:

Clarendon Press,

1977, 17 (pg. 10).

25

Slavoj iºek,

The Parallax View.

Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2006, Short

10

ir uits, 26.
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This se ond moment of La an's thought apparently su

The La anian Real

eeds in re on iling the Real

with the plane of immanen e, the absolute inheren e of the Real to the Symboli ,
but this arti ulation

arries its own potential for misunderstanding. iºek himself

insists upon the misleading nature of su h simplisti

di hotomies as rst Real versus

se ond Real, early La an versus late La an, and espe ially

immanen e.
the key

trans enden e

versus

Any resolution to one side or the other of these binaries fails to solve

materialist

question:

if the Real has no subsisten e of its own, if it is

inherent to the Symboli , how, then, are we to think the emergen e-explosion of
the Symboli

X.

out of the pre-symboli

Is the only solution to naïve realism

really a kind of `methodologi al idealism' a

ording to whi h, `the limits of our

language are the limits of our world,' so that what is beyond the Symboli

is

26
stri tly unthinkable?
The methodologi al idealism iºek mentions should be read in the
persistent

ontext of his

ritique of postmodern theory and its redu tion of subje tivity to a fun -

tion of the text.

27 But how does iºek's materialist

throw us ba k onto a naïve realism, a
but nonetheless

substantive

ounterposition not simply

on eption of the Real as the

ina essible

Thing that underlies our symboli ally mediated expe-

rien es (i.e., the reproa h usually leveled at Hegel)? iºek avoids this trap by his
(profoundly diale ti al) insisten e that the Real

annot be situated on one side or

the other of this materialist-idealist divide. On the
an impla able and unsolvable ambiguity in its

simultaneously

hara terized by

onstitutive relation to the Symboli ,

the Thing to whi h dire t [Symboli

the obsta le that prevents this dire t a

ontrary, it is

℄ a

ess is not possible and

ess; the Thing that eludes our grasp and

the distorting s reen that makes us miss the Thing.

More pre isely, the Real is

28

ultimately the very shift of perspe tive from the rst standpoint to the se ond.

26
27

iºek, The Parallax View, 390, in a footnote appended to the pre eding quotation.
See Slavoj iºek,

the Real
28

Slavoj iºek,

Mass.:

The E lipse of Meaning: on La an and De onstru tion . In

Interrogating

New York: Continuum, 2005.

The Puppet and the Dwarf: The Perverse Core of Christianity.

MIT Press, 2003, Short

ir uits, 77.

As is often the

Cambridge,

ase with iºek, the nuan ed philo-

sophi al position is illustrated with a pedagogi ally oriented joke, whi h I pass along: Is this shift
not stru turally analogous to the one in the Russian joke about Rabinovit h from the late Soviet
era. Rabinovit h wants to emigrate from the Soviet Union for two reasons: First, I'm afraid that,
if the so ialist order disintegrates, all the blame for the Communists'

11

rimes will be put on us, the

1.

The poeti s of making-trans endent

We do not, therefore, hold the position that there's no su h thing as a Real prior
to and outside of the subje t's Imaginary-Symboli
the La anian Real disrupts the simple

representations, but rather that

on eption of before and after, inside and

outside (whi h is why it develops from but does not fall prey to the
Kant's noumenal

Ding ).

ritiques of

La an's Real is external to the Imaginary-Symboli

world of

meaning but ins ribed therein and only therein as an impasse of formalization.
La an names the lo us of this innermost exterioritythis ex-tima ythat
the impasse of formalization
La anian
a

objet petit a

[hereafter obje t (a) ℄.

on eption of the Real suggests that a

ertain dis ursive

ertain Symboli

29

auses

In short, the

world of meaning,

onguration, Wisdom let's say, is in apable of saying something

true about the truth but only be ause its truth

orresponds to this internal limit,

impasse, or failure.

4

The Real as an impasse of formalization

The stru ture of dis ourse

We have presented the La anian Real largely in the

idiom of German idealism, the radi al extension of Kant's trans endental turn undertaken by Fi hte, S helling, and espe ially Hegel. If the Kantian subje t is taken
as the quintessen e of nitudehuman understanding

pearan e

onned to the delusory

ap-

of the trans endent, eternal RealFi hte-S helling-Hegel invert this stan-

dard pi ture. Ea h in a more or less distin t way demonstrates how eternity itself
is a mode of

subje tive

apper eption of time.

the possibility of subje tive-obje tive a

None

of the German Idealists posits

ord (as in the

ari atures of a solipsisti

Fi hte or the metaphysi ally naive Hegel), but the dis ord

annot, in their view, be

attributed to the gap between nite and innite spheres, phenomenal and noumenal
bases of experien e, in short between the apparent
latter (innite, noumenal
Jews.

Ding )

Objekt

Ding.

The

is preserved, but, in opposition to Kant's system,

To the state bureau rat's ex lamation But nothing will ever

So ialism is here to stay, forever!

and the real

Rabinovit h

hange in the Soviet Union!

almly answers: That's my se ond reason.

The

very problemobsta leretroa tively appears as its own solution. . . what prevents us from a

ess-

ing the Thing dire tly is the Thing itself.

The

hange here lies only in the shift of perspe tive

(iºek, 2003, 77).

29

Ja ques La an, The Seminar of Ja ques La an, Book XX: En ore: On Feminine Sexuality, the Limits of Love and Knowledge, 1972-1973. W. W. Norton and Company, 1998, 93.
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The Real as an impasse of formalization

within the stru ture of the subje t. The very dimension [the
eternal dimension of the Ding-an-si h ℄ whi h, from within the horizon of his nite
it ree ts a lapsus

temporal experien e, appears to the subje t as the tra e of the ina

essible noume-

nal Beyond, is already marked by the horizon of nitudeit designates the way the
noumenal Beyond

appears to the subje t within his nite temporal experien e. 30

Now, however, we must admit that for the most part La an does not speak
in these terms but rather in those of stru tural linguisti s, of whi h the names
Ferdinand de Saussure and Roman Jakobson stand for its dawn and its present
day

ulmination.

31

In this transposition of Kant

signi ation be omes the organizing paradigm for

et al.

and of

ourse Freud,

on eptualizing the Real. (This

does not mean that La an jettisons the obje t and temporality as measures of
the Real; these toothe obje t as obje t (a), time as the retroa tive
of meaning in the s ansion of a

Seminar XVII, whi
links as La an o

hain of signiersare re ongured in light of

beyond of signi ation
only as an impasse of formalization.

signi ation.) The Real will
is nonetheless ins ribed

onstitution

ome to be grasped as a

that

h outlines four possible stru tures of dis ourse (four so ial

asionally

alls them), sets forth at the outset two theses.

1. First, dis ourse is stru tured a

ording to distin t forms, the spe i ity of

ea h form di tated by the way it arranges the impossibility of true spee h. These
are stru tures, in other words, that strategi ally

hannel the traumati

disturban es

32

of the Real.

The fa t is that, in truth, dis ourse

an

learly subsist without words. It subsists

in fundamental relations whi h would literally not be able to be maintained without

30

Slavoj iºek,

The Ti klish Subje t: The Absent Centre of Politi al Ontology.

New York:

Verso, 1999, Wo es war, 26.

31

Ja ques La an,  The Subversion of the Subje t and the Diale ti

Un ons ious . In

32

The logi

É rits

astrated

jouissan e. On the one
jouissan e of pure life (she is

of the seminar turns on language's split relationship to

hand, language irreversibly splits the subje t from the primordial

a surplus

of Desire in the Freudian

New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006, 799.

in the passage through the deles of the signier); on the other hand, language generates

jouissan e

(a

plus-de-jouir ),

whi h

onstantly threatens to undermine its signifying

intention. What's disturbing, notes La an, is that if one pays in

jouissan e,

then one has got it,

and then, on e one has got it it is very urgent that one squander it. If one does not squander it,
there will be all sorts of

onsequen es (La an, 2007, 20).

13
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language. Through the instrument of language a number of stable relations are established, inside whi h something that is mu h larger and goes mu h farther than

enon iations ℄

a tual utteran es [

an, of

ourse, be ins ribed.

. . . There are stru -

tures. . . namely, what happens by virtue of a fundamental relation, the one I dene
as the relation of one signier to another. And from this there results the emergen e
of what we

33

all the subje t.

2. Se ond, of these four dis ourses there is a fundamental stru ture from whi h
the others derive.
What am I up to? I am beginning to get you to a knowledge, simply through lo ating
it, that this four-footed apparatus, with its four positions
radi al dis ourses. It's no a

an be used to dene four

S
ident that I presented this form [ /1
S

the rst. There is no reason why I

→

S2
a ℄ to you as

ould not have begun with any of the others, with

the se ond, for instan e. But. . . this initial formthe one that we express by starting
with this signier that represents a subje t with respe t to another signierhas a
very spe ial importan e, insofar as, in what I am going to state this year, it will be

34

singled out as being, of the four, the one that arti ulates the master's dis ourse.

Terms and positions

The

omplete form of the master's dis ourse is

onstituted

as an arrangement of four terms,

S1 → S2
/ ∨ a
S
whi h are to be read a

ording to a set arrangement of positions or fun tions

agent

↑

truth

−→

other

∨

↓

produ t

An agent (S1) addresses an other
(S2), but the signifying intent of the spee h is disrupted by an ex ess (a), a
fa t whi h belies the agent's mastery, unveiling its true status as a barred,
astrated subje t (S/).

and a minimal narrative of a spee h event:

33

Ja ques La an,

analysis, 1969-1970.
34

The Seminar of Ja ques La an, Book XVII: The Other Side of Psy hoNew York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2007, 11.

La an, Seminar XVII, 19-20.
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The Real as an impasse of formalization

an think of the terms, to put it as generally as possible, as the elements

by whi h dis ourse is manifest in the qui kening of
elements operate in a
parti ular
the

master

langue

into

parole.

These

ertain way depending on how they are positioned in a

ir umstan e of

ommuni ation. For example we might

is speaking or being spoken to?

whether the

subje t

onsider whether
is being hailed

or questioning the hailer from the stan e of doubt? and so on. The positions are
onstant: the agent always addresses an other, animated by the truth whi h
his spee h, in relation to whi h this spee h is always ex essive or de ient.
terms, however, are dynami , able to o

auses
The

upy dierent positions. In this sense, the

La anian system turns, an idea that though it will not

on ern us for some time

(¶ 83 on page 281) makes it easier to grasp the interworking between terms and
positions. Beginning with the master's dis ourse, four radi al stru tures of dis ourse
are derived by rotating the terms through the positions by a quarter-turn.

Master's

University

S1 → S2
/ ∨ a
S

S2 → a
/
S1 ∨ S

/
a → S
S2 ∨ S1

/ → S1
S
a ∨ S2

Analyst's

Hysteri 's

Figure 1.1: The four dis ourses.

The prima y of the master's dis ourse

Apropos of the master's dis ourse, I draw

our attention to two axes of relationsthe horizontal relationship between the
numerators (S1 and

S2)

and then the verti al relationship between

S1

and the

/). The arrangement that juxtaposes these relationships
subje t (S
S1
S2
→
/
S
expresses nothing other than La an's

anoni al denition of the signierthat

whi h represents the subje t for another signierwhi h I will take the liberty of

15
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paraphrasing,

the subje t is the truth of the master's address.

It will be helpful

to approa h this idea indire tly, through a parallel hypothesis, by whi h I do not
mean to imply equivalent

S1
S2
→
S

the signied (S) is the truth of the master's address.
Before we

an dene the logi

asymmetry to the dyad

of signi ation in these terms, there is a spe i

S1 → S2

that must be dis losed. Rather than thinking of

one signier and a se ond signier, we are to understand the

One

Master-Signier

all the others that together onstitute the eld of knowledge (S2). The
e between the One and all the others is that between the grammati al
(as in das Thema, the X we are talking about) and the aggregate of its

(S1) and
dieren
subje t

predi ates.

We

an say that

S1

intervenes in the eld of

S2,

and by doing so

onstitutes the latter (whose elements have heretofore been linked only in a diuse,
unarti ulated way) as a determined totality, the predi ates

of S1.

The enun iation of (S1) is thus a pun tuation markwhat La an

de apiton,

the quilting pointwhereafter the fateful parti le

35 This stru ture is
ery element of S2.
whi h does not simply

as

alls

le point

is axed to ev-

ru ial in seeking to understand Proverbs,

atalog a variety of lo al virtuesthis verse a

elebration of

modesty, that one of frugality, another on the merits of reti en ebut rather seeks
to apprehend su h a multipli ity

as

Wisdom. M. Fox has stimulated our per ep-

tion in this regard, noting that Proverbs' preo

upation with Wisdom is a tually

quite remarkable and not an obvious feature of all wisdom literature. The book of
35

The logi

is that of ideologi al hegemony, the stru ture of whi h relies upon the fun tion

of a Master-Signier, whereby the subje t

an know how all the other signiers are to be taken.

In the ideologi al spa e oat signiers like `freedom,' `state,' `justi e,' `pea e'. . . and then their
hain is supplemented with some Master-Signier (`Communism') whi h retroa tively determines
their (Communist) meaning: `freedom' is ee tive only through surmounting the bourgeois formal
freedom, whi h is merely a form of slavery; the `state' is the means by whi h the ruling
guarantees the

onditions of its rule; market ex hange

lass

annot be `just and equitable' be ause the

very form of equivalent ex hange between labor and

apital implies exploitation; `war' is inherent

to

an bring about lasting `pea e,' and so forth.

lass so iety as su h; only the so ialist revolution

(Liberal-demo rati

`quilting' would, of

ourse, produ e a quite dierent arti ulation of meaning;

onservative `quilting' a meaning opposed to both previous elds, and so on) (iºek, 1989, 102).
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Proverbs, read as a whole, presents a main topi

amidst its numerous and diverse

maxims and observations. This topi , s ar ely tou hed upon elsewhere in an ient
near Eastern wisdom literature, is wisdomnot just wise behavior or wise tea hings but wisdom itself, the human intelle tual power, both as knowledge and as a
fa ulty.
The

36
onsequen es of this preo

upation, at the level of signi ation, are as rad-

i al as they are irreversible. No proverb is left untou hed by this as, for the lo us
of its meaning has been shifted to the totalized eld

onstituted by Wisdom. Dili-

gen e during harvest time, to take an example ( f. Prov 10:5), is
eld we

onveyed from a

an hypotheti ally re onstru tthat of good agri ultural senseto that

of Wisdom, its value now in play with su h far ung a tivities as justi e (10:6),
loqua ity (10:10), pedagogy (10:13) and so on. Returning to our formula,

S1
S2
→
S
we

≈

Wisdom
diligen e

→

justi e. . . are-in-spee h. . . dis ipline. . .

an say the truth of diligen e is a fun tion of Wisdom as the totalized eld of

justi e,

are-in-spee h, dis ipline. . . S∞ .

The subje t of the signier

La an's third term is not the signied (S), however,

/), so what is the relationship between the two? Is it possible
but rather the subje t (S
to transpose the ee t of meaning as su h to the meaning of the subje t? Let us
initially approa h the problem using the pristine form of the Master-Signierthe
proper name as the exemplary representative of the subje t.

Knauert → various qualities, attitudes, roles, habits, et .
me

The name represents me as an individual to the Symboli

network of meaning,

wherein and whereby I am not the pure ux of my per eptual experien es, but
I

onveys something durable and intelligible; my a tivities and experien es in

some sense

onstitute a stable and

of subje tive identity?

omprehensible proje t. Is this a feasible pi ture

of the individual's atta hment to the Symboli

world of

meaning?
36

Mi hael Fox,  Ideas of Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9 .

613.
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As with La an's arti ulation of the Real, we must approa h the problem of the

/) through a
subje t (S

onstitutive misre ognition (a misre ognizing that is essential

un mé onnaître essential au me onnaître ℄37 ),

for its being

surfa es only as the visible distortions on the eld of Imaginary-Symboli

per eption.

to knowing myself  [

We

an readily per eive this rst moment of truth in our

ommon experien e of

not being able to  apture someone in words. No matter how lengthy or a

urate

or eloquent our des ription, in representing ourselves or someone else there is a gap
between the want-to-saya term we
intentionand the said.

an use as a pla eholder for pure subje tive

Thus the pure I appears impossibly remote from and

opaque to the operations of representation, just as the Real appeared in relation to
the Symboli .

You may know and say a great deal about me, but that is not me!

/) then to be understood as a term of unsymbolizable
Is the La anian subje t (S
38 that eludes the dierential matrix of signi-

alterity, an ineable thinking-thing
 ation?

Su h a dense rst-person substan e does indeed hold a pivotal pla e in

La an's understanding of self-identity; it is what La an
on eives pre isely in opposition to the subje t.
tween the
37
38

want-to-say

and the

said

alls the

ego,

whi h he

If the ego lls-out the gap be-

and by taking this position represents the

La an, Subversion, 808.

ergo sum )

This is pre isely Des artes' move, to dedu e the solidity of obje tive existen e (

from the purely formal pun tum of I think (
followed by La an) who found this

ogito ).

It is not La an but Kant (in this instan e

onation problemati .

Kant's

ritique is stated in feli itous

terms with respe t to Proverbs s holarship and the question of Woman-Wisdom's identity as the
hypostasis of Wisdom. Nothing is more natural and sedu tive, Kant allows, than the illusion of
taking the unity in the synthesis of thoughts for a per eived unity in the subje t of these thoughts.
One

ould

all it the subreption of hypostasized

Pure Reason.

ons iousness.

Immanuel Kant,

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998, A402.

Critique of

For Kant, the emergen e of

the pure I-think of apper eption by whi h we experien e the world as an obje tive reality is at
the same time the banishment of the thinking-I to the out world of noumenal things.
in sharp

(This is

ontrast to Proverbs wherein the trans endental I-think takes the streets, inhabiting the

media of image and language.) At the ground of this do trine [of the trans endental apper eption℄
we

an pla e nothing but the simple and in

whi h one

annot even say that it is a

ontent for itself wholly empty representation

on ept but a mere

ons iousness that a

I,

of

ompanies every

on ept. Through this I, or He, or It (the thing), whi h thinks, nothing further is represented than
a trans endental subje t of thoughts

= x,

whi h is re ognized only through the thoughts that are

its predi ates, and about whi h, in abstra tion, we
of whi h we therefore turn in a

onstant

an never have even the least

ir le. Kant, CPR, A346.
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real me, then the La anian subje t is nothing but this impossible gap. The split

/) lies not
La an represents with the slash (S
but runs

through

between

language and the individual

the eld of language itself. The unbridgeable

hasm is thus not

what separates the Master-Signier and the individual, but rather that whi h runs
between the

one

Master-Signier (S1) and

(S2). Consequently, we must radi alize the

all the others,

its manifold predi ates

ommonpla e notion that the signier

is

fails to apprehend the subje t; it is rather that the signier fails, and the subje t

all the other signiers to represent

this failure. Knauert means only the failure of
the real me.

/) and the Real? Or, to put
What then is the relationship between the subje t (S
the question in a way less likely to lead to
subje tivized?

on eptual

onfusion, how is the Real

Reminding ourselves of what we have already saidthat the Real

must be grasped as a relational

on ept rather than some unfathomable substan e

beyond Symboli -Imaginary representationthe subje t qua Real must be dened
in relation to (1) the Imaginary me (how I per eive myself ) and (2) the Symboli
I (the positional perspe tive from whi h I per eive all obje ts, in luding myself ).
The La anian subje t will simply be the topologi al dis ord between (1) and (2),

39

i.e. the impossibility of being the perspe tive from whi h I per eive the way I am.

Dening the rst three terms of dis ourse

What I would like

onsolidate at

this point are working denitions for the terms, laying aside for now the nuan es
of the four positions and their spe i
overed signi ant ground regarding

logi al linkages (→,

S1, S2

and

/,
S

↓, ∨, ↑).40

and so here I simply

We have
ollate and

summarize what we have already said.

the master signier

S1

The enun iation of this signier sutures the eld of dis-

X.

ourse as dis ourse on

It is the pun tuation mark whose utteran e retroa -

tively gives the other terms their meaning, the One term
39

through whi h

As with Wittgenstein's famous illustration of the eye's ne essary absen e from the visual eld.

The subje t does not belong to the world: rather, it is a limit of the world. Where
a metaphysi al subje t to be found? You will say that this is exa tly like the
the visual eld. But really you do
infer that it is seen by an eye.

not

Ludwig Wittgenstein,

We take these up below. Cf.

¶ 83 on page 281.
19

in

the world is

ase of the eye and

in the visual eld allows you to
Tra tatus Logi oPhilosophi us. New

see the eye. And nothing

York: Routledge, 2001, 5.632-5.633.
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others are

onstituted in relationship to one another. This pun tual moment

of re-dening the eld as a whole is

ers

learly illustrated in Proverbs:

all the oth-

(the multitude of diverse, lo al sayings) are transformed into something

41 As

singular and whole by the performative enun iation of the term Wisdom.
for what

S1

itself signies, this

an only be approa hed negatively. Wisdom

represents the way all the other signiers are not in themselves equal to the
task of signifying Wisdom.

the lo us of knowledge

S2

All the others

ers, arti ulated as a spe i
This lo us is identied with

omprise the treasure trove of signi-

lo us by the intervention of the Master-Signier.

knowledge

but a kind of knowledge distin t from

what is eventually distilled in the master's dis ourse.
how,

savoir fair :

the way farmers farm and

on these a tivities
This linguisti

as

ourt before they ree t

dyad that La an dis overs in Saussure and Jakobson

onstitute the Symboli

whi h, if it is helpful, we
resonan es, the

is the eld of know-

Wisdom.

S1
together

ourtiers

S2

Logos.42

⌢
S2
⌣

eld La an

le grand Autre )

alls the big Other (

an equate to an idea with more re ognizable theologi al
In short, the big Other stands for the meaning

onstituted

by a dierential system, whether this system is understood as an underlying so ial
stru ture (

à la

Lévi-Strauss's elementary kinship stru tures) or the system of dif-

ferential relations that
onstituent phonemi

/
S

onstitute language (the battery of signiers, but also their

or graphemi

the subje t of the signier

elements).
This subje t, whi h must be dierentiated from

the individual body, is what falls out of the en ounter
41

On the idea of Wisdom as a

broader

S1 → S2.

It is related

oherent whole and the distin tiveness of this idea within the

ategory of an ient Near Eastern wisdom, see Fox (1997, 613) and the further remarks of

this study on page 77.

42

La an himself makes this translation when he

a Catholi

onveys the s ope of his proje t to his brother,

priest: Let it su e for me to tell you that in Rome in September I will give the report

for our Congress this yearand it is no a

ident what its subje t is: the role of language (I mean:

Logos ) in psy hoanalysis. Cited in Elisabeth Roudines o, Ja ques La an: an Outline of a
Life and a History of a System of Thought. Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999, 205-206.
20

5

to the individual insofar as the individual

a)

The obje t (

annot atta h to the Symboli

medium of spee h without fundamentally disturbing this medium's rules of
use. (The smooth fun tioning of language is an ideal a hieved only in systems

without

a subje t, as with the

yberneti

interfa e between hardware and soft-

ware.) In a way of speaking that La an frequently returns tothe utteran e

énon é the ontent of what
(énon iation the position of
(

the moment I

ome to a

is said) is never redu ible to the enun iation
the speaker).

ept the linguisti

Or, in slightly dierent terms,
nature of my reality, an irrevo-

able distan e is introdu ed between my substan e qua
empty point from whi h I view the world, the

ogito.

res ogitans

and the

The La anian subje t

is neither one of these but rather the (impossible) traverse between them.

5

The obje t (a)

Having introdu ed these rst three terms, we now note the fa t of a fourth term
(a), the designator of La an's obje t (a). As with Kant and the German Idealists

43 La an thinks that the subje tive dilemma of representation is in oherent

alike,

and in fa t

annot be thought apart from an obje tive

fundamental impasse that ai ts the logi

If there is a

of signi ation, the argument goes, then

some unrepresentable obje t must be the
impli ation of La an's most

ounterpart.

ause

of this failure. This is indeed the

ommon denition for obje t (a), the obje t

ause of

desire.
What is the usual view of the psy hoanalyti

obje t? Is it not

on eived most

readily as what

omes prior to language, as what is lost when the infant is baptized

in the Symboli

order of the paternal law?

In this telling, the sequen e of libidi-

nal obje ts (the breast, fe es, the genitals; to whi h La an adds the gaze and the
voi e) is governed by a substitutionary logi , ea h a pale simula rum of a prohibited/impossible maternal

jouissan e.

Thus the subje t of language (the paternal

interdi t understood as the subje t's rst atta hment to the Symboli

order of

ul-

ture and language) as the subje t of desire, forever trying (and failing) to re over
something, it
43

Kant's

apper eption

annot

say

what. From this we dedu e a subtra tive relation between

ritique of Des artes is again the point of referen e.

The I-think of trans endental

an in no way be reied or isolated from the experien e

21

I think x.

See note 38 on
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jouissan e : the (
minus jouissan e.

the signier and
individual

What La an

astrated) subje t of the signier equals the living

laries (or perhaps revises

44 )in his

Seminar XVII

is the relation-

ship of this obje t to the surfa e stru ture of dis ourse,

S1

erated

by

S2
a

plus-de-jouir, the surplus enjoyment produ ed by the sigarnation (or better dis -in arnation) of this ex ess enjoyment gen-

a relationship he terms
nier. As the in

→

the signier, obje t (a) resists stati

prior to

substan e

dis ourse and the signier's

identi ation with a primordial
ut. Rather,

Seminar XVII 's

po-

sitioning of obje t (a) inverts this pattern of thought and the series of relations
that derive therefrom: the Real trans endent to the Symboli , truth trans endent
to knowledge, the obje t trans endent to its representation. In ea h
term, heretofore

apture,

not

operation
the logi

origin that the signier anremainder that the signifying

on eived of as an ex essively remote

is re on eived as an ex ess material

annot

ase the rst

ontain. Jouissan e

qua the stu of the Real is not external to

of signi ation but the material stain it leaves over, that whi h serves no

purpose (

La jouissan e, 'est e qui ne sert à rien )45

with respe t to the signi-

fying intention of any parti ular spee h a t. La an famously gures this dynami
of loss or waste through the model of entropy.
I defy you to prove in any way that des ending 500 meters with a weight of 80
kilos on your ba k and, on e you have des ended, going ba k up the 500 meters
page 18.

44

su

Zupan£i£ (2006, 153) emphasizes the dis ontinuity

essive

Seminar XVII

introdu es into La an's

on eptualizations of jouissan e: La an's theory of dis ourses (or so ial bonds) is among

other things a monumental and in many respe ts a ground breaking answer to the question of the
relationship between signier and enjoyment. . . [before Seminar XVII℄ La an's

on eptual elabora-

tions were based on a fundamental antimony between signier and enjoyment.
were either radi ally opposed (as in
neous elements qualied by a

of Psy hoanalysis ). . . The

These two terms

The Ethi s of Psy hoanalysis ) or else posited as two heterogeThe Four Fundamental Con epts

ertain stru tural homology (as in

theory of dis ourses is something else: it arti ulates the enjoyment to-

gether with the signier and posits it as an essential element of every dis ursivity. I have already
expressed hesitations about dividing the

jouissan e ) a ording to La an's
Seminar XVII what had before been only

Real (whi h is to say,

early and late thought but agree with Zupan£i£ that in

an impli it possibility in the La anian paradigm is fully arti ulated.

45

La an, Seminar XX, 10.
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a)

The obje t (

with it is zero, no work. Try it, have a go yourself, and you will nd that you have
proof to the

ontrary. But if you overlay signiers, that is, if you enter the path of

energeti s, it is absolutely

meaning

The point is that the
ount for and

annot

46

ertain that there has been no work.

of a

omprehend the

ertain kineti

meaningless

U = mgh

state

output of

y li

does not a -

motion, whi h

nonetheless has set us through our pa es.
As to what this produ t might be in the
in the

ontext of Proverbs) we

ontext of spee h (or more to the point,

an here only suggest, via a spe i ally La anian

ane dote, where we might look for its tra es.  In the middle of a battle there is a
ompany of Italian soldiers in the tren hes, and an Italian
the

ommand `Soldiers, atta k!'

He

ommander who issues

ries out in a loud and

lear voi e to make

himself heard in the midst of the tumult, but nothing happens, nobody moves.
So the

ommander gets angry and shouts louder `Soldiers, atta k!'

Still nobody

moves. . . He yells even louder: `Soldiers, atta k!' At whi h point there is a response,

Che bella vo e! '  47

a tiny voi e rising from the tren hes, saying appre iatively `
short

ir uit here arises from an over-persisten e of the voi e, the ee t of whi h

is to dis lose a pe uliar relationship between voi e and meaning.
voi e

The

Obviously the

ontributes to meaning; it is the material medium in whi h the dierential

Symboli

system is arti ulated, the manner by whi h the abstra t totality of

is a tivated in parti ular instan es of

parole.

langue

On the other hand, as su h the voi e

must disappear from spee h, so that the Symboli

ideality

an

ome into view (lest

we, like the mesmerized soldiers in the story, get lost in its sonorous pleasures).
In this regard, as Mladen Dolar notes, the voi e is not equivalent to the signier
but rather stri tly opposed to it. The signier is the
as it

onstitutes the

ondition of meaning insofar

olle tive and the universal. It

possesses a logi , it

an be disse ted, it

an be pinned down and xedxed in

view of its repetition, for every signier is a signier by virtue of being repeatable,
in view of its own iterability. The signier is a

reature that

an exist only insofar

48
as it an be loned.
The voi e, in

ontrast, is purely the ee t of the individual; in our per eption of it

we experien e spee h as parti ular.
46

La an, Seminar XVII, 48-49.

Mass.: MIT Press, 2006, 3.

48

47

Mladen Dolar,

Dolar, 17.
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A Voi e and Nothing More.

Cambridge,
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We

an almost unfailingly identify a person by the voi e, the parti ular individual

timbre, resonan e, pit h,

aden e, melody, the pe uliar way of pronoun ing

ertain

49
sounds. The voi e is like a ngerprint.
The voi e thus works in two dire tions: as irredu ible substan e (i.e.
to the dierential Symboli

irredu ible

network), it prevents any signier from being a perfe t

lone and thus impedes meaning; yet as the only reliable

arrier of parti ularity, the

voi e is spee h's

losest link to the subje t who is almost (but not quite) o

by the signier.

The profound

onsequen e of this split in the voi e is that the

/)the purely virtual position from whi h the world
subje t (S
as meaningful, as
the stain of
Symboli

onsistent, as

jouissan e

obje tive 

an be per eived

oin ides with and nds its essen e in

that with every utteran e blurs the

dieren e. The

luded

risp instantiation of

oin iden e here of essen e and limit rea hes an absolute

degree. If the subje t is to emerge, he must set himself against a paradoxi al obje t
that is Real, that

annot be subje tivized.

non-subje t' whose very presen e involves

Su h an obje t remains an `absolute

aphanisis, the erasure of the subje

t; yet

as su h this presen e is the subje t himself in his oppositional determination, the
negative of the subje t, a pie e of esh that the subje t has to lose if he is to emerge
as the void of the distan e towards every obje tivity.

50

···
But perhaps here we rea h an expository point of no return. The very
and non-intuitive features of

/
S

ompli ated

and obje t (a) turn ba k on the system itself,

alling for a re on eptualization of

S1

and

S2,

whi h would ne essitate further dis-

quisitions of voi e, ego, obje t and so on. The aim of the sket h is thus more modest
with respe t to the ideal of thorough understanding (mu h more modest about
proving the La anian model true), but I hope at least two

onne tions are here,

at the outset, apparent. First, in La an's stru ture of dis ourse abides a notion of
limit-essen e that avoids two unsatisfa tory

ommonpla es.

Neither redu ing the

redu ing the subje t )

world (or as is undertaken with seemingly espe ial relish

to an ee t of the endless and absolutely indeterminate play of signiers, nor violating its own assumptions as when one states what is the

ase with that whi h

is trans endent to human knowledge, what La an des ribes (though he never put
49

Dolar, 22

50

Slavoj iºek,

The Metastases of Enjoyment: Six Essays on Women and
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it in these terms) is a poeti s of making-trans endent.
the parti ular

Se ond I would say that

onguration of the master's dis oursea Master-Signier (S1) that

sutures a totalized eld of knowledge (S2), an ideologi al

ir uit whose

oheren e

is nonetheless disturbed by an irredu ible obje t (a), whi h leaves all who hear,
read and speak this dis ourse in doubt as to what has been said, barred from its

/)is parti ularly relevant to Proverbs and in fa t staged by Proverbs
meaning (S
in dramati

fashion. Most dramati ally of all, of

ourse, in the gure of Woman,

whose body is at one time the lo us of Wisdom's subje t and obje t, its universal
truth and its insistent parti ularity, its symbol and its voi e, its limit and essen e.

6

The stru ture of the argument

Having made some requisite terminologi al introdu tions, we now move into the
main body of the argument, whi h unfolds in three parts.

Part I

situates the

poeti s of making trans endent

interpretation that more or less

rst within a body of

oin ides with modern or  riti al s holarship

on Proverbs, and se ond with referen e to a parti ular text in Proverbs. Chapter
2 explores twentieth

entury interpretations of Proverbs' limit-essen e, an a

ount

whi h is seldom told without referen e to the wisdom tradition as a whole. After
dis erning the deadlo ks one en ounters in trying to adequately signify Wisdom as
an

obje tive

essen e (delimited by an equally obje tive limit), we make the (rather

obvious) de ision to pursue the question of limit-essen e on

subje tive grounds, with

attention to Wisdom's appearan e in Proverbs 1-9 as Woman-Wisdom. Chapter 3 is
preo

upied with Woman-Wisdom's rst spee h (Prov 1:22-33), whi h in dramati

fashion stages the

oin iden e of essen e and limit.

Our own analysis of the text

suggests two features of the text that be omes the respe tive fo i of parts 2 and
3: the fear-of Yhwh in its fun tion as the Master-Signier, and the question of
Woman-Wisdom's voi e, whi h emerges as the ground of meaning (and so of an
ethi al response) in a text

Part II

hara terized by a high degree of Symboli

ambiguity.

, further explores the fun tion of the Master-Signier a ross Proverbs'

sharp generi

divide. Chapter 4

ni ation spe i

Causality.

on erns itself with Prov 10-29 and the logi

to the two-line parallelism that formally governs the

London: Verso, 2005, 33.

25

of sig-

olle tions
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of senten e proverbs. The notion of the Master-Signier is expanded a
1. Adele Berlin's work on parallelism and the poeti

ording to

fun tion (R. Jakobson's

on-

ept that Berlin develops with respe t to bibli al Hebrew), and 2. with referen e to
A. J. Greimas and his unique

ontribution to our understanding of the elementary

stru ture of signi ation. Chapter 5 expands the textual s ale of

hapter 4, moving

to analyze larger  lusters of proverbs. At the same time, the

hapter turns our

attention to the fear-of Yhwh, arguing (along with many other) for the singular
importan e of this signier to the book of Proverbs as the expression of a singular, totalized eld of Wisdom. The basis of this status, I argue (now without the
onsensus of bibli al s holars) is a stru tural fun tion that stands apart from the
irresolvable question of meaning.

Part III

unpa ks the literary phenomenon of Woman-Wisdom's voi e in light of

La an's (di ult)

on eptualization of obje t (a), the obje t

ause of desire. In the

lear that obje t (a) is

losely linked with the

ourse of our argument it will be ome
voi e of woman as su h, though it
voi e, nor with the

an be identied neither with Woman-Wisdom's

ompeting voi e of the Strange-Woman. Rather, to simply state

what must be worked out at length, obje t (a) is the obje tive dieren e between
these voi es,
a

insofar as this dieren e is impossible to as ertain.

Chapter 6 is

riti al engagement with two important interpretations of the Strange-Woman

Carol Newsom's now

Wisdom
2000.

lassi

1989 essay

Wisdom and the Dis ourse of Patriar hal

and Mi hael Fox's preeminent

In both

ommentary on Proverbs 1-9, published in

ases, I try to show how, when it

omes to the meaning of the

Strange-Woman, these authors abandon the hermeneuti
overall approa h to Proverbs.
of Prov 7, wherein I

Chapter 7, the nal

insights that govern their

hapter,

ontains an analysis

oordinate the poeti s of making trans endent to an ethi s

of maintaining desire. The question that is raised at the end of the dissertation
not answered, simply raisedis whether the twinned horizons of trans enden e and
desire

an a

ount for the wisdom tradition as a whole. I suggest that it probably

annot, that at least part of the tradition shifts its fo al point from the horizon of

trans enden e

to the one of

immanen e ;

and in parallel fashion shifts its ethi al

desire, for
hoanalyti drive.

ommitment, forsaking the preservation of an innite
desire in the pe uliar libidinal kineti s of psy

26

the realization of
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One further introdu tory remark, on the well-founded supposition of La an's antihistori ism, whi h nevertheless be omes a distorting when La an is overhastily as-

é riture,

similated to su h post-modern slogans as

sheer-text, the endless play of

the signier. Undoubtedly La an's own style of writing lends
that he is a thinker little
ne essity.
proje t

on erned with the pra ti al

reden e to the idea

onstraints of histori al

Though one should pause here, for it is evident that any intelle tual

on eived as a return to Freud

annot but be

entrally preo

upied with

history, even if its s ale must be re alibrated as bets the history of the analysand
rather than su h ma ro-systems as the nation or literary tradition.

Though this

distin tion too will prove misleading unless its polesglobal/politi al versus the
lini al/subje tiveare set into diale ti al rather than binary opposition. The reply to the question,
Is it `legitimate' to expand the use of the notions whi h were originally deployed
for the treatment of individuals to
religion is a ` olle tive

olle tive entities, and to say, for instan e, that

51

ompulsive neurosis?'

must displa e the gap between individual and

olle tivity onto the problem of in-

dividuality itself.
The So ial, the eld of so ial pra ti es and so ially held beliefs, is not simply on
a dierent level from individual experien e, but something to whi h the individual him- or herself has to relate, something whi h the individual him- or herself
has to experien e as an order whi h is minimally `reied,' externalized. The problem, therefore is not `how to jump from the individual to the so ial level'; the
problem is: how should the de- entered so io- symboli

order of institutionalized

pra ti es/beliefs be stru tured, if the subje t is to retain his or her `sanity,' his
or her `normal' fun tioning?

Whi h delusions should be deposited there so that

52
individuals an remain sane?
Though the mediation between individual and

olle tive history is likely not the

rst question that arises for the reader whose ba kground is bibli al studies, a eld
wherein the more absolute line of demar ation is drawn between literary theory and
history.
51

Slavoj iºek,

For They Know Not What They Do: Enjoyment as a Politi al Fa tor.

York: Verso, 1991, lxxii.

52

iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, lxxii.
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From that perspe tive this study will represent a
three ex ursions into history¶ 35 on page 136,

theoreti al

approa h whose

¶ 58 on page 203, ¶ 98 on page 324

ree t a perplexing, if not ill- on eived, blurring of methodologi al approa hes. For
the interpreter

ommitted to histori izing her textual obje ts of inquiry, these will

seem to be inadequate prostheses to an argument that should simply admit its disregard for histori al

ontext. Alternately, for the pra titioner of pure literary

rit-

i ism, the same se tions will also appear misguided, representing points at whi h
the argument illi itly seeks to ground its

laim in the referent.

Confusing the

situation further is the repeated re ourse to La an's Real, whi h reserves for itself
a position beyond signi ation (i.e.
not something you
in the

outside

the text) even while it is evidently

ould verify in an ar haeologi al dig, a so iologi al model, or

orpus of histori ally proximate literature. But it is the meaning of La an's

Real, insofar as La an spe i ally opposes it to reality, that will explain 1. my dis-

satisfa tion with the aforementioned split in bibli al studies, and 2. the purpose of
the three ex urses, whi h des ribe what

onventional histori al

riti ism has

alled

ontext.
For La an's opposition between the Real and Symboli
the one between

nor is it

oin ide with

ontext and text, whi h belong together to the same Symboli

This leads us to the undoubtedly paradoxi al

out of

does not

spoken into

a distin t

produ es both itself and the Symboli

on lusion that the text does not

eld.

arise

ontext; rather the text simultaneously

ba kdrop in whose frame its own meaning

must be dis erned. What have in the past been maintained as separate investigative
pro edures into separate obje ts of interpretation are less distin t than we thought
and in fa t equally a fun tion of the same Symboli

order, what La an

alls the big

Other.
It is

onvenient for our purposes that the literary

identity of opposites in the

riti

who has re ognized this

learest and, to my eye, most

equally famous for his di tum to

Always histori ize!

ompelling fashion is

even while he situates History

(like La an's Real) radi ally outside of signi ation. I therefore nd it worthwhile
to reprodu e at length the

ru ial passage in Fredri

Jameson's programmati

On Interpretation.
We need to say a little more about the status of this external reality,
of whi h it will otherwise be thought that it is little more than the tradi28

essay,

6
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tional notion of  ontext familiar in older so ial or histori al

riti ism.

The type of interpretation here proposed is more satisfa torily grasped
as the rewriting of the literary text in su h a way that the latter may
itself be seen as the rewriting or restru turation of a prior histori al or
ideologi al

subtext,

it being understood that that subtext is not im-

mediately present as su h, not some
even the

ommon-sense external reality, nor

onventional narratives of history manuals, but rather must it-

self always be (re) onstru ted after the fa t. The literary or aestheti

a t

therefore always entertains some a tive relationship with the Real; yet
in order to do so, it

annot simply allow reality to persevere inertly in

its own being, outside the text and at distan e. It must rather draw the
Real into its own texture, and the ultimate paradoxes and false problem

of linguisti s, and most notably of semanti s, are to be tra ed ba k to
this pro ess, whereby language manages to
as its own intrinsi
symboli

arry the Real within itself

or immanent subtext. Insofar, in others words, as

a tion. . . is a way of doing something to the world, to that de-

gree what we are

alling world must inhere within it, as the

ontent

it has to take up into itself in order to submit it to the transformations
of form. The symboli
ing its own

a t therefore begins be generating and produ -

ontext in the same moment of emergen e in whi h it steps

ba k from it, taking its measure with a view toward its own proje ts
of transformation. The whole paradox of what we have here

alled the

subtext may be summed up in this, that the literary work or

ultural

obje t, as though for the rst time, brings into being that very situation
to whi h it is also, at one and the same time, a rea tion. It arti ulates its
own situation and textualizes it, thereby en ouraging and perpetuating
the illusion that the situation itself did not exist before it, that there is
nothing but a text, that there never way any extra- or

on-textual reality

before the text itself generated it in the form of a mirage. One does not
have to argue the reality of history: ne essity. . . does that for us. That
historyAlthusser's absent

ause, La an's Realis

not

a text, for

it is fundamentally non-narrative and nonrepresentational; what
added, however, is the proviso that history is ina
29

an be

essible to us ex ept in
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textual form, or in other words, that it

an be approa hed only be way

of prior (re)textualization. Thus, to insist on either of the two inseparable yet in ommensurable dimensions of the symboli

a t without the

other: to overemphasize the a tive way in whi h the text reorganizes
its subje t (in order, presumably, to rea h the triumphant

on lusion

that the referent does not exist); or on the other hand to stress the
imaginary status of the symboli

a t so

ompletely as to reify its so ial

ground, now no longer understood as a subtext but merely as some inert
given that the text passively or fantasmati ally ree tsto overstress
either of these fun tions of the symboli

a t at the expense of the other

is surely to produ e sheer ideology, whether it be, as in the rst alternative, the ideology of stru turalism, or, in the se ond, that of vulgar
materialism.
Still, this view of the pla e of the referent will be neither

om-

plete nor methodologi ally usable unless we spe ify a supplementary
distin tion between several types of subtext to be (re) onstru ted. We
have implied, indeed, that the so ial

ontradi tion to be addressed and

resolved by the formal prestidigitation of narrative must, however reonstru ted, remain an absent
mediately

ause, whi h

on eptualized by the text.

annot be dire tly or im-

It seems useful, therefore, to

distinguish, from this ultimate subtext whi h is the pla e of so ial

tradi tion,

on-

a se ondary one, whi h is more properly the pla e of ideol-

ogy, and whi h takes the form of the

aporia

or the

antimony:

what

an

in the former be resolved only through the intervention of praxis here
omes before the purely

ontemplative mind as logi al s andal or dou-

ble bind, the unthinkable and the

on eptually paradoxi al, that whi h

annot be unknotted by the operation of pure thought, and whi h must
therefore generate a whole more properly narrative apparatusthe text
itselfto square its
its intolerable
53

Fredri

Jameson,

ir les and to dispel, through narrative movement,

53

losure.

The Politi al Un ons ious: Narrative as a So ially Symboli

Itha a, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1981, 81-83.
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6

The stru ture of the argument

This allows me to say what is intended by the three ex urses, whi h is not
to make a minimal gesture to the

onventions of histori al

highlight three formal analogies between

text

and

riti ism but rather to

subtext, the latter

understood as

the histori al situation Proverbs takes up into itself in order to submit it to the
transformations of form.

I am arguing, in other words, that the stru tural and

/), the signier (S1),
stri tly a-histori al exigen ies of signi ationthe subje t (S
and the obje t (a)are nonetheless semanti ally lled out with the raw materials
of their time, materials whi h the sages undoubtedly en ountered in the trauma of
so ial

ontradi tion, of whi h Proverbs' histori al

formation. In other words, Proverbs the

text

subtext

is the ideologi al trans-

never intera ts dire tly with the Real

but with the Real as it has always already been transformed,
reality. It is

ertain aspe ts of this Symboli

symbolized,

into a

subtext that I have thought relevant

and possible to des ribe as the histori al problem to whi h Proverbs

an pose itself

as the solution. But the Real and what Jameson means by history, history as what
refuses desire and sets inexorable limits to individual as well as

olle tive praxis,

54

remain as beyond in relation to the problem Proverbs raises as it is to the solution
it provides.

54

Jameson, Politi al Un ons ious, 102.
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Chapter

The Limits and Essen e of Wisdom

It seems to me that, in every
ome a ross a

ulture, I

hapter headed Wisdom.

And then I know exa tly what is going to
follow: Vanity of vanities, all is vanity.
L. Wittgenstein

7

Rylaarsdam's traje tories

Von Rad is not the only s holar to have opened the

orpus of wisdom literature to

the kind of immanent, diale ti al analysis of limit and essen e proposed here. The
wisdom literature has, in fa t, evoked the same perplexity and ingenuity of thought
through a long history of interpretation. Our de ision to begin this

hapter with J.

C. Rylaarsdam is therefore as arbitrary as it is a testimony to the uniqueness and
sophisti ation of his analysis.
The thesis of J. C. Rylaarsdam's
must have stru k his

Revelation in Jewish Wisdom Literature,1

ontemporaries as untimely.

orations of bibli al wisdom in light of a
sto k,
1

Writing

lose to the rst elab-

ommon An ient Near Eastern sapiential

2 Rylaarsdam nds an altogether dierent point of identi ation between the

J. Coert Rylaarsdam,

Revelation in Jewish Wisdom Literature.

Chi ago:

University of

Chi ago Press, 1946.

2

Amenope and Proverbs in luded E. A. Wallis Budge, The Tea hing of Amen-em-apt, Son of Kanekht: British Museum. Mss. (Papyrus 10474). London: Hopkinson, 1924; W.O.E. Oesterley, The Wisdom of Egypt and the
Old Testament. London: So iety for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, 1927; Paul Humbert, Re her hes sur les sour es Égyptiennes de la littérature sapientiale d'Israël. Neu hatel:
Se rétariat de l'Université, 1929; R.O. Kevin, The Wisdom of Amen-em-apt and Its Possible
Early

onsiderations of the relationship between
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bibli al wisdom tradition and its Egyptian/Mesopotamian

ounterparts.

The task of the wisdom movement of ea h nationBabylon, Egypt, and Israel
is to possess wisdom, and understanding of the highest ends of life and of the
means of attaining them. This task involves a natural human sear h and dis overy
through the use of human reason and an empiri al analysis of experien e.
ea h

ountry, however, the wisdom movement also seems to point to a

In

on urrent

onvi tion that wisdom was a divine possession and it was ultimately the gift of
the gods to men, whether by man's use of the reason he possessed as

reature

or by supernatural powers and spe ial gifts beyond the natural fa ulties and lying
outside the

ompass of empiri al veri ation. The relative emphasis pla ed upon

the natural and supernatural ways of attaining wisdom in the main do uments of
Israel's wisdom movement will be dealt with in a later

hapter. Here we note very

3

briey that the same double emphasis existed in Babylon and in Egypt.

As with Würthwein, Zimmerli, Preuÿ, and the others we will shortly be taking up,
Rylaarsdam highlights the stru tural similarities between the various national wisdom traditions. However, whereas the prevailing hypothesis posited Egyptian and

alien ideology of osmi order and ondent
wisdom as su h, i.e. regardless the dieren es in

Babylonian wisdom as the sour e of an

4
humanism, Rylaarsdam

laims

Dependen e Upon the Hebrew Book of Proverbs.
3
4

Ph. D thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1931.

Rylaarsdam, 11.
Compare the following well-regarded summations of this view:

Würthwein (1976)

dom's notion of God stands in extreme tension to that of the rest of the OT. It is quite
the God of the

Wis-

lear that

ovenant, whose realm above all is history and before whom nations are like drops

in a bu ket (Is 40:15), is entirely dierent in his entire fundamental

on eption from the God of

wisdom who a ts as retributor in the life of the individual. This retributive God, in his a tivity, is
lear, rationally

omprehensible,

ever, the God who

al ulableso to speak, without being a puzzling enigma. How-

alled forth one people from the

ir le of nations and dealt with them spe ially is

Zimmerli (1976)

The formulations uni-

versally show the anthropologi al position from whi h the question is put

(twb l֓dm ytrwn l֓dm)

ultimately in omprehensible in his purposes (122-23).

.

It is a question of people whose human possibilities should be established.
arried forward in an equally more

above its anthropologi al point of view; it has its
son toward whose good fortune it asks (176).
rather a

ertain

Further, it must be

learly limited way: the question's orientation

annot be raised

enter of gravity in the individual or histori

Preuÿ (1987)

per-

In its wisdom literature, Israel (or

ultural stratum of this nation) sought to appropriate a part of the humanism of the

an ient Near East, insofar as these notions were parti ularly at home among the edu ated

lasses.

The attempt was made to progressively assimilate this humanism to the deism of Israel (Yahweh
faith and its spe i

hara ter) above all after the

34

risis in wisdom thought, as it is dis ernible in

7

its various
divided

ultural-geographi al instantiations, is preo

ontingent

hara ter and thus with the

Rylaarsdam's traje tories

upied with its own la king,

inexpli able.

and

A se ond ele-

ment in the wisdom literatures of Egypt, Babylon, and Israel showing a

ommon

ultural viewpoint is the keen awareness, expressed in all, that in this morally and
rationally governed world man is a

reature. He is nite, ignorant, and subje t to

5 This idea animates the novel thesis of his book, whi h surely has
moral failure.
anities with our basi
The

theme:

entral question [of Hebrew Wisdom Literature℄ has always been the problem

of revelation. How did the men who produ ed this literature think that God and his
ways be ame known to them? How

ould men

ome by an understanding of the

nature of life that would enable them to see and attain its true signi an e?. . . the
literature

overs a period of about six

enturies; yet all of it may be

onsidered as

6

relevant to a single debate on this question.

I would like to suggest that this single question sends Rylaarsdam along two distin t
lines of resear h.
1. On one hand, he stages a

onfrontation between optimisti  and pessimisti 

versions of wisdom, whereby we learn not that they are
dieren es belie a fundamental

dierent

as that their

sameness.

The pessimist either doubts the existen e of [the℄ rational and moral order or despairs

7

of man's ability to dis over its nature su iently well to guide him to a happy end.
[But℄ even the optimisti

Hebrew wisdom writers are always mindful that man is a

reature who depends upon his
frailty and ignoran e. Man

reator, and it is thus that they a

ount for human

annot plumb the motives by whi h he is judged (Prov

16:2); man's hopes fail be ause he

annot see the end from the beginning; the very

ourse of his life is already planned (Prov 16:25; 20:24). The divine purpose
his own (Prov 19:21; Ben Sira 6:2; 7:11). Man
Sira 27:1), sin e God's status as

annot

rushes

ontrol his environment (Ben

reator makes it impossible for him to reveal all

8
things (Prov 25:2; Ben Sira 1:1-3).
The wisdom dis ounted in Job and E

lesiastes is the same as the wisdom in the

oldest se tions of Proverbsit is natural human wisdom. Human reason, empiri al
observation through the use of all fa ulties, and obje tive judgment mark its pro ess
Job and Qoheleth.

But the wisdom literature remained within the Old Testament, just as its al-

together dierent spee h about God (Yhwh) and his a tivity. . . indi ates, wherein most of what is
essential to the rest of the Old Testament does not appear, a relatively isolated phenomenon (174).

5

Rylaarsdam, 15.

6

Rylaarsdam, ix.

7

Rylaarsdam, 47.
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Rylaarsdam, 74.
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of development in man. It

onsists of the a

umulated lore of the

enturies pla ed

at the disposal of free and alert minds that share their ndings, and gray-haired
experien e is its hallmark. Job and E

lesiastes

on lude that it is the only sort of

wisdom available to man, while Proverbs' sense is no need for any other sort. It is to
be attained by means of natural endowment of man, not by a supernatural initiative
supplementing

In ea h

9

reation.

ase the fundamental stru ture of thought is the same: the natural endow-

ments of man run up against something in omprehensible to reason. The fa t of

revelation,

its persisten e in patterns of sapiential dis ourse, is stri tly

orrelative

to a la k in human knowledge. The dierent evaluative postures taken vis-à-vis this
la kRylaarsdam's optimisti  or pessimisti  sagesree t the available subje t
positions, given the stri tures of the sapiential ideologi al eld. It is
how both positions

preserve

the

ru ial to see

ogen y of sapiential dis ourse, in that they

ir-

ums ribe a zone whereupon wisdom tells us the truth, against the temptation to
view pessimism as a threat or

risis to the wisdom tradition.

2. On the other hand, Rylaarsdam himself would like to organize the failure of

wisdom alone,

i.e. what is knowable on the basis of the natural endowments of

man, along two distin t narrative traje tories, at the head of whi h stand optimisti  and pessimisti

wisdom. Rylaarsdam posits two dia hroni



Optimisti

Wisdom



Pessimisti

Wisdom

→

→

National Propheti
Es hatology

The former belongs to a valuation of the
latter determination, Spirit as the
spe i

telos

→

Wisdom

→

Rabbini

series:
Judaism; and

Christianity.

Law,

the se ond of

of pessimisti

Spirit.

Apropos this

wisdom, I want to point to a

narration of the wisdom tradition, whi h, as we shall shortly see, has sin e

been repeated over and over again. Its form is pure
The real

ontribution of Job and E

trans enden e.

lesiastes was to help to smash the too lim-

ited, earth-bound arena of traditional Jewish es hatology, whi h the great propheti
movement had utterly failed to do. By their rigid analysis and mer iless
life in the light of the orthodox do trine of rewards, the pessimisti

riti ism of

writers paved

the way for a new es hatology, in whi h the rewards of religion were more in keeping
with a religion that made moral and spiritual demands. In it, too, the es hatologi al
arena was more

9

ommensurate with the realm of the purposes of the universal and

Rylaarsdam, 87.

36

8

Congurations of limit and essen e

eternal God, to whom Judaism looked and in whose image it believed man to be
reated. This implied the introdu tion of a do trine of immortality or resurre tion.
In making this

ontribution the empiri al and rationalisti

wisdom movement sealed

10
its own demise.
It is the pessimisti

literature that does nally pre ipitate the demise of wisdom,

though not by announ ing the failure of wisdom, rather by demonstrating the futility of its su

8

ess.

Configurations of limit and essen e

In what follows, I would like to do two things. First, to demonstrate the remarkable
persisten e over the last 60 years of this spe i

emplotment of wisdom's limit. The

impasses of wisdom are resolved when these sages are

for ed,

by dint of existential

risis, to abandon their proje t of human autonomy. At this point of histori al
(Qoheleth

risis

onsidered to be its most a ute literary expression) the sage is thrown

ba k onto the trans enden e and freedom of Yhwh. In what follows, we take up four
exemplary

11 Zimmerli,12 Preuÿ,13 and

ontributions along these lines Würthwein,

14 exemplary in that ea h

Sharp

ontrasts the aims of wisdom with those of gen-

uine Israelite faith. This approa h, we will show, splits the obje tive, substantial
essen e of wisdom from its equally obje tive, substantial limit and externalizes the
latter with respe t to the former. The

onstitution of wisdom's inside/outside along

these lines is the jumping o point for a reading that privileges the trans endent
ex eption and leaves behind, o
10
11

ludes even, the lo us of our intervention at the

Rylaarsdam, 89-90.
Ernst Würthwein,  Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament .

In James Crenshaw, edi-

Studies in An ient Israelite Wisdom. New York: KTAV Publishing House, 1976; originally
Ernst Würthwein, Die Weisheit Ägyptens und das Alte Testament. Volume 6, S hriften der
tor,

Philipps-Universität Marburg. Marburg: N.G. Elwert, 1960.

12

Walther Zimmerli,  The Pla e and Limit of the Wisdom in the Framework of the Old Testa-

ment Theology .

S ottish Journal of Theology ,

17 1964; originally Walther Zimmerli,

 Ort und

Les Sagesses du Pro he-Orient An ien, Colloque de Stassbourg Paris: Presses Universitaires de Fran e, 1963.
13
Horst Dietri h Preuÿ, Einführung in die alttestamentli he Weisheitliteratur. Stuttgart:

Grenze der Weisheit in Rahmen der alttestamentli hen Theologie . In

Kohlhammer, 1987.

14

Carolyn J. Sharp,  Ironi

Representation, Authorial Voi e, and Meaning in Qohelet .
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inmixing of limit and essen e. In these analyses, we

ould say, what we have

alled

a poeti s of making-trans endent is understood as simple reportage.
But se ond, to linger (perhaps longer than Rylaarsdam himself did) over the
identi al stru ture of optimisti  and pessimisti  wisdom, whi h we will perhaps
dis over is only another permutation of limit/essen e dyad. The s holarly models
for this kind of

immanent

analysis are mu h fewer, but nonetheless will serve as

ru ial jumping-o points for our own analysis.

Spe i ally, we will

onsider the

15 and C. Newsom16 in so far as their work resists the

ontributions of J. Crenshaw

lling-out of wisdom's stru ture by attending to the limit that persists from within,
that in-sists, so to speak.

In the end, the need for this dissertation may be seen

in the ease by whi h even these interpretations
trans endent

an be appropriated for a purely

on eption of wisdom's limit.

This priority on the negative term of limit is intentional, but does not absolve us
from ree ting on the substantial, positive arti ulations of wisdom's
the se ond half of the

essen e.

Thus,

hapter takes up various approa hes to the essen e of wisdom

in mu h the same way the rst se tion analyzed approa hes parti ularly oriented
around wisdom's limit, even if these many studies are inextri ably intertwined. In
this se ond se tion we will move from



a short dis ussion dening what we mean by essen e (and more spe i ally
its relationship to meaning)



to the terminology of the texts themselves (the relationship of the signier
wisdom to other signiers from the same semanti

eld e.g., knowledge,

instru tion, dis ipline)



to the various s holarly positions on the proper approa h to wisdom

on eived

not so mu h as a Thing but rather as an overall understanding of the world (à
la von Rad's

Wirkli hkeitsverständnis ),

wherein phenomena from disparate

areas of life are shown to be analogous from the perspe tive of Wisdom.

Interpretation ,
15

12 2004 No. 1.

James Crenshaw,  The Birth of Skepti ism in An ient Israel . In

The Divine Helmsman

New

York: KTAV, 1980.

16

Carol A. Newsom,  Woman and the Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom: A Study of Proverbs

1-9 . In Timothy K. Beal/David M. Gunn, editors,

and the Book.

London: Routledge, 1997.
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A trans endent limit

The goal of these se tions is to situate this dissertation in terms of a di ult and
ongoing debate that both pre edes and follows von Rad's signal identi ation of
limit and essen e.

9

A trans endent limit

E. Würthwein 1958
18 argued for a

wein

17 E. Würth-

Following the lead of J. Fi htner's 1933 study,
lose

onne tion between the bibli al wisdom

Egyptian parallels, parti ularly

The Instru tion of Amenope.

ment unfolds in three moments, the rst two of whi h are

orpus and its

Würthwein's argu-

losely interrelated: rst,

the Israelite sages (and so the literature that they produ e) are deeply inuen ed
by their Egyptian

qua non

ounterparts; se ond, the

of Egyptian wisdom; third, the

on ept of or belief in

hara ter of

Maat

Maat

is the

sine

is therefore paramount

to Egyptian and, by asso iation, Israelite wisdom literature.
Würthwein goes on to distill the signi an e of

Maat

in a set of

on ise propo-

sitions.
1. Life pro eeds a

ording to a xed order.

2. This order is tea hable and learnable.
3. Man is thereby handed an instrument with whi h to determine and se ure his
way through life. Be ause,
4. God himself must pattern himself a

ording to this order, this law.

19

Würthwein's representation of Egyptian wisdom, having insisted upon its fundamentally religious
entirely

20 understands this parti ular form of religiosity as

hara ter,

ontained by a xed order, one that is furthermore amenable to human

inquiry and graspable by human
17

Johannes Fi htner,

gung.
18

19
20

ognition.

Die altorientalis he Weisheit in ihrer israelitis h-jüdis hen Ausprä-

Giessen: A. Töpelmann, 1933.

Würthwein, Die Weisheit Ägyptens; Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament.
Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 119.
The view [of Egyptian wisdom qua se ular℄ is not true to the a tual

instru tions.

ontent of the Egyptian

More re ent studies . . . have shown a thoroughly religious understanding of life and

world stands behind the often utilitarian-sounding
and all things have a religious dimension.

[. . . ℄

ounsels [. . . ℄ Religion rea hed into every area
A tually, one misses the impli ation of many

sayings if he does not su iently attend to their religious presuppositions. Würthwein, Egyptian
Wisdom and the Old Testament, 117.
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When wisdom, rst within
not have been

ourtly

ir les, was taken over

ons ious of its ideologi al and religious

into Israel,

people may

ontent. But it was there

and it proved itself to be ee tive. What is remarkable in the entire pro ess is not
that some individual phrases were taken over from the Egyptian wisdom tea hings,
but rather that people grew up through them into the impli itly maintained understanding of existen e. That people armed the possibility of se uring human
life and worked intensely toward its realization.

Thus there developed a type of

man who was new to Israel and whose self- onden e must have been oensive to

dem genuin-israelitis hen Glauben anstöÿig 21 ),

the genuine-Israelite faith (

whi h

22
riti ism also onrms.

propheti

Wisdom, on this a

ount, fun tions as an ideologi al Trojan horse:

inno uous and by all appearan es

moral

a seemingly

body of literature insinuates itself into a

so iety that does not per eive the subversion of genuine Israelite faith.
borrowing, what is spe i

ovenantal relationship to
Yhwh for Maat. It was a
of the

and essential to Israelite religionits

In this

histori al

and

Yhwhis under ut, irrespe tive the substitution of
momentous alteration of this

on eption [the priority

ovenant℄ when wisdom aroused the impression that a person might be able

to strive for and attain the divine blessing in and of himself and outside of the
ovenant.

ni ht

Perhaps that was Egyptian thinking, but not genuine Israelite (

genuin israelitis h geda ht ). 23
The gap between genuine (genuin ) and alien (fremd )

onstitutes, for Würth-

wein, the limit of Israelite wisdom, a limit that is dramatized in a predi table
of wisdom thought.

It is not surprising that [wisdom's notion of God℄

risis

ame to

fremden Voraussetzun-

ontroversy, founded as it was upon alien assumptions (

gen ). 24

This

ontroversy is eviden ed in the wisdom tradition itself, namely in

Job and Qoheleth insofar as they testify in dierent ways to the hubris and futility
of wisdom's

ore assumptions. These radi al

ritiques of wisdom (and Judaism as

a whole insofar as it had adopted wisdom as a legitimate mode of piety) atta k the
21

If we

ompare the use of

anstoÿen

here in

ontrast to that of Fi hte and von Rad, the radi al

Anstoÿ for something
e versa, von Rad identies wisdom's Anstoÿ with its essen e.

nature of von Rad's thesis is evident yet again. Rather than wisdom being the
else, viz. genuine Israelite faith, and vi

22
23
24

Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 120.
Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 122.
Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 123.
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ru ial point of identity on whi h a
between the

ogent

Israelite
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wisdom ideology must rest, that

omprehensible sapiential order and the

hara ter of Yhwh. Qoheleth

is the signal gure in Würthwein's argument:
Above all . . . Qoheleth

on eived God entirely dierently from the wise; he saw

him in his power and sovereignty and in his wholly-otherness, whi h makes him
ompletely unintelligible to man. To the extent that Qoheleth diligently emphasized
this aspe t of God, he showed that he had

learly per eived the weakest point

from the point of view of Israelite faithin wisdom: the impoten e of God. thus,
Qoheleth brought into play in his own sayings signi ant features of the OT view
of God, and one

an say on the basis of this observation that he has made himself

25

the advo ate of the OT belief in God.

In essen e Würthwein never speaks of the limit of wisdom as su h, but rather the

bibli al wisdom, a limit arising from the gap between two in ompatible views
God. Wisdom understands god/Maat as beholden to an order (and so impo-

limit of
of

tent), whereas normative Israelite faith is founded on the unfettered sovereignty of

Yhwh. Qoheleth, speaking from within wisdom, sounds the death-knell of his own
tradition and in so doing rearms the priority of

ovenantal religion. It is now

on-

reation 26 though

ventional to say that these poles are re on iled under the sign of

27 Würthwein's positing of a genuine Is-

the issue is perhaps not settled so easily.

raelite faith to whi h the wisdom tradition
an idea has

W. Zimmerli 1964

After Würthwein, wisdom s holarship has

turned to the purported
25
26

annot be fully re on iled, though su h

28 remains a viable line of argumentation.
ome under riti ism,

ontradi tion between (1) a binding

ompulsively reosmi

order, and

Murphy (1985) insightfully dis usses wisdom's parti ular appropriation of the

reation tradi-

Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the Old Testament, 127-128.

tion, having less to do with beginnings and more to do with an arena of experien e. That is to
say, wisdom

27

an be linked to

reation, apart from its

Preuÿ (1987, 178) has argued that wisdom's valuation of order (its

Preuÿ has it) is to be stri tly opposed to the
the prophets. See

28

onne tions with Genesis 1.

¶ 9 on page 44.

See Franz-Josef Steiert,

S höpfungstheologie

Ordnungstheologie,

as

found in Gen 1, the Psalms and

Die Weisheit Israels ein Fremdkörper im Alten Testament?

Freiburg: Herder, 1990.
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(2) Yhwh's freedom/poten y to a t.

29 A

these poles are re on iled under the rubri

of

ru ial synthesis takes pla e whereby

reation.

Of the many arti ulations of

30 the one most suited to the theme of limit is W. Zimmerli's 1963 arti le,

this idea,

The Pla e and Limit of Wisdom in the Framework of Old Testament Theology.

31

Zimmerli gives due regard to the likely inuen e of Egyptian sour es on the

32 but the burden of his argument, in ontrast to Würth-

Israelite wisdom tradition,

wein, is to explore resonan es between the wisdom literature and other bibli al

topoi.

Zimmerli's starting point, however, is the dis ordan e between wisdom and

the two

entral

33
Prophets.
tament

anoni al parts of the Old Testament, namely, the Law and the

Whereas these normative expressions of the faith of the Old Tes-

34 have as their essential

ontent the related phenomena of ele tion and

ovenant, the primary meaning of wisdom is
Wisdom is

per denitionem tah.bult,

aptured in the idea of

tah.bult

:

`the art of steering', knowledge of how to

35 For Zimmerli, this implies an anthropo entri starting point unrelated,
do in life.
if not antagonisti , to the

entral theme of the Old Testament, i.e. the sovereign

agen y of Yhwh as it unfolds in the history of Israel. But, and this is Zimmerli's
main point, the sapiential regard for human initiative and

ompeten e is not without

pre edent in an ient Israel's theologi al tradition. Wisdom thinks resolutely within
the framework of a theology of
In this

on ern we

reation,

36 Zimmerli states, expanding further:

annot here overlook what the primeval history in the Book

of Genesis says. The Old Testament does not only speak about the en ounter of
Yahweh and Israel in the midst of history; beyond this, Yahweh who en ountered
Israel is also shown as the Creator of heaven and earth, who

alled man into life

from the beginning and who dealt with man. . . Israel's faith must understand the
reation of man by God as an event in whi h God bestows on man a great gift.

29

The genealogy of this question

an be tra ed ba k earlier than Würthwein, and in that sense

(as with all reviews of the eld) my starting point is somewhat arbitrary. Both Ko

h (1955) and

Gese (1958) gure prominently in this dis ussion, though, not wanting to be sidetra ked by the
issue of retribution, I have

30

on entrated on other s holars.

See the dis ussion of s holarship and extensive bibliography in Leo G. Perdue,

Creation: the Theology of Wisdom Literature.
31

Zimmerli, Ort; Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964.

Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 147.
146.

34

33

of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 149.

32

Zimmerli, S ottish

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964,

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 146.

36

Wisdom and

Nashville: Abingdon, 1994.

35

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 148.

42
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Here we feel that the understanding of
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reation is deeply inuen ed by the manner

of Israel's en ountering God in History. But in giving His gift to man God empowers

37

him with a striking independen e.

This independen e is spe ied by the priestly writer as a zone of dominion given

38 and within this zone the sage, in perfe t a

to humankind as a gift,

ordan e with

bibli al theology, arms the power and re titude of human knowledge.
But this bra keting of the spe i

histori al en ounter between Yhwh and Israel,

whi h paradoxi ally allows both frames of referen e to
wisdom's overall

39

o-exist,

anoni al literature, though he emphasizes a logi al move-

ment from Proverbs to E

lesiastes that we have seen before. So, for example, in

Proverbs we nd alongside exhortations to Get wisdom! a

God's will.

ost to

oheren e. Zimmerli re ognizes the tra es of wisdom's bifur ated

thought throughout the

that knows

omes at a

learly that the reality to whi h it has a

40 It is, however, in E

wisdom that has fully

autionary sub- urrent

ess is always subordinate to

lesiastes that Zimmerli nds an arti ulation of

ome to terms with wisdom's stri tly relative merit:

I wish to look at E

lesiastes. Here the inner problem of Wisdom in the setting of

an Old Testament Theology openly arises and the limits of Old Testament Wisdom
are

37
38

41

learly indi ated.

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 151.
Be fruitful and multiply, and ll the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the sh of

the sea and over the birds of the air and over every living thing that moves upon the earth. (Gen
1:28)

39

It is worth on e again pointing out the degree to whi h the problems of bibli al Wisdom are

framed in the

ategories if not the spe i

images of Kant's ÷uvre. Re all the rousing introdu tion

to the trans endental dedu tion of judgment: We have now not merely explored the territory of
pure understanding, and

arefully surveyed every part of it, but have also measured its extent,

and assigned to everything in it its rightful pla e.

This domain is an island, en losed by nature

itself within unalterable limits. It is the land of truthen hanting name !surrounded by a wide
and stormy o ean, the native home of illusion, where many a fog bank and many a swift melting
i eberg give the de eptive appearan e of farther shores, deluding the adventurous seafarer ever
anew with empty hopes, and engaging him in enterprizes whi h he
is unable to

arry to

ompletion (Kant, 1998, B295, A236).

resonan e with Zimmerli's des ription of wisdom in terms of a
hold

40
41

in a ir ums ribed sphere.
Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 153.
Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 155.

43

an never abandon and yet

This seems to me to have great

relative

value, truth

laims that
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E

lesiastes does not speak about free ele tion and gra e in the history of God's

dealings with Israel. But he knows also, that the
to subdue it.
E

reator sends man into the world

But man's going out into the world `in wisdom' is a

ording to

42
lesiastes a fruitless pain, even a pain under a urse.

In his attempt to master the world `by wisdom', whi h means `by knowledge and
a tive life', he en ounters the reality of the

reator more

learly than any other

Israelite wise man before him. Everywhere he meets with a reality that is determined
and

annot be apprehended. Behind all this determination and all this ability not

to be apprehended it is God, who

annot be s rutinized, who is free, who never

43
rea ts, but always a ts in freedom.
In speaking like this E

lesiastes returns unexpe tedly to a genuine element of

zu einem genuinen Element alttestamentli hen Glaubens ).44

Israel's faith (

Wisdom, whi h for E

lesiastes elsewhere `ex elleth folly' (2:13), is possible when

it is willing to enjoy the gift that God gives today and will not try to make God's
promise an item in the

al ulation of man's life. . . Hen e E

lesiastes reminds Wis-

45
dom of its pla e before the reator.
Thus to translate Zimmerli's argument into von Rad's language of limit and essen e:
E

lesiastes is the limit of wisdom, in the sense of being the edge, the frontier-

guard beyond whi h even the highest human wisdom
deep foolishness.

46 It is also the

essen e

an break down and be ome

of wisdom insofar as it alone

omes to

terms with wisdom's proper portion:
When wisdom appropriates only this `portion'; then the Wisdom of the fear of the

47

Lord will nd its limit as well as its fulllment.

H. D. Preuÿ 1987

48 polemi

Preuÿ represents the sharpest (and most sustained)

against a harmonious in orporation of wisdom into authenti

Yhwh religion. Like

Zimmerli, Preuÿ has understood the bibli al wisdom tradition to be resolutely an42

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 156.

Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 156.

45

Preuÿ's

eorts

along

47

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 157.

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 158.

Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 158.

48

44

43

46

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 158.

these

parti ular

lines

in lude

Einführung

Weisheitliteratur, highlighted here, and further Horst Dietri

Religionen im Alten Testament.
Old Testament Theology. Volume

Stuttgart:

in

h Preuÿ,

die

alttestamentli he

Verspottung fremder

W. Kohlhammer, 1971; Horst Dietri

h Preuÿ,

2, OTL. Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995.
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49 Like Würthwein, he emphasizes the unparalleled

in its orientation.

50 to su h a degree that it annot be inte-

inuen e of an ient Near Eastern ideology,

51 Preuÿ

grated into other bibli al theologies. And like Ko h,

onsiders the essen e

of this foreign ideology to be its belief in an inviolable world-order, expressed rst
and foremost in the

Tun-Ergehen-Zusammenhang.

What wisdom meant by or-

der, above all else, was the deed- onsequen e-nexus, whi h, even within the Old
Testament wisdom literature itself, would turn out to be unsustainable, pre isely
insofar as it was fundamentally threatened by Yhwh-faith.

52

What is striking about Preuÿ's reading, given the widespread re overy of the
wisdom tradition as a legitimate expression of Yhwh piety, is his unyielding insisten e that the bibli al experiment with wisdom was a failure that in no way

ould

be integrated into mainstream bibli al theology. This failure is above all the failure of the root assumption of wisdom thinking, namely the theory and belief in

Tun-Ergehen-Zusammenhang,'

the `

whi h was founded and to be maintained by

53 For Preuÿ wisdom's on eption of
God/Yhwh.
on Yhwh that were diametri ally opposed to the
freedom that prevailed in 

genuin

Weltordnung

imposed restraints

onfession of Yhwh's

unrestrained

JHWH-glauben .54 This gap between radi ally

in ompatible interpretations of Yhwh ultimately led to an irreversible Krise dieses
weisheitli hen Denkens . . . das S heitern dieses weisheitli hen Mens hen und seines
Glaubensansatzes.

55

Signi antly, Preuÿ does
in

on ert with Israel's

and

not

allow us to read wisdom's preo

upation with order

reation theology, but rather he poses

Weisheitstheologie

S höpfungstheologie

in stri t opposition to one another. He writes,

Is Wisdom theology not more a theology of order rather than a proper
theology? Is Old Testament

49

reation

reation theology identi al with a theology of order?

In its wisdom literature. . . the attempt was made to progressively assimilate this humanism

to the deism of Israel. Preuÿ, Einführung, 174.

50

In origin,

strong

hara ter and history the Old Testament wisdom literature eviden es an ient Israel's

onne tion with the an ient Near East, in this regard going far beyond what was

ustomary

in the other areas of the Old Testament. Preuÿ, Einführung, 174.

51

Klaus Ko h,  Gibt es ein Vergeltungsdogma im Alten Testament .

und Kir he ,
52

54

Zeits hrift für Theologie

52 1955.

Preuÿ, Einführung, 182.

53

Preuÿ, Einführung, 190 and

Preuÿ, Einführung, 175.

passim .

55

Preuÿ, Einführung, 175.
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Does the bibli al

reation worldview want to present an understanding of

reation

as the order of a `Tun-Ergehen Zusammenhang' ? Su h a relationship is, in the older
proverbs,
to the
of

learly posed. . . , but should be applied neither to Gen 1 nor to Gen 2f, nor

reation-psalms (though these may indeed praise the mira ulous stru ture

reation) to say nothing of the

reation spee hes in Jeremiah or Deutero-Isaiah.

In Job 38  reation is raised as a
God, but

riti al obje tion against the sapiential view of

56
as its foundation.

not

The s holarly attempt to

oordinate wisdom literature with the Old Testament

reation tradition founders, in Preuÿ's view, be ause it fails to see the potential for
radi al dieren e under the broad heading order:
The question is, a
tain from

ording to

reation as

whi h

order. What inviolable order

lear, unambiguous and binding.

it inviolable and thus always to be re-established: is it
a third order?

What

an one as er-

so ial

ommunism,

order is for
apitalism,

Who determines in hybrid spheres of humanity or in the world

sphere itself what order is? What wisdom meant by order, above all else, was the
deed- onsequen e-nexus, whi h, even within the Old Testament wisdom literature
itself, would turn out to be unsustainable, pre isely insofar as it was fundamentally
threatened by

Yhwh-faith.57

The opposition, in other words, is not between order and dis-order but between two
ompeting and, in the nal analysis, irre on ilable orders.

C. Sharp 2004

This last treatment of wisdom's  anoni al limits will strike the

reader as anomalous insofar as it is primarily about rhetori al strategies in Qoheleth
and so at some remove from our immediate topi .
bear dire tly on the mediation that

Sharp's

on lusions, however,

on erns us, that between limit and essen e in

the wisdom tradition. To put it simply, Qoheleththe

hara ter in the book as

opposed to the (ironi ) message of the book as a whole aptures both, living out
the exemplary sapiential life and nding that it leads to nothing but despair and
yni ism.
The wisdom endeavor is thus skewered by the irony of the book of Qoheleth not
via dire t, polemi al engagement, but in a way that is far more ee tive for its
embodiment of the anti-hero and his own parti ular kind of unremitting toil. The
book represents the sage as one who strives mightily but ultimately fails in the

56

Preuÿ, Einführung, 178.

57

Preuÿ, Einführung, 182.
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onstru ted by his proud epistemologi al autonomy.

Even in

his radi al skepti ism and despite his a ute mental suering, Qoheleth remains
thoroughly

ommitted to the traditional empiri al method, ostensibly

but nally still embra ing the

hallenging

onventional view of how the pursuit of wisdom

an

58
be lived in a awed world.
Qoheleth (the anti-hero) represents the quintessential sage, who uses his empiri al
method to assert epistemologi al autonomy. This, for Sharp, is the essen e of wisdom. Qoheleth (the book) dramatizes the failure of this

ethos

insofar as it

an only

lead to skepti ism and a ute mental suering. And that, for Sharp, is the

limit

59
of wisdom.
Thus the

hara terologi al depi tion of Qoheleth as a kind of every-sage is

mat hed by a judgment as to E

lesiastes' role in the

anon.

For Sharp, it is

the de isive pun tuation mark whereby the rest of the tradition is unveiled as a
disastrous repetition of humanity's fall from prelapsarian gra e.
The metanarratologi al message of the book of Qoheleth ins ribes the results of
the sin in the Garden of Eden on the body of Qoheleth, on the

orpus of the

text, and on any hapless interpreter who falls vi tim to its irony.

The psy hi

wounds and nal physi al disintegration ( hap. 12) of the despairing and

yni al

Qoheleth represent the self-ini ted wounds of an(y) Adam who tries to reenter
the Garden of Eden and grasp again wisdom apart from obedien e.
disintegration is a knowledged by the Epilogist in the

The same

omments in 12:12 about

the debilitating tediousness of books and study. . . The Epilogist ags the end of
sapiential dis ourse itself (

sp dabar ,

60 ) and thereby represents ironi ally

12:13

that the book of Qoheleth ought never be used straight, as a dida ti

The moment of truth in E

one

61

manual.

lesiastes (and for Sharp I think it is fair to say the

moment of truth for the wisdom tradition as a whole) is the moment of its

sui ide, whereby the (non-hapless) reader is thrown ba k onto Torah-obedien e as
the only viable basis for a
subje tive outlook.
58
59

ommunity of justi e and, one presumes, a less depressing

[Qoheleth's℄ nal whisper

arries a ross the

enturies of the

Sharp, 60.
Spe i ally marked as su h in 12:13 with the phrase

sp dabar the

end of the matter, or

the end of the word.

60

For an alternative interpretation of Qoheleth's resolution of sapiential see the

se tion of this dissertation, on page 351.

61

Sharp, 67.
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debris of human endeavor: Fear God, and keep His

ommandments. Hear this: It

is only obedien e that denes you. . . Hear, O Israel, and obey.

The Splitting of Essen e and Limit

62

What we have found again and again in

our narrowly fo used dis ussions of those analyses attending to wisdom's limit and
essen e is that the limit of wisdom is

onsistently externalized onto something for-

eign to its essen e (i.e. rendered trans endent). Ultimately, the limit of wisdom is
ea ed and we are left with a full notion of wisdom limited by something other than
its own immanent limits. Whether it is Israelite theology, divine agen y, Job and/or,
more often, Qoheleth as
Proverbs, we are

hampions of an epistemology other than that we nd in

onsistently oered

on eptions of limit

reated by the opposition

of two unities, and not a limit immanent to the signifying eld of ea h one. The
resounding truth of von Rad's insight into the identi ation of wisdom's essen e and
limit has been repeatedly mued by the splitting of one from the other so that both
the one and the other have yet to be rigorously arti ulated. Rylaarsdam arti ulates
the limit internal to the epistemology of all wisdom but, in the end, distinguishes
not the limits of wisdom in, say, Proverbs from those in, say, Job, Qoheleth, et .,
but rather the solutions to the limits of wisdom found in early Judaism from those
in early Christianity (whi h too had their limits).

How the essen e of wisdom is

spoken in Proverbs has yet to be formulated with adequate
interpreters we have

oheren e among those

onsidered thus far. How, we want to ask, are the limits of wis-

dom in Proverbs spoken by Proverbs and not by others posited as post-Proverbial
developments e.g., Job, Qoheleth, Sira h, et .? Until su h a rigorous

on eption of

the limits and essen e of wisdom in Proverbs is formulated, the way Job, Qoheleth,

et al.
10

hange that limit

annot be adequately approa hed.

An immanent limit

As we said in the introdu tion, we now pro eed from those studies that privilege an
ex eption to wisdom's essen e as its limit to those that, along with Rylaarsdam and
von Rad dis ussed above,

reate the spa e for our dissertation by providing paths

by whi h wisdom's limit and essen e may be approa hed on a horizon immanent to
its poeti s.
62

Sharp, 68.
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J. L. Crenshaw 1980

Against the ba kdrop of our

An immanent limit

ritique of a splitting, essen e

from limit, the signi an e of Crenshaw (1980) is easily grasped.
what we might loosely
wisdom, dis losing their

He provides

all a phenomenologi al approa h to the essen e and limit of
o-substantiality in the experien e of sapiential skepti ism.

Crenshaw's elaboration of skepti ism, not surprisingly, resonates with von Rad's
notion of limit, not to dis ount important dieren es.
As they are respe tively elaborated by von Rad and Crenshaw, limit and skeptiism are so produ tive and vital to our understanding of wisdom's essen e, be ause
they tra e its borders.

Distinguishing skepti ism from pessimism and

yni ism,

Crenshaw writes
In my view, skepti ism in ludes both a denial and an armation. The negative
side of a skepti 's mental outlook

onsists of the doubting thought, whereas the

positive armation of a hidden reality indi ates that it is altogether inappropriate
to a

use skepti s of unbelief . . . the matrix formed by the disparity between the

a tual state of aairs in a vision of what should be both sharpened

riti al powers

63

and heightened religious fervor. Doubt, it follows, is grounded in profound faith.

In addition to faith being the ground of doubt, Crenshaw makes skepti ism the
ground of belief when he

alls it religion's handmaid, without whi h belief be-

64 The point of identi ation linking Crenshaw's skepomes hollow testimony.
ti ism to von Rad's limit
negative

65

onsists of the positive ontologi al weight of these

on epts, the way the negations o

for wisdom,

upy a ne essary position in the

whi h the sages, many times, equate to

wisdom as su

For our present purposes Crenshaw's analysis of the

quest

h.66

onditions for the possibility

of skepti ism is parti ularly relevant. We referred to his approa h as phenomenologi al above be ause he asks not only about the parti ular
63
65
66

Crenshaw, Skepti ism, 1.

64

ongurations of and

Crenshaw, Skepti ism, 3.

Crenshaw (1980, 7) himself notes the similarity.
Under the se tion heading,

An Endless Sear h,

Crenshaw notes the paradoxi al identity of

the obje t with the question for the obje t. In a sense, the
lass℄ was its

pursuit

hara teristi

feature of [the sapiential

of insight, its sear h for the unknown. Indeed, the sages believed that God

had hidden pre ious se rets from human eyes:

God's glory was to

on eal things.

Over against

this fa t, sages juxtaposed human striving for knowledge, espe ially a king's attempt to fathom
su h a mystery.

James Crenshaw,

Old Testament Wisdom: an Introdu tion.

Westminster/John Knox, 1998b, 46, emphasis in original.

49

Louisville, Ky.:
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thus

hallenges posed by dierent skepti al positions but also about how su h a

ons iousness of limit and essen e
whether

ould be experien ed at all.

What situation

on eived theologi ally or philosophi allymust pertain before one

speak of skepti ism? For Crenshaw the answer is

an

lear; there is a parti ular prin i-

ple, a worldview, apart from whi h the notion of skepti ism has no meaning, the
rst de isive breakthrough in our intelle tual history:
I refer to the prin iple of universalitythe ideal of rationality a

ording to whi h

no individual possessed the truth, the universe was orderly, and human beings were
spe tators of a powerful drama whi h God dire ted toward a distant goal.
assumption of order pre ipitated

The

rises in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Israel, as is

67

well do umented in the relevant literature.

One need not, it seems to me, posit the kind of singular, world histori al establishment of rationality to validate what is essentially a thesis about the temporality
of skepti ism. Namely, before the gap between the a tual and the properif we

an

dene skepti ism in these terms an emerge, there must be an idea of the proper.
The hidden impli ation of skepti ism's histori al emergen e is a mythi al period
of non-skepti ism, untou hed by the distortions of universality. But here we insist
upon the a-histori ity (perhaps trans-histori ity is better) of skepti ism. For human
history itself, the history of
the Symboli

reatures who speak, is founded on the

68
order whose truth is always lo ated elsewhere.

onstitution of

More spe i ally,

language as a trans-individual and universal system of dierential elements that
refer, not to some reality existing outside itself, but rather to itself, involves the
elimination of the possibility that any individual element within the system might
intrinsi ally have a privileged relationship to the truth, despite parti ular,
gent

laims otherwise.

Continuing the

omparison from linguisti s, we

ontin-

ould say

this gap Crenshaw posits as the fundamental pre ondition for skepti ism is the same
gap dened by linguists as the one separating the signier from the sign. This is
to

on eive of the sign as an intimately unied signier and signied (in whi h the

signier represents the signied) but the signier as a dierential element, posited
67
68

Crenshaw, Skepti ism, 3.
And whether, as Crenshaw notes, this elsewhere be

on eived in the image of a God with-

holding his name at the very moment of self-revelation or in the ex lusion of divine intention and
true wisdom from human rea h or anywhere else is not our immediate

50

on ern. Cf.

Crenshaw,

10

only insofar as it has no relation to the signied,
ant by stung the signied.

An immanent limit

69 and whi h be omes signi-

70 In terms already worked through in the eld of

bibli al studies, a senten e or sense-unit always means more than the sum of its

71 (think of any proverbial saying) and ea h part always means more on its

parts

own than it does qua the part of a senten e or sense-unit when e also
ommon o

ome the

urren es in spee h of slips, misunderstandings, puns, idioms, et ., and

the ne essary failure of any attempt at a purely interlinear translation.
In positing universality as the de isive breakthrough that leads to skepti ism,
Crenshaw renders parti ular and ex eptional what is in fa t the

intrinsi

property

72 and

of both (1) language, whi h must emerge all at on e in its universal form;

(2) the speakers of language, who are for ed to mis-re ognize themselves in an alien
Skepti ism, 7

69

70
71

La an, Seminar XX, 32.
La an, Seminar XX, 37.
Su h is the thrust, for example, of Barr (1961),

su h standard lexi al works as Kittel's

TDNT.

over against

the etymologi al pro edures of

More broadly, it is in reasingly posited that meaning

between
omposition
Bibli al Interpretation in An ient Israel. Oxford:

does not reside even in the broader stru ture of a senten e (Barr's point) but rather ashes
multiple inter-texts.

On intertextuality as a phenomenon inextri ably linked to the

of the bibli al texts see Mi

hael Fishbane,

Oxford University Press, 1985.

72

This is the

theory.

onsequential dedu tion of Lévi-Strauss from the stru tural revolution in linguisti

Whatever may have been the moment and the

as ent of animal life, language
signify gradually.

[. . . ℄

ir umstan es of its appearan e in the

an only have arisen all at on e.

A shift o

New York:

annot have begun to

urred from a stage when nothing had a meaning to another

stage when everything had meaning. Claude Lévi-Strauss,

Mauss.

Things

Routledge, 1987, 59-60.

Introdu tion to the Work of Mar el

The unthinkable gap between when nothing had a

meaning and when everything had a meaning was un overed (and rather qui kly
already by Rousseau in the

Se ond Dis ourse.

has to speak in order to have general ideas:

Hen e one has to state propositions, hen e one

for as soon as the imagination stops, the mind

pro eed only by means of dis ourse. If, then, the rst Inventors
they already had, it follows that the rst substantives
names. A

re overed )
an

ould give names only to the ideas

ould never have been anything but proper

on lusion Rousseau nds repugnant and therewith breaks o his inquiry, as for myself,

frightened by the in reasing di ulties, and
that Languages

onvin ed of the almost demonstrated impossibility

ould have arisen and been established by purely humans means, I leave to anyone

who wishes to undertake it the dis ussion of this di ult problem.

 Rousseau and Contradi tion .

South Atlanti Quarterly ,
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73 In other words, skepti ism (the gap or disparity) is not an ex eptional

medium.

state of aairs but is in fa t
Crenshaw's more

o-eval with the subje t of language; or, to put it in

olle tive formulation, with the rst de isive breakthrough in our

intelle tual history. . . the prin iple of universalitythe ideal of rationality a
to whi h no individual possessed the truth. Taken to its extreme, we may

ording
on lude

from this that the subje t is fundamentally a skepti al subje t.
At this point it would seem fruitful to oer several

on ise propositions to pun -

tuate our engagement with Crenshaw's arti le.
1. The gap between the signier and the signied is the pre ondition for skeptiism.
2. Skepti ism refers to that subje tive position that attends to the gap
a Symboli

reated by

order that negates any privileged asso iation between an individual

element of a system and truth; i.e., skepti ism is a

determined negation.

3. Su h skepti ism turned on itself sear hes in vain for the subje t, whi h
stantly fades under the

on-

hain of signiers intended to represent it be ause, to

paraphrase La an, when I speak of myself, I am never the same as the self

74 The skepti al position par ex ellen e is the position that

of whom I speak.
attends to this

onstant fading of the subje t behind the signiers (failing to)

represent her.
4. Be ause su h a gap is the ne essary
boli

73

The

order (the Symboli

ondition for the fun tioning of any Sym-

order being, as su h, trans-individual), the skepti al

on ept of alienation is admittedly suspi ious (having so many dierent senses) but I

have in mind the distin tly non-philosophi al meaning suggested by Jameson (1988): Far more
adequately than the s hizophreni

or natural man, the tragi

symbol of the unavoidable alienation

by language would seem to have been provided by Truaut's lm
Child), in whi h language learning
suering upon whi h the feral

L'Enfant sauvage

hild is only imperfe tly willing to enter. As for the pre ise La anian

on ept alienation, it arises from the impossibility of re on iling the

énon é ) and the I
74

le sujet énon iation ).

who speaks (

I

Ree ting on the impossibility of identifying (in the

with Des artes'

ogito,

(The Wild

omes before us as a ra king torture, a palpably physi al kind of

I

of the statement (

le sujet

an never be the pla e from where I speak.

I am that! )

ommon usage of the word

La an (1966, 517) writes, I am thinking where I am not, therefore I am

where I am not thinking.

These words render palpable to an attentive ear with what elusive

ambiguity the ring of meaning ees from our grasp along the verbal string. What we must say is:
I am not, where I am the plaything of my thought; I think about what I am where I do not think

52

10

position that a

An immanent limit

ounts for that gap is ne essary for the order's existen e, that

is, its organization of its subje ts lives.
Having argued that Crenshaw's formulation of skepti ism is a ne essary element for
the

onstitution of any Symboli

system and is, in fa t, the fundamental position of

the subje t as su h (i.e., the subje t of language; what La an will
of-the-signier), we should now be

all the subje t-

lear about what we are not arguing. We do not

mean to imply that every statement or dis ourse is organized su h that they equally
render this skepti al nature of subje tivitythis inability of any Symboli

order to

onstitute itself without some remainder or la k visible.
This is where we may again pi k up the thread of Crenshaw's essay and formalize
his observations regarding magnitudes or s ales of skepti ism.



Skepti ism is always in relation to something. Rather than speaking of skepti ism as su h we should spe ify, skepti al vis-à-vis some

X.

(Thus large-s ale

expressions of skepti ism su h as those represented in Job are s alar magniations of more lo al

skepti isms

dire ted at modest obje ts: the promissory

note of a mer hant or even the profession of love.)



It may be the

ase that the signifying system that undergirds the

oheren e

of a so iety as a wholerather than this or that element of itis the obje t
of skepti ism. This is to formally a
links to

ount for a situation Crenshaw intuitively

olle tive skepti ism, namely

revolution :75

Skepti ism's genesis in the universal-rational means that it refused to be ome
the ex lusive property of an intelle tually elite group of people. Admittedly,
breakdowns often fail to a hieve de isive breakthroughs for la k of popular
support. Su h aristo rati
eed in

revolutions always abort be ause they do not su -

apturing the imagination of

potentially revolutionary thoughts

ommon people. The mere presen e of

annot alter the human situation unless the

I am thinking.

75

Crenshaw points out the tenuous

of a so iety, a

onne tion between skepti ism and the elite literary

ommonpla e assumption in bibli al s holarship.

pothesis about the authors of the sapiential
tions

A

lass

eptan e of this plausible hy-

orpus may permit one to make signi ant observa-

on erning Job and Qoheleth, he allows, but then points out the very trun ated view su h

literature gives us.
dissenting

Instead we should assume that the skepti al voi e rea hes far beyond these

ries. Crenshaw, Skepti ism, 5.
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idea seizes the minds of those who alone

an implement lasting

76

hange.

To summarize this point: Crenshaw posits the prin iple of universality as the basis
of skepti ism: it is both the truth skepti ism doubts and the medium by whi h it
gains tra tion. We have suggested that the form of the universality is language and
onsequentially skepti ism may be a resistan e within the system, exerted upon a
lo alizable element of it; or, on the other hand, skepti ism may resist the system as
a whole, the situation of revolution.
To our formalization of Crenshaw's analysis we should add the gains from our
linguisti ally fo used analysis above so as to make expli it that the opposition skepti ism/system is, in both

ases, an opposition lo ated within the system (i.e., the

skepti ism that resists the system as a whole

an only arise from within the system

or, in terms more akin to Crenshaw's, the skepti ism that poses a threat to belief as
a whole must ne essarily be spoken from the most faithful position). Re alling that
a

ertain degree of skepti ism is ne essary for the smooth fun tioning of any Sym-

boli

order, we must simultaneously re ognize that, to a

ertain extent, a Symboli

order must always be in revolt against itself in order to provide pla e-holders for
its immanent limit, failure, void (whi h usually happens by externalizing it as the
result of a parti ular,

ontingent threat whi h

ould/should be eliminated).

The

task of our analysis in the rest of this se tion on the histori al limits of wisdom
an now be more spe i ally dened with respe t to these polyvalent skepti isms.
Our task is to delimit and analyze those manifestations of skepti ism that sustain
the limits or failures of the sapiential Symboli

order (and thus do not represent

histori al limits of wisdom insofar as their revolts merely
on eptual

ir le round the same

oordinates) and those that over ome these limits, opening possibilities

for new histori al subje ts of wisdom.

C. Newsom 1989

We

an move forward quite rapidly on this task by attending

77 whi h approa hes the problem from the opposite

to Carol Newsom's 1989 essay,

ta k as did Crenshaw in three de isive matters.
1. Whereas Crenshaw suspends judgment as to the intrinsi

soundness of wisdom

so as to render visible the modes of skepti ism that sustain its
76

Crenshaw, Skepti ism, 7-8.

77

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom.
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oheren e,

10

An immanent limit

Newsom takes for granted the awed nature of wisdom qua universal, then
analyzes the failures of Prov 1-9 to assimilate these aws into its world of
meaning.
2. If Crenshaw wants to show how, in the

ase of the Hebrew Bible, skepti ism

sustains the prevailing sapiential ideology (here we are to think of the neutral
usage of this term, ideology as a theory of how to live in and understand the
world), Newsom wants to determine the seams of ideologi al

ontradi tion, its

lines of fra ture (and here we are to assume depre atory sense of ideology, i.e.
false

ons iousness), and, given that, how to smash it.

3. And nally, if Crenshaw wants to show us the dia hroni

workings of skep-

ti ism as a parti ular ideologi al response that pro eeds from the establishment of the trans endent universal, Newsom puts aside the noisy sphere
of ideology to lead us to the hidden abode of histori al antagonism as the
ontologi ally prior

ontradi tion upon whi h all ideologies founder.

Thus to Crenshaw's skepti  we may juxtapose Newsom's  riti , identifying their
dieren e from one another in terms of the questions
s riptive a

What?

(Crenshaw's de-

ount of skepti ism's mutual-imbri ation with truth faith) and

(Newsom's turn toward the non-symboli

Real of histori al antagonism).

Undoubtedly this presentation remains overly s hemati ,
shows us how Newsom's dierent aim

Why?

78 but it nonetheless

onfronts us with a new and momentous

problem: how to get behind/under ideology when the primary body of eviden e is a
modest

orpus of texts that, if not authored

were at the very least

tout ourt

by an elite se tor of so iety,

ollated, arranged and preserved by them. Whi h is to say, in

terms of the psy hoanalyti /La anian ine tion of our argument, how do we
the Symboli
of our

domesti ation of the Real given the ne essarily Symboli

ritique.

(La an's name
78

The spe i

habitation

On this point, Newsom's argument is expli itly psy hoanalyti

79 ) in that it names sexual dieren e as

onspi uous in its absen e

argument of Newsom's essay is taken up in detail in the nal part of this disser-

tation, espe ially in

79

ritique

hapter 5.

It should be noted that, although Newsom's arti le does not name La an, it speaks from

within a re ognizably Fren h-Freudian framework and works with a notion of the

Real mediated

by Louis Althusser (page, 117) and Julia Kristeva (page, 122, 131 note 5), both highly inuen ed
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the

lo us of the Real's appearan e, but as su h only a

register, at the points of its antinomi
From this
the diagnosti

ing it

a

essible through the Symboli

breakdowns.

onne tion between sexual dieren e and the Real, Newsom dedu es
importan e of those texts that seek to

ontain sexual dieren e,

writ-

ording to the opposition Woman-Wisdom// the Strange-Woman. (In this

sense, Newsom's argument should be

redited as the inspiration for the third part

of this dissertation.) The symbolization of sexual dieren e as the Strange-Woman,
Newsom shows, is a deeply ambivalent gesture, stabilizing Proverbs' version of Wisdom as an en losed ideologi al matrix, even while it fatally undermines Proverbs'
oheren e.
The Strange Woman gures the irredu ible dieren e that prevents any dis ourse
from establishing itself unproblemati ally.

That is to say, she is not simply the

spee h of a tual women, but she is the symboli
ourses. She is the

gure of a variety of marginal dis-

ontradi tion, the dissonan e that

for es

a dominant dis ourse

to arti ulate itself and at the same time threatens to subvert it. Those dissonan es
an no more be eliminated than
the

sour e

of slow but profound

an sexual dieren e itself. And their existen e is
hange in symboli

80

orders.

The parallels with Crenshaw's argument (skepti ism as that whi h both authentiates and subverts faith in the universal) are readily apparent. The Strange-Woman
is the signier of that whi h disturbs the dis ourse's ability to be meaningful and
yet must be signied for the dis ourse to fun tion. The dis ourse's tenden y to fail
at the produ tion of meaning was asso iated above with the ee ts of the signier
as dierentiated from and prior to the sign. Skepti ism, we said, was the subje tive
position that would attend to the stru ture of the signier rather than that of the
sign. Newsom's asso iation of these dissonan es with sexual dieren e both libidinizes the skepti

as a desiring subje t propelled by a lost obje t (the Edeni

time

of harmony between the sexes) as well as makes sexual dieren e the ineliminable
sour e of histori al time, i.e., the slow but profound

hange in symboli

orders.

81

by La an's work.

80

81

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 122, emphasis added.
La an (1974, 30) refers to the same

onne tion between the

Real of sexual dieren e and the

histori al narrative that emerges therefrom: The sexual impasse exudes the  tions that rationalize
the impossible within whi h it originates. I don't say they are imagined; like Freud, I read in them
the invitation to the real that underwrites them.
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Essen e and the logi

of predi ation

What Newsom and Crenshaw leave open to misunderstanding and, in identally,

82 is whether the non-symbolizable

La an tells us Freud did as well,
shaw's

proper

or Newsom's

marginal

Real of Cren-

lie external to or ex luded from the reality to

whi h they stand opposed. Neither Crenshaw nor Newsom su iently

larify this

issue so as to prevent its misunderstanding whi h, for us, is de isive. An armation
along these lines transposes the limit of wisdom to a trans endent beyond, and so
halts the diale ti

of limit and essen e we have been at pains to draw out of their

work.

11

Essen e and the logi

of predi ation

To speak of Wisdom's essen e is to
We are trying to

omplete a

onfront, dire tly, the stru ture of predi ation.

Wisdom is . . . ),

ertain senten e (

attention to the fa t wisdom's essen e

annot be

minimally involves a subje t and a predi ate:

S

is

whi h draws our

on eived of as a singularity but

P,

whi h we will simplify further

as the determination of one signier by a se ond signier.

S1 −→ S2
The simpli ity of this abstra t, pared down stru ture belies an immensely

omplex

problemati , whi h has to do with the radi al asymmetry between the two terms.
Consider the so- alled prologue to the book of Proverbs. The six verses following the epigraph in lude more than a dozen dierent wisdom words.
The proverbs of Solomon, son of David, king of Israel:
for learning wisdom and instru tion,
for understanding words of insight,
for a quiring the dis ipline of su

ess:

righteousness, justi e, and equity;
to tea h shrewdness to the simple,
knowledge and pruden e to the young,
that the wise might hear and in rease learning,
and the dis erning a quire skill;
to understand proverb and epigram,
the words of the wise and their riddles.

82

La an, Seminar XX, 55.
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The fear of the

Lord is the beginning of knowledge;

fools despise wisdom and dis ipline. (Prov 1:1-7)

About this prologue von Rad
How

andidly asks,

an an exegesis whi h takes words seriously deal adequately with this series

of statements? What do the many individual terms mean? In what sense are they
asso iated with ea h other, and in what sense are they dierentiated from ea h
other? It would only be with di ulty that one would
to the book of Proverbs is mere empty noise.
Presumably a
an be

on lude that the prologue

How, then, is one to pro eed?

omprehensive term, for whi h there is no longer any handy word,

onstru ted here for the reader by the fa t that, to a

ertain extent, into

this prologue a number of terms have been inserted so that by this

Kumulierung ℄ the desired extension of the

[

umulation

on eptual range is a hieved. . . By the

umulation of many terms the text seems to aim at something larger, something
more

omprehensive whi h

ould not be expressed satisfa torily by means of any

83
one of the terms used.
This

onstellation of issues (signi an e as a  umulative ee t, the desire for a

omprehensive term, the fa t that no
prehensive eld) are

entral to the

on eptually under the term

one

signier seems able to

on erns of this dissertation and

metonymy a

ee t.

profound psy hoanalyti

ome a ross metonymy in a

mapping, we

The metonymi

La an's

an be linked

Setting aside for a moment La an's
luster of rhetor-

84 ). Even at

onfused (e.g., syne do he, metaphor, irony

this rst shallow approa h, some

12

om-

term that is not everywhere dened in

the same way or to the same analyti

i al gures that are easily

onvey this

lari ation is required.

essen e of wisdom

omplex elaborations of metonymy and metaphor are not original but derive

from the work of R. Jakobson, who understood signi ation in terms of a bipolar
fun tion, operating between the respe tive aordan es of metaphor and metonymy.
83
84

von Rad, Wisdom, 13.
This is not to suggest that su h slippage results from a theoreti al failure; Lévi-Strauss reg-

ularly shows how metaphors take over the mission of metonyms, and vi e versa,
on eptual problems in stories. Claude Lévi-Strauss,
sity of Chi ago Press, 1966, 150.
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The Savage Mind.

so as to solve

Chi ago: The Univer-

12

The metonymi

essen e of wisdom

The development of dis ourse may take pla e along two dierent semanti
one topi

may lead to another either through their

ontiguity.

The metaphori

ase and the metonymi

similarity

lines:

or through their

way would be the most appropriate term for the rst

way for the se ond, sin e they nd their most

ondensed

85
expression in metaphor and metonymy respe tively.
What this

on eptualization of metonymy brings into fo us is a spe i

logi , whi h, in

ontrast to metaphor, pro eeds on the basis of

relational

ontextual prox-

in realia rather than the i oni or symbol-laden mediations
of metaphor. If metaphor re ongures a standard signied by positing a startling
equivalen e, e.g. womb for spoil in Judges 5:30, metonymy evokes an essential whole
imity: a

onne tion

with referen e to a spatial or temporal adjun t, e.g. gate for

ity in Gen 24:60. It

onsists in using for the name of a thing or a relationship, an attribute, a suggested sense, or something
relationship being that of

losely related, su h as ee t for
ontiguity.

ause . . . the imputed

86 The ee t of metonymy is to

something (some Thing) that eludes signi ation:

ir ums ribe

by artfully displa ing the sig-

nied's lo us from one signier to another, the la k language ins ribes in being is
formalized (and thus hidden) by

onvention. No one assumes that the

ity

onsists

of a solitary gate; we are nonetheless spared the impossible task of dening what
a

ity

really

is. (The ee t of metaphor is pre isely the opposite, to stimulate our

awareness of the

onstru ted quality of meaning; the use of womb in Judges 5:30

produ es a meaning very dierent than if the author had stu k with a

onventional

synonym for plunder.)
Returning to von Rad's quote, we

movement
term. The

that en ir les but

an dis ern therein a des ription of a

metonymi

annot ll the absen e of an adequate  omprehensive

on eptual range aimed at by the pile of terms is, obviously, the essen e

of Wisdom, whi h eludes ea h signier in turn but somehow

in-sists

in the

hain

87 The introdu tion of the trope of metonymy is useful here

that links them together.
85

Roman Jakobson, Two Aspe ts of Language and Two Types of Aphasi

Language
86

Disturban es . In

On

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1990b, 129, my emphasis.

Anthony Wilden,

The Rules Are No Game: The Strategy of Communi ation.

London:

Routledge, 1987, 198.

87

When e we

of the

an say that it is in the

hain's elements

hain of the signier that meaning insists, but that none

onsists in the signi ation it

59

an provide at that very moment. Ja ques
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handli hes )

be ause it allows us to understand why no word is handy (
to signify the essen e of wisdom that Proverbs purportedly

enough

onveys, even though

ea h of them more or less has the same signied and seems merely to displa e the
others. Thus does metonymy provide a

on eptual framework for understanding a

ommon notion in the eld, most re ently arti ulated by M. Fox,
A variety of words are used for wisdom and knowledge . . . These words have their
own nuan es and synta ti

onstraints, and various s holars have drawn distin tions

among them . . . But the wisdom words are pragmati synonyms,

onveying basi ally

the same ideas . . . The wisdom words form a lexi al group that as a whole

onveys

88
the on ept of wisdom.
This returns us to the thesis advan ed in the introdu tion of this se tion, that the
essen e of wisdom be omes

ommuni ative only as a

beyond, beyond the signifying

limit of these most important of wisdom's terms, a limit whi h prevents them from
being up to the task of signifying Wisdom on their own. In other words, the essential
substan e of Wisdom is

onveyed here as a la k in signifying potentiality, a level of

non-identity in the signier that propels our sear h for its essen e onward.

13

The tautologi al essen e of wisdom

However, as long as we attribute the prologue's la k of a

omprehensive term to an

empiri al dieren e posited between, for example, wisdom and shrewdness, or
wisdom and su

ess, we miss the

inherent

and

stru tural

la k that splits the

eld of Wisdom. Paradoxi ally, the true dimension of metonymy
most easily when at the level of

ontent subje t and predi ate,

an be

S1 and S2,

laried
are lled

by the same signier. Consider the following proverb:
The beginning/essen e

(re֓²ît)

of wisdom is

get wisdom (Prov 4:7).

Does this formula of pure identity,

A = A, short-

ir uit the vi ious

y le of metonymy?

We intuit that it doesn't, that here, in fa t, we learn nothing of substan e about
wisdom's essen e. But we should momentarily suspend the question of
La an, The Instan e of the Letter in the Un ons ious .

In

E rits

New York:

substan e

W. W. Norton &

Company, 2006e, 502.

88

Mi hael Fox,  The Epistemology of the Book of Proverbs .

126 2007 No. 4, 669.

60

Journal of Bibli al Literature ,

13

so as to learn something of the

form

of signi ation, i.e. what is the

of our intuition that the tautologous equation
We

The tautologi al essen e of wisdom

an approa h the question in a very

A=A

formal

basis

fails at the level of truth?

on rete way:

Wherein lies the dier-

en e su h that the subje t (whose pla e is held by the rst A, whose essen e we
seek) is not determined without remainder by the predi ate (the se ond A that
lls out the

hara ter of the rst)? This question has in fa t already been asked of

Prov 4:7. Fox (2000, 175) re ognizes the nonsensi al quality of the verse, at least
for the reader who en ounters it for the rst time. It is tautologous, he notes, to
identify the
do.

beginning

of getting something with getting it, as this verse seems to

And further he seeks to explain the verse's true meaning along the lines we

just mentioned (i.e. positing a dieren e between

h.okmah

the subje t and

h.okmah

the predi ate). What grounds does he nd for this dieren e?
The rst

h.okmah

the se ond is the

mentioned is wisdom of the sort possessed by the wise individual,
ontent of the knowledge being taught.

In other words: the

rst step toward be oming a wise man is to imbibe the tea hings, even before
understanding and applying them. The possession of this knowledge is not fully
wisdom, but it will start you on the way to intelligen e and judi iousness in thought
and a tion.

Thus the

apparent

identity of subje t and predi ate is based upon a failure to re kon

with a diversity inherent to Wisdom's semanti

range. Fox's paraphrase of the verse,

The rst step toward be oming a wise man is to imbibe the tea hings,

89 makes

use of Wisdom's ability to mean (1) an overall positive feeling about knowledge,
and (2) the sum
of

h.okmah

ontent of the same knowledge. But does the semanti

justify a reading whi h makes of the form

tautology, whose

true

form is the

A=A

a merely

onventional and mu h more useful

Fox's solution is demonstrably inadequate in that one

apparent

A = B?

an nd no reason for

not simply reversing the interpretative de ision. Why not say that rst
refers to the

ambiguity

h.okmah

ontent of the knowledge being taught, the se ond to the wisdom

of a wise individualby whi h I understand Fox to mean something like a respe t

90

for knowledge and a desire to learn?
89

Mi hael Fox,

I am not trying to defend this se ond as

Proverbs 1-9: A New Translation With Introdu tion and Commentary.

New

York: Doubleday, 2000, 175.

90

This se ond reading,

pa e

Fox, has many signi ant proponents, not the least of whi h are
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the right reading but to highlight the impossibility of persuading ourselves one
way or another. Indeed, the more obsessively we stake out one position, the more
obvious the reasonableness of the other must appear. And stepping ba k, there is
a perfe tly logi al reason why this is so. The ambiguity that belongs to the subje t

A,

the fa t that it really stands for a set of meanings

opula.

ontained to one side of the

Ambiguities of

annot be

h.okmah
in the same measure.

The multipli ity at the heart of

onfounds the meaning of subje t and predi ate

14

A1, A2, A3, . . . An,

here

re ֓²ît

Fox's response, I think, would be that I had illi itly bra keted what he takes to
be Prov 4:7's most important word, i.e.

re֓²ît .

For it is true that if

re֓²ît

means

91 then the predi ation is not rea temporal beginning point, as Fox says it does,
versible, but rather Fox's reading the rst step. . . is to imbibe the tea hingsis
demonstrably better. (Of

ourse the

orollary is equally to be armed, if

re֓²ît

means something like essen e or foundation, then my proposed alternative is
preferable.)

lo us lassi us for this questions is the book's motto-verse:
the re ֓²ît of knowledge (1:7).

As Fox indi ates, the
The fear-of Yhwh is

There are three main ways of interpreting Prov 1:7a, depending on whether
, rst, means (1) rst in time; (2) prin iple, essen e,
part in quality and importan e. . . The only

re֓²ît

hief part; or (3) the best

ommentators to understand

re֓²ît

in

the temporal sense alone seem to have been a few medievals. For instan e, Ps.-Ibn
Ezra says, This means it [fear of the Lord℄ is the rst thing to know, and afterwards
one may learn and know everything else. This is, I believe,

orre t. Though the

fear of God is undoubtedly ex ellent, at issue here is not qualitative superiority.
Fear of God is not the best part of wisdom, be ause it is not
omponent among many. The topi

part

of wisdom, one

of the Prologue [i.e., 1:1-7℄ is the value of the

92

book for study, whi h leads to and enhan es wisdom.
those platitudes that distinguish authenti

wisdom

from book smarts.

distinguishes between wisdom and knowledge along these lines:

A person

Waltke (2004, 77)
ould memorize the

book of Proverbs and still la k wisdom if it did not ae t his heart.

91

In 4:7, even more

learly than in 1:7,

re֓²ît

Proverbs 1-9, 175.

92

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 68.
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means `rst' (in time), `beginning.' 

Fox,

14

re֓²ît

Thus both terms

Ambiguities of

re ֓²ît

and the fear-of Yhwhare qualied with respe t to Wis-

dom: not really part of its eld but rather marking the

ru ial propædeuti

posture

of the young student.

re֓²ît

; one

hoi e, that in fa t

re֓²î-

In my view, Fox's premisethere are three possible meanings of
must

t

hoose the

means to

orre t onepresents us with a false

93

onvey something of the paradoxi al nature of progress in wisdom.

However, rather than enumerate those s holars who have understood

re֓²ît

in terms

of essen e or, on the other hand, as irredu ibly multi-semi , I want to point out
a

ertain in onsisten y in Fox's overall a

fear-of Yhwh and

ount of the

onstellation Wisdom, the

re֓²ît .

Leaving aside momentarily the question of

re֓²ît

in relation to Wisdom, we

an

say something mu h more denite about its relation to the fear-of Yhwh, for Prov
1:7 unequivo ally equates the two: The fear-of Yhwh is the
on ord with what he said about

re֓²ît

re֓²ît . . . 

In perfe t

(i.e. that it means the temporal beginning

point), Fox understands the fear-of Yhwh in this

ontext as a prerequisite of

wisdom. . . its propædeuti , the dis ipline that prepares the way for it.
this reading will not do for the entire s ope of Prov 1-9, as the

94 However,

ru ial passage 2:3-5

demonstrates.
Indeed, if to understanding you

all,

if to insight you raise your voi e,
if you seek it out like silver,
and like hidden treasure you sear h for it,
Then you will understand the fear-of

Yhwh,

and the knowledge of God you will nd.

Here, the fear-of Yhwh
it is highlighted as the
93

end

entry point; rather

of an arduous pro ess.

For example, J. Crenshaw notes how the fear-of Yhwh was

edge but equally the

94

annot be understood as a propædeuti

both

the beginning of all knowl-

rowning a hievement in wisdom. Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 12.

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 68.
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If
you

all,

raise,
seek-out,
sear h-for,

then
you will understand the fear-of

Yhwh.
then ℄ is

Fox notes of the turning point in 5a: This [
ditionals

the apodosis of the three

ombined. . . Whereas we would expe t the quest for wisdom to

in the nding of wisdom, this verse makes an even greater

laim.

on-

ulminate

It promises no

less than religious enlightenment: the understanding of the fear of the Lord and the
knowledge of God.

95 Thus we are led into a kind of paradox: the pre-requisite

and the  ulmination of Wisdom are
a se ond time, is to posit and

arried by the same signier. Fox's solution,

ontrol a split within the signier fear.

Wisdom both begins with fear of God (1:7; 9:10) and leads to it.

If the

hild

does his part. . . his fear of God will move to a higher stage. . . The simple fear of
divine anger that prompted the rst, juvenile steps toward wisdom matures into a
reasoned,

ognitive

ons ien e. . . The temporal Fear of God motivates the sear h

for wisdom, whi h develops into a more sophisti ated fear of God, one in whi h a
moral

ons ien e is fused with knowledge of his will.

One must be

areful, for there are two distin t

96

laims being made.

On the one

97 between two experien es of
hand, Fox posits an inherent temporal relationship
fear.

The  ulminating fear is a repetition; one arrives at its meaning only by

passing

through

the prior, propædeuti

fear.

But se ond, this dieren e in time

is mapped onto a substantive dieren e at the level of
fright versus the deeper

ognition of a reasoned

ontent: a simple, juvenile

ons ien e.

I wholeheartedly endorse the rst observation and just as wholeheartedly reje t

98

the se ond, whi h seems to me the very distin tion Prov 2:3-5 seeks to erase.

Indeed the insight at whi h this passage aims has to do with the persisten e, the
repetition, of fear: even after a life of
95
97

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 110.

96

alling, seeking, sear hing, et .

the fear is

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 111, 113.

The temporal movement of the passage is

arefully pa ed out by the

onditional stru ture

(`if ' . . . `then' . . . `then'). Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 112.

98

On the meaning of fear in Proverbs see the extended dis ussion on pages 215228.
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The identity of identity and non-identity

there as it was in the beginning. So too with the

re֓²ît

of wisdom, its fun tion in

Prov 1-9 is not bifur ated along lexi al lines; it refers always to the same
and why should it not? What

ontent,

hanges in the passage from being-foolish to being-

wise is not the thing being observed but the perspe tive from whi h it is observed.
With respe t to Wisdom one is always at the beginning, the

re֓²ît .

The fool sees

this position and its appropriate posture of humility as something to be over ome

99 ), but the sage re ognizes

(or worse, something that has already been over ome
and embra es a la k that is proper to humanity.

15

The identity of identity and non-identity

Thus we must seek to understand the form of tautology on dierent grounds, and
for this we will do no better than Hegel, who paradoxi ally analyzed the statement

A=A

under the rubri

of

ontradi tion.

If anyone opens his mouth and promises to state what God is, namely God is
God, expe tation is

tion. . . Looking more

dierent determina-

heated, for what was expe ted was a

losely at this tedious ee t produ ed by su h truth, we see

that the beginning, The plant [or, God℄ is, sets out to say

something, to bring

forward a further determination. But sin e only the same thing is repeated, the
opposite has happened,

tradi ts itself.
is

nothing

has emerged. Su h

identi al

talk therefore

on-

Identity, instead of being in its own self truth and absolute truth,

onsequently the very opposite; instead of being the unmoved simple, it is the

passage beyond itself into the dissolution of itself.

100

The Hegelian identity of identity and non-identity is thus grounded in rules of
dis ourse,

its temporality,

whereby the nomination of a subje t ne essarily moves

toward some determination of
je t.

ontent more than the abstra t identity of the sub-

Thus the proposition Wisdom iswisdom highlights the non-identity at

the heart of Wisdom mu h more starkly than do statements su h as those in the
prologue, Wisdom isinstru tion, for example. In this latter proposition subje t
and predi ate are not identi al simply be ause wisdom is more than instru tion;
the equation of instru tion and wisdom leaves an unspe ied remainder. This exess/de it ree ts the most fundamental stru ture of metonymy, and it inhabits
99
100

See for example Prov 26:12 or any of the referen es to those who are wise in their own eyes.

Georg Wilhelm Friedri h Hegel,

Hegel's S ien e of Logi
65

.

Amherst, NY: Humanity
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our spee h whenever we try to spe ify something (wisdom)

as

something else (in-

stru tion). On the other hand, tautology, in the guise of a proposition that would
ir umvent the limitations of something

as . . . ,

onfronts us with a mu h sharper

version of non-identitynon-identity sharpened to the point of
does this by saying nothing

about

ontradi tion.

It

wisdom (thus the tedious bore su h statements

ini t on Hegel).
The distin tion between the subje t wisdom and the predi ate wisdom, to return
to the question we raised above (on page 61),
wisdom's multiple

annot be

on eived as resultant to

belongs only on the
t, in other words, is the name of the One

onnotations, a degree of variability that

side of the predi ate.

Wisdom qua subje

universal we are speaking of, an entity whi h must trans end/in lude within itself
all the variety of its parti ular manifestations. Wisdom qua predi ate, on the other
hand, is the set by whi h this degree of dieren e is
 . . . yes, that too must be re koned

wise.

The

on retized and for ed upon us:

ontradi tion that we experien e in

tautology arises out of gathering of these two radi ally dierent entitiesthe
universal versus

all

One

of its predi atesunder the same signier.

wisdom
the One wisdom

→

S1

wisdom
all of its qualities

S2, S3, . . . Sn

The repetition of the signier wisdom, whi h amounts to the reappearan e of
the subje t in the pla e of the predi ate, suggests that wisdom's essen e, wisdom
onsidered apart from its

ontingent manifestations,

an only be approa hed by

superimposing the series of la ks, whereby ea h predi ate has not quite given the
pre ise measure of wisdom. Therefore we should say, in the senten e

Wisdom is. . . wisdom

 . . . wisdom represents la k

as su h.

Finally, the stri tly negative magnitude of  . . . wisdom is further unders ored when
we maintain the a tive sense of the imperative that introdu es the predi ate, Get
Books, 1969 [1812/1831℄, 415.
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wisdom! The syntax

The shape of wisdom

onveys not only the logi al non-identity of the two wisdoms

but equally the interminable a tivity that

ompensates for the eternal la k. Thus as

a formal indi ation, admitting that the ground for su h a move will only be visible
after the analysis is underway, we might imagine the la k instated by the imperative
as a pla e-holder for the non-identity of wisdom with itself. The proposition wisdom
isget wisdom, if we allow the imperative get to stand as a sign of the negative,
reates the possibility that the series of all parti ular instan es of wisdom (whi h we
named

S2

above) and the non-identity inherent to the universal

ategory wisdom

(S1) are present in the statements through whi h the essen e of Wisdom, to quote
von Rad yet again, be omes

16

ommuni ative.

The shape of wisdom

On the whole, this problemthe impossibility of signifying Wisdom with a handy
wordhas not ex essively inhibited s holarly disquisitions of its essen e.
Wisdom is not arti ulable in One

For if

omprehensive signier, its essen e is not thereby

dis redited but displa ed to a higher level, whether this is

on eived in existen-

tial (Wisdom as a worldview) or literary (Wisdom as a genre) terms. Exemplary
proposals for this broader
tion of

on eption of Wisdom's essen e in lude von Rad's no-

Wirkli hkeitsverständnis,101

phy's shared approa h to reality,
101
102

Whybray's intelle tual tradition,

102 Mur-

103 and most re ently Van Leeuwen's plea for a

E.g., von Rad, Wisdom, 7.

Whybray (1974, 69-70) des ribes what unites this tradition as follows The

in these books is an interest in the problems of human life:
nation of Israel, whi h, though of giganti
the problems of ordinary individual

proportions, are never referred to here, but

itizens: their relations with one another and within their own

ommunities in their daily lives, their
of their

and tragi

ommon interest

not the politi al problems of the

on ern about the present and the future, in luding the fate

hildren and des endants, and about the justi e or injusti e of their personal destinies.

As far as our dete tion of this  ommon interest Whybray deploys a mostly terminologi al
investigation to nd, in Proverbs, Job, and E

lesiastes, an element of

ommon vo abulary. . . and,

to some extent, though less evidently, of forms and style appropriate to the expression of thoughts
on this parti ular range of subje ts Roger N. Whybray,

Testament.
103

The Intelle tual Tradition in the Old

Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1974, BZAW, 70.

Murphy (1978, 39) outlines the assured theses and more spe ulative hypotheses that

animate the study of wisdom literature. The se ond hypothesis runs as follows:  The problem of
the relationship between wisdom literature and other portions of the Old Testament needs to be
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 riti al-realist approa h

104 that es hews a terminologi ally oriented basis of de-

s ription, instead treating Wisdom as a literary and ideologi al kind, on analogy
with things given in nature su h as stones, plants, animals, and stars.
Leeuwen is

not

making the

Van

laim that Wisdom is obvious and empiri ally given.

His point, rather, is to draw out the
lines,

105

omplexity of all determinations along the

This is that kind of thing. . .
Natural kinds and human artifa ts (like a monar hy or minuet) embody a ri hness
of features and fun tions out there in reality to whi h our analyti
ison,

ontrast, and

a ts of

lassi ation respond more or less adequately and a

ompar-

ording to

our various epistemologi al or pra ti al purposes. . . Thus a tree may belong to the
lasses of obje ts

ombustible, e onomi , aestheti , and sa red. The real properties

of the tree make possible its various fun tions in human use, in luding epistemologi al use. It is not simply one or another kind of thing, as we arbitrarily

hoose to

name it, but potentially many things, if we rightly name the one tree in its diverse

106

aspe ts.

The problem of the metonymi
falls away as we
In the
rubri

slide of signiers (driven by the pursuit of the One)

hange our fo us from the one Wisdom to its diverse aspe ts.

ase of Wisdom, van Leeuwen wishes to range this diversity under the

of a unied

fun tion,107

whi h, in turn, marks the originally dispersed in-

reformulated in terms of a shared approa h to reality

. . . It is not a question of the dire t inuen e

of the sages or of the wisdom literature, but rather of an approa h to reality whi h was shared by all
Israelites in varying degrees. The tea hers were of

ourse the experts . . . but the existen e of experts

even presupposes that the average Israelite shared to some extent in the sapiential understanding
of reality (whi h was, without doubt, not alien to Yahwism for them). Su h an understanding was
not a mode of thinking

ultivated ex lusively by one

that interpreted daily experien e.

It

ame to be

lass; it was shared at all levels of so iety

rystallized in a re ognizable body of `wisdom

literature.' 

104

Van Leeuwen des ribes this as follows: Epistemologi ally, I reje t a positivist or obje tivist

approa h, whi h assumes obje t and denition or name wholly
a

areful,

orrespond, but I do assume that

riti al-realist approa h may produ e a hermeneuti al `spiral' that advan es our under-

standing of the an ient texts and wisdom.

and Psalms 111-12 . In

Raymond Van Leeuwen, Form Criti ism, Wisdom,

The Changing Fa e of Form Criti ism

Grand Rapids, Mi h.:

Wm.

B.

Eerdmans, 2003, 66.

105
106
107

Van Leeuwen, Form Criti ism, Wisdom, and Psalms 111-12, 66.
Van Leeuwen, Form Criti ism, Wisdom, and Psalms 111-12, 66.
Van Leeuwen marks his dieren e from the

onventional pro edures of form

68

riti ism here, in

16

stan es with a re ognizable form. In the
expe t that the form will be manifestly
of already

ase of a literary kind, i.e. a
ompli ated,

omplex kinds, but nonetheless

onstituted by a

possess

genre, we

an

on atenation

ontrolled by the unied fun tion.

Genres atta h to life settings or existen e in terms of a
or fun tion, broad or narrow, as the

The shape of wisdom

ommon human problem

ase may be. [Following from this. . . ℄ genres

ommon features, su h as (but not limited to) subje t matter, ordering

devi es, patterns, tone, illo utionary stan e, style, and rhetori

as a result of the

rules of parsimony and tradition. Humans nd and repeatedly use those patterns
of spee h that do a parti ular
and on the mi ro-level of generi

ommuni ative job best, both on the ma ro-level,
subunits or elements. . . A su

essful instan e of

a genre will relate all of its language elements to one another and to a human
problem so that the whole and its parts work harmoniously and parsimoniously to
a

omplish the genre's main fun tion (and sub-fun tions) well. . . To a

omplish a

108 .
ertain fun tion, an artifa t must have a ertain shape.
This apparently sets forth a programmati ally dierent approa h to dene Wisdom's
essen e in terms of its overriding fun tion (presumably to tea h) as this fun tion
is invested into any number of spe i

situations or institutional settings. What we

are after, in other words, is not the Wisdom

thing,

but the Wisdom

pattern,

its

shape.109
this notion of fun tion. Genres always bear a relation either to the human
to spe i

ondition in general or

life settings, but those life settings should be dened in terms of human fun tions, rather

than primarily in terms of institutions, as has usually been the
example, takes pla e both in and outside the

ase in HB/OT studies. Prayer, for

ult. Van Leeuwen, Form Criti ism, Wisdom, and

Psalms 111-12, 83.

108

109

Van Leeuwen, Form Criti ism, Wisdom, and Psalms 111-12, 82.
Figurations of reality in terms of a pattern or shape (one

or matrixany of the

ould just as well add network

urrently prevailing spatial metaphors for the nature of reality) ree t the

pervasive intelle tual inuen e of stru tural linguisti s and its overwhelmingly
tualization of meaning.

One

try, who was

risply as in s ien e  tion writing and its very produ tive en-

omputer networks. I am thinking of Williams Gibson's e
onvin ed that

on ep-

an register this intelle tual emergen e in every zone of intelle tual

produ tion, but perhaps nowhere so
gagement with

topologi al

entri

philosophe Gen-

yberspa e had a Shape, an overall total form. Not that that was the

weirdest idea. . . but Gentry had this obsessive

onvi tion that the Shape mattered totally. The ap-

prehension of the Shape was Gentry's grail. William Gibson,

Mona Lisa Overdrive.

New York:

Bantam Books, 1989, 75.
When later a dis iple inquires after Gentry's un anny knowledge of
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S holars have sought this shape to varying degrees in a number of dierent
spheres of experien e upon whi h the sages ree ted. A
situational

topoi

ursory review of the main

in whose terms the sages arti ulated their intelle tual tradition

immediately exposes the kinds of homologies Van Leeuwen has in mind.

Creation

At the most ma ro-s ale, the sage understood the universe itself to

be a pedagogi al obje t. The essen e of Wisdom here is understood as an invisible
underlayment to the manifold expressions of

reaturely life. W. Zimmerli, who rst

110 understood wisdom's driving question to be the

arti ulated these themes in 1933,
good of man, but in this

al ulus the order of

reation is the nal determining

instant. The question of human good is redu ible to the question How do I make
use of the bounds xed about me to my own advantage?
of the relation between Wisdom and

111 In a later arti ulation

reation, Zimmerli fo used on the theologi al

112 Whereas the latter,

distin tiveness of Wisdom vis-à-vis the rest of the HB/OT.
in Zimmerli's view, is

hiey with history and the outworking of Yhwh's

on erned

ovenant with Israel, Wisdom thinks resolutely in the framework of a theology of
reation.

113 Zimmerli draws two

 World


onsequen es from this fa t:

expresses

ree ts or, better,

the

hara ter of the divine Creator.

homo sapiens as

The role of humanity

made in the image of God means

that the operations of Wisdom ex eed the pra ti es of naming or dis erning
an extant order; the responsibility of Wisdom is extended to the fun tion of

establishing, and even ruling, 114

this order. Despite the innite gap between

the divine and human, man knows that God authorizes him to go out into
the world, to observe, to establish the things of the world.
sponse

aptures the epistemologi al shift impli it in stru turalism. Be ause. . . I've been at it from

another angle.
in time.

You've been playing

113
114

Gibson, 230.

Walther Zimmerli,  Con erning the Stru ture of Old Testament Wisdom . In James Cren-

shaw, editor,

111

ause and ee t, but I've been looking for outlines, shapes

You've been looking all over the matrix, but I've been looking at the matrix, the whole

thing. I know things you don't.

110

115

Studies in An ient Israelite Wisdom.

Zimmerli, Stru ture, 177.

112

New York: KTAV, 1976.

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964.

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 316.
De isive for Zimmerli's reading is the Priestly benedi tion of Gen 1:28: Be fruitful and mul-

tiply, and ll the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over the sh of the sea, and over the
birds of the air, and over every living thing that moves upon the earth.

115

Zimmerli, S ottish Journal of Theology, vol. 17, 1964, 321.
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Ethi s
rally

The related elds of ethi s, morality and

The shape of wisdom

hara ter-formation natu-

onstituted a distin t sub- omplex of the sapiential worldview, the primary

metaphor for whi h was a

ategorial image of two paths: on one side, a straight

path (2:13), a pure path (13:6), a just path (2:8), the path of life (6:23); on the
other,

rooked paths (2:15), a deviant path (14:2), a wi ked path (4:14), the path

of death (7:27).
On this path of life two distin t groups of pilgrims walked toward dierent goals. They
were known as the

wise and the foolish; all people fell into one or the other

ategory.

In the view of the sages, no middle ground existed for those who parti ipated in
folly, or in wisdom, only minimally. Moreover, an ethi al understanding of the two
ategories prevailed. The wise were righteous and the fools wi ked. This surprising
on lusion arose from the operative assumption that anyone who strengthened the
order upholding the universe belonged to God's for es, while those who undermined
this harmony were enemies of the

116

reator.

But for the sage, the sharp ethi al binary does not lead, as in the propheti

lit-

erature to the valorization of righteous wrath, nor to any galvanizing politi al
determination to unseat the foolish and/or wi ked. On the
who does not per eive in the present

fool

onguration of the world the operations of a

self- orre ting domain of justi e. Thus the
maintenan e or, in an extreme

ontrary, it is the

sine qua non

of sapiential ethi s is the

ase, re- onstitution of an always-already existing

order.
The

ounsel of the sages and the tea hing of the elders or of the wise point to insight

for living and to the formation of a balan ed, good, and

onsequently su

essful life

117

within the then re ognized orders of the world that were to be a tualized anew.

So iety

Clearly related to the question of ethi s is the sapiential ideal of an

integral, harmonious
that the ethi
monisti

so iety.

W. Brown has argued against the

ommon

harge

of wisdom is redu ible to instrumentality (Wisdom's notorious eudæ-

outlook). Brown does not deny the frequen y of instrumental or pra ti al

118 but reads their signi an e relative to the overar hing value of the ommuvalues
nity's well-being. What is
what is
116
118

foolish

wise

is that whi h solidies intra- ommunal

onne tions;

is that whi h attenuates the same bonds.

Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 66.
William Brown,

117

Preuÿ, Old Testament Theology, 204.

Chara ter in Crisis: a Fresh Approa h to the Wisdom Literature of the
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This anti- ommunity ethos is most graphi ally represented by the personied form
of the strange or alien woman, to whom the reader is rst introdu ed in 2:16-19.
From the very outset, this outsider is des ribed as the one who has severed and
overturned the most basi

of

ommunal ties, the marriage

that s hemes to ambush the inno ent in
survival of the

ovenant

hap.. 1. In either

ovenant (2:17), an a t
ase, at stake is the very

ommunity, on behalf of whi h wisdom and her arsenal of

119

virtues wage their defense.

Knowledge

Finally, and most reexively, the sages delimited what

onstituted

knowledge: history be omes not an opaque thing but a sign of a deeper intelligibility,
revealing the operations of a rational rule.
`Rule' means something permanently valid, something by whi h one
whi h one
whi h

an re kon, on

an rely. `Rational' means that this rule is supported by general eviden e

an be

ontrolled and

onrmed by the mind.

That this validity and this

eviden e are not absolute, ex luding any dis ussion from the outset, that

oni ting

questions are also possible, that, therefore, if need be the rule must be modied or,
in the last resort, even repla ed by a better oneall this is of the essen e of the
subje t. . .
This denition, of

ourse, already produ es a deep gulf between the intelle tual

striving of the wise tea hers on the one hand and that of the narrators, theologians
of history, et , on the other.

And this is justiable, for the intelle tual a tivity

of these two types was quite dierent, as were the subje ts with whi h they were
ea h

on erned. In the one

ase, Hebrew man examined his sphere of life

for reliable orders and gathered together whatever
of rules. In the other
whi h

ertainly

ase, he

losely

ould be expressed in the form

ame upon Yahweh's irreversible histori al de rees,

ould not be expressed in the form of rules and whi h, at least at

rst sight, were a tually unique in

hara ter. In the one

ase it was a question of

stating what was eternally valid, of noting general, human experien es; in the other,
of o

urren es whi h established unique politi al and

ulti

120

fa ts.

The quality of phenomena reje ted by the sages (and it is pre isely in this sense that

h.okmah and the Greek σοφια should not be
dismissed in overly hasty fashion) is that of ontingen y the unique, the opaque
the

omparisons between the Hebrew

Old Testament.
119

Grand Rapids, Mi h.: W.B. Eerdmans, 1996, 31.

Brown, Chara ter in Crisis: a Fresh Approa h to the Wisdom Literature of the Old Testament,

34.

120

von Rad, Wisdom, 289.
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17

de ree of the politi al fa t.

What

appears

Order is. . .

as su h is either misapprehended or

alls for a re onguration of the rational rule as it has been formerly understood.
But in so far as the rule is arti ulated already to a
the re ongurations will

de fa to

ount for a large set of data,

take the form of adjustments.

What does not

belong to this ethi , as von Rad here indi ates, is the disruptive surging forth of the
propheti

thus says Yhwh . . . , i.e. the possibility of

revolution.

re onguration of reality is in onsistent with the ontologi al

Su h a radi al

ommitment to the

permanently valid.

17

Order is. . .

Following Van Leeuwen, the essen e of wisdom is not to be sought in one quidditative moment of its

ontentepistemology, for example, or

expression of wisdombut rather in the ar hite toni
ments together,

onstituting their dieren es as a

logi

reation as the purest
that binds

harmonious

all

the mo-

whole. As M. Fox

has put it more re ently, there is no prime axiom from whi h all ideas are spun
out; the system itself is primary.

122
to the system.
of

latent

121 And further, an ideal of harmony is

The question of essen e thus

onsidered

orresponden es: the way a law of nature

entral

alls for a mapping

oheres with one of ethi s, a

singular prin iple subtends both the stru ture of knowledge and the stru ture of a
ommunity. To be wise, one must a quire a sense of harmony, a sensitivity to what
is tting and right

in all realms of attitude and behavior . . . a moral aestheti

.

123

To ll out these propositions, we should be able to des ribe this matrix, at least
partially, by positing linkages between the four lo al wisdoms we have identied.

Wisdom

∼
=













wisdom
wisdom
wisdom
wisdom

as
as
as
as

In the form of a question: On what grounds are
edge rendered
121
122
123

reation
ethi s
so iety
knowledge
reation, ethi s, so iety and knowl-

on ordant?

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 677.
Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 677.
Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 681, emphasis added.
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I suspe t that the answer is not

ontroversial, and we need only re ite again the

lassi al statements on these themes.

 What does wisdom per eive of reation?
 How does wisdom judge an a t ethi al?

The order of the divine world.
The right time and pla e for ea h

deed or word.

 To what so ial ideal does wisdom aspire?
of the

The maintenan e and governan e

ommunity.

 From the perspe tive of wisdom what is the form of truth?

The rational

rule. . . something permanently valid.
A

ertain semanti

eld dened by su h signiers as order, propriety, harmony,

permanen e belongs to all domains of wisdom, to the extent that order as su h,
i.e. abstra ted from any parti ular ordered

sine qua non

ontent,

omes to be identied as the

of wisdom. The fundamental assumption, taken for granted in every

representation of bibli al wisdom,

onsisted of a

a sear h for and maintenan e of order.

onvi tion that being wise meant

124

At this point an un anny re-doubling takes pla e.
1. Following Van Leeuwen we have posited the essen e of wisdom is irredu ible
to a thing but rather must be apprehended relationally, a pattern or shape of
thoughtan order.
2. Seeking to apply this methodologi al di tum, we have dis overed that the
ontent of the various domains of wisdom the diverse stu out of whi h we
are seeking a sapiential orderis order.
I am making the following point. The tautologi al

ontradi tion adumbrated above

wisdom is . . . a quire wisdomis not banished when we render wisdom by a more
omplex relational algebra. On e again, we are left with the tedious form of

A = A:

the order of wisdom is . . . order.

18

Woman-Wisdom and the essen e of wisdom

The reader will at this point feel somewhat annoyed, as if all of this has been a
pedanti
124

exer ise, for the Judaean sages frontally fa ed the problem of

Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 11.

74

onstituting

18

Wisdom as a totality.

Woman-Wisdom and the essen e of wisdom

And was not their solution mu h more elegant than the

umbersome ma hinations of Hegel's logi ? And, fully granting the mythi

nature of

the sages' solution, have we not by now learned better than to assume the superiority
of modern s ien e and western thought to the ingenious operations of

la pensé sauvage ?125

and

bri olage

How, at the level of poeti s, did the sages transmute

the multitudinous plurality of wisdom into a totalized One?

It be omes at this

point somewhat obvious that we have arti ially delayed the signal

ontribution of

Woman-Wisdom.
There are multiple s holarly a

syntheti fun tion, by whi

ounts of what I would

h I refer to the way she

all Woman-Wisdom's

ondenses wisdom's many pred-

i ates, meaning's many signi ations, and history's many vi issitudes by virtue of
her embodied unity.
quently antagonisti
that

I would say it is remarkable, given the divergent and freinterpretations of Woman-Wisdom's signi an e, this fun tion

onstitutes from the

many

wisdoms to the

One

Wisdom is universally as ribed

to her.
For example, von Rad

on eives of Woman-Wisdom as a means of revelation

126

alternative to the histori al orientation of Israel's normative intelle tual produ tion,
ou hed in  Yhwh's irreversible histori al de rees, whi h

ertainly

ould not be

expressed in the form of rules and whi h, at least at rst sight, were a tually unique
in

hara ter.

127

In the

ase of Wisdom, as a

ontrasting mode of revelation, a

bearer of revelation intervenes in the dialogue between Yhwh and Israel, someone
who has not hitherto been heard in this role:
the voi e of primeval order, a voi e whi h

ame from

reation. . . a means of reve-

lation of parti ular interest to the wise men.. . . They were
the

ompletely engrossed by

all of this voi e and by the task of letting it be heard. There is no basis for

the suggestion that, polemi ally and ex lusively, they set this bearer of revelation

125

On the formal dieren e between s ienti

and mythi

thought see Lévi-Strauss, The Sav-

age Mind, whi h in dazzling fashion demonstrates the profound levels of abstra tion rea hed by
primitive thought.

126

On the role of revelation in wisdom literature see

study (

¶

van der Toorn,

on page 34.

S ribal Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible.

University Press, 2007.

127

¶7

At the

on lusion of this

98 on page 324) I will have the opportunity to dis uss the important thesis of Karel

von Rad, Wisdom, 289.

75
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up against all others that were thus far known in Israel. One may, rather, suppose
that the voi e of this revelation lled a gap and satised a theologi al need whi h

128

had begun to be felt.

This gap, for von Rad, lies between the
enigmati

omprehension of a rational rule

ontingen y of history and the unique event.

129 and the

130 In his dis ussion of the

pro ess of tradition from old pra ti al wisdom to the do trine of the self-revelation
of

reation, von Rad writes,
The order whi h was formerly per eived in a vague and unthinking way and as existing in many dierent forms must have more and more be ome the obje t of thought

Gegenstand der Reexion). It was obje tied as something whi h was uniform (etwas Einheitli hes ) and whi h ould be per eived in every separate experien e (in
allen Einzelfahrungen), and it was on eptually determined (as `wisdom'). . .
(

Life, then, does not depend simply on wise behavior [as in the pra ti al senten es℄,
but on man's `nding' of `wisdom'. . . it is she, therefore, who brings order to the
whole of life in God's eyes (

sie ist es also, die das ganze Leben vor Gott in Ordnung

bringt ).131
In her seeking and being sought, Woman-Wisdom pun tuates the sages' separate
and diverse experien es. By this intervention the manifold is ordered and spoken
as a ree tion of the

oherent theologi al order ins ribed in

But even in mu h less theologi al a
lem of diversity is posed and

reation.

ounts of Proverbs, the form in whi h the prob-

onsidered to be solved by Woman-Wisdom follows

the pattern des ribed by von Rad. Thus Claudia Camp prefers to speak in terms of
stylisti s and the [poeti ℄ fun tions of personi ation.
in mind

132 The opposition she has

on erns not the distan e between human and divine spheres (as with von

133 The aphoristi

Rad) but the tension in Proverbs between multipli ity and unity.
128
131
132

von Rad, Wisdom, 163-164.

129

von Rad, Wisdom, 289.

130

von Rad, Wisdom, 290.

von Rad, Wisdom, 171, 172.
Claudia V. Camp,

Wisdom and the Feminine in the Book of Proverbs.

De atur, GA:

Almond Press, 1985, 214.

133

Camp's thesis as to the poeti

some
see

fun tion of personi ation has been broadly a

ases advan ed beyond her 1985 statement.

¶ 35 on page 140) e

hoes, In its literary-poeti

of the subje t. . . At the same time personi ation

fun tion personi ation emphasizes the

generalizes

76

epted and in

S hroer (20001, 26) (on whose furtheran es

unity

multipli ity. From the widest variety

18

senten es ee t a sense of
what is

Woman-Wisdom and the essen e of wisdom

ommunal identity by their performative evo ation of

on rete and parti ular, their referen e to some one parti ular thing or

idea with whi h all parti ipants are familiar.

134 But there is a

onstantly ratifying the value of the parti ular.
tion of autonomous and even

At a

on eptual risk in

ertain point, the prolifera-

ontradi tory lo al truths

reates an aura of sheer

135 Personi ation thus maintains the sense of the parti ular whereby
randomness.
the subje t re ognizes the way the world is being portrayedfor ea h hearer, it is a
familiar world, marked by re ognizable experien esbut at the same time prote ts
the ideologi al eld from disintegrating beyond servi eability to the so ial proje t
it is harnessed to.
Personi ation involves a redu tion of the ambiguous, multi-fa eted and/or unique

generalizing movement of personi ation sets a needed balparti ularizing movement of the proverbs.. . . The personi ation of

to the typi al.. . . The
an e to the

136

Wisdom provides a unifying fo us for the

omposition.

Despite their stark dieren es apropos method and, oftentimes,
and von Rad are fundamentally united when it

omes to the

on lusions, Camp

entral, synthesizing

fun tion of Woman-Wisdom. Woman-Wisdom gives Proverbs' wisdom a unity (be
it theologi al, existential, or literary) of whi h the senten e

137 alone are

olle tions

in apable.

138 with the

It is M. Fox who has developed this trope of unity out of diversity
most sustained and vigorous argumentation.
In Proverbs, the authors of the personi ation poems in

hapters 1-9 (1:20-33;

8:1-0:36 9:1-18) elevated the old wisdom of pra ti al and moral

ounsels to the

139

status of an eternal and trans endent power and personied it as a woman.
of manifestations of human evil

134
138

Camp, 216.

135

omes

Camp, 217.

More re ently Fox has

136

evil ;

from their many forms of stupidity

Camp, 216-17.

folly.

omes

I refer to Prov 10-29.

hara terized Proverbs as a working out of  entrifugal and

for es, a formulation whi h a

ents equally the qualities of diversity and unity.

The So ial Lo ation of the Book of Proverbs . In

Menahem Haran

137

entripetal

Mi hael Fox,

Texts, Temples, and Traditions: A Tribute to

Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1996, 227. But even here, in his most nuan ed

dis ussion of this tension,

Fox shows how the diversity inherent to the senten e

olle tions is

ultimately subsumed to the unifying work of the sages.

139

Mi hael Fox,

A Time to Tear Down and a Time to Build Up: A Rereading of E lesiastes.

Grand Rapis, Mi h.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999, 25.
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The wisdom of the mythos is atemporal, unbound by time and thus immutable.
We

annot pi ture her growing or maturing as humans dis over more truths or

shrinking and withering if truths are forgotten or ignored.
ontology: She is at on e a

Her history is really

hild to God and a patron to humans. The dieren e

140

belongs to hierar hy, not development.

The great prin iple of the wisdom interludes is that all knowledge pro eeds from
a single sour e beyond time and lo ale,

through them.

ommuni ating itself to human sages and

The personi ation interludes

onvey this idea through the mythos

of a woman. Wisdom speaking wisdom. To use an analogy from modern linguisti s,
we might say that the limitless tea hing that humans
are

generated

an shape, learn and transmit

from the trans endent wisdom in the same way as an innity of

possible utteran es

141

an be generated from the deep stru ture of language.

Lady Wisdom symbolizes the perfe t and trans endent universal of whi h the parti ulars of human wisdom are imperfe t images or realizations.

eidos

Like a Platoni

, the wisdom-universal exists obje tively and not only as an abstra tion or

mental

onstru t. It dwells in spe ial proximity to Godbefore him, present to his

mindwhile maintaining a distin t existen e. As a universal, it exists in both the
supernal realm (universal, atemporal, extramundane) and the human (time-bound,
worldly, belonging to parti ular peoples, realized in spe i

words). This trans en-

dent wisdom now and ever presents itself to humanity, meaning that the wisdom
that people

an learn, su h are the wise tea hings of Proverbs, are manifestations

142

or pre ipitates of a universal, unitary wisdom.
We

arry this image of Lady wisdom with us as we enter the proverb

olle tions

that hold the wisdom of Solomon and other an ient sages. The image informs us
that the sundry, often homely, Proverbs of the father/tea her, Israel's anonymous

143

sages, even of Solomon himself, speak with a single voi e: wisdom's own.

We are thus fa ed with the possibility or even probability that the determination
of Wisdom's essen e remains stu k as long as it takes the form
then sear hes for the proper predi ate (or
to the

syntheti fun tion

ombination thereof ). The

vol. 116, 1997, 630.

143
144

141

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 629.

142

and

onsensus as

144 suggests that we should pro eed
of Woman-Wisdom

on the basis of an altogether dierent senten e, namely
140

Wisdom is. . .

She is Wisdom.

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature,

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 630.

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 633.
This is not to suggest, as we will shortly see, an overall

78

onsensus apropos of Woman-Wisdom's

18
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meaning.
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Chapter
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Whoever takes joy at

alamityhe will

not go unpunished

Prov 17:5
anonymous sage

In your

alamity I will laugh; I will jeer
when your terror

omes.

Prov 1:26
Woman Wisdom

19

Proverbs 1:22-33: text and translation

֒ad-matay

p etayim

t e֓eh abû

petî
w eles.îm las.n h.amdû lahem
ûk esîlîm yi±n e֓û-da֒at
ta²ûbû l etkah.tî

22a

How long

22b

Petayim 1

22

sin e

22

while fools will hate knowledge?

23a

Turn-ba k to my reproof.

will you

2 love

peti ?

3 s orners have delighted to s orn?
4

···
1
2

I have held o translating

rd

4

and

p etayim

Taking the

¶ 21 on page 82).

for reasons dis ussed below (

nd

Following the mt in preserving the shifts from 2

preserves the 3

3

petî

rd

to 3

person. See, in

nd

person throughout) and Syr. (whi h preserves the 2
onjun tion

On the meaning of

²ûb

w-

as a marker of

in this

ontrast, lxx (whi h

).

omparison. See note 18 on page 86.

ontext see the dis ussion below,

80

¶ 22 on page 87.

20

hinneh ֓abbî֒ah lakem rûh.î
֓dî֒ah d ebaray ֓etkem

The inaugural spee h

23b

Look, I pour out to you my spirit;

23

I make my words known to you.

···

ya֒an qara֓tî watt ema֓enû
nt.yty ydy w֓yn mq²yb
wattipr e֒û kol-֒a.satî
w etkah.tî lo֓ ֓abîtem
gam-֓anî b e֓êdkem ֓e±h.aq
֓el֒ag b ebo֓ pah.d ekem
b ebo֓ k e²֓ah pah.d ekem
w e֓êdkem k esûpah ye֓eteh
b ebo֓ ֒alêkem .sarah w e.sûqah

24a

Be ause I

24b

I stret hed-out my hand but no takers,

25a

you ignored all my advi e,

25b

and my dire tion you did not want

26a

for my part then, in your

26b

I will jeer when

26

alled and you refused,

alamity I will laugh.

omes your dread:

oming like a devastation, your dread,

26d
26e

your

alamity, like a storm moving in,

oming against youdistress and oppression.

···
֓az

yiqra֓un enî

w elo֓

֓e֒eneh

y e²ah. arun enî w elo֓ yims.a֓un enî
tah.at kî-±an֓û da֒at
e
w yir֓at yhwh lo֓ bah.arû
lo֓-֓abû la֒a.satî
na֓as.û kol-tkah.tî

28a

Then they will

all me and I will not answer.

28

They will seek me but not nd me.

29b

For indeed they did hate knowledge,

29

and the fear-of Yhwh they did not

30a

They did not want my advi e.

30b

They spurned my dire tion.

hose.

···

w eyo֓k elû

mipp erî

darkam
yi±ba֒û
.
kî m e²ûbat p etayim tahargem
w e²alwat k esîlîm t e֓abb edem
w e²ome a֒ lî yi²kon-bet.ah.
w e²a֓anan mippah.ad ra֒ah
ûmimmo֒asotêhem

20

31a

So they eat the fruit of their way,

31b

and by their own paths they will be lled.

32a

For the ba k-turning of the

32b

as the ease of fools destroys them.

33a

But one who hears me will live

33b

untroubled by evil dread.

petayim

kills them,

ondently,

The inaugural spee h

Having established the syntheti , unifying fun tion of Woman-Wisdom with respe t
to the

entripetal tenden ies of Wisdom, s holarship has naturally paid a great deal

of attention to the poeti

interludes of Prov 1-9 wherein Woman-Wisdom dire tly
81
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addresses her audien e. In this

hapter we turn our attention to the rst su h ad-

dress, Prov 1:22-33, the interpretation of whi h is widely understood to be di ult.
Two fundamental questions elude s holarly a

ord:

1. To whom does Woman-Wisdom address her message?
2. What ethi al mandate, if any, is put upon this addressee?
Our thesis, to state here what must be worked out over the

ourse of the argument,

is that these problems arise dire tly from a presupposed image of Woman-Wisdom's
identity, lo ated at the interse tion of two philosophi al tropes: on one hand, the
perfe t Platoni

form (¶ 18 on page 78), on the other, the Kantian

Ding-an-si h,

beyond the realm of obje tive appearan e (¶ 3 on page 8).
In the following se tions we take up these questionswhom does Woman-Wisdom
address? what does she want?showing how they remain unanswerable as long as
Woman-Wisdom's own status as

subje t

is not analyzed. Heretofore the spee h's

ontradi tions have been laid entirely at the feet of Woman-Wisdom's human audien e, the obje ts of her spee h. Our own

onstru tive proposal aims to a

her role as a speaking subje t and thereby

21

The question of

ount for

larify several exegeti al impasses.

hara ter (I)

That the identity of Woman-Wisdom's addressee poses any di ulty may strike
some readers as odd insofar as she spe i ally names three groups in v 22the

ta֓yim

(whi h we will leave untranslated as

emerges), the

ls.ym

[=s orners℄, and the

however, to lump the three

p e-

petî or p etayim until a lear meaning
ksylym [=fools℄. It is problemati ,

hara ters under Woman-Wisdom's singular ethi al

judgment, a problem arising from a hesitation around the term

petî.

5

In the

ontext of Proverbs' fundamentally binary ideologyits rigid two ways of wisdom

6

petî
ulpable, the petî

and folly in whi h no middle ground existed the

does not t. Whereas the

s orner and the fool are unquestionably

is neither wise nor foolish,

not yet

or better
5

wise,

In Prov 1:22 there is a

not yet

7

7

Variously translated in su h instan es

petî , whi h is used to
nomina agentis, a simpleton.

onfusing usage of

simpli ity rather than the singular

6

foolish.

onvey the abstra t sense of

Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom, 66.
Considering the Hebrew Bible as a whole, the ethi al opposition between

82

h.km

and

petî

an be

21

as naive, simple, or gullible,

8 the

Proverbs' dis ourse, even as it is its

petî

petî

The question of

hara ter (I)

disrupts the smooth fun tioning of

ondition of possibility. Said another way, the

highlights a split between

1. the

ontent of Proverbs:

its repeated

laim that people are either wise or

foolish, and
2. Proverbs' position of enun iation:

the pedagogi al aim of forming the next

generation of wise students as fearers-of-Yhwh.

9

Thus, when the prologue (1:1-7) denes the purpose of Proverbs, to give to the

p etayim pruden
and foolish:

e (1:4), it undermines its own absolute demar ation between wise

raison d'être
petî

Proverbs'

10 If this is the sense of
neither.

on erns a kind of person, a

petî

, that is

being invoked here, then we must read the

parallelism of v 22 as oppositional, though the opposition is not the usual one of

yet -foolish//foolish.

wise//foolish but rather not-foolish//foolish, or notonstru ted in two opposed ways. Just as wisdom

petî

hubristi , et .

pt֓ym ) is Yhwh.

an be

an be read negativelyas s heming,

al ulating,

ast in positive terms, as with Psa 116:6, A guard of the simple

(

It is not

to Proverbs alone.

Many interpreters nd in Proverbs an appre iation of an earthy folk-wisdom,

lear that this ambivalen e is resolved even when we restri t ourselves

set over and against the abstra tions of philosophi al knowledge.

Westermann (1990, 45), for

einfa hes Leute ).

example, sees Prov 10-29 as a monument to the sensibilities of a simple people (

8

petî

All of whi h are somewhat misleading insofar as they

onnote a meaning- ontent that pushes

in the dire tion of folly.

9

10

Yoder, Fearers.

le sujet énon é the I

This split between the subje t of the statement (

whi h fun tions

le sujet

as the grammati al subje t of a given statement) and the subje t of the enun iation (

énon iation the I

who speaks) signals, for La an, the limit of stru turalism as the philosophi al

death of the subje t.

What La an des ribes in stru turalist terms as the epiphenomenal ee t of

an a-subje tive stru tureLévi-Strauss's symboli -mythi
pro ess without a subje t, Derrida's
imagines itself to be as per the

I

matrix, Fou ault's

diéran e, et .is limited to the ego, the way the subje t
le sujet énon é ). But the ego is not the La anian

of the statement (

subje t, whi h emerges pre isely where the (self- ons ious) ego
deeply alien at its very

episteme, Althusser's

onfronts/re ognizes something

a

ore, something that speaks in the parapraxes

of the analysand's spee h

and in dreams.

a

This is Freud's term (

Fehlleistung ),

whi h he used to denote a tions dismissed as mistakes,

whi h, on another level, were not mistaken whatsoever.

hopathology of Everyday Life are
Vers hreiben ).

The

Vergessen ),

forgetting (

slips of the pen (
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Psy-

Verspre hen ) and
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In this parti ular passage, the odd status of the
by poeti

and synta ti

p etayim is

seemingly unders ored

disruptions to Proverbs' normal modes of arti ulation

oin identally, three su h disruptions.
1. The trilinear

onstru tion of vv 22-23, though not unique, is ex eptional

against the standard of two-line parallelism.

This violation is judged su-

iently suspi ious to warrant textual emendation:
A verse with three lines is surprising here and in verse 23 in a passage in
whi h two lines are normal. Although it would be unwise to reje t the Hebrew text solely be ause it has three lines and to try to for e everything into
a rigid mould of verses with no more than two lines ea h, the metri al dif ulty has

umulative for e where there are other di ulties. It is therefore

understandable that some

11

ommentators have resorted to emendation.

2. The temporal orientation of the address is un ertain due to the pe uliar dispensation of imperfe t and perfe t verbs: from the imperfe t (v 22a), to the

12 ba k to the imperfe t (v 22 ).

perfe t (v 22b),

3. Equally disorientating are the shifts in perspe tive that

hara terize Woman-

p etayim , will you
love. . .  (v 22a), to indire t they will delight themselves. . . they hate knowl13
edge (vv 22b ), ba k to dire tTurn (you ) to my reproof  (v 23a).
Wisdom's dis ourse:

from dire t addressHow long,

p etayim entirely outside the ethi al binary,
for Proverbs itself often in orporates the petî into the s hema of two ways. Whereas
the prologue seems to demand a reading of the petî as a third position, outside
the dyad wise-foolish, Proverbs frequently uses petî (or related forms, i.e. pth , pt ֓
, ptywt. ) to signify a kind of fool. In these ases the petî is a parti ular spe ies
For all this, it is di ult to pla e the

of the genus fool, still dierentiated from other fools on the axis of potential but
not in a way that redeems his foolishness, for it is in his
potential. The
11
12

squander

this

may indeed dis ern a dieren e between sages and fools, but

Emerton, 610.
The perfe t of

long? (

13

petî

hara ter to

֒d-mty ).

The

h.mdw

is felt to be parti ularly awkward in light of the interrogative How

See Emerton, 610.

hange from the se ond person in line

a

the se ond in verse 23, is harsh. Emerton, 610.

84

to the third in lines

b

and

, and then ba k to

21

he

onstantly underestimates what is at stake in

The question of

hara ter (I)

ommitting to Wisdom. This is

the generally negative view of su h verses as the following:
For the ba k-turning of the naive
And the

(p etayim)

will kill them,

ompla en y of fools will destroy them. (1:32)

The woman of folly is boisterous,
She is naive

The naive

(p etayyût)

(petî)

believes everything,

But the sensible man

The naive

and knows nothing. (9:13)

(p eta֓yim)

But the sensible are

onsiders his steps. (14:15)

inherit foolishness,
rowned with knowledge. (14:18)

The prudent sees the evil and hides himself,
But the naive

(p etayîm)

go on, and are punished for it. (22:3)

A prudent man sees evil and hides himself,
The naive

(p eta֓yim)

pro eed and pay the penalty. (27:12)

Thus there is no evidential pro edure by whi h to settle the meaning of
so the pre ise

petî

and

hara ter of Woman-Wisdom's addressee. The usual lexi al modes of

analysis yield an inherent ambiguity to the term.

Perhaps the most elegant solutions to these features of the text

an be found

e
among those who posit the p tayim as the ex lusive addressee of the passage and
onstrue the referen e to the s orners and fools either as a parentheti al aside, or,
alternatively, a point of
ommentary,

14 This is the dire tion taken by B. Waltke's

omparison.

15 whi h translates vv 22-23a as follows:

How long, you gullible, will you love being gullibleand mo kers delight themselves
with mo king,and fools hate knowledge? Turn ba k [you gullible young people℄,

14

We nd this option preferable be ause it neither over-hastily amends the text nor does it pre-

maturely obs ure the ambiguity of the

petî

and its dieren e vis-à-vis the other groups mentioned

in v 22.

15

See also Delitzs

p eta֓yim , to whom
Sprü he Salomos (Proverbia).

h (1874, 70): Intentionally, Wisdom addresses only the

she expe ts to nd soonest a

ess.

Similar is Otto Plöger,

Neukir hen-Vluyn: Neukir hener Verlag, 1981.
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to my rebuke.

16

The parentheti al referen e to the more reprobate fools fun tions to warn the
about

potential

Her aside
of her

petî

disaster.

omments about mo kers and fools (1:22b [ = my 1:22b ℄) are not part

all to repentan e. She addresses only the gullible (vv. 22a, 23). Her aside,

however, lumps the gullible [=the

p etayim ℄

together with fools and mo kers and

impli itly warns them against a progressive hardening in apostasy; they, too, may
ome to hate her and even to

17

ovet the ability to mo k her.

The remainder of Woman-Wisdom's undeniably harsh spee h is read as an obje t

p etayim ,

lesson for the

a pi ture of the future should he not

ommit entirely and

immediately to the path of wisdom.
Better still, in my view, is the proposal of S. Harris to understand vv 22b

as

e
18 He
omparison on the basis of whi h the p tayim are being rebuked.

points of
translates:

How long, O simple ones, will you love simpli ity? As [long as℄ babblers delight in

19

babbling? As [long as℄ fools hate knowledge?

Here the semanti

dieren e between

p eta֓yim ,

as well as the alternation between

nd and 3rd person spee h, are not intrusive dis repan ies to be over ome on
2
the way to understanding Woman-Wisdom's spee h, for the dissonan e they evoke
belongs to the essen e of what she is saying to the

p etayim .

Understanding the various disjun tions as the basis of a

omparison, in my

view, equally illumines the aspe tual/temporal shifts, though this is not brought
16

Waltke (2004, 198) explains the bra keted insertion in the text of his translation as follows:

The insertion

17

larifying `you' refers to the gullible, not the fools and s oers of the parenthesis.

Bru e K. Waltke,

The Book of Proverbs: Chapters 1-15.

Grand Rapids, Mi h.: Wm. B.

Eerdmans, 2004, 203.

18

Grammati ally, this involves understanding the

) as a marker of

onjun tion

w-

omparison, a usage frequently attested in poeti

(22b:

texts.

wls.ym ;

22 :

wksylym

Williams (1976)

ites

hl֓-֓zn mlyn tbh.n wh.k ֓kl yt.֒m-lw = Does not the ear test words as the palate tastes
its food; 5:7: ky- ֓dm l ֒ml ywld wbny-r²p ygbyhw ֒wp = the human is born for trouble just as
sparks y upward; 16:21: wywkh
. lgbr ֒m-֓lwh wbn-֓dm lr֒hw = O that a man might plead with
God as one with his neighbor; and Prov 25:2: kbd ֓lhym hstr dbr wkbd mlkym h
. qr dbr = It is
the glory of God to on eal a matter, as the glory of kings is to sear h out a matter.
19
S ott L. Harris, Proverbs 1-9: A Study of Inner-Bibli al Interpretation. Atlanta, Ga.:
Job 12:11:

S holars Press, 1995, 76.
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22

out in Harris's translation.

The question of ethi s (I)

For 22a, we may read the imperfe t

t֓hbw

you love

as having no parti ular temporal value (the ahistori al present), referring rather
to the habitual a tion of the
long?

p etayim .20

Verse 22b

onditions the rhetori al How

posed by 22a, spe ifying Woman-Wisdom's frustration in

onne tion with

durative quality of the petî 's naivete. The shift from the past sense of the
perfe t h
. mdw they have delighted and the future imperfe t y±n֓w they will
the

21

hate indi ates the totality of time: from time immemorial to an eternal future.
But here we should ask whether very
lexi al ambiguity of

petî .

lever grammati al solutions solve the inherent

The fa t that su h

leverness is required seems, on the

ontrary, to highlight the ambivalent nature of the term, even stri tly within the
ir ums ribed textual horizon of Proverbs.

22

The question of ethi s (I)

In su h a

ase where the lexi al value of a word is ambiguous, we must turn to the

ontext to determine what the word means

here,

in

this parti ular ase.

What is

e
Woman-Wisdom's posture vis-à-vis the p tayim ? What does she want or expe t
them to do upon hearing her spee h? (The impli ation is

lear enoughin dis ern-

ing Woman-Wisdom's expe tations, hopes, demands, et . we will also understand
the

hara ter of the

petî

, her addressee.)

But again we run into problems.

ontext not only does not favor one reading of

petî

pe uliarly suited to highlight the divergen e itself.
horted, Turn-ba k to my reproof !

The

over the other, it rather seems
On one hand, the

(t²wbw ltwkh.ty).

petî

is ex-

Su h a warning implies, to

be sure, an element of present waywardness on the part of the

petî ,

a predile tion

for foolishness. But at the same time it opens the possibility of future redemption,
a pure potentiality that marks the

petî

as distin t. For the dening essen e of the

s orner and the fool qua hardened fools
tential. On the other hand, the logi
20
21

22 is their in orrigibility, their

of po-

of the spee h as a whole, its de idedly hopeless

See IBHS 31.3e.
Thus Davis (2000, 33) makes the apt distin tion between the morally neutral quality of be-

ing simple the

ondition natural to the youngand the morally blameworthy one of  ultivat-

ing simpli ity, i.e. preserving over time that whi h properly belongs to a spe i
velopmental stage, youth.

22

la k

Waltke (2004, 203)

alls the s orner the worst

87

ategory of fools.

and limited de-
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perspe tive, moves dire tly against the logi

of potential: the time for turning is

e
past; it is too late for fools, p tayim in luded. What we took, on a rst reading, as
an exhortation (Turn to. . . !) turns out to be a dismal predi tion about the future:
You will always turn from.. . . 
R. Murphy's argument as to the proper addressee of this spee h gives us a way
out of this

petî

onundrum. Like both Waltke and Harris, Murphy believes that only the

is being addressed by Woman-Wisdom. In

in this sense, Murphy's reading has
vv 22b

ontrast to Waltke and Harris (and

ertain anities with those who would ex ise

as late glosses), Murphy understands the rhetori al

֒d-mty

to govern not

only v 22 but also 23a:

How long

will simpletons love simpli ity?

···

How long

will you turn aside from my reproof ?

Thus, while Murphy does not insist on ex ising vv 22b
does feel that their in lusion muddies the

on text- riti al grounds,

23 he

rux issue of the text, namely the meaning

t²wbw ltwkh.ty. The shift from se ond to third person in v 22 has obs ured
24 That t²wbw ltwkhty be understood as
orrelation of ֒d-mty and t²wbw. 
.

of

ontinuation of a question, as opposed to its normal imperative rendering, is
for Murphy.

Why?

It is the same issue that was raised above:

understanding the whole of Woman-Wisdom's spee h as a

the
the

ru ial

the di ulty in

all to repentan e or

attention. As Murphy writes,
The tenor of Lady Wisdom's words in vv 24-32 shows that an invitation to listen to
her reproof (as some would understand v 23) does not make sense. One does not
issue an invitation to heed a reproof by des ribing past indelity (vv 24-25), whi h
is the reason for the statement of joy in the a tual destru tion of those addressed

25

(vv 26-27), and nally be a justi ation of the destru tion (vv 28-33).

The spee h assumes throughout that the time for repentan e has long sin e passed;
it is

too late

and so Woman-Wisdom's harsh judgment

omes as something in-

elu table.

23

The omission of v22b

. . . has no bearing on the understanding of the phrase in question.

Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 457, n.2.

24
25

Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 459.
Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 460.
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23

An alternative topology

This identi ation of a logi al gap between v 23a (insofar as it is read as an invitation to
a

hange, turn-ba k, repent, et .)

and vv 24 is widely re ognized and

epted, but it does not absolve the reader, of

ltwkh.ty.

ourse, from dealing with

Murphy's solution is perhaps overly ingenious.

long. . . will you turn

away from

my reproof ?takes the

of spe i ation, i.e. with respe t to my reproof.

t²wbw

His translationHow

l e-

in

ltwkh.ty

as a

lamed

Thus there is no imperative to

hange or repent, only Woman-Wisdom's un hanging indi tment of human indifferen e. The logi al dis onne t between the positive address (vv 22-23) and the
harsh judgment that follows (vv 24-33) turns out to be a false problem; the former
never existed.
It is a neat solution but rests entirely on the viability of Murphy's translation

t²wbw ltwkh.ty.

of

Certainly the preposition

l e-

an be used to spe ify the obje t

in the way Murphy suggests, but not with the verb

²wb

, the meaning of whi h,

like many verbs, is determined by the preposition that follows.

Thus

²wb l e-

²wb mn to turn from. It weighs heavily against
Murphy's argument that nowhere in the Hebrew Bible, apart from the verse under
e
26 In my view we
onsideration, is ²wb l - readily understandable as to turn from.
to turn to is distin t from

annot sidestep the awkward gap between Woman-Wisdom's
hange, for repentan e,

for

all (for attention, for

something) and the imminent judgment that is beyond

any of the subje t's a tions.

23

An alternative topology

We have to this point established the fundamental unde idability of two
(1) the

hara terologi al status of the

petî

rux issues:

vis-à-vis the (poeti ally) parallel s oers

and fools; and (2) the ethi al mandate (if any) he is summoned to take up.
our survey of
26

See

BDB,

ommentaries, the in onsisten ies giving rise to su h interpretative

997;

HALOT,

4:1328.

Both of the re ent major

ommentaries Waltke (2004)

and Fox (2000)disallow Murphy's translation on the same grounds. Waltke writes, 

away at [=from℄ my reproof ' (
`turn from' only in
means `turn ba

²wb

+

l e-

=

²wb + mn = `to turn ba k from,' disallowing `how long will you turn
pa e NAB and R. Murphy), 198. And Fox on urs,  ²wb means
ombination with a preposition meaning `from' (mn , m ֓h
. ry ). . . The idiom ²wb
k toward' (literally or metaphori ally). t²wbw ltwkh
ty
is
a all for attention to
.

`to turn oneself toward' and

l e-

In

the reproof, 99.
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un ertainty have been
the

ontained or displa ed in various ways, but in ea h

oheren e of Woman-Wisdom, her

trans enden e

to the

ase

onfusing situation

represented by the text, has been preserved. This axiom of understanding Proverbs
has two further rami ations: the trans enden e of wisdom's limit to its essen e
as well as the trans enden e of wisdom's essen e to human experien e.

As long

as these notions provide the ba kdrop to interpretation, there is no room for an
analysis of the poeti s of

making trans endent

su h as is proposed here.

To be sure, many of the interpretations dis ussed here link the di ulties of
Prov 1:22-33 to wisdom's limit, but their notion of limit is restri ted to the eld of
human per eption, intuition, and understanding in a
we have
human;

alled Kantian:

essen e

limit

ordan e with a metaphysi s

orrelates to what is phenomenal, apparent, and

to the noumenal, real, and divine. Our wager is that the solution

lies in a dierent dire tion, spe i ally with a dierent

onguration of essen e and

limit, terms we have heretofore analyzed in isolated abstra tion but whi h we now
must put into play, ea h in light of the other.
the perspe tive from whi h two seemingly

We are thus pushed to dis over

ontradi tory statements are dis losed as

on urrently true:



Woman-Wisdom represents the universal form of Wisdom's essen e.



This essen e, insofar as it is speakable (

gesprä hig ),

is

o-substantial with

its limit.
Our proposal is to transpose the burden of limit, at least initially, from the poem's
hapless obje t to its speaking subje t.

24

Prov 1:22-33from obje t to subje t. . . and ba k

The determination to explore Woman Wisdom's dimension as subje t draws our
attention to one of the poem's most distin tive features, whi h has nonetheless
not been analyzed as su h.

(This, I assume, ree ts the same hesitation to read

Woman Wisdom as a real woman but rather as a hypostatized abstra tion of
mythi
27

27 ) I refer to Woman Wisdom's grammati al status, whi h shifts

women.

The tenden y in the sear h for the origin(s) of Woman Wisdom and the Woman of Folly in

Proverbs 1-9 is to tra e Woman Wisdom to female goddesses or abstra tions but Woman of Folly
to `real' women. . . The impli it assumption is that negative female gures are derived from real

90

24

Prov 1:22-33from obje t to subje t. . . and ba k

abruptly at v 28 from the nominative

I

to the a

usative

me,

breaking the poem

into two roughly symmetri al panels.
1. In vv 22-27 Woman-Wisdom speaks as an

you.

as a

I

dire tly addressing her audien e

The rhetori al How long (v 22a) and the phati

look (v 23b)

establish a dire t relationship between interlo utors. Thereafter, the
of Woman-Wisdom's spee h unfolds as a series of
ultimately

fail

present



I will pour out.



I will make known.

V 24 narrates failures of the



I



I stret hed out.

hope

but

hope:

past :

alled.

26-27 imagine a



I will laugh.



I will jeer.

alamitous

future :

2. In vv 28-33 Woman-Wisdom speaks of the

they

a tions that

ontent

e
to eli it the appropriate response from the p tayim . Thus

v 23 gives indi ation of

Vv

her

28

p etayim indire tly

as a

they.

This

be omes the dominate subje t of the poem; Woman-Wisdom, on the

other hand, is obje tiedno longer an a tive

I

but rather an impassive

The temporal sequen e is exa tly reversed. V 28, a



They will



They will seek me.



They will not nd me.

me.

alamitous future:

all me; I will not respond.

Vv 29-30, a failed past:



They hated knowledge.

women whereas positive, powerful female gures are not.

That is, women may be that `bad' but

not that `good', that substantial, unless they are deities or abstra tions. Christine Roy Yoder,

Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e: A So ioe onomi Reading of Proverbs 1-9 and 31: 10-31.
Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2001, BZAW, 11.

28

On the phati

fun tion see note 29 on the next page.
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They did not

hoose.



They did not

onsent.



They spurned.

Vv 31-33, timeless prin iples:



They will eat the fruit of their way.



By their own paths they will be lled.



The ba k-turning of the



The ease of fools destroys them.



But the one who hears me lives

p etayim kills

them.

ondently.

As a general interpretative heuristi , then, we read this poem a
angles of approa h to the diale ti

of essen e-limit:

ording to its two

the subje t of Wisdom (vv

22-27) and its obje t (vv 28-33).

25

Modes of subje tivity

In vv 22-27 Woman-Wisdom is the predominate subje tthe grammati al subje t
but also the

hief a tor. Throughout this se tion she speaks as an

I

dire tly to her

heedless interlo utor(s). What is entailed in reading Woman Wisdom as a subje t
in relation to a who that is nonetheless, at least grammati ally speaking, written
as an obje t? We

an isolate two, perhaps three, distin t nuan es of subje t that

seem to belong to these verses.
Verses 22-23 have a phati

29 indi ating the dire t axis of

fun tion,

tion Woman-Wisdom seeks to establish, and of
of

onta t has been for some time broken.
29

This is to be understood in the

ommuni a-

ourse indi ating that this

hannel

The last word of these lines,

tkah.tî

ontext of R. Jakobson's analysis of spee h a ts in terms of

addresser sends a message to the addressee. To be operative
ontext referred to, seizable by the addressee, and either verbal or apable
ode fully, or at least partially, ommon to the addresser and the addressee;

six semi-independent variables: the
the message requires a
of being verbalized; a
and nally, a

onta t,

a physi al

hannel and psy hologi al

the addressee, enabling both of them to enter and stay in

 Linguisti s and Poeti s .
phati

fun tion, a

In

Style in Language

onne tion between the addresser and
ommuni ation Roman Jakobson,

Cambridge, Mass.:

MIT Press, 1960, 353.

ordingly, refers to that whi h establishes the nature of the

speaker and hearer.
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onta t

The

between

25

, xes the originary moment of proper sapiential
Woman-Wisdom. I take the negative

Modes of subje tivity

ommuni ation on the side of

onnotation of the wordpunishment, rep-

rimand, i.e. not simply tea hingto be less important than its derivation from
the verb

ykh.

to de ide, to judge.

Woman-Wisdom,

These roles, assumed here to belong to

onstitute her subje tivity in terms of autonomy, freedom, and

the right to move-rst.
Immediately following is a litany of violations of Woman-Wisdom's proper subje tive dominion (vv 24-27). Neither her gestures of willingness



I



I stret hed-out (24b)

nor the

alled (24a)

ontent of her



my-advi e (25a)



my-reproof (25b)

ommuni ation

eli it the proper response from those whose pla e is
Woman-Wisdom's

to-be-subje t

to her.

e
harge against the p tayim , to make a distin tion whose

signi an e will be ome apparent in vv 28, atta ks their

la k

of responsiveness,

the negative magnitude indi ated either by the verbs themselves or the parti les
that nullify the proper response.



you refused (24a)

 no-one

listened (24b)



you ignored (25a)



you did

not

onsent (25b)

Throughout, Woman-Wisdom's subje tivity is attested by means of a prevalent
synta ti al

30 I mention

onstru tion, Woman-Wisdom as the subje t of the verb.

here W. Brueggemann's
synta ti al

Theology of the Old Testament,31

onstru tion Yhwh-Verb-Obje t to

whi h

onsiders the

onstitute the  ore testimony of

32 in other words, will approa h its subje t
the Hebrew Bible. The bibli al witness,
30
31
32

Cf. 23b, 23 , 24a, 24b, 26a, 26b.

Walter Brueggemann,
Brueggemann, in

Theology of the Old Testament.

Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1997.

onstru ting his bibli al theology on the basis of Israel's witness or more
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matter via grammar rather than metaphysi s:  . . . full senten es, governed by strong
verbs, dominated by the subje t of the verbs who is an a tive agent ee ting
in various dire t obje ts.

33

hanges

Mutatis mutandis, in these verses it is Woman-Wisdom

who pours-out, makes-known,

alls, and extends; who, when her majesty is not

re ognized in these a tions, laughs and sneers in the moment of re koning.
It is worth pausing over a

testimony

onuen e between Brueggemann's analysis of

bibli al

and a similar line of argumentation found in Elizabeth Johnson's

lassi

34 wherein Woman-Wisdom is prominently

arti ulation of feminist hermeneuti s,
featured. Johnson's a
propensity to
a

a t.

ount of Woman-Wisdom fo uses upon her dynamism, her

Ea h of her sustained spee hes (1:20-33; 8:1-36; 9:1-6) is rendered

ordingly.
[on Prov 1℄ Sophia strides into the Book of Proverbs with a noisy publi
(1:20-33). She is a street prea her, a prophet who
at the

appearan e

ries aloud in the market and

ity gates a message of reproa h, punishment, and promise. On her own

authority she pro laims that whoever refuses to listen will be stru k with

alamity

and destroyed, whereas the one who does listen will dwell se ure without fear of

35

evil.

[on Prov 8℄ This passionate self-des ription of Sophia who loves, hates, demands,
promises, all in the interest of the ways of justi e, truth, and life already evokes
onnotations of Israel's unnameable YHWH who speaks through the propheti
ora le. We note too that it is far from the stereotypi al feminine so beloved by
often testimony, has sought to advan e Old Testament theology past (1) the paralyzing un er-

ontologi al assumptions

inherent to

an earlier generation of Old Testament theologies that valorized the God who a ts.

Sin e 1997

tainties as to the Bible's

histori ity ;

and the publi ation of Brueggemann's
the strategi

and

is in order.

Theology

the prioritization of

textuality

over

bra keting of histori al questions have be ome standard hermeneuti

readings that are

hroni

and (2) the unstated

alled

dia hroni

literary.

This trend, and the attendant rei ation of the

ontology

and

maneuvers for
ategories

syn-

, suggest that a wholesale reexamination of bibli al dis ourse and ontology

Though I have not taken up the question in a systemati

way, and though Proverbs

poses questions of God's being in a less frontal manner (on the other hand, the ontologi al status of Woman-Wisdom potentially presents the same di ulties), the La anian matrix of

Imagi-

nary Symboli  Real bears dire tly on these questions.

33
34

Brueggemann, Theology, 144.
E.A. Johnson,

She Who Is: the Mystery of God in Feminist Theologi al Dis ourse.

York: Crossroad, 1993.

35

Johnson, 87.
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New

25

Modes of subje tivity

36

patriar hal anthropology.

[on Prov 9℄ In Sophia's last appearan e in Proverbs, the street prea her, life-giver,
agent of justi e, ar hite t of
a

reation, and God's darling, be omes simultaneously

onstru tion worker, but her, vintner, sender of prophets, and

ompelling hostess

37
(9:1-6).
The signi an e of these verses, on su h a reading, lies with their
Woman-Wisdom's poten y

onveyan e of

apart from the stri tures of male desire.

In short, her

freedom.
As to the quality and signi an e of this freedom, Johnson pushes its absoluteness very far indeed. After rehearsing four solutions to the puzzle of [WomanWisdom's℄ theologi al signi an e
mi

38 Woman-Wisdom as the embodiment of (1) os-

order, (2) the whole s ope of Israel's wisdom, (3) a parti ular divine attribute; or

(4) Woman-Wisdom as a quasi-divine hypostasis mediating between God and the
world Johnson argues that her status as divine should not be read as a diminutive
version of Yhwh's divinity.
What she does is already portrayed elsewhere in S riptures as the eld of a tion of
Israel's God under the revered, unpronoun eable name

Yhwh. She fashions all that

exists and pervades it with her pure and people-loving spirit. She is all-knowing, allpowerful, and present everywhere, renewing all things. A tive in
works in history to save her

reation, she also

hosen people, guiding and prote ting them through

the vi issitudes of liberating struggle. Her powerful words have the mark of divine
address, making the huge

laim that listening to them will bring salvation while

disobedien e will bring destru tion . . . Whoever loves her re eives what in other

39

s riptural texts is given by God alone.

On this reading, the synta ti al

oin iden e between Israel's  ore theologi al testi-

mony and Wisdom's primal address to humanity
Subje t-Verb-Obje t
marks a real identity between Yhwh and Woman-Wisdom, even under the stri t
mandates of Jewish monotheism: Israel's God in the language and
goddess to quote a
Wisdom's situation.
36
40

Johnson, 88.

37

E.S. Fiorenza,

gestalt

of the

on ordant (with respe t to Johnson's) appraisal of Woman-

40

Johnson, 88.

38

Johnson, 91.

In Memory of Her.

39

Johnson, 91.

New York: Crossroad Publishing Company, 1983, 133.
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26

The spe ter of dependen e

There are two formidable lines of argumentation that go against this straightforward identi ation of Woman-Wisdom and God
sis, stated provisionally, is that these
though, for the sake of

qua autonomous.41

My hypothe-

ounter-arguments are fundamentally related,

larity, I present them initially as independent fa tors. The

42 , that Woman-

rst has to do with the observation, frequently remarked upon
Wisdom's existential situation vis-à-vis humanity is one of
refers to a spe i

exegeti al

desire.

The se ond

on lusion, derived from a reading of Prov 8 and sub-

sequently generalized (with perfe tly good justi ations for doing so) to WomanWisdom's

hara ter as a whole, that understands Woman-Wisdom's

role in the world as one of

Re all M. Fox's

onstitutive

mediation.

hara terization of Woman-Wisdom along the lines of eternal and

trans endent universal, as entirely

whole  The wisdom of the mythos is atemporal,

unbound by time and thus immutable. We

annot pi ture her growing or maturing

as humans dis over more truths or shrinking and withering if truths are forgotten or
ignored.

43 We must ask how this extreme image of plentitude ts in with another,

apparently
the

ontradi tory,

hara terization that follows immediately thereupon in

ourse of Fox's argument.
Common to all [portrayals of Woman-Wisdom ℄ is a surprising fa t of Wisdom's
personality: she

wants

human attention.

That is why she is furious when men

ignore her (1:23-27) and why she ex oriates fools not exa tly for their folly or sins
but rather for their mulish resistan e to her

41

all. . . Wisdom

needs

humanity. Or,

This additional spe i ation, qua autonomous, indi ates my la k of interest in proving or

disproving Woman Wisdom's divinity. We say only that to the extent Yhwh, and from a broader
perspe tive, God,

are understood in the traditional theologi al

ategories of omnipoten e and

omnis ien e, the equation of Yhwh and Woman-Wisdom is ill-founded. On the other hand, there
is no reason a parallel investigation of God as barred subje t would not prove to be a fruitful
point of referen e.

42

For example William Brown, The Ethos of the Cosmos: the Genesis of Moral Imagination
in the Bible. WB Eerdmans Pub. Co, 1999, Camp Roland Murphy,  Wisdom and Eros in Proverbs
1-9 . The Catholi Bibli al Quarterly , 50 1988 No. 4, Silvia S hroer, Wisdom has Built her
House: Studies on the Figure of Sophia in the Bible. Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgi al
Press, 20001 and passim.

43

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 629.
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we may say, before people

ame on the s ene, she

The spe ter of dependen e

ould only froli

before God,

waiting for her real mission to start. In the absen e of humans, wisdom is, after

44

all, stati .. . . Wisdom realizes her potential only through human a tivity.

In short, the absolute

without la k must

ompleteness of Woman-Wisdomun hanging, un hangeable,
be qualied on a

ount of her desire, whi h perfor e indi ates

45

a la k, something missing.
44
45

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 632.
This is a

onvenient point to address G. Deleuze's

ritique of desire, whi h en ompasses La-

a

an, psy hoanalysis as a whole, and other philosophies of trans enden e/dualism a pattern of
thought Deleuze seeks to over ome: Dualism is what prevents thought. Dualism always wants to
deny the essen e of thought, namely that thought is a pro ess.
Deleuze's

b

ritique of La anian desire runs as follows: (1) Desire is falla iously linked to la k.

The rst maledi tion of desire, the rst maledi tion that weighs on desire like a Christian
and goes ba k to the Greeks, is that desire is la k.
sure of dis harge.
sure and

urse,

(2) The measure of desire be omes the plea-

(Deleuze, in other words, dis ounts La an's vigorous distin tion between plea-

jouissan e.)

The se ond maledi tion is: desire will be satised by pleasure, or will be

in an enun iable relation with

jouissan e.. . . I

am thinking notably of a distin tion dear to La an,

d

but I'm not familiar with it, the distin tion between jouissan e and pleasure.

(3) The troika of

desire-la k-pleasure by ne essity resolves itself as a problem of trans enden e. Desire's satisfa tion
will be something alien to it, imposed upon it. If we add the third ar
that always

of the

ir le: desire-la k, all

on erns desire whi h is dire ted toward trans enden e. In ee t, if desire la ks some-

thing, it is like intentionality aiming at what it la ks, it is dened as a fun tion of trans enden e, in
the same way that it is measured as a fun tion of a unit that is not its own, whi h will be pleasure or
the orgasm, whi h assures its dis harge.

e

(4) Deleuze's

onstru tion of desire will run along lines

of immanen e and pro ess that, predi tably, suggest a dierent model of

eros.

It is instru tive to

note the justi ation Deleuze provides in suggesting that Taoism provides an alternative (to trans endent, dualisti , psy hoanalyti ) stru ture of sexual desire. What's dierent [about sexual
life in an ient China℄ is the way desire is experien ed in a totally dierent manner: it's not related
to any trans enden e, it's not related to any la k, it's not measured by any pleasure, and it's not
trans ended by any jouissan e, under the form or myth of the impossible. Desire is posited as a pure

a

Trans enden e and dualism are synonymous for Deleuze, set over against univo ality.

thesis is profoundly worked through in the programmati

This

work Dieren e and Repetition, but

equally in a series of proje ts that aim to re over a philosophi al tradition of immanen e, whose
genealogy Deleuze meti ulously tra es from Duns S otus to Spinoza, Leibniz, Hume, and Nietzs he.

b

Gilles Deleuze, Dualism, Monism and Multipli ities (Desire-Pleasure-Jouissan

tretemps ,

May 2001, 95.

Deleuze, Contretemps 2001, 95.

e

d

Deleuze, Contretemps 2001, 96.

Deleuze, Contretemps 2001, 96.
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This fa et of Woman-Wisdom's existen e, as I mentioned, has been re ognized,
and explanations of the tension between her plentitude and her la k have been
proered. A

ommon motif in these analyses is the positing of an eroti

Woman-Wisdom as not only

desirable

e onomy

46
but equally desiring manufa tured by

the sages and pressed into pedagogi al servi e.

Thus the sapiential emphasis on

sexual ethi s redoubles upon itself: not only is the sexual virtue of delity portrayed
pro ess. Con retely, this means that it is not at all the orgasm; their problem is not at all the Western problem, whi h is: How to extra t sexuality from genitality. Their problem is: How to extra t
sexuality from the orgasm? Then, broadly speaking, they say: You understand, pleasure or orgasm,
that's not the a hievement of the pro ess, it is either its interruption or its exasperation, or the two
amount to the same thing, and it's

ompletely deplorable! No doubt, that has to happen, but then

one has to per eive these moments of suspension as veritable suspensions that allow the pro ess to
on e again be set in motion.

a

with referen e to the dia hroni

It is possible, though not ne essary, to refute Deleuze's refutation
development of La an's thought, i.e. the dieren e between early

and late La an. La an's later emphasis on the e onomy of
lydrive des ribing the subje t's endless, pro essual

drive,

negates Deleuze's

ritique entire-

ir ulation around its goal, the

rather than the attainment of the goal being drive's aim. In other words, Deleuze's
Taoist sexuality amounts to nothing more than a

ir ulation

elebration of

artoon illustration of the La anian drive.

As I mentioned, however, su h a referen e is misleading to the extent that it leaves inta t
Deleuze's

ritique of La anian desire, whi h, in fa t, is an edi e

onstru ted entirely on the distin -

tion Deleuze dismisses: a distin tion dear to La an, but I'm not familiar with it, the distin tion
between

jouissan e

and pleasure.

whelming proximity of

jouissan e,

b

Always

desire as well as the opposition between
but perhaps

an be most

what the La anian subje t desires, against the over-

is the spa e to desire. The opposition between

jouissan e

learly illustrated in

jouissan e

and

and enjoyment run throughout La an's ÷uvre

lini al

ase studies of psy hosis, wherein

jouissan e

jouissan e is one and the same with the imploas su h. Toute formation humaine a pour essen e, et non pour a ident, de
réfréner la jouissan e. Sexual satisfa tion, in other words, does not reside as a beyond to the
is not averted. For La an, the dire t en ounter with
sion of subje tivity

a tual sexual relationship, alienated as it is by

ultural inhibitions; rather the so io-symboli

ob-

only spa e wherein sexual desire is onstituted and enjoyed as ompensatory slivjouissan e  (les li hettes de la jouissan e ), i.e. the only form of jouissan e one an stand.

stru tion is the
ers of

46

Murphy (1988, 602), for example, notes the re ipro ity of the eroti

dimension of Wisdom:

The youth's ardor is re ipro ated by Lady Wisdom, who pro laims openly, `Those who love me
I also love' (8:17).

Like the woman in the Song of Songs (Cant 2:9; 5:4), she des ribes her lover

as `wat hing daily at my gates, waiting at my doorposts' (8:34). The pursuit of Wisdom is

learly

eroti .

a

Deleuze, Contretemps 2001, 96-97.
Ja ques La an,  Dis ours de

b

Deleuze, Contretemps 2001, 97.

lture des journées sur les psy hoses .

98

In Maud Mannoni,

26

as a quintessential trait of the wise, but

The spe ter of dependen e

ru ially unless Lady Wisdom is pursued

as the beloved, all the advi e of the sage is in vain.

47

One need not, however, suppose that self- ons ious pedagogy exhausts the meaning of an eroti ized Woman-Wisdom (and this leads us to a related but I think
distin t explanation), for it has long been

onsidered that Woman-Wisdom re-

fra ts, albeit through a distin tly Israelite lens, the goddess motifs of Egypt and
Mesopotamia. A

ordingly, the vi issitudes of desire and parti ularly sexual desire

are explained with referen e to these non-Israelite mythologies. Worth mentioning
in this regard are the Egyptian Isis and the Babylonian Ishtar [=the Sumerian goddess Inanna℄ea h of whom has been

onsidered a likely sour e in the literary

48 in whose portrayal images of, on one hand, ab-

development of Woman-Wisdom

stra t perfe tion and, on the other, eroti

desirousness are juxtaposed in quite exag-

gerated fashion. Inanna/Ishtar often appears as a sexually attra tive being, but she
remains unsatised and is

onstantly `injured', striving and

49
haves as if she were in omplete.

ontentious. . . she be-

Mutatis mutandis, by the time of the New King-

dom, Isis bears distin t asso iations with both eroti

love/fertility ( orresponding

loosely to Woman-Wisdom's desirousness) as well as the
rst and foremost by the Pharaoni

osmi

order represented

kingship ( orresponding to Woman-Wisdom's

50
absolute plentitude).
47
48

Murphy, The Catholi

Bibli al Quarterly, No. 4, vol. 50, 1988, 603.

For an overview of Woman-Wisdom's textual ante edents and

ontemporaries,

see Camp

(1985).

49

T. Abus h,  Ishtar . In Karel van der Toorn/Bob Be king/Pieter W. van der Horst,

editors,

50

Di tionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible.

The in onsistent

poeti

ideal of

Brill, 1999, 453.

hara terization of these goddess gures is reminis ent of the Lady in the

ourtly love, whi h we

an lo ate between the mid-11th through the 12th

entury

in Europe, a period one would hesitate to asso iate with the histori al liberation of women. It is
not

oin idental that La an elaborated his rewriting of

sublimation Freud's

triangle of neurosis,

eroti ism and poeti s, whi h strikes me as relevant hereapropos of this other (indes ribably beautiful, ineably remote) Lady. The poetry of
the Thing

ertain dis ontents of the

ourtly love, in ee t, tends to lo ate in the pla e of

ulture. And it does so at a time when the histori al

stan es bear witness to a disparity between the espe ially harsh
fundamental demands. By means of a form of sublimation spe i
in positing an obje t I

editor,

onditions of reality and
to art, poeti

an only des ribe as terrifying, an inhuman partner.

Enfan e Aliénée.

Dé embre 1968, 145-146.
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Briey

onsidering these hypotheses as

ausal explanations of Woman-Wisdom's

desire, the se ond, while quite plausible at the level of empiri al dis overy, only displa es the question of desire one degree further from the immediate interpretation
of Proverbs. The question remains: why should the larger s ribal/sapiential institutions or literary traditions of the an ient Near East
respe tive ideologi al

onsistently pun tuate their

onstru tions with the gure of a goddess, thus ins ribing the

ins rutability of sexual dieren e into what may safely be des ribed as patriar hal
dis ourse.

51

Neither does the rst explanation really explain the fun tion of Woman-Wisdom's
desire, for while eros unquestionably plays a role in the edu ation of youth, the
ation of

desirable

and

desiring

on-

obs ures the very question we are trying to un-

derstand. That the womanly guration of eternal and trans endent Wisdom should
be written as desirable requires no spe ial analysis. That she should herself desire
is an altogether dierent matter. And so our question remains, why?

There is an alternative set of assumptions, really an interpretative truism that, while
not expli itly (as far as I know)

onne ted with the question of Woman-Wisdom's

desire, nevertheless situates us in a better position from whi h to analyze its

ause.

I am speaking of Woman-Wisdom's designated role to mediate between two spheres,
divine and human. Wisdom as presented in Proverbs is a two-side

oin; there is the

human side and there is the divine. . . the gure of Wisdom provides a bridge that
links the two.

52 The idea of a bridge names a trope used throughout Proverbs'
53 it is

history of interpretation: it lies behind von Rad's voi e of primeval order;
The Lady is never
den e, or even her

hara terized for any of her real,

on rete virtues, for her wisdom, her pru-

ompeten e. If she is des ribed as wise, it is not be ause she embodies an im-

material wisdom or be ause she represents its fun tions more than she exer ises them (La an,
1992, 150-151).

This formulation strikes me as pre-eminently relevant to the histori al and ideo-

logi al fun tion of Woman-Wisdom, not the least of whi h is a parallel model of limit = essen e,
the latter arising stri tly as an ideologi ally palatable anamorphosis of the former.

51

As Newsom (1997, 116) has su

in tly put it, men, preo

upied with spee h, talking about

women and women's spee h.

52

K.J. Dell,

The Book of Proverbs in So ial and Theologi al Context.

Cambridge University

Press, 2006, 129.

53

In the opinion of the tea hers, Yahweh had at his servi e a quite dierent means, besides

priests and prophets, whereby he

ould rea h men, namely the voi e of primeval order, a voi e

100

27

the meaning of Murphy's divine

A brief

omment on Prov 8

54 the substan e of R. E. Clements

ommuni ation;

55 and the basis of B. Waltke's designation mediatrix. 56 But,

inalienable bond;

were one to agree to this

hara terization the question remains: where, in the

of whi h seam, do we lo ate the

27

A brief

rease

ause of desire?

omment on Prov 8

The text that most famously dramatizes this stru ture of mediation is Prov 8, whi h
portrays a kind of ideal triangle.

Figure 3.1: Prov 8: the position of Woman-Wisdom with respe t to two Others.

The top position refers to the passage's

entral preo

upation, i.e.

the gure

who links, as it were, two estranged introdu ees.
whi h

ame from

reation, and this means of revelation was of parti ular interest to the wise men.

. . . The voi e of this revelation lled a gap and satised a theologi al need whi h had begun to be
felt. von Rad, Wisdom, 163-164.

54

It matters not whether one terms [Lady Wisdom℄ the divine will or any other divine attribute.

There is movement here, a divine
kind.. Roland Murphy,

ommuni ation, whi h is also ne essarily a revelation of some

 Wisdom and Creation .

Journal of Bibli al Literature , 104

1985 No. 1,

10-11.

55

[T℄he inalienable bond that unites the

of the world. R.E. Clements,

reative intention of God with the experien ed working

Wisdom in Theology.

Grand Rapids, Mi h.: WB Eerdmans, 1992,

155.

56

In parti ular Waltke nds this role appropriate for Prov 1:20-33: The sage personies wisdom,

the abstra t sum of his tea hings, under several personae: as a hostess (9:1-6), as a

hild playing in

primordial time (8:22-31), as a `sister' (that is, as a bride) (7:4), and as a guide (6:22). The le turer
aims to demonstrate that she spoke as a mediatrix

lose to Yahweh in 1:20-33. Bru

101

e K. Waltke,
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My aim here is not to engage the passage at length but rather to rehearse
non- ontroversial

on lusions that are relevant to the question of Woman-Wisdom's

desire. In parti ular, I am interested in those formal features of the poem that unders ore the theme of
the

oherent,

mediation.

57

Following the meti ulous reading of M. Gilbert,

entral body of the poem

ontains three movements, fo used respe -

tively on (1) vv 4-11 Woman-Wisdom's address to a

olle tive human interlo utor;

(2) vv 12-21 a rst person monologue wherein Woman-Wisdom speaks primarily of
herself; and (3) vv 22-31 Woman-Wisdom's narration of her own birth as a primal
moment of solidarity with Yhwh. To say that the stru ture redupli ates formally
the ideational

ontent of mediation is simply to analyze the

of Woman-Wisdom's

medial

position:

onstitutive nature

between, lling the spa e of an otherwise

58
abyssal gap.
We

an further spe ify the stru ture of this emblemati

ommuni ation by isolating its

dire tional

pi ture of divine-human

omponent (it's di ult to fault those

who insist upon naming it revelation), having eternally the same addresser and the
same addressee.

Roman Jakobson's model of

ommuni ation,

59 whi h expresses

spee h as a ray passing through various media, is instru tive in this regard, easily
lending itself to the task of representing the passage's movement.

context
addresser

addressee
message
contact
code

Figure 3.2: Jakobson's Model of Communi ation.

 Lady Wisdom as Mediatrix: an Exposition of Proverbs 1:20-33 .

57

de l'An ien Testament
58

Presbyterion ,

Mauri e Gilbert, Le dis ours de la sagesse en Proverbs 8: stru ture et

Re all von Rad's a

Sagesse

Gembloux: J Du ulot, 1979.
ount of Wisdom's emergen e as a response to a theologi al

the sages be ame in reasingly attuned. See note 53 on the pre eding page.

59

14 1988 No. 1, 3.

oheren e. In

Jakobson, Linguisti s and Poeti s.
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gap, to

whi h

27

A brief

omment on Prov 8

society
Yhwh

Humanity
Wisdom
Woman Wisdom
signifier

Figure 3.3: An Illustration with Woman-Wisdom.

The Origin is held by the ins rutable freedom of Yhwh, so that Woman-Wisdom's
fun tion is founded on the dis ursive a t of re ounting
She un overs

reation. Wisdom witnesses.

reation by re ounting its story to her audien e.

60 What the poem as

a whole testies to is Woman-Wisdom's singular suitability to this a t of translation.
One the one hand, she speaks in the plainest human verna ular (8:9) and lends
herself to the fundamental stru tures of human so iety (vv 15-16, 18). On the other
hand, her perspe tive is not from within time but of time's beginning (vv 22-29);
her relationship to Yhwh in ludes a unique proximity and intima y: next to God,
God's own delight, laughing in God's presen e (v 30).

This vaunted perspe tive

does not diminish Woman-Wisdom's regard for the human world.

Rather, v 31

61

dire tly equates Woman-Wisdom joy before God to her joy in the human world.

Yhwh's℄ earth,

62 of [

Rejoi ing in the settled-world

my delight is with humankind.

Both the symmetry of the poem (its balan ed attention to ea h of the three parties and their interrelations) and its portrayal of a perfe tly

onsummated axis of

ommuni ation are disturbed by the last verses (32-36).
60
61

Brown, Ethos, 277.
The parallel is unders ored by the repetition of

l panayw ) orresponds to her rejoi
e
e
(m ±ah
. eqet b tebel ֓ars. ).
e

62

±h.q .

ing in the dimension of God's

Settled-world is awkward, but I am trying to a

m e±ah.eqet

Her rejoi ing before Yhwh (

ent the

reation that is distin tly human

ontrast between

tebel

and

On my reading, the axis of their dieren e is that of human versus divine. The lxx renders
with

k¸raj (very mu

h in agreement with my reading) but does not follow the parallel

by the mt.

103

֓eres. .
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But now,

hildren, listen to me,

for blessed are they who keep my ways.
Obey dis ipline.
Be wise.
Do not be negligent.
Blessed is the one who obeys me,
ever wakeful at my gates,
guarding the posts of my doors.
For whoever nds me, he nds life.
He has gained favor from

Yhwh.

But whoever wrongs me injures his life.
All who hate me, they love death.

repetition of the wisdomhuman dyad is introdu ed by a
e
tive but now. . . , (w ֒attah ) transporting us from the situation of primordial

The return or better
disjun

bliss to the messy and painful experien e of history.

The string of imperative

63 and the nal referen e to death64 indi ate that
warnings

in history

the message

has not been fully grasped. This is to assign desire a determinate lo ation on the
ir uit that runs between Woman-Wisdom and her human addressee.

society
Yhwh

humanity
Wisdom
Woman Wisdom
signifier

Figure 3.4: Desire in the

28

ontext of divinehuman mediation.

The big Other

Both Jakobson's model of

ommuni ation as well as our observations regarding the

mediation

provide a suggestive but in omplete ba kdrop against

prominen e of

whi h to theorize Woman-Wisdom's desire.
avail these data to a more robust a
63

²im֒û

(v 32);

ount of desire's immanen e to the Symboli

²im֒û , h. kamû , ֓al-tipra֒û
a

We turn again to La an, aiming to

(v 33).

104

64

kol-m e±an֓ay ֓ah abû mawet

(v 36).

28

The big Other

order, the arti ulation of whi h will explain not only the jarring imperatives at
the end of Prov 8 but the measure of Woman-Wisdom's subje tivity as it unfolds
in Prov 1:22-27.

It will su e here to skip over La an's brilliant and rewarding

analysis of (Freud's brilliant and rewarding analysis of ) the dream of the but her's
wife and head straight to the

on lusions to whi h he, La an, is led in his seminal

65 La an is responding to Freud's s andalous assertion that the analyti
1958 paper.
import of dreams is not diminished by the ina

ura y with whi h they are re ounted

to the analystThe fa t that dreams are distorted and mutilated by memory is
a

epted by us but in our opinion

onstitutes no obsta le; for it is no more than the

last and manifest portion of a distorting a tivity whi h has been in operation from
the very start of the dream's formation.

66 . In other words, it matters not what the

analysand a tually dreams but only how he elaborates the dream

in spee h.

(And

is this not pre isely the situation of Woman-Wisdom, whose vivid and intimate
experien es of God must undergo the delement of human language and human
so iety for their truth value to be realized.)
La an draws three interrelated

on lusions from Freud's dis overy. (1) The la k

whi h gives rise to desire is instated by the requirements of language. Desire is an
ee t in the subje t of the

onditionwhi h is imposed on him by the existen e of

dis oursethat his need pass through the deles of the signier.

67 (2) There must

68 su h that this Other is the lo us of spee h's deployment. 69

be a site of Otherness

(3) It follows that as a

hara teristi

70 This
desire is the Other's desire.
us against a

of an animal at the mer y of language, man's
on eption of linguisti

Otherness safeguards

ompelling misunderstanding.

One is tempted, on the basis of Jakobson's neat elaboration, to link this Other,
and so the
65

ause of Woman-Wisdom's desire, with one of the two

O 's

that sit like

Ja ques La an, The Dire tion of the Treatment and the Prin iples of its Power .

In

É rits

New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2006a.

66

Sigmund Freud,

Freud.
67

68

The Standard Edition of the Complete Psy hologi al Works of Sigmund

The Hogarth Press, 1955, V.90.

La an, The Dire tion of the Treatment and the Prin iples of its Power, 628.
La an uses the

apital

O (A in Fren

h) to distinguish this

Other le grande Autre from the

obje t a (le petit objet a ).
69

70

La an, The Dire tion of the Treatment and the Prin iples of its Power, 628.
La an, The Dire tion of the Treatment and the Prin iples of its Power, 628.
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dumbbells at the ends of the bar she must lift. This is

ertainly

orre t at the level

of a phenomenologi al des ription: the inner-experien e of mediation per eived as
an arduous pro ess of
however, La an's

oordinating in ommensurable entities. At the level of

ause,

on eption of the Other des ribes neither the addresser nor the

addressee but rather what we nd in the middle of Jakobson's ray the message,
the

ode, and the

ontextto whi h Woman-Wisdom qua mediator is unavoidably

pinned.
Having said this, we must be
of

ommuni ation we

de fa to

autious not to identify this triad with the view

employ on a daily basis; i.e.

nied) arises by linking an element of

ode (the signier) to an obje tive

(the referent). As has been su iently drilled into our
ons ious over the
linguisti

ourse of the last

system; on the

terms. 71

positive

a message (the sig-

olle tive philosophi al un-

entury, the referent does not belong to the

ontrary, In language there are only dieren es

Context and

ontext

without

ode, in other words, are two sides of the same

trans-individual matrix that vou hsafe the signi an e of the message. They refer
to the irredu ible duality inherent to the
opposition

hain of signiers as su h (i.e.

not the

ommonly posited between the signier and the signied), whi h must

be apprehended as



a



the

olle tion of marks or sounds, whose

sole

fun tion is to support

ombinatory rule by whi h these elements are set in dierential relation-

ship.
But even grasping this revolutionary linguisti /philosophi al axiom, we have yet
o

luded something

ru ial. For the

ombinatory law of the Other

annot itself be

omprehended as a unity; rather it presents two irredu ible fa es:



the various axes of linguisti

dieren e (i.e. phonologi al, synta ti al, seman-

ti ) are themselves upheld only by



a so ial

olle tive that in essantly and un ons iously validates their signi-

an e.
The Other thus turns out to be a

ompli ated and layered zone of analysis

imper eptibly shifting ba k and forth between a linguisti
71

Ferdinand de Saussure,

Course in General Linguisti s.

106

system sus eptible to

London: Du kworth, 1983, 121.
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The big Other

various tabulations and statisti al analyses and the so ial law whose bearer and
primal arti ulator, in Freudian thought and Proverbs alike, is the Father. WomanWisdom, who must be ome an animal at the mer y of language to be at all, also
must submit herself to the impositions of this Father, to whi h indignity is added
the fa t that he, like the signier that would nally settle the meaning of this

less

end-

72 It will not do any harm to simply state here the nal
hain, does not exist.

lesson of La anian psy hoanalysis, whi h is not the fa t of the Other's ultimate
ina

essibility but of its nonexisten e.



It does not exist as a



It does not exists as an empiri al fa t.



It

oherent linguisti

stru ture.

an not exist as an Oedipal return.

This is to

onstrue subje tivity on an altogether dierent level than the rhetor-

i al glamorization paid to the subje t-of-the-verb; at the very least we should attend
to the ambiguity of the designation subje t, whose possibilities va illate always between the sovereign

subje tum

and the abje t

subje tus.

The poeti

devi e that

gives Woman-Wisdom voi e (and in so doing gives the s attered eld of wise tea hings a spe ular image by whi h to
Woman-Wisdom to the Symboli

parlêtre, a being of language.

on eive of its unity) at the same time xes

order; she be omes, to use La an's shorthand,

And what is the risk? If she is misunderstood by fools,

so what? Everything is at risk; insofar as her essen e is to mean, there
distin tion between her being

for-herself

 symboli

an be no

for-fools. A world made
substitute, a Woman made

and her being

of dis ourse, observes C. Newsom, for whi h we here

of dis ourse,

une

order, an ideology exists only by

onsensus. If it

annot

re ruit new adherents and if those whom it reinterpellates do not re ognize themselves in its hailing, it

eases to have reality. Wisdom may threaten the re al itrant

with destru tion, but the inverse is also true: enough re al itran e and Wisdom
72

Let us begin with the

on eption of the Other as the lo us of the signier. No authoritative

statement has any other guarantee here than its very enun iation, sin e it would be pointless for
the statement to seek it in another signier, whi h

ould in no way appear outside that lo us.

formulate this by saying that there is not metalanguage that

that there is no Other of the Other. And when the Legislator (he who

laims to lay down the Law)

omes forward to make up for this, he does so as an impostor. La an, Subversion, 813.
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eases to exist.

73 a Woman made of dis ourse In short, now returning to a long

suspended observation about Woman-Wisdom's freedom to a t: the autonomous
subje t-of-the-verb will at the same time be the
ondemned to

29

ir le around the

astrated subje t-of-the-signier,

onstitutive la k that inhabits her speaking.

Who, then, is the subje t?

It will be helpful here to review our ndings, listed here as a series of propositions,
from the point of our determination to read Woman-Wisdom against the ba kdrop
of a more robust notion of subje tivity than has heretofore been granted her.
1. The pro ess of apprehending Woman-Wisdom as subje t draws our attention to a dramati

synta ti al dieren e between the rst (vv

22-27 wherein

Woman-Wisdom is the grammati al subje t) and se ond (vv

28-33 wherein

Woman-Wisdom is the grammati al obje t) panels of the poem.
2. This grammati al subje tivity, when it is identied, is
ple impli ations, whi h nonetheless are loosely

orrelated with multi-

lustered around su h related

themes as freedom, autonomy, agen y, dominion, perhaps divinity. We noted
how in a parti ular feminist appropriation of Woman Wisdom all of these
meanings are gathered up under the heading of

liberation.

3. We qualied the equation of subje tivity with autonomy with our observation
that (a) Woman Wisdom is portrayed not only as desirable but equally as herself desiring; and (b) the fun tion of mediation is fundamental to the Bible's
a
to

ount of her birth and ongoing fun tion vis-à-vis human so iety. We sought
orre t an unjustied depi tion of Woman-Wisdom as autonomous by

on-

ne ting (a) and (b), i.e. explaining her desire as arising from this mediating
role, whi h is of her very essen e.
4. We sought to understand the relationship of desire to Symboli

mediation by

way of the La anian formula, Desire is the desire of the Other. This refers to

immanent to the Symboli order in the sense that
Other's la k as su h, whi h is not the same as saying

a produ tion of desire that is
desire arises from the

the Other's la k in relation to some other Other, God and Wisdom qua
73

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 119-120.
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noumenal essen e being the favorite

The question of

hara ter (II)

andidates for this trans endent, remote

point of dieren e. This la k in the Symboli

Other, we said,

an be des ribed

in two ways. When language is understood in terms of a so ial institution, the
la k in the Other is a la k of a valid authority by whi h to judge the truth of
the linguisti

network. This la k, insofar as the Law has been understood as

a paternal fun tion (both in psy hoanalysis by means of the Oedipal

omplex

and in Proverbs through the dominant voi e of the father/sage). On the other
hand, when language is understood as the battery of signiers, the la k in the
Other is a la k of a
metonymi

positive, substantial

signier that would stop the endless,

deferral of meaning that belongs unavoidably to the dierential

network.
Re alling the

omplex of interpretative knots that suggested this line of inquiry

at the outset, we now must return to the two exegeti al problems we found to be
insoluble while Woman Wisdom was prote ted from the vi issitudes of the subje t.
Whom is Woman-Wisdom addressing? What is she demanding from them?

30

The question of

hara ter (II)

We have thus far made two

laims as to the identity of Woman-Wisdom's addressee,

and these seem to be at some distan e from ea h other.



On the one hand, we have said that we prefer those readings of Prov 1:22 that

p etayim as the sole addressee,74 the remaining signiers fun tioning
ate petî a ording to the opposition not-wise versus not-yet -wise.

read the
to lo



75 La an's

On the other hand, we have said that she addresses the big Other,
term for the so ial-symboli

matrix that a ts in and through language.

Granted that Woman-Wisdom does not appear to address herself to two distin t
groups, a question arises with no immediately obvious answer: How do we or
we understand the

onvergen e of the

petî

with the La anian big Other?

Thus far we have emphasized the neither-nor status of the
nor foolish, he stands with respe t to Proverbs' ethi
no-man's land. In this sense, the

petî

naivete or youth (below the age of a
74

¶ 21 on page 82.

75

ould

sti ks out as an

petî .

Neither wise

76 in a kind of
of two-ways

ex eption :

on eived in his

ountability) he is temporally out of joint with

¶ 28 on page 104.

76

¶ 22 on page 87.
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Proverbs ideologi al mappingas we said, not
other hand, the position of the

petî

yet

wise and not

yet

foolish. On the

is read as an ethi al (i.e. not developmental)

position, whi h, while not entirely abandoning sapiential values, refuses to
wholeheartedly to them.

Both of these understandings of the

hara terologi al position that is

ex eptional to

petî

ommit

des ribe a

Proverbs' foundational

ategories

of wise and foolish.
To this reading of the
valid reading of the

petî

petî

as ex eptional, however, we must

onsider an equally

Everyman :

naivete, gullibility,

as the representative of the

simpli itythese taken as the denitive marks of humanity with respe t to Wisdom.
In fa t, there are at least two
of the

ompelling reasons to speak of the

universal

status

petî .

1. From a literary perspe tive P. Trible emphasizes the universal s ope of WomanWisdom's message. The Other she addresses is so iety as a whole, the
tive in whose

ons iousness

and nowhere else

olle -

Saussure posited the existen e

e
of langue. The p tayim stand for this Other in so far as all are unwise when
wisdom begins to speak.

77

2. Leo Perdue, whom we did not mention in our review of di ulties posed by vv
22a-23a, also favors a reading that distinguishes the
and

p etayim from

the

k esîlîm .

les.îm

The audien e Wisdom primarily addresses is the simple, those youth who
have yet to take up the sages'

ourse of study. Two other groups of people

typi ally reje t Wisdom's invitations (v 22): s oers, who are untea hable
(Prov 13:1) be ause of their arrogan e and

ontentiousness (Prov 21:0:24

22:10), and fools, who do not restrain either their emotions . . . or their
spee h . . . Be ause they la k the dis ipline of wisdom, both of the latter groups
reate dis ord that threatens and even disrupts a

ommunity's harmony and

78
well-being (Prov 15:18).
This is the same argument we have seen with B. Waltke and S. Harris (and
one
77

ould list others), though Perdue indi ates a so io-e onomi

Phyllis Trible,  Wisdom Builds a Poem: The Ar hite ture of Proverbs 1:20-33 .

Bibli al Literature ,
78

(rather than

94 1975 No. 4, 12.

Leo G. Perdue,

Proverbs.

Louisville: John Knox, 2000, Interpretation, 82.
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ethi al) basis for the

p etayim

The question of

hara ter (II)

's universal status in the eyes of the wisdom

tradition.
More than likely, the simple

omprised intelligent young men and women from

the very few well-to-do families ( f. Sir 28:24) in Judah who

ould provide

their ospring the opportunities for advan ement through edu ation and did
not need them to remain at home in order for families to survive e onomi ally

79

as households.

Perdue's

lass analysis of the

p etayim

suggests an explanation of Woman-

Wisdom's frustration along lines more familiar to us from Jeremiah, whose
harshest judgments fall upon the Jerusalem elite, those who by their o e are
expli itly responsible for safeguarding the virtue and well-being of the

whole

80
ommunity.
Trible's and Perdue's readings of the

the

as

p etayim in

ases the

petî

understood

exemplary human vis-à-vis Wisdomresonate with the so ial/institutional

embodiment of the Other:

the

olle tive whi h sustains both Saussure's

and La an's big Other. The la k whose
desire

both

langue

ontours we equated to Woman Wisdom's

omes with the fa t that this Other doesn't exist; Woman Wisdom

an't nd

a so ial-institutional embodiment of Wisdom.

It seems to me, beyond these important observations, that the Other's

substan

semioti

e not the lo us of the treasure trove, 81 not the so ial institutions of lan-

guage but the syn hroni

and

ountable

olle tion in whi h none of the elements

is sustained ex ept through its opposition to ea h of the others.

82 is

onspi u-

ously raised in these verses. Admittedly it seems somewhat gratuitous to point out
linguisti
79
80

dieren e as an exegeti al feature of a text:

it is, of

ourse, a feature

Perdue, Proverbs, 82.
See for example Jer 2:8. The priests did not say `Where is Yhwh,' and those who deal with

the law do not know me.
by Baal.

The shepherds have rebeled against me, and the prophets prophesy

The suggestion that the elite have not fullled the obligations of their o e is met, in

Jeremiah, with s ornful in redulity.

Thus, in 18:18 Jeremiah reports, Then they [the people of

God℄ said, `Come, let us plan plans against Jeremiah, for the law will not perish from the priest,
nor

81
82

ounsel from the wise, nor a word from a prophet.' 
On these two distin t fa es of the Other see the earlier dis ussion on page 106.

Ja ques La an,

É rits.

New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2006b, 682.
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every

text. So, to be worthy of remark, the linguisti

dis ourse the diale ti

workings of a parti ular

of identity and dieren ewould have to be staged in su h

exaggerated fashion so as to override the  ontent of what was being said, drawing
our attention to the me hanisms by whi h meaning is born.
But here we

an point to a the poeti

te hniques of defamiliarization su h as

83 (ostranenie ) and later Bertolt Bre ht84
those elaborated by Viktor Shklovsky

Verfremdungseekt ),

(

in whose theorizations of artisti

literature the te hniques

of produ tion are overtly brought to the surfa e as the subje t matter. This baring
of the devi e, on e analyzed as su h, manifests itself to quite dierent ee ts
from Lauren e Sterne's disorienting

onfusions of authorial versus diegeti

time (It

Toby rung the
go for Dr. Slop, the manhave not allowed Obadiah

is about an hour and a half 's tolerable good reading sin e my un le
bell, when

Obadiah

was orderd to saddle a horse, and

midwife; so that no one

an say, with reason, that I

time enough, poeti ally speaking, and
and

onsidering the emergen y too, both to go

ome;though, morally and truly speaking, the man perhaps has s ar e had

time to get on his boots.

85 ), to the highly elaborated and te hni al virtuosities of

unadorned joinery in shaker furniture. Of Woman-Wisdom's address, I am saying,
the semioti s of identity and dieren e are on display in a pe uliarly exaggerated
fashion.
What do I mean? Resituating the question of Woman-Wisdom's addressee, i.e.
shifting our fo us away from the

ksyl ,

we

hara terologi al distin tions between

petî , ls.

an see that the opening lines of the spee h proper (vv. 22a-23a)

and

ontain

three propositional statements. Subtra ting the initial rhetori al question and transposing ea h statement into the same 3rd person plural perspe tive we are left with
the following: (1)

p etayim love petî .

knowledge. This arrangement

(2) S oers delight-in s ong. (3) Fools hate

laries the sour e of Woman-Wisdom's frustration:

not three varieties of fool but rather the in orrigible relationship ea h entertains
towards a

ertain obje t. Formalizing the statements one degree of abstra tion fur-

ther, we note that in ea h
the predi ate is the
83
84
85

ase the subje t is some form of

orresponding

nomina a tionis.

See Bertolt Bre

ht,

112

and

(The third equation diering

Theory of Prose. Normal, IL: Dalkey Ar hive Press,
Bre ht on Theatre. New York: Hill and Wang, 1964.
Tristram Shandy. London: Wordsworth Editions Ltd, 1996, 169.

See Viktor Shklovsky,

L. Sterne,

nomina agentis,
1991.

30

The question of

only in that a negative sign is distributed a ross both the
i.e.

hara ter (II)

opula and the predi ate,

a 6= not -a.)

p eta֓yim → petî
ls.ym → ls.wn

ksylym 9 d֒t
Immediately obvious (re alling our Hegelian analysis of Wisdom is . . . get wisdom)
is the tautologi al nature of ea h formulation. The stri tly dierential determination
of the signier sets Woman-Wisdom on a path of endless signifying possibilities, for
there is no autonomous, monadi

signier possessed of a proper signied as with a

86 Apart from some point of an horage (whi h, in this ase, is la king both in
ode.
86

The split between language and

ode is absolute for La an, who in this matter distan es

himself from at least the terminology of Jakobson ( f. gure (3.2) on page 102). In La an's usage,
 ode refers to a series of
abound:

morse

indi es,

ea h of whi h relates to one and only one

ode, the honeybee's waggle dan e, pheromonal a tivations, et .)

series, in exa t opposition to this, is
relate bi-univo ally to a parti ular
signier

referent.

onstituted as the set of

signied.

signiers,

Meaning insists in the

(Examples

The linguisti

whi h of

ourse do not

hain of signiers, yet no

ontains it; meaning ashes between two signiers. It is worth being somewhat repetitive

to point out that it is this dimension of la k or slippagethe insurmountable

impediment

to

signi ationthat allows for the signifying stru ture as su h, apart from whi h we would not be
subje ts but pure obje ts,

subje ted to

a positive network of

auses and ee ts. La an unders ores

this point in two dierentiations he repeatedly makes. (1) The subje tive of the signier versus the
psy hoti
message

subje t, who

does

in fa t re eive his message in the form of a

odes separate into pure forms in the psy hoti

odeCode message and

subje t. La an, Subversion, 807. (2) The

parlêtre, an animal at the mer y of language, and the animal of pure instin t, who
lives in an immediate relationship to its environment, radi ally ex luded from the related domains
human as the

of meaning or truth, to whi h we might add the domain of Wisdom. Without the dimension [of
Truth

(si ) ℄

it

onstitutes, the de eptiveness of Spee h [the impossibility of squaring the

ir le of

signi ation, the slippage we just referred to℄ would be indistinguishable from the feint, whi h in
ghting or sexual display, is nevertheless quite dierent. Deployed in
immedia y of the dual relationship apart from the
play of approa h and retreat that

Symboli

Imaginary

apture [i.e. in the

Other℄, the feint is integrated into the

onstituted the rst dan e, in whi h these two vital situations

nd their s ansion, and the partners who fall into step with it nd what I will dare to write as
their `dan ity.' Moreover, animals show that they are

apable of su h behavior when they are being

hunted down; they manage to throw their pursuers o the s ent by briey going in one dire tion
as a lure and then

hanging dire tion. . . But an animal does not feign feigning.
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so iety and in the battery of potential signiers), Woman-Wisdom is unable to
on anything

ertain in the Other's lo us. Her utteran e is redu ed to

permutations of repetition, whose fundamental form is a self referential

lose

ompulsive
ir uit:

'=a

Figure 3.5: The tautologi al return of the

31

Generi

petî .

reevaluations

The subje t who seeks for what she

annot nd is not without generi

impli ations,

an observation that draws our attention to a long-standing form- riti al
namely that Woman-Wisdom here speaks a propheti

on lusion,

87 I have

ora le of judgment.

tra ks who de eptiveness lies in getting them to be taken as false, when in fa t they are truethat
is, tra ks that indi ate the right trail. No more than it ea es its tra ks, whi h would already be
tantamount to making itself the subje t of the signier. La an, Subversion, 807.

87

Oesterley (1929)

The general tone of this se tion re alls the utteran es of the prophets;

like the prophets of old Wisdom goes out into the broad pla es of the
the prophe y of doom (10).

Gemser (1963)

ity with denun iation and

Gattungsges hi hte gehört der Abs hnitt zu den

jüngeren Formen der Weisheitsliteratur, wobei lyris he und prophetis he Stilformen endringen. . . Er
hat die Form eines prophetis hen S helt- oder Drohwortes. . . ; besonders sind Berührungen mit
den Stilformen Jeremias und des Deuteronomiums vorhanden (23).
andersartigen Charakter als in Prov.

Kayatz (1966)

8 hat die Rede der Weisheit in Prov.

Einen ganz

1,20-33. . . Diese Rede

der Weisheit hat den Charakter einer S helt und Mahnpredigt. . . Diese Rede der Weisheit fordert,
wie die angeführten Parallelstellen zeigen, zum Verglei h mit prophetis hen Redeformen heraus
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no intention to deny robust inter-textual
various propheti

passages (on the

Generi

reevaluations

onne tions between Prov 1:20-33 and

onne tion with Jeremiah see below).

On the

other hand, there are good reasons to read the vv 22-27 as a lament, a desperate
and ultimately failed attempt to se ure a presen e that would guarantee a
determina y/ onsisten y to Woman-Wisdom's meaning, whi h we have

ertain

laimed is

the same as saying Woman-Wisdom's essen e, for her essen e is to mean.

Lamentation and the travail of absen e
ated with the

To avoid the typologi al abuses asso i-

lassi atory s hemes of form

it makes use of this lexi al range; it

riti ism (A lament has these parts;

omes in pristine and degraded forms, et .),

I would like to highlight between the lamenter and Woman-Wisdom a stru turally
analogous dilemma, namely the absen e of that whi h would guarantee her pla e at
the level of meaning. In understanding the de isive fun tion presen e and absen e

88 who,

play in the lament psalms, I am indebted to the work of Fredrik Lindström
(119-120).

Crenshaw (1974)

in the style of a propheti

In Prov 1:20-33 wisdom stands in the busy streets and

ries aloud

indi tment; even the language is that of the divine ora le in prophe y:

the hand stret hed out in invitation, the summons that was spurned, the threat that they will
seek here but not be able to nd her, and the rather harsh des ription of the results of a refusal
to hear (248).
hap.
(456).

8; but in

Murphy (1986)

hap. 1 she takes on the mantle of a prophet de rying the failure of the people.

Harris (1995)

the people of being
(v 26) when
Jeremiani
(100).

Wisdom sings about her extraordinary qualities and origins in

The turn-about in

p ta֓yim
e

alamity

omes,

ontext of Prov 1:20-33 where wisdom now a

, `simple ones' (v 22) and where

h.kmh

now `laughs' and `mo ks'

an be explained by reading the text in a post-587

traditions are re ontextualized to serve the needs and purposes of a later

Fox (2000)

wishes to extend and generalize the same idea.

uses

Harris

ontext.

The

ommunity

alls Prov 1:20-33 a

`re ontextualization' of Jeremiah's words, whi h is likely, ex ept that the passage may have been
inuen ed by other prophets as well, or perhaps, by a quaintan e with prophe y in general. This is
not to say that the reader is ne essarily expe ted to re all Jeremiah or the disaster he predi ated.
Wisdom speaks to individual fools about individual punishments, not to the nation about the
people's

olle tive failings and impending disasters. Nor does she speak as a prophet or God. Still,

the depi tion of Lady Wisdom s olding fools draws on the images of the prophet and God and
redeploys them in the arena of individual life (105).

Davis (2000)

Woman Wisdom's opening

address here bears a striking resemblan e to judgment spee hes of the prophets, and doubtless
the sages expe t their audien e to

at h the e hoes. The propheti

judgment spee h . . . announ es

God's de ree of doom and gives the reasons why that de ree is justied (34).

88

Fredrik Lindström,

plaint Psalms.

Suering and Sin: Interpretations of Illness in the Individual Com-

Sto kholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1994.
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apropos the question of suering in the psalms, sought to undermine a pronoun ed
tenden y to answer in the

ategories of retribution.

The strong emphasis on individual retribution as

hara teristi

for the individual

lament psalms' interpretation of the religious dimension of si kness has inuen ed
s holars' understanding of the psalms' theology and anthropology as well as their
notion of God and piety.

This situation is visible in the

understand the psalms so that the basi

ommon in lination to

omponent in man's relationship with God

is the individual's guilt and inno en e respe tively. The present study is intended
to

89

riti ize this understanding.

Lindström's argument against retribution as an appropriate

ategory of interpre-

tation for the lament psalms is suggestive for the way we read Woman-Wisdom's
spee h in Prov 1:22-33.
What his sustained reading of the psalms demonstrates is the element of in alulability that belongs to suering, whi h the psalmists do not hesitate to
to the equally in al ulable,

onne t

and so in on eivable in the ategory of ethi s,

alter-

nation of God's presen e and absen e.
The interpretations of the religious dimensions of suering in the individual
plaint psalms indi ate that a
with God is not

om-

ording to the temple theologians, man's relationship

onstituted of his sin or inno en e.

the individual's relationship with God is

omprised of

Rather, the foundation of

Yhwh's freely given founda-

tional gifts of existen e by whi h the threatened person is re eived into the saving
presen e of God.

The divine presen e. . . be omes, with this perspe tive, just as

surprising, un al ulated, and irrational as

Yhwh's

sudden absen e.

Just as lit-

tle as absen e is interpreted through a negative idea of retribution, just as little

90

presen e is understood through su h a positive idea.

The eviden e Lindström gathers in support of his thesis is not only impressive
in its

omprehensive learnedness, it has profound impli ations for liturgi al and

pastoral praxis. Without attempting to do justi e to his nuan ed argumentation, I
nonetheless ag his

entral nding as to the basi ally singular origin of suering in

the lament psalms.
[The℄

hara teristi

ambiguity

on erning the relationship between the dierent

aspe ts of suering and their joint a tion in be oming a total threat re eives an
adequate explanation by the assumption that the des riptions of ai tion intend

89

Lindström, 429.

90

Lindström, 435.
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to express the

onsequen e of something else, something

Generi

reevaluations

ompletely de isive, that

91
is, the loss of the divine presen e.
It is on the basis of this gaping absen eanalogous I am arguing to the absent (or
at least la king) Other who would se ure Woman-Wisdom's pla e in the Symboli
networkthat I would press the appropriateness of the lament genre as an interpretative a

ess point for Prov 1:22-27. In this

onne tion, we are making expli it

what Lindström implies throughout: the traumati

situation of absen e as well as

the redemptive reemergen e of presen e are opaque not only to the

92 Meaning
but to meaning as su h.

omes to be only in the ongoing situation of

divine presen e wherein events and experien es are

e
of Yhwh's righteousness (s
. daqah)
these in pla e

al ulus of ethi s

al ulable within the horizon

and trustworthiness

an one speak of justi e

(mi²pat.)

(֓mwnah)

.

Only with

or its perversion, of truth and its

distortion.

Lamentation and the re overy of meaning
of help in

larifying this

W. Brueggemann's

ategories

93 will be

disorientation (whi h would
and psalms of re-orientation

ru ial distin tion. Psalms of

in lude the lament form we have been speaking of )

(in luding hymns of praise, thanksgiving songs, and the enthronement psalms) ar-

intelligibility. On this
orientation (psalms of

ti ulate a dimension of relatedness to Yhwh that is beyond
dimension these are alike in their opposition to psalms of

retribution, the Torah psalms and, ironi ally, the Wisdom psalms) that des ribe a
happy, blessed state in whi h the speakers are grateful for and

ondent in the abid-

ing, reliable gifts of life that are long-standing from time past and will endure for
91
92

Lindström, 458-459.
Brueggemann (1984, 93) expli itly

meaninglessness.

onne ts all three dimensions of suering, absen e, and

The problem of the situation may indeed be si kness, enemies, or death.

su h experien es nally

on ern formlessness, the

be experien ed in a universe of meaning.

ollapse of

ategories in whi h experien e

In Israel, the formfulness of the experien e

the presen e of Yahweh who need not do anything but be there.
systemati

93

But
an

enters in

I take up Brueggemann's more

organization of the psalms presently.

For the development of Brueggemann's typology of fun tions in

onne tion with the Psalms,

The Message of the Psalms: A Theologi al Commentary. MinIsrael's Praise: Doxology Against Idolatry and Ideology. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988; Walter Brueggemann, The Psalms and
see Walter Brueggemann,

neapolis: Fortress Press, 1984; Walter Brueggemann,
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time to

ome. Life, as ree ted in these psalms, is not troubled or threatened, but

is seen as the well-ordered world intended by God. They approximate a `no-surprise
world' and

onsequently a world of `no fear.'

They do not report on an event, a

happening, or an intrusion. Rather, they des ribe how things are and indeed always
are.

94

With Brueggemann's oppositional terms in mindorientation versus disorientation
we

an qui kly establish what is at stake in this disputation of a

onventional generi

on lusion.
1. Reading Prov 1:20-33 as an ora le of judgment, whose main theme is retribution, identies Woman-Wisdom with the trans endent essen e of wisdom
insofar as her timeless, inexorable message lies beyond the

omprehension of

mortal intelle t (for, as Trible has noted, before Woman-Wisdom all of us humans are

p etayim ).

annot be fully

Thus the wise understand that though Woman-Wisdom

omprehended (some nuan e or depth of her

mains unnoti ed), she is a sure point of

orientation

all always re-

for human intelle tion, a

ommensurate image of the orderliness, goodness, and life.

95 The manifest

violen e and negativity in her spee h, on this reading, is stri tly a human
problem, the inevitable

onsequen e of foolishness.

2. If we say, on the other hand, that here in her rst spee h Woman-Wisdom
laments, this is to dis lose a rather dierent kernel of Wisdom's essen e. Underlying the sapiential apprehension of the world as order is the obs ene,
shrill insisten e that the world order is radi ally dysfun tional, an utteran e . . . that the system has broken down and will no longer be honored.

the Life of Faith.
94
95
96

96

Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995.

Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms, 25.
Brueggemann, The Psalms and the Life of Faith, 10.
The

itation is worth

iting in full, in so far as it illumines the unreasonable demands of the big

Other, and the restless subje tivity that

alls it to task. The lament psalms, then, are a

omplaint

that makes the shrill insisten e that: (1) Things are not right in their present arrangement. (2) They
need not stay this way and

an be

hanged. (3) The speaker will not a

the present arrangement is intolerable. (4) It is God's obligation to

ept them in this way, for

hange things. But the main

point is the rst: life is not right. It is now noti ed and voi ed that life is not as it was promised
to be.

The utteran e of this awareness is an ex eedingly dangerous moment at the throne.

It

is as dangerous as Le h Walesa or Rosa Parks asserting with their bodies that the system has
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The question of ethi s (II)

The question of ethi s (II)

We have suggested ways in whi h Woman-Wisdom's spee h arises from her experien e of absen e.

This absen e, whether it is ine ted in so ial or semanti

terms, relates to the impossibility of

ommuni ation and therefore disrupts the

ore

Woman-Wisdom's being, whi h is bound to the vo ation of mediation (¶ 27 on
page 101).

form

Further, we judged that the

lament and not judgment. This generi

of spee h betting this absen e is

determination, as we elaborated with the

help of Lindström and Brueggemann, was not arrived at by

omparing Woman-

Wisdom's spee h with a typologi ally pristine lament psalm and subsequently diserning an adequate number of shared elements.
lament form arises out of a shared preo

97 Rather the resonan e with the

upation with the absen e of that whi h

would se ure meaning. That said, on e su h a judgment is made, it will illumine our
reading to see how the terminology of Prov 1:22-27, whi h has long been read under
the ethi al rubri

of propheti

judgment, resonates with the psalms of lament. Two

aspe ts of these verses are of parti ular relevan e as we wrestle with the unanswered
question of Woman-Wisdom's ethi al demand: (1) the sequen e How long. . . turn!
in vv 22-23, and espe ially (2) the expressions of

33

S hadenfreude

in vv 26-27.

How long . . . turn-ba k

How long, O p etayim , will you love petî ?
broken down and will no longer be honored. For the managers of the systempoliti al, e onomi ,
religious, moralthere is always a hope that the troubled folks will not noti e the dysfun tion or
that a toleran e of a

ertain degree of dysfun tion

unpleasant. Lament o
is intolerable and

97

an be a

epted as normal and ne essary, even if

urs when the dysfun tion rea hes an una

eptable level, when the injusti e

hange is insisted upon. Brueggemann, The Psalms and the Life of Faith, 105.

As with John Collins' treatment of apo alypti

literature, whi h has be ome a normative

statement as to the pro edure for determining a bibli al genre:
elements permits us, then, to formulate a

This

ommon

omprehensive denition of the genre:

ore of

onstant

Apo alypse

is

a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in whi h a revelation is mediated
by an otherworldly being to a human re ipient, dis losing a trans endent reality whi h is both
temporal, insofar as it envisages es hatologi al salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another,
supernatural world. John Collins,

Towards the Morphology of a Genre .

119

Semeia

1979, 9.
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Insofar as Woman-Wisdom's spee h as a whole is interpreted under the sign of

judgment,

How long? are

her rst words

invariably read as an expression of

in redulity that has turned to rage. Her exasperated question, `How long,' along
with her following denun iation (vv 24-27), posits a histori al past between wisdom
and these overgrown, gullible youths, perhaps a referen e to their reje tion of their

98 In the

parents' tea hing in the home.

ontext of lament, however,

How long?

implies not exasperation but desperate yearning. The sense of reje tion is not that
of the parent reje ted by an impudent

hild, but of the

hild reje ted by its parent,

now living under deep existential threat. As Claus Westermann notes, The question
`How long?' just as the question `Why?' asks about the absen e of God.
terms of mapping this rhetori

onto a spe i

99 Thus in

ae tive dimension, we should shift

our frame of referen e from the kind of propheti /divine indignation expressed by
Hosea
Your

alf is reje ted, O Samaria.

My anger burns against them.

How long

will they be in apable of inno en e? (Hos 8:5)

to the pathos of the lamenter.
My life is ex eedingly terried
but you, O

Yhwh, how long?

(Psa 6:4)

The sense of disorientation des ribed by Brueggemann (¶ 31 on page 117) has
no part in Hosea's rhetori , as the terms of ex hangeYhwh's anger and Israel's
idolatryare
logi :

ommensurable.

Hosea's propheti

indi tment follows a meaningful

persistent idolatry gives rise to divine wrath.

with the psalm where logi
triple) entendre of

nepe²

as su h

This is quite dierent than

is absent from the situation. The double (or

[= life, throat, ne k, breath℄ suggests a level of dread

that penetrates down to the a t of enun iation itself: the psalmist
omplaint.

hokes on her

The break-down in relationship between pray-er and God is one and

the same with the break-down of spee h and signi ation, whi h in turn has to do

stri to sensu meaningless during the
100 the  ry of
Only in being heard, will it have be ome

with the absent Other. The lamenter's
period of Yhwh's absen e.
98
99
100

ry is

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 202.
Claus Westermann,

Praise and Lament in the Psalms.

On the signi an e of the future anterior see the

120

Atlanta: J. Knox Press, 1981, 177.

itation on

¶ 56 on page 200.

33

injusti e, the

ritique of status quo, et . The

pathos

How long . . . turn-ba k

of the psalmist thus lies not

(primarily) with the real (physi al, emotional, et .) signi an e of her suering
but rather with Yhwh's absen e and the

onsequent impossibility of determining

signi an e as su h.

Turn-ba k to my reproof.
The generi

assignation of lament equally shifts our reading of

read until now either as a

²wb , whi

h has been

all to repentan e (Waltke, Foxnote 26 on page 89)

or a statement of judgment (Murphy, Cliord

¶

22 on page 88) In both

ases,

e
the imperative is onditioned by the longstanding ethi al depravity of the p tayim .
The signi an e of

²wb , in either

ase, assumes the ongoing operation of a propheti

analogy, but on e again this is not ne essary, for the spee h of lament is equally
preo

upied with turning.

pathos

of

Turn

How long

101 after the

Continuing with the example of Psalm 6,

omes the imperative

Turn.

Yhwh!

(²ûbah)

Save my life

(nap²î).

(v 5)

How long? . . . Turn! we have been barred
from reading these verses as an expression of pathos by a kind of Kantian insisten e
on the plentitude of the noumenal Ding. It is onsidered that the wholeness of
Apropos Woman-Wisdom's utteran e

this divine entity/personality

annot be impinged upon by the folly of overgrown,

102

Of ourse the psalmist per eives herself to be la king with
respe t to the Other; the Other is Yhwhins rutable, divine, beyond the ompass of human understanding, but Woman-Wisdom . . . . The analogy is absurd! But, we have seen and tried to understand how the risk of annihilation by the
absent Other haunts not only the petî but equally Woman-Wisdom. For without

gullible youths.

rati ation by the Otheron one hand, the s ribes, the Judaean ruling
priests; on the other the signier that would es ape the
metonymyshe

eases to exist.

ontinual slipping away of

It is this interminable slippage and the dawning

realization of absen e that evokes Woman-Wisdom's plaint,
101

The imperative "Turn!"

(²wb)

is a

How long?. . . Turn!

ommon feature of lament psalms.

126:4.

102

lass, the

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 202.
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See Pss 80:15, 90:13,
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34

Retribution, or the hysteri ization of Woman-Wisdom

For my part then, in your alamity I will laugh
I will jeer when omes your dread:
Coming like a devastation, your dread,
Your alamity, like a storm moving in,
Coming against youdistress and opposition.
From vv 24-25, Woman-Wisdom is a utely aware of the failure of her partner to
re eive her.

The harmonious inter ourse of

would allow Woman-Wisdom to

all

(qr֓)

and response

(q²b)

that

o-exist happily within the so ial world of the

annot be found. The verbs in vv. 24-25 des ribing humanity's (in)a tion

ity

over a

range of dispositionsreje tion, inattentiveness, ignoran e, and dissensionwhi h
together testify to the failure of mediation that

onstitutes the very

ore of Woman-

Wisdom's essen e.
Woman-Wisdom's rea tion to this breakdown of relationship (vv 26-27) is the
site of a pe uliar interpretative split.

On the one hand, her impre ations against

e
the p tayim are taken as an exemplary working out of Proverbs'
Wisdom, it is important to note, does not

ore

ethos.

ause the disaster, whi h simply  omes.

Wisdom simply withdraws when it does

ome.

A

operative in the book, Wisdom does not answer her

ording to the poeti

justi e

lients, just as they did not

103
answer her.
Or in a similar vein,
Lady Wisdom does not threaten to exe ute the retribution herself. She will not

do

anything to the sinners, not even by means of an intermediary. Rather, she will
respond to the fools with an attitude mat hing their own: s orn for s orn, rebung
them when they need her, or, more pre isely, when they nally

realize

that they

104
need her.
What is emphasized in readings along these lines is the la k of expli it agen y

ause the terrible misfortunes but knows

assigned to Woman-Wisdom. She does not
103

R.J. Clifford,

Proverbs: A Commentary.

Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox Press,

1999, 43.

104

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 105.
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105

of them and revels in their inexorability.

On the other hand, a few interpreters (I in lude myself in this group) nd it
implausible to understand Woman-Wisdom's mali e as exemplary in any sense.

e±h.aq

These readers dete t a great distan e between Woman-Wisdom's glee ( ֓
will laugh;

֓el֒ag

I will jeer) and the obje tive progression of the

it is ideologized by the sages.
of

S hadenfreude

osmi

I

order as

Murphy (1998, 10) notes in these verses a kind

that is espe ially

hilling.

Similarly Oesterley (1929, 12)

nds that the attitude of the personied Wisdom here does not appeal to us,
being neither dignied nor wise, a
notwithstanding, the

ording to our ideas.

These few indi ations

ommentary on the vi iousness of Woman-Wisdom's rhetori

is too muted, a fa t whi h, in my opinion, unders ores the
respe t to

ategory error with

genre.

For the perspe tive that

onsoles itself with su h a

alamitous fantasy is neither

that of righteous indignation (as bets a prophet of judgment), nor that of the

106 but on e again is aligned with the hysteri al subje tivity of

level-headed sage,
the lamenter.

It is in the prayers of lament that we

onsistently nd pleas for

vengean e unmat hed in the Bible as to their intensity. The appeals to God to do
something to or against persons who perse ute and oppress the individual
out in the psalmi

prayers are many and varied.

other single ategory of

It is

They probably outnumber any

petitions. 107 And these appeals, as with those spoken by

Woman-Wisdom in the verses under
appli ation of

rying

onsideration, are very far indeed from the

al ulated justi e or even the triumph of right. On the

ool

ontrary,

lear that [the spee h of lament℄ tends to be regressive, i.e., it moves into

unguarded language that in most religious dis ourse is

ensored and pre luded. . . .

This is the voi e of resentment and vengean e that will not be satised until God

108

works retaliation on those who have done the wrong.

105

So Waltke (2004, 207): Wisdom does not laugh at disaster, but at the triumph of what is

right over what is wrong.

106

Prov 17:5 ,

ited in this

hapter's epigraph, makes expli it the sages' reproa h against those

who enjoy the pain of others.

107

Patri k Miller,

They Cried to the Lord: the Form and Theology of Bibli al Prayer.

Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994, 106, emphasis added.

108

Brueggemann, The Message of the Psalms, 55.
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What animates the impre ations of the lamenter, we have followed Lindström in
saying (¶ 31 on page 115), is the deep threat posed by the
brought to spee ha form of

absent Other

now

109

atharsis in no way endorsed as a sapiential ideal.

Sin e it is in this raw, overwrought manner that Woman-Wisdom speaks, we nd
the subje t position of the lamenter a more tting a
lines of Prov 1:23-27 than the

Symbolizing la k
bitter

onventional assignation of propheti

ulminating

judgment.

How, then, are we to take the nal two verses, whi h shift from

omplaint about the past to a sadisti

hysteri

ess point to the

fantasy of the future?

If the word

has been used several times in this paper simply to des ribe this spee h as

a kind of outburst, we

an

orre t this impre ision in terms of



Freud's



La an's stru tural elaboration of the hysteri 's dis ourse.

lini al dis overy of hysteri al neurosis, but espe ially

To make short work of Freud's dis overy and elaboration of hysteri al neurosis I want
simply to pose the question: what did Freud learn from the hysteri al
symptom, wherein the symptom is
At the

onne ted to its

ause by a false

onversion

110

onne tion?

ore of his emerging theory was the me hanism of displa ement, whi h as to

der Wuns h.

its substan e was the displa ement of desire
someone possessed by

inarti ulable

The Freudian hysteri

is

desire, who seeks endlessly for the situation, the

word, the relationship that would give this desire an outlet for ( ons ious) meaning.
The hysteri

does not seek for the satisfa tion of desirepre isely what would bring

the hysteri

to a point of

desire

for . . . .

risisbut the transformation of unhinged desire into

The desire of the hysteri al subje t is to have an unsatised desire,

summarizes La an.
La an

ompli ates Freud's theory of hysteria in several ways, not all of whi h

on ern us here. It is important for us that La an introdu es a degree of ambiguity
109

Cf.

Prov 21:23:

Who guards his mouth and his tongue guards his soul from troubles.

Prov 25:15 on the superiority of forbearan e

110

(֓orek ֓appayim)

and a soft tongue

(la²n rakkah).

There seems to be a ne essity for bringing psy hi al phenomena of whi h one be omes

s ious into
evades

ausal

onne tion with other

ons ious material. In

ases in whi h the true

ons ious per eption one does not hesitate to attempt to make another

one believes, though it is false. It is
fa ilitate the o

urren e of `false

lear that a split in the

ontent of

on-

ausation

onne tion, whi h

ons iousness must greatly

onne tions' of this kind. Freud, S. E., II:67.
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about the terms desire, preserved in his standard denition of the term:

Desire is

the desire of the Other, the Other here being some privileged representative of the
big Other.

There are two ways to read this.

I desire the Other as the obje t of

The Other is what I desire. Or, my desire orresponds to the Other's
What the Other desires, I too desire. There is no obje tive solution;

my desire.
desire.

rather the way desire is

onstru ted tilts towards either obsessive or hysteri

stru -

tures of subje tivity. For the hysteri , it is the se ond understanding of desire that
predominates.
The Other is the desiring subje t in the hysteri 's fantasyusually a partner (lover
or spouse) who desires when and how the subje t sees t.

Indeed, the hysteri

or hestrates things in su h a way as to ensure that the Other's desire remains
unsatised. . . The Other as desiring subje t is but a puppet: it is the Other whose
desire is kept unsatised by the hysteri

in order for the hysteri

to be able to

111
maintain her role as desired obje t, as desire's la k.
Herein lie the grounds for a well known and not unfounded
teri 's love life. The hysteri

ari ature of the hys-

undertakes relationships as proje ts; she nds a dia-

mond in the rough whose la k she is uniquely qualied to remedy, whose (potential)
virtues only she

an per eive and, in fa t, only she

or when the Other

a tually

an bring out. What happens if

exhibits the virtues? The hysteri

is repulsed and the

relationship is over.

being is determined
her meaning depends

But if the hysteri 's
the Other is la king,
Other's legitimate

by the various ways she ensures that
upon the integrity of the Other, the

laim to possess knowledge. Here the hysteri al stru ture of desire

redoubles upon itself. We had initially distinguished hysteri al (versus obsessive)
desire as the desire for what the Other desires and furthermore to

be

of desire. But, putting ourselves in the hysteri al mindset, a question o

that obje t
urs to us,

Is the Other desiring me for who I really am? Or, am I
just being slotted as an obje t in the Other's fantasy? If the Other is revealed as
the shadow of doubt.

impotent or a fraud, then the hysteri

must admit there is no (legitimate) ground of

being in this Other's desire. Thus the hysteri 's fundamental fantasy must negotiate
a logi al
111

ontradi tion: on the one hand there must be (the potential of ) a fully

Bru e Fink,

A Clini al Introdu tion to La anian Psy hoanalysis.

vard University Press, 1997, 123.

125

Cambridge Mass: Har-
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potent Other whose desire

orresponds to the essential being of the hysteri ; on

the other hand, every (a tually existing) representative of the Other must be found
la king, this la k being the ground of any being whatsoever. Thus, the
of the hysteri 's position relies on a vi ious
whi h must be destroyed in a tuality.

y le of

onsisten y

onstituting in potentiality that

The hysteri

is sustained [in the Other's

desire℄ only by the la k of satisfa tion she brings him by slipping away as obje t [of
his desire℄.

112

A la k gone la king

On a rst reading there is no obvious

onne tion between

the hysteri al subje t who tries to nd or even provoke a la k in the Other and, on
the other hand, the lamenter who on all a
these two la ksthat whi h the hysteri

ounts suers too mu h la k. However,
must produ e and the too mu h la k

experien ed by the suering lamenterare not on the same level.
Re alling the insights gleaned from Lindström/Brueggemann, we said that the
situation of the lamenter is of one whose suering is without meaning. This, a tually
does not go far enough, for the lamenter endures a multipli ity of suering, a vi ious
ir uit

113 that nullies the possibility of any meaning whatsoever.

In La anian

terms, the overwhelming Real of hurt threatens the subje t's overall identi ation
with the Symboli

matrix of the big Other. (It is telling that so many lament psalms

114 whi h we

refer to banishment from the temple,

an read as an ar hite tural

pla eholder for the Jewish big Other in its dierent aspe ts: the

enter of Jewish

ommunal and liturgi al life, the sign of justi e and stability in the
unique point of a

ess to God's presen e.) Lindström's

ru ial point, to reiterate,

is that it is not suering but deta hment from meaning that
lamenter a total threat a threat La an
112
113

alls

osmos, the

onstitutes for the

jouissan e.

La an, Subversion, 824.
The des riptions of suering

learly present the experien e of how the dierent aspe ts of suf-

fering, physi al, mental, so ial, and spiritual are intermingled like
ual feedba k. Together these

ir les and where there is

ontin-

omprise a total threat to the existen e of the suerer. Lindström,

458.

114

Psalm 42, for example, holds up the memory of temple worship as the

ounterpoint to

suering. My tears have been my food day and night, while people say to me

urrent

ontinually, `where is

your God?' These things I remember, as I pour out my soul: how I went with the throng, and led
them in pro ession to the house of God, with glad shouts and songs of thanksgiving, a multitude
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La an's theory of the hysteri al subje t gives us new insight into the fun tion of
lament. What is

ru ial for the hysteri , as we have said, is to un over a la k in the

big Other, a hit h in the Symboli

universe that

an serve as the point of her own

relationship to it. The subje t rent from her so ial-symboli
suering,

an re-atta h at the point where the so ial-symboli

in onsisten y and
a

world on a

ount of

world itself is rent by

ontradi tion. Without [a la k℄ in the Other, the Other would be

losed stru ture and the only possibility open to the subje t would be his radi al

alienation . . . i.e. the lamenter's situation is not in any way

ontingent but the

osmos is ordered for the purpose of her unbearable suering; there is no way out,
no possibility of

hope 

. . . So it is pre isely this la k in the Other whi h enables the subje t to a hieve a
kind of `de-alienation'

alled by La an

separation:

not in the sense that the subje t

experien es that now he is separated for ever from the obje t by the barrier of
language, but that

the obje t is separated from the Other itself,

that the Other

115
itself `hasn't got it'. . . that is to say, is in itself blo ked, desiring.
Thus the la k of the lamenter must be

on eived as a la k of la kthe la k of dis-

tan e from the Real that is the pre ondition of (non-psy hoti ) subje tivity. La k
in other words is the essen e of the subje t's being; the subje t

is

a

manque-à-être

that disrupts the unrent, undierentiated, seamless plentitude of the Real. What
am

I? I

am in the pla e from whi h `the universe is a aw in the purity of Non-

Being' is vo iferated.

116

On e we are sensitized to think in these terms, it is
regularly employ a poeti

lear that the lament psalms

devi e that subverts the normal standards of

I refer to the temporal phenomenon of

suddenness :

the moment or moments when

the lamenter abruptly shifts from sorrow to joy, a shift that o
from any

hange in the lamenter's

nomenologi al sense, privilege the

tem,

ir umstan e.

evoked

through

urs

in situ,

over the

spa e of the sys-

The passage of time must be

the system. The movement away from the interminable present

and indeed we must speak of a

revolution :

for the lamenter what is required is an

keeping festival (vv 3-4).

115

116

Slavoj iºek,

apart

But even if we, in some phe-

time of the moment

we do not thereby simply es ape the system.

oheren e.

The Sublime Obje t of Ideology.

La an, Subversion, 819.
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New York: Verso, 1989, 122.
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epo hal shiftis availed only by the staging of an impossible or at least illogi al
semanti

juxtaposition.

For my life is spent with sorrow, and my years with sighing;
my strength fails be ause of my misery, and my bones waste away.
I am the s orn of all my adversaries, a horror to my neighbors,
an obje t of dread to my a quaintan es;
those who see me in the street ee from me.
I have passed out of mind like one who is dead;
I have be ome like a broken vessel.
For I hear the whispering of manyterror all around!
as they s heme together against me, as they plot to take my life.
But I trust in you,

Yhwh;

I say, You are my God. (Pss 31:11-15)

Not only is the lamenter a broken vessel; the liturgi al form that gives shape to
his suering is itself broken, an impossible
the poignant a

ount of abuse and the

hasm of non-sense running between

ondent assertion of trust. We might say

the impossibilities of the suerer's present are vanquished by the presen e of an
impossibility in the lamenter's spee h.
But this seems like a protless exer ise. The prayer's suering

onstitutes a total

threat in so far as it endangers what were the stable referen e points of meaning.
Why turn to a poeti

form whose most

hara teristi

feature is the unhinging of

stable referen e points. One is tempted to unders ore the

ru ial dieren e between

the erasure of meaning and the produ tion of non-meaning, and we will indeed have
an opportunity to dwell on this transfer at length. This is, however, not the most
relevant fa tor here, be ause the lament psalms do not leave Symboli
su h as misery

→ trust without a

antinomies

ontext. The logi al-stru tural impossibility at the

117 is re ast narratively, as a problem to be solved in time. We
heart of every lament
must thus

ompli ate the

onventional wisdom about the

trauma. It is not enough to translate

on rete

atharsis of symbolizing

ontradi tions into symboli

ones,

but the subje t must go further and situate herself in relation to point of symboli
fra ture via a narrative, the La anian term for whi h is
117

fantasy.

Psalm 88 is signalled out as a lament psalm that never makes the turn from

praise. The fa t of its uniqueness unders ores the point we are making.
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omplaint to praise (vv 13-14) , whi h initially is per eived

as non-sensi al, is re overed as sensible with referen e to a future s enario that will
retroa tively justify it.
My times are in your hand;
deliver me from the hand of my enemies and perse utors.
Let your fa e shine upon your servant;
save me in your steadfast love.
Do not let me be put to shame,

Yhwh, for I

all on you;

let the wi ked be put to shame;
let them go dumbfounded to Sheol. (vv 15-17)

The present impasses (both at the level of the Realthe lamenter's meaningless
suering; and at the level of the Symboli the logi al antinomy at the heart of
the psalm) are

time. For
(֒ittotay) are in

orre ted by justi e that works in

quintessential ground of faith is, My times

the lamenter, the
your hand.

And

what is highly relevant to our analysis of Proverbs is the frequen y of vengean e
as the psalmist's preferred horizon of retrieved meaning. And this is true of both
levels of

ontradi tion that have been raised. Restoring the integrity of the poem,

vengean e turns unfounded exuberan e into grati ation for redemption; restoring
the subje tivity of the lamenter, the unbearable immedia y of the Real is rerouted
through an experien e of suering that

arries meaning.

The topsy-turvy world of (imagined) jouissan e
the Freudian/La anian hysteri

In both

ases we have des ribed

and the suerer who gives voi e to the bibli al

lamentsthe threat of losing one's pla e in the big Other rests on a logi ally anterior dis onne t between the Real and Symboli

registers of experien e. The La anian

Real oers no support for its representation as an ideologi ally

and so the subje t's relation to the big Other is ne essarily

oherent experien e,

ontingent and fragile.

But how does this relate to the spee h of Woman-Wisdom, regarding whom the

priori

division between Real and Symboli

a

doesn't make sense, at least not in the

same way? It is not obvious, in other words, how we will speak of the Real of an
entity whose being is so purely linked to language and spee h. I am not making the
pedanti

point that Woman-Wisdom is a literary gure, but rather that even when

we entirely suspend our distan e from Proverbs qua literature, when we immerse

129
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ourselves in its world, the being of Woman-Wisdom is radi ally en ompassed by the
Symboli

fun tion. This raises a familiar question, now from the new perspe tive of

the hysteri

stru ture, as to the origin of Woman-Wisdom's la k sin e it evidently

does not emerge as a gap

between

the Symboli

We have noted on more than one o

and the Real.

asion how the essen e of Woman-Wisdom

is bound to her role as a mediator. In von Rad's well known a

ount of how this

ame to be, Woman-Wisdom was born the moment the Judaean intelle tual

lass

per eived a gap. . . a theologi al need (note 53 on page 101). And what eld does
this gap impinge upon? It is a gap in meaning, for whi h a new mode of revelation
is found ne essary. A new phenomenon in our texts is that a bearer of revelation
intervenes in the dialogue between Yhwh and Israel, someone who has not been
heard in this role . . . more than the greatest of the prophets, [s℄he is, indeed, the
mystery inherent in the
inadequa y of

history

reation of the world.

118 Impli it in this dis overy is the

as a medium of revelation. In history, the spe ter of

gen y (i.e. meaninglessness)

ontinually unsettles Israel's fundamental

of meaning.  Yhwh's irreversible de rees, whi h

ertainly

ontin-

oordinates

ould not be expressed

in the form of rules and whi h, at least at rst sight, were a tually unique in
a ter.

119

har-

The irreversible de ree lays down the law, to be sure, but there is no

distan e between the law and its bearer. What von Rad suggests when he speaks of
Israel's sear h for a rational rule is the requirement of an absolute order to whi h

both

Yhwh and Israel are situated in a xed if not equal relation.120 It is to play

121 that the sages

the role of mediator

onjure Woman-Wisdom; she was to be the

third term whose intervention would dis lose from the
of order in whi h man was not

118
119
120

haos of events some kind

ontinually at the mer y of the in al ulable.

122

von Rad, Wisdom, 163.
von Rad, Wisdom, 289.
This notion of an absolute order to whi h Yhwh also is beholden drives the ba kground

assumption that the wisdom tradition does not t easily with the rest of the Hebrew Bible.

Preuÿ, Einführung and the dis ussion above

121

¶ 9 on page 44.

It is instru tive that Job, whose experien e of

ontingen y was radi al, also seeks restoration

through the fun tion of a mediating third. Cf. Job 9:33.

122

See

von Rad, Wisdom, 308.
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The for ed hoi e of alienation
in the same relation to Symboli
qui kly to

Does this mean that Woman-Wisdom stands
astration as the human infant, who must learn

ou h its desire for the mother a

ording to the

ulturally appropriate

undergoes
this astration, that she passes through the deles of the signier. Rather, she is
nothing but this undergoing, this passage from Real to Symboli , from jouissan e
law of the father? Not exa tly: for we

annot say that Woman-Wisdom

to desire. Shifting our perspe tive momentarily to that of the sages, the failure to

be

wise is only misre ognized as the failure to represent (or learn, or obey) a tran-

s endent, noumenal,

pre-dis ursive

more un anny insight that wisdom

obje t. The truth of wisdom lies in the mu h

oin ides

with this failure of representation.

The e onomy of desire is thus mu h more radi al to Woman-Wisdom's identity
than is allowed by those who emphasize only the pedagogi al fun tion of

eros

(see

note 42 on page 96). It is true that Woman-Wisdom is written so as to transx the
desire of (male) students, but mu h more signi ant is desire's role as the
ondition of Woman-Wisdom's existen e. Desire, in other words, is the
but equally the

ondition of the subje t who speaks in Prov 1:22-33.

a priori

onsequen e
Herein lies

the dilemma for Woman-Wisdom. Should the desire of the sagesthe gap between
their experien es and the religious resour es they found at hand to render them
meaningfulremain

frustrated,

then Woman-Wisdom has failed to live up to the

role of mediator for whi h she was brought forth. On the other hand, should the
desire of the sages be

sated, then the very ground of Woman-Wisdom's being would

disappear. Woman-Wisdom's subje tivity, in other words, is stru tured around the
same hysteri al bind between

meaning

and

being ;

the fulllment of the former

an els the latter in a stroke of self-obsoletion. Thus to
the spasmodi

outbreaks of pure desire (i.e.

be to

persist, to outlive

desire that has not settled on any

parti ular obje t)Woman-Wisdom must position herself on a knife's edge vis-àvis sapiential satisfa tion, like the hysteri

sustained only by the la k of satisfa tion

she brings desire by slipping away as its obje t.
The
not
ati

fundamental

larify the

and

stru tural

hara ter of Woman-Wisdom's la k yet does

onne tion we want to make with the lament form, whose problem-

is dis onne t between bodily suering and the Symboli

order of meaning. It is

only in relation to the immobile solidity of the bodyfor example the need to
muni ate, to understand someone elsethat Symboli
131

om-

ontradi tion is experien ed
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as a

risis. How is it that Woman-Wisdom is subje t to this parti ular limitation?

To answer this we must revisit the poeti

fun tion of personi ation, whose overt

fun tion is not without an unintended side ee t.
Re all from above (¶ 18 on page 74) our dis ussion of personi ation in terms
of a syntheti

operation whereby the dispersed eld of wisdom-dis ourse

per eived by and identied with

the

an be

on rete experien es of an individual. Apropos

of Woman-Wisdom, Claudia Camp des ribed the poeti
in terms of a paradoxi al double movement:

fun tion of personi ation

on one hand rendering the

haoti

multipli ity of things-that-are-wise by means of a universalizing metaphor, on the
other parti ularizing this universal metaphor in the form of an embodied subje t.
Personi ation

ombines a

lear, literal subje t with a metaphori al predi ate.

But we must assume that personi ation works not only on the dispersed

itive

123

pos-

elements in the wisdom set, but in the same measure personi ation univer-

salizes/ ondenses the stru tural

impossibilities

inherent
ontingent antago-

of wisdom. In short, the

deadlo ks of the Symboli eld of Wisdom are mapped onto
nisms bound up in the non-dierential substan e of a body.

Non-dierential in

what sense? in that here Woman-Wisdom does not stand for something else but
rather asserts her own full and heavy presen e.
in terms of es ape

We should think of this solidity

hannels shutting down one by one; there is no pla e left for

124

impossibility to fade into the ba kground.

For bodies who take to the street and speak

annot teleport along the

ombi-

natory and substitutionary axes of signi ation. The body is sus eptible neither to
the verti al displa ements of metaphor, nor the horizontal ones of metonymy, along
whose pre-ordained routes pure la k is rendered determinate, absen e is sublated
as representation, desire is given its proper

oordinates. Returning to the spe i

stu k ; or, more
words is stu k in-

quality of the lamenter's suering: the one who prays in this way is
pre isely, the deprivation and absen e wrought by the order of

side of her. This is how we should read the urgen y of lament, as a response to the
123
124

See Camp, 216-17 and on page 77.
This

orresponds perfe tly with Slavoj iºek's (La anian) theory of ideology, whi h posits

pun tilious obedien e to the letter of hegemoni

norms as mu h more threatening to the ideolog-

i al edi e than subversions of these norms, whi h are always already ins ribed within the big
Other.
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presen e of the signier qua meaningless.

Thus su h prayer

omes almost violently, with the for e of mounting pressure as in Jeremiah's nal
lament:
Indeed, the word of

Yhwh has be

ome for me as disgra e and derision all day. But

if I say, I will not mention him, nor will I speak again in his name. Then in my
heart is a burning reshut up in my bones, and I am weary of holding-it-in,
and I

annot. (Jer 20:8-9)

In so far as mediation is entirely immanent to Woman-Wisdom's being (at an even
more radi al level than with the prophets) the word is indeed shut up in her bones.

The temporal vi issitudes of the fantasy

I have

ontrived a symmetry between

Woman-Wisdom and the lamenter, whereby they traverse the same path in opposite
dire tions. The suering lamenter, overwhelmed by
of Symboli

mediation onto a Symboli

unexplained turn(s)

hara teristi

jouissan e,

transposes a la k

mediation of la k. This refers to the sudden,

of the lament form: in the

ase of Psalm 31 from

a re ital of longstanding abuse and negle t (I have passed out of mind like one who
is dead; I have be ome like a broken vessel. [v 12℄) to the de laration of
trust (But I trust in you, Yhwh; I say `You are my God.' 
other hand, the poeti

[v 14℄).

ondent
On the

devi e of personi ation transforms the stru tural-linguisti

antinomies of Wisdomthat whi h in the sages' dis ourse is typi ally hidden by the
subterfuges of metaphor and metonymy, the

onvenient vagueness of the signier,

the per eption-numbing ee t of repetitioninto the

onspi uous frustration that

animates Woman-Wisdom's embodied spee h. Two questions remain unanswered?
1. What is a

omplished in the two versions of displa ement?

provide some measure of relief in the psy hi

How do they

e onomy of the ai ted?

2. If the traje tories go in opposite dire tions, how is the themati

of vengean e

to be understood a point of identi ation?
I will try to answer both questions of both texts, turning rst to the lament psalm
proper and then to Woman-Wisdom's spee h.
In response to the rst question, is there not in the gesture of lamentin so far
as it does not resolve but simply displa es the dis omting la ka futile and selfundermining logi

at work? We have linked the situation that gives rise to lament

to the question of

signi ation.

The prayer's suering
133

onstitutes a total threat
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in so far as it endangers what were the stable referen e points of meaning.
turn to a poeti

form whose most

hara teristi

Why

feature is the unhinging of stable

referen e points? One is tempted to unders ore the

ru ial dieren e between the

erasure of meaning and the produ tion of non-meaning, and we will indeed have
an opportunity to dwell on this subtlety at length. This is, however, not the most
relevant fa tor here, be ause the lament psalms do not leave Symboli
su h as misery

→

trust without a

antimonies

ontext. The logi al-stru tural impossibility at

125 is re ast narratively, as a problem to be solved in time.

the heart of every lament
We must thus

ompli ate the truism regarding the

trauma. It is not enough to translate

on rete

atharti

benets of symbolizing

ontradi tions into symboli

ones, but

the subje t must go further and situate herself in relation to the point of symboli
fra ture via a narrative, the La anian term for whi h is
Thus the turn from

fantasy.

omplaint to praise (vv 13-14) , whi h initially is per eived

as non-sensi al, is re overed as sensible with referen e to a future s enario that will
retroa tively justify it.
My times are in your hand;
deliver me from the hand of my enemies and perse utors.
Let your fa e shine upon your servant;
save me in your steadfast love.
Do not let me be put to shame,

Yhwh, for I

all on you.

The wi ked will be put to shame;
they will wail in Sheol. (vv 15-17)

The present impasses (both at the level of the Realthe lamenter's meaningless
suering; and at the level of the Symboli the logi al antinomy at the heart of the
psalm)

will have been

orre ted by justi e that works in

the quintessential ground of faith is, My times

(֒ittotay)

time.

For the lamenter,

are in your hand.

What is highly relevant to our analysis of Proverbs is the appearan e here (and
throughout the psalter) of vengean e as the horizon of retrieved meaning.
would this be so?
at the

ase that the requital of evil is

enter of questions of meaning in a dis ourse like the Bible'sdis ourse

that is preo
125

First, it is undoubtedly the

Why

upied with justi e.

That God pra ti es vengean e is one way the

Psalm 88 is signalled out as a lament psalm that never makes the turn from

praise. The fa t of its uniqueness unders ores the point we are making.

134

omplaint to

34

Bible has of speaking about

Retribution, or the hysteri ization of Woman-Wisdom

moral oheren e and moral order in whi h God is
injusti e in present

126 To the extent that the lamenter per eives
a tively engaged.

suering, the parti ular satisfa tions of an imagined payba k are self-explanatory.
Se ond, and what is

ru ial to the temporality of fantasy, the s enario of vengean e

127

is pe uliarly suited to the irreal modalities of future and jussive verbs.

The

wi ked will be put to shame. Or, alternatively, Let the wi ked be put to shame.
In this way, the assuran es of a vengean e-to-be oset the Symboli
abrupt turn to trust) and by doing so restore suering to a
text.

We

an, thus,

oherent Symboli

on-

two
non-sense is supplemented

omplete our analysis of the psalm as a

atta hments. The en oding of Real suering as Symboli

antimony (the

onstru tion of

by a fantasy s enario from whose perspe tive non-sense is retroa tively given meaning.

An ethi s of pure desire

Re all R. Murphy's rationale in refusing to read

²wb

in

the sense of repent.
. . . an invitation to listen to her reproof (as some would understand v 23) does not
make sense. One does not issue an invitation to heed a reproof by des ribing past
indelity (vv 24-25), whi h is the reason for the statement of joy in the a tual
destru tion of those addressed (vv 26-27), and nally be a justi ation of the

128

destru tion (vv 28-33).

One

an only agree with Murphy that the sequen e

ontains a vexing

ontradi tion,

and it is for this reason understandable that some interpreters go to great lengths to
make her message mean something quite other than what it says. Woman-Wisdom
issues her imperative to turn but seems to extinguish the possibility that su h
turning

ould ever be anything other than in vain, a turn that will only be met by

an obs ene and

ruel laughter.

As the fundamental fantasy that sustains Woman-Wisdom's being, however, it
serves its purpose admirably. As we have pointed out multiple times, the Symboli
ontradi tions inherent to the dis ourse of Wisdom are
126
127

Walter Brueggemann,

ondensed in the poeti s of

Praying the Psalms. Winona, Minn.: St. Mary's Press, 1993, 63.
yebo²û, yidd emû, te֓alamnah are morphologi ally ambiguous

The three verbs in question

regarding the modal distin tion.

128

Murphy, Wisdom's song: Proverbs 1:20-33, 460,
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ited above on page 88.
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personi ation.

Subje tied in the person of Woman-Wisdom, the antimonies of

meaning are transposed onto a risis of being. If the Other (the
Israel, the world's petayim ) does not heed her all then she has failed in her

Wisdom's

vo ation of mediation. If the Other heeds her
is rendered obsolete.

sages,
entral

all then the vo ation of mediation

What Woman-Wisdom exhibits here is a kind of theatri al

a ting out of this impossibility in a way that nonetheless preserves her integrity
at both the level of

meaning

and

being

even if her being will be to some degree

unfullled.



At the level of meaning, the stru ture of mediation is armed as a possibility.
The summons to turn and the

ategorial designation of

petayim the not-

yet

wise or foolishunders ore the logi al possibility of Woman-Wisdom's

su

ess.

on lusion, in other words, that they

will not

onsummation of the turn is pre luded,

but only

It is not a foregone

turn.


At the level of being, the

from the perspe tive of the future. There is thus a ru ial dieren e between
will not turn and will not have turned. Woman-Wisdom's being is se ured
in that the turn is armed only at the level of possibility, never at the level
of a tuality.
What is so

ru ial about vv 26-27, then, is not the magnitude of the violen e

but the manner in whi h they so

arefully

imminen e: the absolute suddenness of
perpetual state of

onvey violen e in a state of perpetual

alamity, terror, and storm suspended in a

to- ome.

in its

oming

in its

oming

moving in
when it

35

omes.

Ex ursus 1: Woman-Wisdom and the women of Yehud

How are we to understand the s hizophreni

nature of Woman-Wisdom's presenta-

tion, that she is both the perfe t embodiment of the

osmi

order and the hysteri al

subje t for whose insatiable desire no obje t is adequate? Does she ree t the authenti  perspe tive of Jewish women?

Alternatively, is she a (male) phantasm

136

35

pressed into the servi e of patriar hy?

Ex ursus 1

We are thus thrown ba k onto the ques-

tion of Woman-Wisdom's histori al origins, a famous issue in Proverbs' s holarship
whose proposed solutions are by now familiar. (1) She is the Hebrai ized version of
an Egyptian goddess,

Maat

Isis

or perhaps

(see the dis ussion on page 99). (2) She

is the idealized agglomeration of [women's℄ roles and a tivities,
a sheen of

eros

so as to

129 overlayed with

ounter the alluring but ultimately fatal summons of the

130 (3) She is the hypostasis of a divine attribute, a pie e of Yhwh
Strange-Woman.
ut o to

ondu t a more or less autonomous role in the

reation and maintenan e

of the universe. (4) She is the revelatory potential of the world, turning towards
men to give order to their lives.
a

131 And for ea h of these theories, we ould imagine

orresponding genealogy of neurosis: the goddesses have always been hysteri s,

pathos

is part of her eroti

Yhwh) she

appeal, split from the primal maternal obje t (i.e.

ompulsively pursues substitute love obje ts, et .

But here we follow Christine Yoder in noting a pe uliar and surely symptomati
feature of wisdom s holarship.
The tenden y in the sear h for the origin(s) of Woman Wisdom and the Woman of
Folly in Proverbs 1-9 is to tra e Woman Wisdom to female goddesses or abstra tions
but Woman of Folly to `real' women. . . The impli it assumption is that negative
female gures are derived from real women whereas positive, powerful female gures
are not. That is, women may be that `bad' but not that `good', that substantial,

132

unless they are deities or abstra tions.

Suspending for the time being the determinations of

good, bad,

or

substantial,

we

an unreservedly arm the validity of Yoder's thesisthat the textualized WomanWisdom bears the tra es of empiri al womenand note with her how the realia
of Persian period Yehud elu idates
enigmati

ertain aspe ts of Woman-Wisdom's heretofore

hara ter.

1. The literary images of Woman-Wisdom ree t the e onomi
asso iated with (upper

roles spe i ally

lass) women in Persian period Yehud. The numerous ref-

eren es to Woman-Wisdom's worth ( f. Prov 1:33; 3:13-18; 4:4, 7; 8:11) snap into
histori al fo us when

onsidered against the ba kdrop of Persian period marriage

ontra ts and the high dowry pri es a desirable bride might bring. The
129
601.

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 339.

131

130

von Rad, Wisdom, 156.

Murphy, The Catholi

132

Bibli al Quarterly, No. 4, vol. 50, 1988,

Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 11.
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home e onomy of Woman-Wisdom and the woman of substan e

133 ree t the im-

134 and industrial.135

portant managerial roles women held in aairs both royal
2. The e onomi

produ tivity of women dire tly enabled the sapiential lifestyle,

funding the leisure-time ne essary for (male) literary produ tion. Women's work is
a sour e of male booty (Prov 3:11); womanly attentiveness frees up the men from

136

the grind of daily

horesa prerequisite for the intelle tual life.

3. The e onomi

poten y of women is perversely alienated in so far as it furthers

the patriar hal tenden ies of wisdom qua ideologi al and institutional proje t. This
was surely a sour e of frustration for the sages' well-heeled matrons to whom, Yoder

137

is arguing, Woman-Wisdom bears a striking resemblan e.
When e the hesitation, given the
about her sharp

ogen y and thoroughness of Yoder's reasoning,

omment on the impli it s holarly assumption, i.e. women may

be that `bad' but not that `good' ? It is based only on the di ulty of linking the
woman who speaks in Prov 1:22-33 to goodness in any of the senses Yoder has
raised: a
133

good

wife, a

Yoder (2001,

good

value, a

good

name, a

good

tea her,

hap. 3) argues on the basis of lexi al and themati

of substan e of Prov 31 is not a dierent literary

parallels that the woman

oales e as one gure (113).

Royal women. . . managed properties dire tly and through subordinates, authorizing transa -

tions with their own seals, ordering the movement of
to workers, and paying taxes to the
for prot.

rown. They

ommodities, employing and issuing rations

ould also lease and sub-divide their properties

In short, `women's work' in the Persian period was multifa eted and appears to have

permeated all se tors of the royal e onomy.

135

in bed. Apart

hara ter than Woman-Wisdom, as some have

argued. The women who frame the book of Proverbs, essentially

134

good

Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 113.

Women and girls were often well represented in the work for e, doing both skilled and un-

skilled labor.

In numbers equivalent to or greater than those of men, women labored alongside

men and boys and in predominantly female groups su h as the

pa²ap

and the

harrinup.

Yoder,

Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 86.

136

Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 78, 93-101. Cf. Sir 38:2439:11. The wisdom of

the s ribe depends on the opportunity of leisure; only the one who has little business
wise. How

an one be ome wise who handles the plow, and who glories in the shaft of a goad, who

drives oxen and is o

137

an be ome

upied with their work, and whose talk is about bulls? (vv 24-25 nrsv).

In the end, it is the

ambivalen e

of Woman-Wisdom's position that Yoder unders ores. Thus

the last senten es in her book, It is her visage that elevates and theologi ally legitimates women's
a tivities as the embodiment of what it means to be wise and a fearer of Yhwh. It is, at the same
time, her image that is painted in brush-strokes to ree t and promote male obje tives.

Taking

her stand in the streets and squares, she is a mesmerizing sight at on e the veneration and

138

35

from the hysteri al defense of desire that runs through her a

no one

no one is adequate to his
This is not that! we are left

has attended,

fa e in the street,

Symboli

good the

usations in vv 24-25
mandate. about

every

with vv 26-27, wherein Woman-

Wisdom's voi e shifts from deje ted to sadisti . In stark
denition of the

Ex ursus 1

ontrast to wisdom's robust

arefully reti ulated networks of righteousness, justi e,

and equity (1:3), the solidity of

osmi

temporality before the founding of the

earth, the establishment of the heavens (3:19), the

omfort of length of days

and a sated treasure-houseWoman-Wisdom stands here as a spree of violent

jouissan e.
Do we then

on lude that Yoder's

onne tion between `history' and `text' is too

dire tthat there is obviously a mu h more
histori al role of (elite) women

ompli ated mediation at play, that the

ould not have been as substantial or valued as Yoder

makes it out to be, and that the situation Yoder gleans from the ar hive is either
ex eptional (i.e. spe i

only

to Elephantine or Mara²û, or, on the other hand, to

a very small elite minority) or simply a misreading? On the

ontrary! If anything

Yoder doesn't press her histori al point far enough. It is not, in other words, that
the idealized gurations of Woman represent one fa et of women's lives but there
is another (darker, repressed, negative, patriar hal) reality that is obs ured in the
text. Nor is it adequate (though it is

ertainly true) to explain how women in the

ideologi al matrix of the sages are split: what is found

onvenient about women is

fetishized in the gure of Woman-Wisdom, while the in onvenient dimensions of her
existen e (in onvenient to patriar hyher

laims to agen y, her assertion of rights,

her unfathomable dieren e from male subje tivity) are demonized in the gure
of the Strange-Woman.

For, in Prov 1:22-33, the woman who speaks is neither

ideal nor demoni , she speaks from the position of the subje t split between the
two: a woman put upon the highest pedestal, designated by the purest signier of
sapiential ex ellen e, and yet she

annot nd

even one

who will respond as if it is

so.
I want to

on lude this train of thought with referen e to Silvia S hroer's study

of Woman-Wisdom. She asks and then goes on to answer

the

ru ial question about

the literary and ideologi al fun tion of Woman-Wisdom.
obje ti ation of women's lives and work. Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 114.
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It is not enough to establish that here and there
between the distant

Hokma

takes on a mediating role

Yhwh and the people. This phenomenon

alls for explanation.

Why does this mediating gure appear pre isely in the image of a woman and
pre isely in the post-exili

To the rst question (

138

period, and what exa tly does she mediate?

why in the image of a woman? )

Hokma is not simply the personi

she answers as follows:.

ation of Wisdom, but instead personies

women's

wisdomthat wisdom that would have given an Israelite woman her identity and
a ted as her life's se urityin a spe ial and signi ant way through the image of
a woman.. . . Personied Wisdom is unthinkable without the wise women in the

139

literature and history of Israel.

This is exa tly right, though it leaves open the spe i

hara ter of women's wis-

dom. I would say that it is not enough to list the positive
women make to post-exili
gious authorities, at the

ontributions that a tual

wisdom: in their roles as tea hers, as re ognized reli-

enter of the

ommunity e onomy; or, on the other hand,

whose poten y in hitherto male domains is ree ted/expressed in family religion, in

140 In relation to what S hroer means by

the (female) image of a goddess.

wisdom, however, these are stri tly predi ates.
(whi h is to say, S hroer argues and I agree, of
ontradi tion that lies at its

women's

essen e of women's wisdom
wisdom as su h ) is the impossible
The

enter. For the moment a woman be omes wise, at the

same moment she loses herself in

jouissan e

of the Otheran obje t of booty

(²ll)

slotted into a male fantasy.

36

Obje tifi ation

In vv 28-33 Woman-Wisdom no longer speaks as a subje t. Instead she be omes in
her own spee h an impossible obje tthat whi h the poem's new primary subje ts
(the

p etayim

, now referred to in the 3rd person)

annot nd.I will not answer

(v 28a) marks the last appearan e of Woman-Wisdom as the subje t of the verb;
hen eforth she is, synta ti ally speaking, inert. But even here we
138
140
( f.

S hroer, 17.

139

an see that she

S hroer, 24,25.

S hroer (20001, 33)

ites the propheti

polemi

Jer 7:16-20) as eviden e that 1. in the exili

against worshipping the Queen of Heaven

and post-exili

periods the inuen e of national

religion waned while that of family religion waxed, and 2. at the
radi al re onsideration of the mas uline norms of Yhwh religion.

140

enter of family religion was a

36

Obje ti ation

has already been obje tiedthat is, her one a t of agen y in this poeti
is to de lare the

essation of her agen y: I will not answer

their

follows is a litany of

(lo֓

panel

֓e֒eneh) . What

failures to apprehend Woman-Wisdom qua obje t.

This brings into relief a

urious omission with respe t to the avowedly feminist

interpretations of this text, a methodologi al in onsisten y. Following Brueggemann
(with respe t to the form of bibli al theology) and then the

lassi al statements of

Johnson and Ruether (who attempt to appropriate this form for feminist aims),
the Bible's
Obje t.

message

is

arried by the positional dispensations of Subje tVerb

Correspondingly, feminist (or, more generally, liberationist) analyses of

texts have attended more to the stri tly synta ti al questions

is being a ted upon?

than to those of

ontent, i.e.

Who is a ting? Who

that whi h

onstitutes any

141 Where patriar hal oppression operates smoothly, we
given narrative's surfa e.
an predi t that women are regularly

obje tied ; as

M. Althaus-Reid has

on isely

put it: Women have be ome things in life and the divine pantheon alike, and male
ideas . . . have be ome people.

Thing

142 Whether put on a pedestal or raped, the

holds a stable pla e in the male fantasy gaze.

The

WomanWoman-Person (i.e.

autonomous, taking initiative, a tive), on the other hand, threatens to undermine
the patriar hal status quo.
Thus the redemptive possibilities feminists have dis erned of Woman-Wisdom
are bound up with her

apa ity to

a t apart from the initiative of men.

Re all

E. Johnson's appre iation from above.
Sophia strides into the Book of Proverbs with a noisy publi
She is a street prea her, a prophet who

appearan e (1:20-33).

ries aloud in the market and at the

ity

gates a message of reproa h, punishment, and promise. On her own authority she

141

The dieren e be omes espe ially

lear in those texts that glorify women as obje ts worthy

of mens' love. Phyllis Trible's analysis of 2 Sam 13 and the rape of Tamar is exemplary. It is

lear

enough that Amnon, the rapist, treats Tamar as a mere obje t. The point is, at the level of syntax,

so does Absalom,

Tamar's fraternal defender/avenger. Crudely and violently appropriated as the

obje t of Amnon's sexual desire, or subtly and tenderly obje tied as the motivating devi e whereby
Absalom displa es his older brother in the line of su

essioneither way Tamar's own desire falls

through their sister Tamar. Phyllis Trible, Texts
of Terror: Literary-feminist Readings of Bibli al Narratives. Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984, 52,
out of the equation: Brother opposes brother

emphasis added.

142

M. Althaus-Reid,

Inde ent Theology: Theologi al Perversions in Sex, Gender and Politi s.

141
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pro laims that whoever refuses to listen will be stru k with

alamity and destroyed,

¶ 25 on

whereas the one who does listen will dwell se ure without fear of evil ( f.
page 94).

But we should be

areful here, extremely relu tant to de-link the dry,

hitinous

formulae of grammati al syntax from the Bible's steady patriar hal under urrent.
Christine Yoder dis losed a Woman-Wisdom who is split, hysteri ized, in whose
visage are ree ted

both

the image of women's autonomy and agen y

and

the in-

strumentalization of this autonomy for the obje tives of men. Her subje tivity,

desire,

is

her

ir umvented by a purpose/proje t in whose ma hinations she is only an

obje t. A pedagogi al obje tshe is the model of religious piety for young men
in the

golah

ommunity.

143 An e onomi

obje tthe Woman of Substan e is a

desirable spouse be ause she guarantees the nan ial well being of her husband.
The deep ambivalen e with whi h Yoder

144

on ludes her reading of Woman-Wisdom

as a woman of substan e arises pre isely in the rendering of women's subje tivity
qua obje t.
It is her visage that elevates and theologi ally legitimates women's a tivities as
the embodiment of what it means to be wise and a fearer of

Yhwh.

It is, at

the same time, her image that is painted in brushstrokes to ree t and promote
male obje tives. Taking her stand in the streets and squares, she is a mesmerizing

145

sightat on e the veneration and obje ti ation of women's lives and work.

37

Repetition and differen e

I mention a  urious omission to feminist interpretation of this text be ause the
hange in Woman-Wisdom's grammati al status has been under-interpreted, or at
least has not been submitted to the kind of rigorous feminist

ritique it merits.

(The ex eption is Trible, whose analysis we take up momentarily.) Mainly, vv 28-33
are read in terms of

repetition.

The stru ture of the poetry, so the argument goes,

mirrors Proverbs' overall ethos of retribution.



Murphy summarizes vv 28-30, The talion law is applied: now they

all, but

re eive no answer, be ause they had failed earlier (v 24) to heed the
New York: Routledge, 2000, 39.

143
144
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Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 107.
Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 78.
Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 114.

142

all

37

Repetition and dieren e

of Wisdom. . . V 30 is almost a total reprise of v 25.
on luding three verses he writes, The

146

And then of the

losure to the spee h

ontinues the

m²wbh )

sapiential language . . . the word translated as `defe tion' (
of



in lusio

B. Waltke holds the same opinion, noting both the pedagogi al fun tion of
repetitionto unders ore the
repeats in v. 30 the a
by



is a kind

147
to the turning away of v 23.

ertainty of their judgment, Wisdom essentially

usation of v. 25

148 and the poeti

in lusio

formed

²wb .

M. Fox is even more blunt in

onveying the la k of dynamism in the passage:

and
rea t to people with emotions orresponding to the way they respond to
her. 149

All that Wisdom does is to summon people, praise her own ex ellen e,

P. Trible's rhetori al analysis also a

ents the poeti s of repetition  the

pattern she dis erns being the form of repetition
attention to

form

par ex ellen e though

hiasti
stri ter

leads her to the insinuative movement of dieren e that sets the

poem in perpetual motion.

A

Introdu tion

an appeal for listeners

B

Address

to the untutored, s oers and fools

22

C

De laration

of dis losure

23

D

Reason

for the announ ement

24-26

of judgment

26-27

28-30

20-21

···
E

Announ ement

···
D′

Result

of the announ ement

C′

De laration

of retribution

31

B′

Address

about the untutored and other fools

32

A′

Con lusion

an appeal for a hearer

33

Figure 3.6: Trible's analysis of Prov 1:20-33.
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Roland Murphy,

Proverbs.

Murphy, Proverbs, 11.
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Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1998, WBC 22, 11.

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 212.

Fox, Journal of Bibli al Literature, vol. 116, 1997, 627, emphasis added.
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What is repeated, i.e. that whi h follows the
of being a repetition and not an initial o

hiasti

hinge

urren e, a

E,

is dierent by virtue

hange leaving, a

ording to

Trible, two tra es in the text.
After this

lima ti

utteran e, however, she uses only the third person in reporting

the Result. Thereby she re-establishes distan e from the people, and this distan e
she keeps. These many interlo king relations among Reason, Announ ement, and
Result se ure internal stru ture as well as external design. The poem
ompleting the

ir les begun in vv.. 20-23. Sin e

ontinues by

ompletion is progress, however,

150
wisdom returns to her beginnings with dieren es.
Dieren e is tra ed in the text's shift in dire tness (from dire t se ond-person to
indire t third-person spee h) and the progress inherent to its
Trible

ompleted

ir les.

on ludes, given the universality of Woman-Wisdom's invitation,

151 that

the mode of dis ourse she employs does not in lude some and ex lude others, but
rather ree ts u tuations of desire/apathy, pleading/reje tion, engagement/disengagement
(i.e.

ae tive

realizations of proximity/distan e).

Woman-Wisdom's proximity

unders ored, as Trible and others have pointed out, by her lo ation in the busiest,
most publi

parts of the

ityis not an invariable

onstant, but it wanes with the

unresponsiveness of her audien e; she be omes, for the persistently foolish subje t,
less available, a distan e we

ould read as aloofness or a la k of desire. About the

third-person fo alization of verse 23's

les.îm

and

k esîlîm

she notes,

Wisdom u tuates in her relationship to people. First she speaks to them dire tly:
`How long, untutored ones, will you love immaturity?' Then she swit hes to the
third person: `How long will s oers delight in their s ong and fools hate knowl-

152

edge?' Ambivalent about the publi , wisdom ex hanges proximity for distan e.

Here again the substantive dieren e between the

e
and k sîlîm is unders ored. The

you

petayim

vis-à-vis the

addressed to the former, a

les.îm

ording to Tri-

ble's logi , bespeaks a nearness or even intima y that has not (yet) been abused
by the long-term apathy of the latter.
ontinuum of

ae t,

Proximity and distan e

from Woman-Wisdom's more sympatheti

orrespond to a

view of the young

and uns hooled, to a hard and even despairing re eption of the persistently foolish.
150
151

Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 517.
[T℄he

all of wisdom is in lusive.

All people wherever they are, may listen to her words.

Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 511.

152

Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 512.
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37

But this straightforward

Repetition and dieren e

onne tion between ae t (Woman-Wisdom's ae tions

towards her human interlo utors) and proximity (that whi h varies with dire t or
indire t dis ourse) is impossible to sustain throughout the passage.
The justi ation for our obje tion is easily per eivable in Trible's treatment of
vv 24-30 (whi h

onstitute the

entral se tion of her

rationale is more di ult to follow. Trible

hiasmi

s heme) where her

omments,

Wisdom's ambivalen e about the people surfa es again in these verbs. The

hange

from the se ond to the third person in the Reason [vv 24-25℄ is a waver between
proximity and distan e. Full involvement returns with the Announ ement [26-27℄,
whi h is

ompletely in the se ond person.

dire tly. After this

lima ti

Pro laiming

alamity, wisdom speaks

utteran e, however, she uses only the third person in

reporting the Result. Thereby she reestablishes distan e from the people, and this

153

distan e she keeps.

On one hand, the interruption of prevailing dire t dis ourse by

w e֓ên maq²îb

(and

not one attended) (v 24b) ree ts the negative pole of Woman-Wisdom's ambivalen e vis-à-vis her universal mission; by it she ree ts the tragi
failed outrea h and,

onsequently, (re)establishes her ae tive

dimensions of her

distan e

from hu-

manity. On the other hand, the se ond person fo alization of the Announ ement
annot be understood as a return to proximity or intima y; or, if one takes the view
that her
ity

old expressions of

S hadenfreude

are a form of proximity, this proxim-

arries a starkly dierent ae tive value than Trible has heretofore led us to

believe. Finally, it is di ult to understand what Trible means by Woman-Wisdom's
reestablishment of distan e after the  lima ti  announ ement of judgment. We
here run into what I take to be the

entral di ulty with Trible's thesisnamely,

you

that the dire tness of dis ourse (
ae t.

versus

they )

orresponds to the quality of

Whereas the shift from dire t to indire t dis ourse unambiguously o

at v 28a, there is no

urs

orresponding shift on the axis of ae t. Rather, throughout

the body of Woman-Wisdom's spee h (vv 24-31) her relationship to humanity is
onsistently and relentlessly

hara terized as irredeemably broken.

Nevertheless,

the problem Trible stumbles upon is in its own right most illuminating; the failure
to

oordinate

ae t

and

proximity/distan e

own reading of this text stands.
153

Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 516-17.
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is in fa t the ground upon whi h our
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Let us now take up Trible's notion of progress whi h inheres to the
the text's

ompletion of

ir le. This se ond tra e of dieren e in repetition we fully endorse. She

says what she means, it seems to me, with great
insists on reading it literally,
Beginning with wisdom

are and our interpretation of it

à la lettre.

rying out for listeners, the peri ope

dom speaking about the one who hears. The

on ludes with wis-

ontrast is between expansion and

retren hment. The two full lines of the introdu tion and the one nal line of the
on lusion move from plural invitation to singular a

eptan e. In other words, wis-

dom's meaning is the number of her lines and the number in her verb-form. At
rst all listen; at last one hears. The poem ends mu h

loser to a whimper than

154

to a bang. Remnant is the manner, matter, and meaning of this ending.

Trible des ribes the ee t of the progress inherent to the
a retren hment.

Proverbs 1:20-33's

ir le's

ompletion as

ir le pro eeds from an address to many

expansionto the response of oneretren hment. Trible says that the totality of
this tren hant Oneits manner, matter, and meaningis
listen, at last one hears. It is the

remnant.

At rst all

ase, I assume, that Trible means to link the sin-

a
gular one-who-hears (²ome ֒ , v 33) with the ri h semanti

resour es of remnant.

This is an altogether remarkable assertion re alling as it does the entire apparatus of the Davidi

ovenant, the promise of a Messiah, Yhwh's inviolable regard

for Jerusalem, i.e. that whi h is supposedly absent from the wisdom tradition.

155

However, one wonders if, even at this late moment in the poem, it is still premature to say one hears.

The movement of the poem, as Trible herself point out,

arries Woman-Wisdom further and further from her initial posture of availability;
she is ever more alienated from the human interlo utors she at one point vigorously
sought.
But there is mu h to

ommend in this spe i ation of the progress of Woman-

Wisdom's en ir ling spee h as a retren hment. Retren hment, an admirably duplex
image:

forti ationa
saying,
154
155

utting-o, on the other a two tiered defensive
dit h that hems in a parapet. Woman-Wisdom ends up, we are

on one hand the a t of

ut o; a tren h is dug between her human interlo utors and the parapet

Trible, Wisdom Builds a Poem, 518.
It seems likely to me that Trible is here subtly and deeply

an alien

orpus.

riti izing the view of Wisdom as

See espe ially the earlier dis ussions of Preuÿ (

146

¶ 9 on page 44) and Sharp (¶ 9

that

on eals her presen e.

38

Turning-ba k versus ba k-turning

Behind the parapet?

We are only told of se urity, a

pea e far from terror of evil.
her spee h and the

The obje t, hidden, se ure, unknown, the ee t of

ause of desire. The sage's desire is to desire this hidden obje t

whi h, be ause it is hidden, frustrates this desire, that is, it is the name for the la k
whi h fuels desire.
We may here return to the text to see the lo us of this obje tal la k revealed.
This obje tal nature of la kas opposed to the obje t that would ll itLa an
alls the obje t (a), an obje t unlike all the others. It is in the latter half of the
poem (and indeed we will start with the last proverb pairvv 32-33) that we

an

begin to tra e its path through our text.

38

Turning-ba k versus ba k-turning and other

onfusing

proximities
We are after the message of the poem here, what is to be done? The enframing of
the poem by

²wb

(vv 23, 32) has long been noted as a

ru ial feature of Woman-

Wisdom's spee h. With few ex eptions (Murphy, Cliord, et .) the pair has been
understood as oppositional:

p etayim Turn-ba



Woman-Wisdom



They tragi ally miss the urgen y of her

alls to the

for their ba k-turning

k

ta²ûbû .

ommand and in the end are killed

m²wbh .

The rhetori al point would seem to be, there is a thin (but
redemption and wre kage. In more prosai

tayim are best grasped as a form of misre

ru ial!) line between

terms, the ethi al short omings of the

p e-

ognition (rather than dean e): What the

fool took for turning-to was, seen through the

learer eyes of wisdom, a turning-

from.
It is instru tive to make some

²wb /m²wbh
In both

omparisons with Jeremiah 3, wherein the pair

are the leitmotifs of a series of ora les and subsequent

midrashim.156

ases (Jer 3 and Prov 1:20-33) the issue is an apparently unsalvageable

relationship: as Woman-Wisdom laments her reje tion at the hands of urban so iety,
on page 46).

156

The interpretative tradition

summary a

onne ting Prov 1:22-33 and Jeremiah is longstanding.

ount see Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 104.
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so Yhwh laments Jerusalem's indelity to the
pathos lled rhetori

ovenant that on e bound them. The

and the plea for re on iliation in the form of a

turn

are parallel.

If a husband sends his wife away
and she leaves him
and be omes another man's
will he yet return to her

(h aya²ûb ֓elêha ) ?

Will not that land be utterly deled 
you, having whored with many neighbors?
Yet, return to me

(w e²b ֓elay) .
(Jer 3:1)

p etayim will you love petî . . . ?
e
to my instru tion (ta²ûbû l tkah
. tî)

How long
Turn

Look, I will pour out my spirit for you.
I will tea h you all my words.
(Prov 1:22-23)

We are

onfronted in ea h text with the same paradox.

The quintessential em-

bodiments of the Other sa ri e their own integrity vis-à-vis the Other's SymorderYhwh with respe t to Deuteronomy's law of divor e,

boli

Wisdom with respe t to the sapiential ideal of
ti ular the tongue
who is

157 and Woman-

ontrolling the passions and in par-

158 to ee t a re on iliation between this order and the

alled to bear it.

In both

unnoti ed and the time for

²wb

ases, as we know well, the heroi

so ius

gesture goes

expires.

Have you seen what turn oat Israel

(m e²ubah yi±ra֓el)

has donegone-up upon

every high hill, beneath every leafy tree and whored there. And I said, After
she has done all these things, she will return to Me
did not return

157

(w lo֓-²abah) ,
e

The pertinent passage is Deut 24:1-4:

(֓elay ta²ûb) ;

but she

and her trea herous sister Judah saw it. And
Suppose a man enters into marriage with a woman,

but she does not please him be ause he nds something obje tionable about her, and so he writes
her a

erti ate of divor e, puts it in her hand, and sends her out of his house; she then leaves

his house and goes o to be ome another man's wife. Then suppose the se ond man dislikes her,
writes her a bill of divor e, puts it in her hand, and sends her out of his house (or the se ond man
who married her dies); her rst husband, who sent her away, is not permitted to take her again
to be his wife after she has been deled; for that would be abhorrent to Yhwh, and you shall not
bring guilt on the land that Yhwh your God is giving you as a possession.

158

Cf. Prov 17:5.
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38

Turning-ba k versus ba k-turning

I saw that for all the adulteries of faithless Israel

(m e²ubah yi±ra֓el) ,

I had

sent her away and given her a writ of divor e, yet her trea herous sister Judah
did not fear; but she went and whored as well. (Jer 3:6-8)

They hated knowledge, and the fear-of
They

Yhwh they

hose not.

onsented not to my advi e; my reproof they disdained. (Prov 1:29-30)

m²wbh )

Indeed the ba k-turning (

of the

p etayim will kill them.

To unders ore a point made earlier, the
Wisdom is spe i ally aimed.

(v 32)

ritique raised by Yhwh and Woman-

The obje t of

ontention is mispla ed desire, this

understood in two ways.



The

petayîm

love

petî ;

and the

les.îm

love

las.n ; mutatis mutandis

Israel

and Judah pursue their adulteries (3:8,9) and whoring (3:6,8) with great gusto.



But after this blatant trea hery, after its disastrous
played out, after the Other's

have already turned

onsequen es have been

ommand to turn, after Judah and the

petayîm

to the one who addresses them, a mu h subtler

ritique

of desire remains.
In Proverbs, the turn to Woman-Wisdom is reje ted on the grounds that it is
not timely: 

Then

[i.e. after the

alamitous wake-up

all℄ they will

all me, but I

will not answer; they will seek me, but not nd me (1:28). What is striking are
the temporal paradoxes that

ome into play.

Re all Woman-Wisdom's overriding

plea at the outset of her address: Turn!  Verse 28 des ribes perfe tly, does it not,
what su h a turn would involve: the previously sla k
ommit to nding Woman-Wisdom.

p etayim earnestly and urgently

But it is too late, why?

Their late de ision

to turn is tainted in so far as its motives are suspe t. Their regard for WomanWisdom is obviously not

pure

(i.e. arising out of a re ognition of her merits) but

is in ited by fear. The sudden attention of v 28 is nothing more than a knee-jerk
reex to the

alamities of vv 26-27. In Jeremiah we nd a parallel situation, though

the basis of reje tion is a la k of authenti ity. But even with all this, trea herous

(b ekol-libbah) , but rather falsely
(kî ֓im-b e²eqer)  (Jer 3:10). Thus the ethi al mandate implied by ²wb is more
ompli ated than it at rst appears. One must turn on-time and with a pure heart.
sister Judah did not turn to me with all her heart

149
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The juxtaposition of Jeremiah and Proverbs adds one more twist to the ethi al opposition

turn-ba k /ba k-turn.

Given the histori al proximity of the

omposition

159 ) how do we read them as intertexts? In

of these texts (i.e. post-exili

Jerusalem

a very general approa h, we

an arm what Newsom (2004, 4) emphasizes about

this period and its literature as to the heightened or even hyper attentiveness to disourse of identity. One

an treat the diverse

ultural phenomena of Se ond Temple

Judaism as a protra ted dis ussion of the question, `What is it that really
tutes Israel?' Not every so iety is so preo
the pe uliar histori al

upied with a dis ourse of identity, but

ir umstan es of Se ond Temple Judaism brought that issue

to the fore. Given the intensity of this dis ussion, should we
ple does S. Harris
of the insisten e

onsti-

160 ) that the parallel warningspropheti

Turn-ba k! Don't ba k-turn! reinfor

together under one sa red

on lude (as for examand sapiential versions

e ea h other, thus bringing

anopy formerly disparate intelle tual traditions? Well,

this line of thought would seem to imply a latent but essential moral identity to
159

omposition of Jer 3:6-11 see Holladay (1986, 116-118). It is widely held

On the post-exili

that vv 6-11 are a midrashi  interpretation of earlier ora les, in parti ular the phrase

²ubah yi±ra֓el

whose original sense is ambiguous:

a-turning Israel!embedded in the exili
indi ated by linguisti

Turn-ba k ba k-turning Israel!, or Turn

ora le of 3:12. The post-exili

provenan e of Prov 1-9 is

eviden e, i.e. vo abulary and grammati al stru tures

bibli al Hebrew. For a detailed dis ussion see Yoder (2001,
of histori al

proximity

omplexes of

temple

hara teristi

of late

hapter one). Two further possibilities

are notable. (1) Both Prov 1-9 and the post-exili

abandoned the ideologi al-institutional

²ûbah m e-

and

Jeremiah tradents have

monar hy

as viable pathways to

the restoration of Judah/Jerusalem; and (2) as an alternative to these traditional guarantors of
Jerusalem's well-being, both emphasized a pedagogi al mandate to rebuild a Jewish so iety (if not
a Jewish state) on the foundation of proper tea hing.

160

Harris's argument, alluded to earlier, goes the farthest in spe ifying the propheti

of Prov 1:23-32. By paraphrasing Jeremiah and by setting it in a

dimensions

ontext of dire t dis ourse, the

refrain in ee t looks ba k to the generation whi h refused to heed the words of the prophet. The
alterations in tense and person thus . . . set the

ontext of wisdom's spee h and the per eption of

that spee h in the histori al situation whi h re all the words of Jeremiah to the pre-587 generation
at Jerusalem (Harris, 1995, 95).
distin t traditions in a
editorial devi es for

Later in his argument, Harris emphasizes the

ombining of

oherent synthesis, Our analysis of Prov 1:20-33 isolates a number of

ombining, in this

ase, propheti

narrator introdu es wisdom in vv 20-21 by

spee h in a sapiential

ontext.

[. . . ℄

The

alling attention to her forth oming spee h in vv 22-23.

Wisdom then adds another stratum of spee h by introdu ing paraphrased propheti

spee h from

Jeremiah 7 and 20 in Prov 1:24-31.. . . Traditions from Judah's history are reutilized in a sapiential
ontext (Harris, 1995, 108).

150

38
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whi h the determiners sapiential and propheti  stand as stylisti
if this is so, what is it?
hearer

do

What is its

ontent?

overlays. But

What will the willing and

apable

upon re eiving the message?

To the extent that she

ounts ea h text to be equally authoritative, she

an only

be paralyzed; in terms of an ethi al response, stopped dead in her tra ks. For the
entirety of Proverbs' and Jeremiah's ethi al message

an be redu ed to the question

of delity. Everything pivots on hearer's responsiveness and loyalty to the speaking
Other.



Yhwh ex oriates Israel and Judah for whoring after substitute gods, whose
avatars are typi ally obje ts of sexual desire.



Woman-Wisdomblatantly written as an obje t of desirepleads for the people to respond to her advan es (from the street
nore her, reje t her, turn away, do not

That is, the image of

²wb

orner no less). When they ig-

onsent, she spews rage and vengean e.

from the rst mat hes pre isely the image of

Pa e Harris, the textual e hoes do
undermine ea h other; these texts should

m²wbh

from

the se ond, and vi e versa.

not harmoniously

reinfor e but rather

be kept far apart

(di ult in the tiny provin e of Yehud) lest their meeting pre ipitates a signifying

161

atastrophe.

The ethi al impasse arising at this
if some kind of histori al proximity

onjun ture is not insigni ant, espe ially

an be established between the

and/or re eption of these texts. At the very least, it is a
161
its

omplex

The pivotal signi an e (in both the Proverbs and Jeremiah passages) of

omposition

ase of Israel's

²wb ,

oupled with

ontested usages, suggests its important position in the identity dis ourse of Se ond Temple

Judaism. In this regard it might be grouped with a handful of termstorah, remnant, fear-of

Yhwh, Israelthat are nodal points in the ideologi al struggle to dene Israel.
question, raised throughout this study (see for example

¶

ontingent and

ru ial

57 on page 203 and in the sustained

readings of Prov 14:16-27 and 10:22-27), relates to meaning of su h terms as these.
mean? How is it that seemingly

The

ertainly parti ular names or obje ts

How

do they

ome to stand

for the fullness of the universal eld. The La anian (and truthfully Hegelian) insight that is born
out in Proverbs is the purely negative magnitude, the stri t
with these freighted terms. What La an
universal to

onstitute itself, so that hegemoni

su h dis ourse nds its

absen e

of meaning that

S1 ) represents

alls the Master-Signier (

onsisten y in a shared

dis ourse and the

ignoran e,

fun tion of a parti ular signier.

151

ommunity

the

oin ides

failure

of the

onstituted around

though an ignoran e determined by the
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identity being negotiated on a newly

textualized eld,162 whereupon literary works,

religious movements, new so ial institutions, emerging symbols. . . easelessly suggested ways of answer that question.
/

m²wbh , however,

163 Our interest in the indetermina y of

²wb

lies in a dierent dire tion. The form of ethi al impassehere

grasped in the juxtaposition of inter-textsfor es us to re-evaluate Prov 1:20-33 as
a

ontained passage. Is it possible to pinpoint even if lo alizable to just this one

spee han ethi al distin tion between

39

²wb /m²wbh .

Further indistin tions

Perhaps, however, we have let the

m²ûbah

of v 32 distra t us from what Fox

alls

164 Do we re eive
the Con lusion/Capstone of Woman-Wisdom's le ture (vv 32-33).
the Apothegm in these verses that would put all this ambiguity to rest? Waltke
rightly notes the unied form of 32-33 as a quatrain that

ontrasts the bene ent

165 but also goes into great detail
fate of the wise with the baneful end of fools
about the ambiguity of this

ontrast at the level of the quatrain's

it that dierentiates these two fates the verses aim to
The remnant lives

ontrast?

ondently and remains at-ease whereas the un on ern of

fools destroys them. Ea h of the words here un on ern
ease

ontent. What is

²lwh belongs to the same general semanti

²֓nn ,

onden e

bth. ,

at-

eld but none holds any immediate

166 Thus for ea h word the

onne tion to real versus merely apparent se urity .
162
163

See the fuller dis ussion of textualization in

Carol A. Newsom,

Qumran.
164

The Self as Symboli Spa e: Constru ting Identity and Community at

Leiden: Brill, 2004, Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah, 4.

Fox (2000) makes the form

poeti

¶ 98 on page 324.

riti al distin tion between the le tures of the father/sage and the

interludes wherein Woman-Wisdom speaks. This is a perfe tly

Proverbs' units of

ogent way of understanding

omposition, but (and Fox is not saying otherwise) the

literary

always be maintained. On the merits of its rhetori al stru ture, the poeti

distin tion

interlude

annot

ontained in

Prov 1:20-33 is best analyzed as a le ture by Woman-Wisdomparallel to father's initial le ture
in 1:8-19. ( f. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 212). Fox notes many similarities between the rst Le ture
and this Interlude and suggests Interlude A is probably by a later author who knew Le ture I and
built on it (Fox, 2000, 96). Their shared rather than
of the su

ontrastive stru ture govern his interpretation

essive units. Compare the Introdu tion, Le ture, and Con lusion/Capstone of Interlude

A (Fox, 2000, 103-4) with the Exordium, Lesson, and Con lusion/Capstone of Le ture I (Fox,
2000, 92).

165

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 212.

166

See the dis ussion in Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 213.
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Further indistin tions

²֓nn : Isa 32:18; bth. : Prov 28:1; ²lwa :
167 We
Prov 17:1or misguided ² ֓nn : Amos 6:1; bth
. : Prov 28:26; ²lwa : Jer 22:21.

sense of well-being may be well-founded

presume Woman-Wisdom intends the values misguidedwell-foundedwell-founded,
respe tively, but we seem only left to wonder about the basis on whi h any hearer
may dis ern the authenti ity (or not) of his se urity, whi h is to say, whether anyone
who hears Woman-Wisdom would be able to maintain any sense of se urity worthy
of the name.
Although Woman-Wisdom may leave us inse ure, her nal

omment promises

that the one hearing her will be far away from the terror of evil. Thus Waltke
rightly suggests, she holds out this promise as a parting appeal to other rebellious
young people, who might hear or read her ree tions, to give up their alternative
lifestyles to wisdom.

168 The evo ation of alternatives, however, is entirely disin-

genuous, insofar as it is taken to mean Woman-Wisdom has oered us a
hoi e. For our ethi al dilemma does not
the de ision to hear). It

omes on the

lear ethi al

ome when Waltke says it does (i.e. in

ontrary

after

in the moment of
I hear (֓nh ²m֒) , and

or even

hearing, in the interval between hearing and understanding:

I do not understand (֓nh l֓ ²m֒) . It would seem that the nal and most overtly
ethi al meaning of ²m ֒ (to obey) be omes something of an impossibility.
yet

The reversal that inhabits this text, formulated elsewhere in more grandiose
fashion (Prov 1:7 and 9:10, for example) is the transmutation of this impossible
alternative into the thing of obedien e itself.
ondemns in v 29, They did not
to take up Wisdom's

impossible

The oense that Woman-Wisdom

hoose the fear-of Yhwh, is pre isely a refusal

ethi al demand, whose very

ontours this passage

has been tra ing: to turn so as to stop turning, to live se urely so as to stop living
se urely, and to fear so as to be far from fear. The impossibility refers to the zero
degree dieren e between the rst and se ond terms, the determination of whi h is,
at the same time, the very
167
the

ondition for the possibility of any wisdom whatsoever.

Most interesting for this dis ussion are Amos 6:1, Isa 32:9, 11, and 18, whi h name the

bth.

as the paralleled obje ts of the prophets' indi tments or, in he

and Job 12:5-6, an admittedly di ult passage in whi h it seems
about both the

168

²֓nn

and the

bth. ,

²lh )

who live at-ease (

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 213.

153

²֓nn

and

ase of Isa 32:18, blessing,

lear that the sage

even though they provoke God.

omplains
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Subje t, signifier, obje t

Moving towards a summary of our work to this point, we divided the poem a

ording

to Woman-Wisdom's grammati al position: in vv 22-27 as subje t, in vv 28-33 as
obje t. This division, it turns out,

orresponds to another one vis-à-vis the overall

theme of signi ationthe move from problem to solution.



In the rst panel, signi ation is presented as a problem dened by an inherent la k in the so io-symboli

matrix of meaning to whi h she is bound

qua mediator. We dened this matrix in terms of La an's big Other, a twofa ed

on eptualization of language, meaning both

maintenan e of a parti ular Symboli

olle tive and un ons ious

network as well as the set of signiers

in whose material network of dierential relations meaning insists. Thus we
noted that Woman-Wisdom's la k has a so ial basis (she is unable to re ognize herself an a tually existing form of sapiential institution), though we
fo used on the deeper stru tural la k of a signier (the semioti

eld of Wis-

dom missing that element whi h would an hor Woman-Wisdom to something
xed). This double-bind was expressed, we said, in the

pathos

of lament, in

es alating registers of desire and then revenge.



In the se ond panel, the problem of Woman-Wisdom's Symboli
is solved. How is this so, given the

intrinsi

and

stru tural

identi ation

impediments we

had just un overed apropos the xation of a signied? Two elements play a
ru ial role.
1. The la k of a proper signier (the one that by its thi k

onne tion to a

referent would ground the rest of the system) is remedied, in v 29, through a
signier that fun tions on a dierent level than the set of whi h it is nonetheless a part.

This

an be seen even within the lo al series of vv 29-30:

the

da֒at , advi e
yir֓at yhwh . With this

reje tion of Wisdom amounts to the reje tion of knowledge

֒es.ah

, reproof

tkah.at

,

and

the fear-of Yhwh

last termthe fame of whi h should not blind us to its pe uliar negative
magnitudethe impossibility of signi ation is ree ted into the a tual meaning of Wisdom. In aphoristi

form, we move from the la k of a signier to the

signier of la k. As Wisdom's very
a

ondition of possibility there must exist

ertain nodal point that stops the endless produ tion of Symboli
154

equiva-

40

len es/equivo ations. But, and this is the
Signier, this

One (S1) does not

Subje t, signier, obje t

ru ial feature of La an's Master-

ountervail the previous failings of Symboli

representation, it rather represents this failure of representation as su h and
so stands outside the innite dierential
not only that every Symboli
substantial support; it is
(self-en losed) Symboli

al ulus of

all the others (S2).

It is

system is a system of dieren es with no positive

ru ial to add that the very dieren e between the

system and its outside must itself be ins ribed within

the system, in the guise of a paradoxi al supplementary signier whi h, within
the system, fun tions as a stand-in for what the system ex ludes: for what
eludes the system's grasp. . . a signier whose very
stitutive

absen e

of the feature in question.

presen e

marks the

on-

169 It is thus, stri tly speaking,

impossible to dene the fear-of Yhwh in terms of meaning (as is

ommonly

done when it is taken to represent the quali ation of knowledge by piety);
within the ideologi al eld of Wisdom its role is wholly stru tural, holding
the pla e of the impassable bar between signier and signied,

onveying

no

signied of its own.
2. The determination of the pla e, within the Symboli

eld, of the impossible

void of representation does not in itself explain the most

onspi uous feature of

the poem, namely Woman-Wisdom's embodied voi e, through whi h the sage
en ounters Wisdom as a

on rete, publi

obje t to whi h he must respond.

Our analysis of the passage shows this voi e to be stri tly

orrelative to the

fear-of Yhwh, as if this signier of impossibility must be in arnated in some
material

ontent, that whi h eludes my grasp and

fully attaining Wisdom and thus ensures that I

thereby

ontinue to

prevents me from

fear.

It is

ru ial

to avoid theorizing Woman-Wisdom herself in terms of obje t (a), whi h is

not

the obje t that if nally attained would fulll desire. La an's designation

obje t-

ause 

indi ates that whi h

provokes

desire,

frustrates

the

onsum-

mation of whatever. How do we understand this in terms of Woman-Wisdom's
voi e? As the material, bodily remnant of linguisti
per eived as the voi e
169

of

signi ation, the voi e

serves as a guarantee of presen e that

iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, xxi.
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the dierential logi

of signi ation.

170 The sheep follow the good shepherd,

be ause they know his voi e. They will not follow a stranger, but they will
run from him be ause they do not know the voi e of strangers.
1:28-33, a

171 In Prov

ording to a stru ture we highlighted by means of an inter-text

immediate form of re ognition without understanding is
evoked as that whi h does not exist. Though (in analo-

from Jeremiah, this
pre isely what is

gous fashion to the negative measure of the Master-Signier) the non-existen e
ofobje t (a) takes on a spe i ity dissimilar to the dispersed va uity of nothingness.

This no-thing is like Merleau-Ponty's  onstitutive void

pla e we have dened in phenomenologi al terms:

172 whose

the indistinguishability

between turning-ba k and ba k-turning, fear and terror, ease and un on ern.
These dis overies provide a program of resear h for the remainder of our dissertation.
This entails, rst, an a
Signier, not only in the

ount of the fear-of Yhwh in its fun tion as the Masterhronologi ally later

haps. 1-9 (wherein both the import

of the fear-of Yhwh and the presen e of a master as the palpable presen e of
an authoritative father/sage are foregone interpretative

on lusions) but a ross the

senten e literature, whose unied testimony vis-à-vis Wisdom remains a problem
to be solved.

And se ond, how does Proverbs

with the material,

obje tive

ontinually evoke and

onfront us

grounds for the indissoluble la k the sages experien ed

with respe t to Wisdom. In this regard, our analysis of Woman-Wisdom's voi e will
not be abandoned, though of

ourse there is a mu h more obvious and important

foil than what we dis overed in Jeremiah.

We

an say

very outset, our analysis of obje t (a) will involve a

ondently, even at the

areful a

ount of

two

voi es:

the manner in whi h the father speaks through Woman-Wisdom and the StrangeWoman so as to tea h the son in the ways of Wisdom.

170

On the voi e as the quintessential in arnation (or, we should say,

see the extended dis ussion in

171
172

dis -in

¶ 79 on page 269 and ¶ 97 on page 316.

a)

arnation of obje t (

)

John 10:4
The very plentitude of the present reveals itself upon examination to be our

arried to the se ond power.

M. Merleau-Ponty,

Northwestern University Press, 1968, 54.
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onstitutive void

The Visible and the Invisible.

Evanston, Il.:

Part II

The Fear of the Lord
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Chapter

The Poeti s of Binarity

In later texts, the insight of

±ekel

extends

to the intelle tual understanding or
de oding of messages. . . not the method
or ability to interpret, but the purport or
message

ommuni ated by the text
Mi hael Fox

Words for Wisdom

41

The stru ture of authority

In part 1 we oered a proposal for
1-9's Symboli

on eptualizing the spe i

oordinates of Prov

world and we suggested that many of the interpretive di ulties

asso iated with Woman-Wisdom's rst spee h arise from the unwarranted assumption that Woman-Wisdom somehow es apes or trans ends (generally) the impasses
of Symboli

mediation and (spe i ally) the

form of dis ourse.

Though most

ontradi tions inherent to Prov 1-9's

ommentaries do not

on eptualize this literature

at the level of abstra tion introdu ed by the La anian dis ourses (espe ially when
it

omes to interpreting Woman-Wisdom), the basi

idea that Prov 1-9 speaks from

the perspe tive of a Master is by no means absent from many if not most readings
of these

hapters. Thus, most interpreters nd it relevant to a knowledge that Prov

1-9's wisdom is presented as the tea hings of an authoritative father gure.
It is not, of

ourse, the authority of the father/sage/le turer to whi h Proverbs,

in the last instan e, appeals.
authority he himself lays no

The father holds the pla e of,

represents

a divine

laim to apart from his o e. Here we should think

158
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representation

about

German a

in terms of a double fun tion, whose dieren e is given in

Darstellen
depi ting the

ording to the senses of

darstellt )

sents (

The stru ture of authority

in the sense of

and

Vertreten.1

The father repre-

authority of God in the

ontent of

his tea hing. This is the aspe t of sapiential thought and pedagogy von Rad saw
t to equate with the whole Israelite theory of knowledge.

2 Under this mode of

representation we would in lude the famous motto-verses of 1:7 and 9:10The
fear-of Yhwh is the beginning of wisdombut equally determinations

of

the fear-

of Yhwh in other terms: By the fear-of Yhwh is the turning from evil (16:6) and

vertretet )

so on.

On the other hand, the father represents (

as a substitutionary

point of referen e the authority of God, a xed perspe tive wherefrom the inexperien ed son learns and internalizes the ground from whi h all sapiential pre epts gain
their derivative meaning.

We

an see this dynami

of representation throughout

Prov 1-9 whenever the father exhorts the son towards
rhetori

his own

tea hings, using

indistinguishable from what bets religious obedien e. My son, forget not

my tea hing

(tratî)

and may your heart guard my

ommandments

(mis.wotay) .

(Prov 3:1).
We would be mistaken to suppose, however, that the important dieren es between

Darstellen

and

Vertreten

orrespond to opposing views of wisdom; they

do not. Rather, they highlight an identi al assumption, one whi h was eventually
normative for the bibli al wisdom tradition, that wisdom is learned not by simply
observing patterns in the world but by setting these patterns in relation to the
xed, even if invisible, reality of God.
a

The qualier eventually is of

ourse not

idental but refers to the relatively late stage at whi h point the wisdom literature

3 Whether the dia hroni

is thought to have assumed this more authoritative tone.
1

It was Spivak (1988) who famously exploited this parti ular German pre ision apropos of

representation in her signal essay: Can the Subaltern Speak?.

2
3

von Rad, Wisdom, 67.
The

entral point of referen e for this question of authority is Zimmerli's 1933 arti le Con-

erning the Stru ture of Old Testament Wisdom.

Zimmerli, whose aim was to distinguish legal

and sapiential modes of authority, nonetheless had to a
the wisdom tradition, whi h he a
admonition.

ount for a (logi ally) prior split

within

ounted for in terms of a developmental shift from proverb to

One may speak of a formal development of the mashal from Prov 10. up through

Prov 1.: a stylisti
ture, 182. Zimmerli's

hange to the admonition, to the ` ommandment-saying'. 
on lusion that this formal shift does

159

not

Zimmerli, Stru -

register a re on eption of sapien-
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4 or an overar hing pedagog-

traje tory is understood in terms of a theologization
i al movement,

5 the fun tion of a Master is posited only of Prov 1-9.

In this se ond part of our argument, as our analysis heads into the senten e literature, an important question arises: are the

hronologi ally earlier

olle tions in Prov

10-29 spoken with a dierent stru ture of dis ourse than the Master's dis ourse of
Prov 1-9?

The authoritative tone of Prov 1-9 is sometimes taken as a good way

to dierentiate these

hapters from the tea hings in Prov 10-29, whi h seem less

6

reliant on authority to legitimate its knowledge.
Re ently, Brown (2002) even des ribed

hapters 10-29 as the moment Prov 1-

9's addressee, the son, is thrown into the world of

ompeting and

laims, without re ourse to the paternal gure present in
the

ontradi tory

hapters 1-9, so that

hild may gain his own pro ien y with wisdom and be ome the bearer of the

father's Symboli

authority for a new generation of sons/students. Although we may

perhaps want to reserve judgment on Brown's parti ular narrative as the best way
to a

ount for the book as a whole, we

an set out to

on eptualize the per eption

on whi h this narrative is based, i.e., that Prov 10-29 la ks the kind of Master
Prov 1-9 relies upon to give its wisdom a
Perhaps we

onsistent meaning.

ould state this dieren e more su

in tly by simply suggesting

that the book of Proverbs as a whole tea hes the reader that there are two ways
in the world, one wise and the other foolish; Prov 1-9, on the one hand, provides
a paternal gure who promises to know and be able to tea h the student how to
tell the one from the other whereas Prov 10-29 la ks this third referen e point. An
initial problem, then, is to determine if this formal distin tion (ternarity versus
tial authorityThe

ommand's an horage in the general experiential rule, however, is not given

up (ibid.)has for the most part not been a

epted, at least not in the way Zimmerli said it. For

an overview of the s holarly response to Zimmerli see Berend Gemser,

Bibli al Wisdom . In A. van Selms/A. S. van der Woude, editors,

Essays of B. Gemser.
4
5

The Spiritual Stru ture of

Adhu Loquitur: Colle ted

Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1968.

von Rad, Wisdom, e.g., 54-55.
Brown, Chara ter in Crisis: a Fresh Approa h to the Wisdom Literature of the Old Testament,

152.

6

Crenshaw (1995 [Orig. pub. 1980℄) has already problematized a neat distin tion that sets

in opposition the instru tional

imperative

to the sentential

160

indi ative,

noting the diverse shapes

42

binarity)

an be sustained exegeti ally.

line of inquiry

Binary opposition

A related but not ne essarily dependent

on erns the extent to whi h these two se tions of text in Proverbs

may be said to proje t versions of wisdom) that dier with respe t to stability and
larity. In other words, we want to ask (1) whether 1-9 and 10-29 dier stru turally,
the former

onstituting its eld on the basis of ternarity, the latter on binarity;

(2) whether one may be said to lend a greater degree of stability and
wisdom's fundamental binary (wisdom-folly); and (3) whether one
any

larity to

an demonstrate

orrelation between the answers to (1) and (2).
Form- riti ally, the binary-ternary distin tion appears to be a well-founded

starting point.

Whereas Prov 1-9 is best

Le tures and Interludes (the normative

hara terized as a series of imperative

ontent of whi h is unders ored by a sharp

power gradient between father and son, tea her and student), Prov 10-29 is on the
ontrary marked by its

des riptive

and

indi ative

mode of instru tion, the ethi al

appli ation of whi h is left to the reader/hearer. That is, the senten es of Prov
10-29 are not related to some xed

third

laimed, emerges in the interval between a
be interpreted

position; their meaning, so it is usually

pair

of truth

orre tly without asking the question:

of a verse related to one another?  7

laims  Proverbs

annot

How are the parallel versets

For this reason there is perhaps nothing more

important at the outset of our investigation into the dis ursive stru ture of the senten e literature than understanding the dynami s of bilinear parallelism. Only after
establishing how the poetry works
related to that of

an we begin to understand how its wisdom is

hapters 1-9 and, spe i ally, the

oheren y of the ternary-binary

dierentiation.

42

Binary opposition and the form of proverbs

The binarity under

onsideration here is rst and foremost that of the two-line

proverbs that pervade the

in whi h authority exerts its power to

7

8

8 This stru ture, from the point

olle tions of Prov 10.
ompel

onsent.

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 45.
This dissertation does not engage two questions that are perennially at the

about bibli al parallelism:
ounterpart?

enter of dis ussions

(1) what, if anything, distinguishes Hebrew poetry from its prosai

and (2) what is the basi

unit of bibli al poetry?

insofar as Prov 10-29 is dominated by what are indisputably poeti

These omissions are allowable
bi ola of parallel lines and the

parti ular determination of their poeti s demand no requisite judgments at a more universal level,
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of view of
they

poeti s,

onstitutes the prin iple feature of the proverbial form, by whi h

onvey a depth and subtlety of meaning that belie their brevity. The single line

proverbs, von Rad remarks, referring to a verse
often enough makes higher

omposed of two parallel se tions,

laims and demands a greater degree of intelle tual

parti ipation than a developed dida ti

poem.

9

Or more re ently in the same

vein, Content and elegan e of form in even a brief saying
of meaning to be understood, prized, embodied in
moral life.

hara ter, and a tivated in the

10

The aestheti
of

raft a minute aestheti

dieren e

appeal and intelle tual demand alike arise from the insinuation

into an a

epted axiom of life, a point perhaps obs ured by the ten-

11 Reading Proverbs,

den y of s holarship to fo us on the synonymity of parallelism.
whether with an eye towards poeti s or ethi s, involves a
of referen e: observations grounded in irrefutable

ontinual shifting of frames

ommon sense are not given in

or for themselves but are established, it seems, only to be reinserted in a new
text. To be sure the

onne tions are often as

ommon-sensi al as their

on-

onstituent

elements,
Whoever walks with the wise be omes wise,
but the

ompanion of fools suers harm. (Prov 13:20)

A faithful witness does not lie,
but a false witness breathes out lies. (14:5)

but, not un ommonly, the shift to se ond line is a
even if su h judgments

9

11
logi

ould be made in another

von Rad, Wisdom, 27.

10

ompanied by paradox

ontext.

Perdue, Proverbs, 33.

Alter (1985, 10) has sought to undermine the tight asso iation between parallelism and the
of repetition and synonymity.

abhors

It is equally important to re ognize that literary expression

omplete parallelism, just as language resists true synonymity, usage always introdu ing

small wedges of dieren e between

losely akin terms.

Kugel (1981, 54), in a similar vein, has insisted that the relationship between the rst and
se ond line is mu h more open than has been understood sin e Lowth's typology of Hebrew parallelism was introdu ed. To re apitulate: the parallelisti
together

style in the Bible

lauses that bear some semanti , synta ti , or phoneti

same thing twi e,' but of the sequen e

onsists not of stringing

resemblan e, nor yet of `saying the

/

uation of A and yet broken from it by a pause, a typi ally emphati

// in whi h B is both a

ontin-

`se onding' style in whi h paral-

lelism plays an important part but whose essen e is not parallelism, but the `se onding sequen e'.
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Identity and dieren e

Some give freely, yet grow all the ri her;
others withhold what is due, and only suer want. (11:24)

The hand of the diligent will rule,
while the lazy will be put to for ed labor. (12:24)

or moments of awkward reorientation to an oblique semanti

eld.

Better to be despised and have a servant,
than to be self-important and la k food. (12:9)

Wealth is a ransom for a person's life,
but the poor get no threats. (13:8)

In su h proverbs, the re ognition of identity

omes only in the se ond moment,

wherein the original obviousness is retroa tively
new unexpe ted relation of

an eled by the

identity in dieren e.

onstellation of a

It is undoubtedly a heightened

sensitivity to this term of dieren e that lies behind a s holarly re-evaluation of

12 that nds in the senten e

Prov 10-29.

olle tions an inverse relationship between

the simpli ity of the binary form and its

omplex themati izations of ontology,

epistemology, and subje tivity.

43

Identity and differen e

The diale ti

of identity and dieren e (or, as in the

ase with synonymous paral-

13 is not unique to bibli al or even Semiti

lelism, dieren e in identity

mirrors the prevailing model of linguisti
12

See the

meaning as su h, the elementary stru ture

olle tion of essays (in luding a survey of re ent s holarship by K. Kuntz) in Fox,

Mi hael, editor,

13

poetry but

Essays on the Art of the Aphorism.

In agreement with the

Volume 29, 2004.

ritiques registered by Kugel and Alter, I wish to

de-emphasize

the

typologi al distin tion between synonymous and antitheti al parallelism. These determinations
ree t what amounts to the distribution of a sign as with the logi ally equivalent expressions

A=A

and

A 6= not-A.

We are saying (and will develop at length in this

as su h, that meaning is

onstituted in the establishment of

two

axes:

hapter) of parallelism

one of dieren e, one of

identity. Synonymous parallelism says that hard work and good manners, though they are dierent
(belonging to dierent semanti
Antitheti al parallelism says a

topoi,

dierent so ial milieus) are the same on wisdom's axis.

onstrained spirit and a ery temper, though they are equivalent

(indi ating magnitudes of the same stu  of human temperament) are opposed on the axis of
wisdom.
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of whi h (to repeat the now familiar formula) is the dierential relationship between
two signiers

S1 and S2.

With respe t to the senten e wisdom, this is suggestive in

terms of a methodologi al axiom: The meaning of any proverb is

onstituted by the

dierential relations established between lines one and two. And indeed statements

14 However,

to this ee t are exa tly what we nd in re ent Proverbs s holarship.

given the status of the binary opposition as something of a philosophi al slogan,
and further given the deadening familiarity with whi h bibli al s holarship tends to
view the phenomenon of poeti

parallelism,

15 it will serve us well to elaborate, as

pre isely and rigorously as possible, a linguisti
takes into a

44

model of bibli al parallelism that

ount the dierential nature of the signier.

Expression and

ontent

In re ent s holarship, the most sustained and linguisti ally sophisti ated theoriza-

16 Her resear h isolates the aspe t of

tion of bibli al parallelism is Adele Berlin's.
parallelism that, on her view,

onstitutes the fundamental stru ture of Hebrew po-

17 She onvin ingly illustrates important dieren es between the (1) synta ti ,
etry.
(2) morphologi , (3) semanti , and (4) lexi al dimensions of parallelism whi h we,
14

Re all Waltke's remark

¶

ited above (

orre tly without asking the question

41 on page 161):

Proverbs

annot be interpreted

How are the parallel versets of a verse related to one

another ?
15

The lega y of Robert Lowth is thus ambivalent. On the one hand, his dis overy of

mum membrorum

(1753) must be

parallelis-

ounted as one of the most elegant and durable rubri s for our

understanding of bibli al poetry. On the other hand, his

lassi atory s hemeparallelism as syn-

onymous, antitheti al, or syntheti has undoubtedly

ontributed to distortions in interpret-

ing parallel verses, even if one would not go so far as Kugel (1981, 115): it has had a disastrous
ee t on subsequent

16

Adele Berlin,

riti ism.

The Dynami s of Bibli al Parallelism.

Rev.

and Exp. edition.

Grand

Rapids, Mi h.: William B. Eerdmans, 2008.

17

By design both Berlin's work and what follows in the present study attend to the relationship

between parallelism and poetry or, to be spe i , what Berlin arti ulates as the poeti

fun tion.

I understand her use of the term aspe t as a rather shrewd, defensive measure, so that her work is
not appropriated on one side or the other in the heated typologi al debates, whi h have preo
a disproportionate spa e in the dis ussion of bibli al poetry.
thus limit my remarks to the

poeti fun tion

of parallelism. This, by all a

relevant to Proverbs.
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upied

In this I share her in linations and
ounts, is what is most

44

Expression and

without needing to sa ri e her important nuan es, redu e to two.
spond to L. Hjelmslev's distin tion between

expression

ontent

These

orre-

ontent.18 (At times

and

Berlin herself re ognizes this more fundamental distin tion by whi h syntax and
morphology are distinguished in kind from semanti s and lexi ology.

In her own

words, If the grammati al aspe t provides the skeleton of the parallelism then the
lexi al and semanti

aspe ts are its esh and blood.

the reason we invoke Hjelmslev's

19 ) The ru ial point here and

ategories at all is not to lend Berlin's framework

the authority of s ien e, but rather to aid our own vigilan e against the more familiar relaxation of thought into the binary form and
opposition

expression- ontent

yielding a mu h more

For the Hjelmslevian

rosshat hed by a se ond one of

form-substan e,

ompli ated and diale ti al representation of language.








Form:






Expression :





Substan












Form:








Content :
The logi ally anterior

is

ontent.



Substan










The relational stru ture that is arti ulated by phonologi al or morphologi al
rules.

e:

The medium that

arries the dieren-

tial form of the expressionthe voi e
or the mark.

The semanti
linguisti

obje t

onstituted by the

expression.

The raw material of meaning: history,

e:

per eption, i.e.

the point of interse -

tion between Hjelmslev's matrix and
the Real.

ategories of expression and

ontent presume a further dier-

entiation between form and substan e, thus yielding a matrix with four positions:
expression form, expression substan e,
18

L. Hjelmslev,

ontent form,

Prolegomena to a Theory of Language.

ontent substan e.
Madison:

20 Hjelm-

University of Wis onsin

Press, 1961, 47-59.

19
20

Berlin, Dynami s, 64.
The last,  ontent-substan e, is ex eptional with respe t to the other three, indi ating the
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slev helps us see, in other words, that the

ategories Berlin has distinguished as

(1) grammati al and (2) lexi al and semanti  are themselves

ross-hat hed by

the fundamental distin tion between form and substan e.

To anti ipate my

ritique of Berlin, whi h is rightly pla ed

after

an a knowledgment

of my debt to her work, the formal analysis of parallelism falls out of Berlin's
work when she turns to
and

ontent.

To a large extent, she approa hes expression

ontent as two in ommensurable dimensions of parallelism

21 as eviden ed by

her markedly dierent theoreti al orientations towards them. Whereas stru tural
linguisti s organizes and dire ts her approa h to expression, her approa h to
is rooted in the quite dierent eld of psy holinguisti s.

45

Parallelism and the poeti

At the level of
enigmati
allelism

expression,

ontent

22

fun tion

Berlin's work is inspired by R. Jakobson's somewhat

pronun iation on parallelism as the essential dimension of poetry: par-

qua

poeti

fun tion proje ts the prin iple of equivalen e from the axis of

sele tion onto the axis of

ombination. Equivalen e is promoted to the

onstitutive

point at whi h Hjelmslev's theory (or, rather, linguisti s as su h) rea hes its limit, whi h is simply
meaning. Hjelmslev uses the word

purport.

One

ould substitute,

the signied.

Purport remains,

ea h time, substan e for a new form, and has no possible existen e ex ept through being substan e
for one form or another. We re ognize in the linguisti

ontent . . . a spe i form, the ontent-form,
purport, and forms it into a

whi h is independent of, and stands in arbitrary relation to, the

ontent-substan e.
21

Hjelmslev, 52.

Volosinov/Bakhtin has identied a split in the s ien e of linguisti s, giving rise to two

tions of the proper linguisti

obje t that

annot be

on ep-

oordinated in terms of a unied philosophy of

language. In the philosophy of language and in the related methodologi al se tors of general linguisti s, we observe two basi
trends in the solution of our problem, i.e. the problem of the identi ation and the delimitation of language as a spe i obje t of study . . . The rst trend an be
termed individualisti
subje tivism . . . and the se ond, abstra t obje tivism. V. N. Volo²inov,
Marxism and the Philosophy of Language. London: Seminar Press, 1973, 48. I take these trends
as fun tionally equivalent to the two approa hes we nd in Berlin:
pression; individualisti

22

subje tivism and

abstra t obje tivism and ex-

ontent.

By observing this tenden y I do not, of

ourse, intend to suggest that there is no inmixing of

theoreti al approa hes to ea h dimension.
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devi e of the sequen e.

Parallelism and the poeti

23

The sele tive or paradigmati

axis refers to ea h moment of the unfolding mes-

sage as an autonomous fun tion whereby one element is
is the topi

fun tion

hosen from a set. If ` hild'

of the message, the speaker sele ts one among the extant, more or less

similar nouns like

hild, kid, youngster, tot,

all of them equivalent in a

ertain

24 It is important to re ognize that the absent members of the set are in a
respe t.

present

sense

insofar as they determine the signier's meaning (a

hild is a type of

youngster, older than a tot, younger than a kid, et .), whi h is therefore, in a
sense,

absent.

The

ombinatory or syntagmati

axis, on the other hand, tra es the time of the

utteran e itself: the sequential elements that

onstitute the more or less

moments of the message. Returning to our exemplary
to

omment on this topi

hild:

[the speaker℄ may sele t one of the semanti ally

sleeps, dozes, nods, naps.

verbs

Both

hosen words

omplex

ognate

ombine in the spee h

hain.

25
The sele tion is produ ed on the basis of equivalen e similarity and dissimilarity,
synonymy and antonymywhile the
based on

Thus the

ombination, the buildup of the sequen e, is

26

ontiguity.

promotion

ee ted by the poeti

fun tion refers to the staging of what is

substitution

normally latent in language. The logi

of

paradigmati

language is made to appear

dimension of non-poeti

that des ribes the invisible

in time

as a

ombinatory sequen e of syntagms.

We

an at this point better understand the importan e of Berlin's twofold insisten e:

(1) To say that parallelism is the

onstitutive or dominant feature of Hebrew po-

etry is to des ribe a qualitative shift that
23

annot be settled statisti ally. Parallelism

Roman Jakobson, The Spee h Event and the Fun tions of Language .

In

On Language

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990a, 77-78.

24
25

Jakobson, The Spee h Event and the Fun tions of Language, 77.
Jakobson's language of equivalen e must be

of synonymous

on eived apart from the prevailing

ategories

and antitheti al that are deeply embedded in bibli al studies' treatment of

parallelism. For Jakobson,

equivalen e

indi ates an axis of identi ation by whi h dieren es and

similarities between terms are made evident. Wise and foolish are poeti ally equivalent terms,
whereas the relationship between wise and righteous
Proverbs frequently sets the latter terms in what is

26

is more oblique, despite the fa t that

alled synonymous parallelism.

Jakobson, The Spee h Event and the Fun tions of Language, 77-78.
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is of
a

ourse extensively used in Hebrew prose, but its use there as a subsidiary,

essory

onstituent

27 is to be stri tly distinguished from the way, in poetry, par-

allelism manifests the poeti
poeti

referential,28

i.e. having the aim of orienting the addressee to

ontext (Jakobson's preferred term for what used to be alled the referent),

poetry turns dis ourse inwards to fo us on the
poeti

orollary to this: parallelism qua

fun tion fundamentally alters the purpose of dis ourse. Whereas in prose the

primary fun tion is
some

fun tion. (2) The

fun tion is the set (

onditions of its own produ tion. The

Einstellung ) toward

the message as su h. . . [whi h℄ by

promoting the palpability of signs, deepens the fundamental di hotomy of signs and
obje ts.

29

For our own purposes, we may leave aside the intra table di ulties of delimiting
the boundaries of poetry in the Hebrew Bible, instead attending to the pe uliar
syntax Jakobson and Berlin un overthe proje tion of the paradigmati
the syntagmati

one.

For the insisten e of this poeti

fun tion would seem to

radi ally alter the normal aims of interpretation, whi h now must a
double fun tion at the level of signi ation.
some

axis onto

ount for a

Ea h proverb will naturally

ontent it wishes to tea h, but equally it will seek to

unveil

onvey

the stru tural

interplay of equivalen e and dieren e that grounds not only the tea hing at hand,
but the produ tion of meaning as su h.
Let us briey turn to a parti ular proverb to illustrate the pre eding abstra t
dis ussion.
27
28

Berlin, Dynami s, 9.
Berlin refers to the six fun tions of language Jakobson develops in relation to his formalization

of the spee h event:

An outline of [the fun tions of language℄ demands a

onstitutive fa tors in any spee h event, in any a t of verbal

sends a message to the addressee. To be operative the message requires a
graspable by the addressee, and either verbal or
least partially,

The addresser

ontext referred to

apable of being verbalized; a

ommon to the addresser and addressee; and, nally, a

and psy hologi al

on ise survey of the

ommuni ation.

ode fully, or at

onta t, a physi al

hannel

onne tion between the addresser and the addressee. . . Ea h of these six fa tors

determines a dierent fun tion of language, we

ould, however, hardly nd verbal messages that

would fulll only one fun tion. The diversity lies not in a monopoly of some one of these several
fun tions but in a dierent hierar hi al order of fun tion. The verbal stru ture of a message depends
primarily on the predominant fun tion.

29

(Jakobson, 1990a, 72-73).

Jakobson, The Spee h Event and the Fun tions of Language, 76.
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Sequentiality versus narrativity

A wise son pleases a father
but a foolish son is the grief of his mother.
Prov 10:1

Note how the

ombination of terms in the rst

along the syntagmati

olon of Prov 10:1 unfolds sequentially

axis:

bn-h.km
a wise son
subje t

→
→
→

y±mh.

֓b

→
→

pleases

a father

→

verb

obje t

Figure 4.1: Prov 10:1the syntagmati

The following

axis

olon now makes visible the hidden workings of the rst by pre-

senting the (normally

impli it )

equivalen es that determine the value of the key

termsson, to please, fatherin the rst pla e:

bn-h.km

y±mh.

֓b

wise

to please

a-father

↑
↓

↑

bn-k±yl

↓

↑

twgt

֓mw

foolish

grief

his-mother

↓

Figure 4.2: Prov 10:1the paradigmati

The verse as a whole, by juxtaposing the

axis.

orresponding semanti

and grammati al

fun tions of ea h line, thus stages the sele tive pro ess behind every meaningful
ombinatory utteran e.

46
A

Sequentiality versus narrativity
lear grasp of paradigmati

allelism and the poeti

sele tion and syntagmati

ombination vis-à-vis par-

fun tion allows us to grasp the polemi al edge of Berlin's
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work; i.e. to identify its distan e from equally

lassi

a

ounts of parallelism su h

30 and James Kugel.31
as those of Robert Alter
Although Alter has done so in more expli itly linguisti
Kugel have sought to
than

identity

terms, both he and

hara terize Hebrew parallelism in terms of

rather

(see note 11 on page 162) and, moreover, ea h has understood the

logi al relationship between the rst and the se ond lines to be
not

dieren e

paradigmati

32 Alter spe i ally
.

and

ites Jakobson and so oers a formulation

that is parti ularly useful in marking the
At rst thought, semanti

syntagmati

ontrast with Berlin:

parallelism would seem to be preeminently an operation

along what Roman Jakobson

alls the paradigmati

axis, or axis of sele tion, of

language . . . In point of fa t, the links between versets are often what Jakobson
would

all syntagmati that is, pro eeding along the axis of

is transformed by the poet into a tual

ontiguity, whi h

on atenation rather than the axis of

sele tion. Or, perhaps it would be better to put aside the Jakobsonian imagery of
axes, with its suggestion of movements set at right angles to ea h other, be ause
what we very frequently nd in bibli al verse is the emergen e of the syntagmati
from the paradigmati : as the poet oers an approximate equivalent for an image
or idea he has just invoked, he also begins, by the very logi

of spe i ation or

intensi ation of the system in whi h he works, to push the initial image or idea
into a tion, moving from one image to another that is temporally subsequent to
and implied by the rst. Narrativity, in other words, asserts itself at the very heart

33

of synonymity.

the syntagmati emerges
the paradigmati is proje ted syn-

What is the dieren e between Alter's argument that

from the paradigmati and Jakobson's that
tagmati ally ? Alter, opposed to the imagery
30
31

Robert Alter,

of axes. . . set at right angles to ea h

The Art of Bibli al Poetry. Basi Books, 1985.
The Idea of Bibli al Poetry: Parallelism and its History.

James L. Kugel,

Baltimore: The

Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981.

32

This should be evident in their twinned notions of se onding (Kugel) and  onsequential-

ity (Alter), a

ording to whi h the relationship between

ola is not stati

movement that usually heightens, fo uses, dramatizes, spe ies, or
is the sense of Kugel's

ulminating de laration on the meaning of the parallel form:

is the essen e [of parallelism℄?

olon. This
What then

In asserting the prima y of our form we are asserting, basi ally, a

sequen e: rst partpausenext partbigger pause.
quen e and Alter's ( on)sequen e to the linguisti

33

but rather a dynami

on retizes the rst

Alter, 37.

170

Idea, 51. I am thus equating Kugel's se-

on ept of syntagm.

46

other, prefers to deemphasize the paradigmati
him, the

on atenation of lines

A

and

B

Sequentiality versus narrativity

relation between parallel lines. For

evokes a heightened attention to the tem-

poral sequen e: narrativity . . . at the very heart of synonymity.

What remains un lear is how Alter
in meaning

as su h.

on eives the fun tion of the semanti

paradigm

Jakobson's imagery of axes (whi h Alter would set aside)

represents two dimensions equally fundamental to language though standing at
dierent degrees of visibility with respe t to the surfa e of spee h or text.
distin tiveness of

poeti

The

language, so posit Jakobson and Berlin, lies in its rendering

visible the (normally invisible) paradigmati
theorization of language

in toto,

linkages.

Apart from an alternate

it makes little sense to distinguish parallelism on

the basis of the emergen e of the syntagmati

from the paradigmati this being

the basis of any utteran e whatsoever.
It is

ertainly possible that Alter holds a dierent view of language, a theory in

whose frame Jakobson's poeti

fun tion makes little sense. (Though, if this is the

ase, why the evo ation of Jakobson?) If so, however, then Alter has nonetheless
leaped too qui kly from the inheren e of sequentiality to that of narrativity.

For

is a level of sequen e or time in Jakobson's formulationin parallelism the
paradigmati relation is staged syntagmati ally but it is the time of reading,
of traversing the same syntagmati
ombination twi e. Alter ignores this when
there

he takes any sequentiality as eviden e for his notion of narrativity and against
Jakobson's imagery of axes. By simply opposing sequentiality to the paradigmati
axis, Alter fails to justify his notion of narrativity. Mu h more signi antly, however,
in leaving Jakobson's

on ept of the poeti

fun tion behind for his of narrativity,

Alter leaves behind the interpretive impli ations of Jakobson's great insight into the
poeti

fun tion, namely, the way parallelism

and thus the ghostly present-absen e that

An example will illustrate the

exposes

the workings of the paradigm,

orrupts the stability of meaning.

onfusions that arise when paradigm and syntagm

are muddled.
For their feet run to evil
and they hurry to shed blood.
Prov 1:16
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Alter understands the

ola of Prov 1:16 to represent the temporality of the

riminal

a t itself.
Often the movement from general to spe i
in temporal sequen e . . . Bloodshed is of
the general

is also, at least impli itly, a movement

ourse a spe i

and extreme instan e of

ategory, evil, but the line also intimates sequentiality: they go running

34

to do evil and end up shedding blood.

While it is a

(r֒)

eptable to relate evil

and shedding-blood

lines of genus/spe ies, the relationship between the

(l²pk-dm)

along the

orresponding verbal

onstru -

running (yrws.w) from the rst olon
hastening (ymhrw) in the se ond. Thus we annot

tions goes in pre isely the opposite dire tion:
being a spe i

instan e of

understand the parallel to work a
As for the

ording to the prin iple of in reasing spe i ity.

ouplet's narrativity, i.e., the notion that the bandits rst run to do

some kind of non-spe i

evil, but subsequently intensify this a tivity in the a tual

shedding of blood, let us

onsider the verse in its pedagogi al

le ture (1:8-1:19), in whi h v 16 marks a turn toward the

ontext. The father's

on luding summary, is

devised around a series of identi ations (or merely apparent identi ations that
the father aims to de onstru t) that

annot be understood in temporal

I do not understand the father to be saying, in other words, My son,
your father's instru tions, and

after

later

Initially

ambush the inno ent (v 11).

intent of the le ture is to break the semanti
bandits, between

violen e

and

prot

and

death :

listen to

we will lie in wait for blood

On the

ontrary, the pedagogi al

equivalen e, ostensibly posited by the

(Let us lie in wait for blood. . . let us ll our

houses with booty) in order to establish or reinfor e a

violen e

rst

do not reje t the tea hing of your mother(v

8). Neither are the bandits enti ing the son, 
and then

ategories.

ounter equivalen e between

Yet for their own blood they lie in wait (v 18).

Against Alter, then, bloodshed is not a spe ies of the genus evil; rather they are
here used as members of the same

ategorial paradigm. Furthermore, the narrative

dimension of the poetry, its plot if you like, is not the diegeti
the father's le ture but the nal resolution of antagonisti

world embedded in

signifying

onstellations

that of the band of youths (violen e leads to prot) versus that of the father
(violen e leads to death)into one, a feat deftly a
line:
34

Alter, XX.
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omplished by the father's nal

47

Su h are the ways of ea h proteer

(bos.e a֒)

of prot

Per eptible opposition

(bas.a֒)--

the very life of its owner it will take.
Prov 1:19

To understand this nal move in the father's le ture, this move whereby it drives
home its ultimate lesson, the interpreter must attend to (and not leave behind) the
paradigmati

47

relations whi h the le ture has proje ted syntagmati ally.

Per eptible opposition and the linguisti

sign

Curiously, Berlin herself abandons Jakobson's thesis on the poeti
point of transition from expression to

ontent. Here the

fun tion at the

on eptual demands of the

dierential sign are displa ed by the notion of per eptible opposition.
Hjelmslev's

ategories invoked above (see on page 165) to a

35 Re alling

ount for the distin tion

between the grammati al versus the semanti -lexi al aspe ts of parallelism, we may
35

Berlin is not the rst to waver from the

on eptual

onsequen es of pure dieren e. Weber

(1980, 37) nds the same fault in Saussure himself, who, at a
insisten e upon

dieren e, displa

ru ial point, abandons his own

ing it with the altogether dierent one of

determinant opposition.

The question of the status of the system, then, is absolutely de isive for the Saussurean enterprize.
It is not a peripheral question, but one that strikes at the heart of the theory: no single signier or
signied

an be determined apart from the play of dieren e, but that play itself must be limited

in order for determination to take pla e. The dilemma is visible in the se tion of Saussure's
entitled `The Sign Considered in its Totality.'

There the underlying notion of `pure dieren e'

as that whi h underlies the sign is revoked, or qualied.

It is said to be an abstra tion whi h

holds only for signier and signied `taken separately,' in isolation; on e the sign is
`in its totality' we nd ourselves

onsidered

onfronted not merely by negative relations, but by something

more `positive'; not by `pure dieren e' but by determinate `opposition'.

how

One

an further see

Saussure justies the se ond, more stable relationship, via referen e to the reied

of a linguisti

institution.

1922, 166-167.

'est même la seule espè e de faits que

Ferdinand de Saussure,

omporte la langue, puisque

In pointing to its

or a semanti
linguisti

Cours de linguistique générale.

empiri al

all a semanti

fa t) must be posited

substantiality, i.e. there a tually

is

es deux

Paris: Payot,

Be ause there is meaning, it is true that su h a so ial pa t (or, what

same fun tion, to stabilize what Berlin will

prin iple.

Bien

ha un pris à part, purement diérentials et négatifs, leur

le propre de l'institution linguistique est justement de maintenir le parallélisme entre
ordres de diéren es.

on ept

In the same se tion, Saussure defends this shift as follows:

que le signié et le signiant soient
ombinaison est un fait positif;

Cours

arries the

as a regulative

a linguisti

institution

fa t, Saussure and Berlin respe tively under ut their own eorts to disengage the

sign from its extra-linguisti

referent.
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spe i ally lo ate Berlin's departure from her avowed stru turalist
at the transition point between expression and
several di ult

36 assumptions

ontent. Attentive readers en ounter

onfusions in Berlin's dis ussions and

hapters on the semanti

and

lexi al aspe ts of parallelism.
Having established the distin tive fun tion of parallelism in terms of the poeti
fun tionnot simply to

onvey a parti ular

ontent but to stage the relational

stru ture underlying  ontent as su hBerlin argues that ee tive parallelism
works through per eptible opposition.
For example, one

an parallel any adje tive with another adje tive and

reate a

the weak boy // the strong
boy is, under normal ir umstan es, a more ee tive parallelism than the weak
boy // the blond boy be ause within the equivalent terms weak and strong there
is an inherent ontrast, whereas this ontrast does not exist between weak and
blond . . . Thus the per eption of ontrast (and that in ludes positive or negative
morphologi al parallelism, but the

ombination of

ontrast) within a set of equivalen es makes a parallelism ee tive. This
may exist as a

semanti fa t (as in synonyms, antonyms, et

.) or may be a produ t

of the formal stru ture of the text. In a text where the generation of su h
is the

ontrast

ontrasts

37

onstru tive prin iple, we have poetry.

Insofar as it suggests that the paradigm relation that drives the poeti

fun tion

is produ ed between terms whi h derive their substan e from inherent semanti
fa ts, Berlin's a

ount, as we said, goes astray of her stru turalist orientation and,

what's more, leads us astray in our quest for a satisfa tory theoreti al orientation
toward the poeti s of Prov 10-29. Before we

an propose su h a theoreti al orien-

tation, we need to understand exa tly how and where Berlin has herewith erred.
36

Writing retrospe tively, Berlin lo ates her own work in terms of a growing interest, on the part

of bibli al s holars, in the
modern linguisti

ontributions of stru tural linguisti s.

By the 1970s the inuen e of

resear h, espe ially stru tural linguisti s and transformational grammar, began

to be felt in bibli al studies. Interest in the grammati al analysis of poetry grew, and with it, the
grammati al analysis of parallelism. Adele Berlin,

 Parallelism .

The An hor Bible Di tionary ,

5 1992, 157. Granting the amorphousness of what goes under the name of stru turalism, Berlin
at least assumes the tenets of the body of linguisti

theory that tra es its origin to Saussure, with

Jakobson being the privileged representative. Condensing the overall theoreti al orientation of (the
rst half ) of her book, Berlin writes of Jakobson, No modern linguist has had more impa t on
the study of parallelism, both within and outside of the Bible, than Roman Jakobson.
Parallelism, 157.

37

Berlin, Dynami s, 11-12, emphasis mine.
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The elementary stru ture of signi ation

The most fundamental axiom of stru tural linguisti s, as is by now a truism, di tates that one must bra ket
question of linguisti

onsideration of the referent when inquiring into the

meaning. Saussure, as is also well known, dedu es from this

two bedro k prin iples for a program of linguisti

resear h: (1) the arbitrary rela-

38 and (2) the stri tly negative,

tionship between any given signier and its signied

39

dierential value of meaning, established with a network of dia riti al signiers.
Given these referen e points, we

an only

on lude that the terms Berlin sets in

opposition are in every way equivalent: a semanti
its

fa t is one and the same as

orresponding formal dieren e; the former has no basis in nature but rather

exists purely as a so ial

onvention (whi h may indeed be deeply entren hed as with

the example weak//strong).

48
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The problem lies in an underestimation of the qualiers negative and dierential
that lie at the heart of linguisti s. It is not enough to summarize Saussure's radi al
turn with the di tum, in language there is only dieren e.
say that the poeti

It is not enough to

fun tion shows us that we only know what strong means

be ause we know what weak means. One must, with Saussure himself,
the thought: il n'y a que des diéren es
in terms of the logi

sans termes

omplete

positifs. 40 To translate this

of signi ation we are approa hing, the

seme the linguisti

designation for the minimal unit of signi ation annot be understood as an atom
38

Le lien unissant le signiant au signié est arbitraire, ou en ore, puisque nous entendon

par signe le total résultant de l'asso iation d'un signiant à un signié, nous pouvons dire plus
simplement:

39

le signe linguistique est arbitraire.

Saussure, Cours, 100.

Dans d'autres domaines, si je ne me trompe, on peut parler des diérents objets envisagés

. . . or il semble que la s ien e du langage soit pla ée à part: en
elle n'ont jamais de réalité

leur diéren e . . . mais

en soi . . . n'ont

e que les objets qu'elle a devant

absolument au un substratum à leur existen e hors de

sans que l'on sorte nulle part de

ette donnée fondamentalement et à tout

jamais négative de la diéren e de deux terms, et non des propriétés d'un terme. Ferdinand de

Saussure,

É rits de Linguistique Générale. Paris: Gallimard, 2002, 65.
Cours Saussure unders ores the radi al quality of the

Throughout the

and dierentiality [Cf. Saussure (1922, 165)℄ and in fa t posits them as

traire
40

et

diérentiel sont deux qualités orrélatives.

Saussure, Cours, 166.
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prin iples of arbitrarity
orrelative terms: 

Saussure, Cours, 163.
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of meaning, i.e., the indestru tible kernel of Berlin's semanti

fa t, but rather as

that whi h exists only in relation to a previously dened axis of meaning.
However, does the positing of su h a prior referen e point not simply involve us
in an innite regress: a previously dened axis of meaning, whi h in turn must rest
upon a previous previously dened axis of meaning, and so on. We nd ourselves
bound by a logi al impasse, having to posit the impossible as the
ondition for what we in fa t experien e, i.e.

on eptual pre-

the fa t that meaning exists as an

obje tive, so ial link.
As with all su h impossible-yet-indispensable
guisti

onditions, the deadlo ks of lin-

meaning are over ome by a vertiginous leap of sublation, wherein what was

previously

on eived of as the problem, now set in a radi ally dierent

ontext, be omes its own solution. Apropos of meaning, this shift is not

on eptual
ompleted

with Saussurefor whom still the sign was mira ulously a positive thing of value,
a positive out ome derived somehow from purely negative
wait for the reformulation of A. J. Greimas.

omponentsbut must

F. Jameson designates the

ru ial

passage in whi h
Greimas himself ee ts and des ribes his own de isive swerve: The produ tion of
meaning is meaningful only if it is the transformation of a meaning already given; the
produ tion of meaning is

Mise en

onsequently a signifying endowment with form [

forme ℄ indierent to whatever

ontent it may be

in the sense of the forming of meaning,

an thus be dened as the possibility

Du sens,

of the transformation of meaning (
now be paraphrased as follows: We

alled on to transform. Meaning,

15).

These pronoun ements

an ignore the stati

an

or philosophi al problem

of meaning and its relationship to language, along with the innite regress of
metalanguages that seems to result whenever we try to isolate the meaning of a
ertain verbal

omplex, only to nd ourselves produ ing yet another text in its

pla e; and the reason we

an ignore this problem is that the stati

moment of the

apparent presen e of meaning in a text is a mirage or an opti al illusion. Meaning is
never there in that sense, or rather it is an `always-already-given' in the pro ess of
transformation into another meaning. It is now this pro ess of transformationof
the

produ tion

of meaningthat is the obje t of semioti s and its only possible

obje t (meaning as su h having proved to be a rei ation or a de eptive afterimage

41

of some kind).

41

Fredri

Jameson, Foreword .

In

On Meaning: Sele ted Writings in Semioti Theory
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Hen eforth, just as with Jakobson's dis overy of the
poeti

fun tion,

transformation

sequen e

at the heart of the

and the attendant experien e of

time

will play a

onstitutive role in the apprehension of meaning, whi h, sin e Saussure, has been
on eived primarily in terms of syn hroni

and spatial metaphors.

42

There is of

ourse something paradoxi al in reading Greimas, whose famous semioti
we must shortly take up,
for the

against

the synopti

square

apprehensions aorded by a diagram,

ritique of stru turalism's detemporalizing tenden ies is nowhere so fo used

as on the square's manifestly
not deny this

spatial

43 But we need

on eptualization of meaning.

onne tion to insist that the problemati s of time persist within the

spatialized system, the very system whi h, in seeking its own eternality, seeks also
to ea e all tra es of time from its eld.

Re all from above: we were struggling with the question of the semanti
to explain its apparent solidity within the

fa t, how

onstraints of the purely dierential sign.

To follow Greimas in equating meaning with the transformation of meaning, we must
re kon with this term

transformation,

range of logi al operations that

by whi h Greimas refers spe i ally to the

onstitute the elementary stru ture of signi ation,

la typologie des relations élémentaires ontradi tion, ontrariété,

omplémentarité

qui ouvre la voie à de nouvelles générations de termes interdénis, et qui permet
de donner une représentation de la stru ture élémentaire sous forme de

arré sémi-

Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987, x.

42

By his own a

ount Jameson's appropriation of Greimas is as a literary

riti

and not a semi-

oti ian, an interested outsider. . . with a deplorable non halan e toward its orthodoxies (Jameson,
1987, vi). I want to emphasize, however, the

entrality of this notion of transformation as the

rit-

i al term of mediation in Greimas's fully elaborated generative traje torythe point of linkage
between stru ture and narrative, semanti s and syntax, logi
of the fundamental syntax, the semanti

and

onvi tion. In sum, on the level

universe is transformed into a `universe of ideas' (sin e

`ideas' are established by impli it or expli it arguments). Ea h term of the semanti
be ome a

universe has

onjun tion (or disjun tion) of various elements per eived as the result of a transforma-

tion or demanding

ertain transformations (a tions) in

ertain situations (Patte, 1990, 92). But

the traje tory must equally work in the reverse dire tion so that the surfa e manifestations of a
narrative (a tions in situations ; the transfer of an obje t from helper to re eiver) are returned to ratify the abstra t and purely logi al relations of

43

Pierre Bourdieu,

Outline of a Theory of Pra ti e.
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ontradi tion and

ontrariety.

Cambridge University Press, 1977, 3-10.
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44

otique.

[the typology of elementary relations ontradi tion,

ontrariety and impli ation

that opens the way to the subsequent generation of interrelated terms, and whi h
permits the representation of the elementary stru ture in the form of the semioti
square.℄

The distin tion between these logi al relations,

tween ontradi tion and ontrariety,

in parti ular the distin tion be-

is the basi

dis overy of Greimassian semi-

oti s.

S
S1

S2
axis of contrariety

contradiction

(+) implication

(-) implication

axis of subcontrariety

not-S2

not-S1

Figure 4.3: Logi al relations in the semioti

The terms

S1 and S2 represent

posed on an axis of

44

A.J. Greimas/J. Courtés,

S.

what is visible on the surfa e of the text and are op-

ontrariety, e.g.

or, as Berlin suggests, weak

eld

L9999K

wisdom
strong.

L9999K

45 The

folly, righteous

ontrary term

L9999K

S2,

wi ked,

however, does

Sémiotique: di tionnaire raisonné de la théorie du langage.

Paris: Ha hette, 1979, 362.

45

Throughout, I have sought to follow Greimas's relatively standardized notations: (1) the axis

of

ontrariety as 

as 

−→

L9999K

; (2) the axis of

ontradi tion as 

.
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←→

; and (3) the axis of impli ation

not have an immediate relation to
more
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S1, as we

an see from its position in an enlarged,

omplex network (see gure (4.3) on the pre eding page).

For the appearan e of semanti
of

48

S2's

literally,

value rests on a prior displa ement: the assertion

substituted for the logi al possibility of S1's absen e.
weak represents, gives body to, the absen e of strength.

ontrariety is

strong

Quite

weak
axis of contrariety

contradiction

(-) implication

not-strong

Figure 4.4: The stru ture of opposition apropos of weak versus strong.

Generalizing from this example, (logi ally) ante edent to the
the axis of per eptible opposition, is the
whose logi

←→

ontradi tory

is the pure binary of presen e←→ absen e: wise

not-righteous, weak

←→

not-weak. The value of

term of pure dieren e; through

S2 the la

k of

S1 a

S2

ontrary axis, i.e.

axis (S1

←→ not- S1),

←→ not-wise, righteous

is thus mediated by this

quires an existen e

Consequently, the form of binarity proper to linguisti

in præsentia.

meaning must be grasped

as the surfa e expression of a ternary relationship, wherein the substitution of
for

not-S1

S2

(this being the third logi al relationship des ribed by the square, the

verti al axes of impli ation) has no basis in reality but ree ts a

onventional,

arbitrary and stri tly formal asso iation.
This has the further

L9999K S2)

onsequen e that the terms of the signifying dyad (S1

are radi ally asymmetri , a point we

an make apropos of the oppo-

sition frequently attested in Proverbs between wealth and poverty.
179
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sense opposition we per eive therein obs ures the double fun tion of the signier
wealth, whi h designates an extreme instan e of the

ategory (as in, a wealthy

man) but equally and paradoxi ally the standard by whi h one is lo ated on the axis
wealthy/poor (as in, the quantitative measure of assets minus liabilities). Stri tly
speaking, when we

all someone wealthy, we mean, With respe t to wealth, this

one is wealthy; and when we

all someone poor, we mean, With respe t to wealth,

this one is poor. The pedagogi al
the workings of this paradigmati
of the

onsequen e of the poeti

substitution is to bring to light the

onvention. Be ause what is

of a new

fun tion that reveals

ontingent is

ontingen y

hangeable, the possibility arises

onvention whereby one's wealth is no longer measured in terms of wealth:

For thy sweet love remember'd su h wealth brings,
That then I s orn to

Whi h we

46

hange my state with kings.

ould translate in pedanti

terms, With respe t to love, I am wealthier

than kings. The ee t of whi h is to renew our per eptions about wealth, to

ause

us to noti e the parti ular perspe tive it requires to view poverty as the absen e of
monetary wealth rather than, as Shakespeare has it, the monar h's loveless isolation.

49

Greimas with La an

Before returning dire tly to the stru ture of Proverbs' parallel sayings, we should
pause to

onsolidate what appears to be two distin t theoreti al approa hes, i.e. the

La anian framework with whi h we analyzed Woman-Wisdom's position as that

/) and now Greimas's formidable semioti
of the barred subje t of the signier (S
framework. How does one justify this
eviden es a

hange in registers, whi h on the fa e of it

ertain inelegan e? My response is twofold.

1. On one hand the methodologi al shift is demanded by the material itself.
The problem of Woman-Wisdom's split essen eon one hand the avatar of
order, restraint in spee h, and moreover the dense point of

osmi

entripetal for e around

whi h the literary diversity of Proverbs is formed as a unity; on the other hand
driven by desire, driven in the text we

onsidered (1:22-33) to the hysteri al spee h

of lamentsuggests the psy hoanalyti

eld, whose problem in a nutshell is

46

W. Shakespeare,

Shakespeare's Sonnets.

D. Nutt, 1899, XXIX.
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oming
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ex-timate

to terms with the

essen e of the subje t, the alien

Greimas with La an

ore of otherness whi h

radi ally denes subje tivity as su h, even while it remains impossibly beyond the
s ope of subje tive apprehension.
The parallel poetry of Prov 10-29, in
a subje t.

ontrast, appears to be a dis ourse without

In these verses what we nd are obje ts, arranged and re-arranged so

as to produ e meaning. The fa t that these rearrangements are formally restri ted
to four termsthe subje ts and predi ates of two parallel linesagain suggests the
intrinsi

usefulness of Greimas's square as a dis overy pro edure.

response, the formal or generi

So, as a rst

exigen ies of Proverbs demand a variety of analyti

frameworks.
2. On the other hand, I

laim a fundamental

ongruity between La an's logi

of the signier and Greimas's elementary stru ture, the defense of whi h requires
a demonstration in two dire tions:

(1) to show how for La an the dimension of

dieren e is bifur ated along the lines of

ontrariety and

ontradi tion; (2) to show

/) in Greimas's square.
the pla e of the subje t (S

Contradi tion and ontrariety in La an

In the rst

ase, we need only re all

La an's denition of the signierthat whi h represents the subje t for another
signierwhose formula

S1
S2
→
/
S

already bears a family resemblan e to the semioti
spe i ation signi ation in terms of two

metonymy the

former stru tured a

square. This is veried by La an's

onstitutive operations

ording to the logi

latter materializing this absen e in the signifying

of presen eabsen e, the

hain of materially unstable

onstitutes language. . . are determined by the double play of

bination and substitution in the signier, a

and

hain.

The ee ts that are dis overed at the level of the
elements that

metaphor

om-

ording to the two axes for generating

47 ee ts that are determinant in instituting
the signied, metonymy and metaphor;
the subje t.

47

48

I will not pursue the

onne tion here, though it is relevant that La an gets his highly developed

notions of metaphor and metonymy from Jakobson, and in parti ular Jakobson's theorization of

ombination
48

and

sele tion.

In other words, we have not strayed mu h from the poeti

La an, É rits, 689.
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The metaphori

relation, in La an's logi

of the subje t with the signier, i.e.
axis of impli ation,

not-S2 −→ S1,

of signi ation, refers to the identi ation

S1
/ . This is the same stru ture as Greimas's
S

though we will have to

selves of the dieren e in nomen lature. Greimas's
of the semioti

stellung ;

S1,

ontinually remind our-

i.e. the upper left position

square, is the subje t in the sense of subje t-matter,

die Themen-

/) is the empty point of enun iation,
La an's subje t of the signier (S

stru turally equivalent to what the square labels

not-S2.

In the se ond moment of signi ation, the la k instituted by metaphor is not
left as mere absen e
appears

49 but given an ontologi al spe i ity in that its dimension

metonymi ally

in the signifying

hain.

Here again, Greimas and La an

des ribe the same stru ture, this time without the dis repan y in terminology. The
relationship between one signier

S1 and another S2 is mediated, in the last instan

by the absen e of the signier, the La anian sign for whi h is

The pla e of S/ in the semioti square
/), whi h ne essitates our more
subje t (S

not-S2.

arbitrary

square the pla e of the psy hoanalyti

areful

onsideration of the square's fourth

We have said that the substitution of

S2

for

not-S1

represents the

onventions of a parti ular language. This must now be nuan ed, for

is determined apart from
49

/.
S

Now, reversing the relational traje tory, we

must designate in the stru ture of the semioti

term,

S1

S2

in its own ternary network.

La k in La an's work has, to a

nothingness.

e,

ertain extent, an ontologi al status: it is the rst step beyond

Fink, The La anian Subje t, 51.
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S1

The pedagogi al axis

S2
axis of contrariety

(+) implication

not-S2

not-S1

Figure 4.5: The independent determination of

Thus the determination of

S1 L9999K S2 L9999K S1
ontrariety vis-à-vis

S1 does

S2.

not unfold in the stri tly tautologi al

S2

for the value of

S1 but also from its

ir uit

is derived not only from its asserted

ontradi tory relation to

not-S2, the fourth

term of the square. With this does Greimas nally solve the deadlo ks of dierential
signi ation?

Not exa tly (or at least not apart from his di tum that we think

meaning only as the transformation of meaning), for

not-S2

of meaning is pre isely what is missing from the semanti
the signied
present.

S, not-S2

It is that whi h in itself has no

ontent but

eld

S

With respe t to

approa h the psy hoanalyti

is

only a

an never be

ertain point of

makes sense. It is from this

of a proper signier that would make the meaning of

Our

eld.

must be pre-supposed but it is never and

view wherefrom the rest of the semanti

50

as a positive instan e

S

la k

fully present that we would

subje t from Greimassian semioti s.

The pedagogi al axis of the two-line proverb
ritique of Berlin referred to her regression, at the point she leaves

mati s

to take up

semanti s,

signierly. . . the poeti

from the Symboli

gram-

register (as dierential, ternary,

fun tion) to that of the per eptible dyad (as substantive,
183
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binary, invoking the referent. . . the semanti
dramati ally re-stage the

fa t).

What is required, then, is to

onfrontation of the two axes of language (pre isely the

value of Berlin's disquisition of parallelism in terms of the poeti

fun tion): on one

hand to un over the systemi , syn hroni  underlayment that subtends every utteran e as its

a priori

ondition of meaning; on the other to tra e the exigen ies

of dia hrony that forestall the

onstitution of su h a system. Towards this end, the

parallel senten es of Prov 10-29 are remarkably suited.
The formal regularity of the bi-linear proverbs allows us to des ribe a spe i
and invariable pedagogi al stru ture, a logi

that depends

on no riterion apart

from the sequential presentation of subje ts and obje ts.
other words, every two-line proverb makes some assertion

′
spe ied A

→

B ′ .50 The subje t of the proverb,

At the basi

A → B,

what it is about,

level, in

whi h is then

is simply

A; A

onstitutes the question to whi h the novel dispensation of the three other terms are
an answer. In terms of the pre ise positions we are oered by the semioti
we

an say that
The semioti

relations that

of meaning

A

holds the position of

square,

S1.

redu tion allows us to say whi h, amongst the various semanti

onstitute any given proverb, is being taught; what

transformation

ontradi tory

relations, whi h

is being aimed at.

It will not be the

found ea h proverb as so many presupposed axioms; it will be rather the
relation that is newly asserted in the juxtaposition

A−

B//A ′

−

ontrary

B ′ , i.e.

A L9999K B ′ .
To give the briefest of examples,

onsider the following three proverbs wherein the

seme of ri hes plays proportionally an equal part.
A gra ious woman gets honor,
and violent men get ri hes

A good name is to be

(֒²r) .

(Prov 11:16)

hosen rather than great ri hes

(m֒²r) .

and favor is better than silver or gold. (Prov 22:1)

50

As stated earlier, whether the pair is determined to be antitheti al or synonymous

the sign of the relationship

onstituted by

i.e. the juxtaposition of syntagmati

′

A − B//A − B

′

but not the logi

staging of the paradigm.

184

of the poeti

hanges

fun tion,

50

One who trusts in his ri hes

(b֒²rw)

The pedagogi al axis

will fall,

but like a green leaf will the righteous ourish.
(Prov 11:28)

It is only 11:28 that oers ri hes as its topi
semioti

eld by whi h to determine

it

of instru tion, that

onstru ts a

vis-à-vis the other signiers, its referen e

points.

pedagogical axis

who trusts in riches
S1

contrariety

(+) implication

(-) implication

not-S2
will fall

Figure 4.6:

flourishes
S2

contrariety

S1 L9999K S2

not-S1
the righteous

as the pedagogi al axis.

Modifying the Greimassian terminology slightly, so as to better t the purposes
of the sages, we designate

S1 L9999K S2

the pedagogi al axis.

Su h a s hematization is on its own not without diagnosti

value, though its use-

fulness will be ome more apparent in appli ation to a series of proverbs. We have
already mentioned the ex eptional and, from the standpoint of meaning, problem-

not-S2),

ati

status of the fourth term (

long

whi h the literary form of Prov 10-29its

51 seems supremely designed to address. How

hains of sequential asso iations

this works, we will now try to see from the rst  luster of the

olle tion, Prov 10:1-

5.
51

On the

ompilation of sayings as

Listenwissens haft

185

see van der Toorn, 118-125.
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51

A proverbial

luster

In Chapter 4 we will more systemati ally sort through the proper unit of analysis
for the senten e

olle tions of Prov 10-29. The range of possibilities is, at any rate,

apparent:



These

hapters are

ad ho

olle tions of autonomous proverbs; no overar hing

52

editorial intention is per eivable.



These hapters, and ea h proverb therein, are to be read in the literary
of Proverbs as an artisti ally

ontext

53
oherent thing.

Neither approa h stands without some nuan ing, for while no book-wide prin iple
of arrangement has been dis overed, it seems relatively

ertain that there are  lus-

54 that are set o as a unity, a point that the editors made through
ters of proverbs
re ognizable poeti

devi es: (1) the presen e of a prospe tive or retrospe tive sum-

mary proverb; (2) the framing of

oherent se tions by the employment of in lusio;

(3) patterning along other lines su h as
lear

hiasm

Leitwort ; and (5) paronomasia, the re

or alternation; (4) the presen e of a

urren e of a parti ular sound pattern.

This is to admit that the designation of larger units is a matter of analysis itself
and not simply given.
For the remainder of the hapter we will assume the kind of literary unity implied
by the term  luster for Prov 10:1-5. This unity is, in our opinion, vou hsafed by
the following formal features:
52

For example, M

Kane (1970, 413) writes in what seems to me very strong terms, In [the

senten e literature℄ there is no

ontext, for ea h senten e is an entity in itself and the

olle tion

amounts to no more than the gathering together of a large number of independent senten es, ea h
of whi h is intended to be a well- onsidered and denitive observation on a parti ular topi .

53

That Proverbs should be read as a literary unity is an idea whose advo a y has many dierent

bases. Skehan (1948) argued early that Proverbs eviden ed a single editorial hand on the basis of
numerology. Childs (1979, 553) nds that Proverbs' unity is ee ted by the
fun tion of

hapters 1- 9, their role as a hermeneuti

Waltke (2004, 50) exemplies the re ent turn to
Proverbs'

ompositional

ontextual- anoni al

guide for understanding the rest of the book.

poeti s

as the proper

riterion by whi h to judge

oheren e. There are su ient instan es of poeti

units to prejudi e viewing the editors of Proverbs as authors, not merely

transparen y in many

olle tors. In other words,

it is more probable than improbable that the an ient Hebrew editors logi ally arranged all proverbs
to prote t and enri h them, though that logi

54

On the notion of a proverbial

is not transparent to the modern reader.

luster see S

orali k (1995), Heim (2001), but noting the
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52



a wise
v 5a son of maskil, a son who brings shame.

The enframing of the se tion by the twi e repeated son: a) in v 1

son, a foolish son ;


Prov 10:1-5: text and translation

b) in

A further enframing element: the lial horizon of wisdom established expli itly
in v 1 (he pleases a father; the grief of his mother) is

ontinued impli itly in

10:5. The bad result brought about by the foolish son (in 10:5the harvesttime sleeper) does not fall ba k upon him but brings about a negative result
for the family; he is a son who brings shame.



The intervening verses (vv 2-4) are to be read as su
two semanti
the other by



55

axes: the one dened by the poles

prosperity ←→ poverty.

essive permutations of

righteous ←→ wi kedness ;

Finally, the proverbs are linked by a distin t fun tion that lies at the heart
of our thesis and will take up the bulk of our analysis below. In short, ea h
su

essive verse sutures the gap in meaning upon whi h the previous verse

stumbled.

This is to go well beyond the alternating thread of virtue and

vi e frequently as ribed to these verses.

What is passed on to the next

proverb is irredu ible to an ethi al (+) or (-), but in ea h

ase, what is taken

up and lled is a signier heretofore left empty, at the level of pedagogy
simply given.

52

Prov 10:1-5: text and translation

Thus following the Solomoni
a

supers ription (10:1a),

56 we dis ern the following as

oherent  luster:

dis ussion in

55

¶ 59 on page 212.

The transitiveness of to shame (designated by the

hiphil

stem) is not here spe ied by an

obje t, as in he shames his family. Throughout Proverbs, however, the milieu of shame is, if not
the geneti

family, the household. A wife shames her husband (Prov 12:4). A servant shames the

king he serves (14:35).

A son who brings shame is

ontrasted to a servant who serves the family

wisely (17:2). A son who brings shame  violates his father and drives away his mother (19:26).
A son shames his mother (29:15).

56

On the signi an e of the Solomoni

40-44 and Walter Brueggemann,

supers ription see Crenshaw, Old Testament Wisdom,

 The So ial Signi an e of Solomon as a Patron of Wisdom .

In John G. Gammie Leo G. Perdue, editor,

The Sage in Israel and the An ient Near East.

Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1990.
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ben h.akam y e±ammah.-֓ab
ûben k esîl tûgat ֓imm
lo֓-y֒îlû ֓s.rt re²a֒
ûs. edaqah tas..sîl mimmawet
lo֓-yar֒îb yhwh nepe² .saddîq
w ehawwat r e²a֒îm yehdop
ra֓² ֒o±eh kap-r emiyyah w eyad
h.arûs.îm ta֒a²îr
֓oger baqqayis. ben ma±kîl
nirdam baqqas.îr ben mebî²

53

1b

A wise son pleases a father

1

but a foolish son is the grief of his mother.

2a

Treasures of wi kedness do not prot,

2b

but righteousness delivers from death.

3a

Yhwh will not let a righteous appetite starve,

3b

but the desire of the wi ked he thwarts.

4a

A poor man works sla k-handedly,

4b

but a diligent hand makes ri h.

5a

A summer gatherer is a son of/for

5b

but a harvest-time sleeper, a son who brings shame.

ma±kîl ,57
58

The father's pleasure

A wise son pleases a father
but a foolish son is the grief of his mother.
The parallel lines of 10:1b-

in terms of their respe tive impa t on what

his mother.59
57

I leave

wise son and foolish son
pleases a father and the grief of

ounterpose the stereotyped

How is this arrangement illumined by (1) the syntax of the poeti

ma±kîl

untranslated for the reason dis ussed below (

¶ 57 on page 201).

The hesitation

marked by of/for ree ts the obje tive and subje tive possibilities of the genitival

58

The Hebrew

semanti

59

ben mebî² is grammati
ben mebî² for the

possibilities of

ally parallel to

ben ma±kîl

onstru tion.

though I have settled the

reasons rehearsed in 55 on the pre eding page.

It is di ult to know how to read the relationship between the terms a-father and his

mother.

On one hand, the pair fun tions most frequently as a lexi al representative of the ( ol-

le tive) obje t of lial loyalty: Hear, my son, your father's instru tions, //and do not reje t the
tea hing of your mother (Pro 1:8).

Or, in the same vein:

One who

mother, //his lamp is extinguished in darkness (Pro 20:20).

urses his father and his

In these two

19:26, 23:22, 23:25, 28:24, 30:11, 30:17) the terms fun tion equivalently in su
or, as we see in 20:20, they are best understood as hendiadys.
reprodu es 10:1) the parallel is made more

ontrastive by the

ases (see also 6:20,
essive parallel lines;

In 10:1 (and 15:20, whi h nearly

hange in grammati al deniteness:

a-father versus his-mother (Berlin, 2008, 50-51). While some have argued that his is simply
gapped in line A of the parallelism (Waltke, 2004, 447n.3), the

ontrast does seem to underline a

dieren e between paternal and maternal relationships to the wisdom of a
su h wisdom (or folly) exerts itself on the

general

188

hild. It suggests that

ategory father but on the

parti ular

mother

53

fun tion?

(2) the elementary stru ture of signi ation?

The father's pleasure

In other words, how do

we put the theoreti al pre isions oered by Berlin/Jakobson and then Greimas to
analyti

use?

Re all Berlin's arti ulation of the poeti
alen e from the axis of sele tion (the

grief ) onto the axis of

fun tion as that whi h proje ts equiv-

ategorial opposition

ombination (the duration of time

wise, foolish

and

joy,

ontra ted by the s ansion

of the se ond line).

paradigmati opposition

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

wise-son



syntagmy

foolish-son


syntagm
y

paradigmati opposition

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

pleases-a father

his mother's grief

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
time of reading, axis of pro je tion

We should not hesitate to ask as to the pra ti al (i.e.
onguration.

pedagogi al) ee t of this

We begin, in agreement with what was said immediately above,

that the fundamental

60 is the

whole)

on ern of this verse (and, one

wise son spe

ould argue, of Proverbs as a

i ally, how to be one. But under that very broad

sign, what parti ular determinations are being made? We have already suggested
the importan e of distinguishing between the equivalen es whi h the parallel lines

axiology )
dis overy ).

presuppose (an
proje tion (a

and the

new

relationship propagated in the instant of

It is not true, in other words, that Prov 10:1 tea hes

a wise son pleases a father, and even less true that it tea hes the opposition

wise-foolish.

The relations that the proverb expli itly formulatesthe two just

mentioned and further the
between

grief

and

onne tion between

to please are the axioms

folly

and

grief,

that this saying

and the opposition

ongures in order to

make visible a new relationship that had heretofore been invisible or only impli it.
in question. Ex erpted from the equation is the a tual, biologi al father, whose relevan e, it would
seem, is limited to his role as bearer of the

Symboli

paternal fun tion. We have not, however, pur-

sued the impli ations of this subtlety.

60

On the stru tural signi an e of the wise son in the

13:1 and 15:20) see Ruth S

Spri hwörter Kapitel 10-15.

orali k,

ontext of Prov 10 (attested in 10:1,

Einzelspru h und Sammlung: Komposition im Bu h der

New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1995, 111.
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To wit: the wise sonin so far as wise sons please fathers and a t

ontrariwise to

will not grieve his mother.

foolish sons

As we said above (¶ 50 on page 183) the distin tion between a proverb's

iomati s

and its

riety. On the

dis overy

follows the dierent logi s of

ontradi tory axis,

and vi e versa.

wisdom

The wise person

opposition between

wisdom

and

grief

asion for the wise to grieve.

the

stri to sensu

ontra-

the absen e of

annot simultaneously be foolish.

61

o

means

ontradi tion and

The

ax-

folly

ontrary

follows a dierent rule, for indeed there

(And of

is

ourse, the same distin tion holds for

grief and joy and the ontrariety between wisdom and
wisdom and grief (and folly and joy ) an logi ally exist in the

ontradi tion between

grief.)

But while

same spa e, the tea hing of this proverb is that they work against ea h other. The
wise son, we

ould say,

For all this, the

diminishes

the grief of the mother.

onne tion between wisdom and grief is

grief merely adding a level of

onnotation to the

is only by the intervention of this

S2 grief

not

somehow gratuitous,

ore meaning of wisdom. For it

that the tautologi al relay between

wisdom and folly (i.e. folly is not-wisdom, wisdom is not-folly) is halted, in so far
as its value derives from a dierent signifying series (grief means not-pleasure, a

62 ). Thus we

proposition whose value is not under question here

an spe ify very

pre isely what and even how this proverb tea hes (whi h is the same as saying what
and how this proverb means): with respe t to wisdom, to bring grief is folly. (Or,
said positively, the wise son implies the non-aggrieved mother.)
61
62

Cf. Prov 14:13 and famously Qoh 3:4.
As indi ated above, the insisten e that this proverb is about wisdom more than it is about

the other terms does not depend on a judgement as to Proverbs' overall theme, but on the logial-temporal

onstru tion of the two lines, whi h raises at the outset the question of the wise son.

A hypotheti al proverb that reversed the terms of its predi ationThe happy father has a wise
son. . . takes as axiomati

what Prov 10:1 is trying to tea h and tea hes what Prov 10:1 takes as

axiomati .
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pedagogical axis
poetic function

-)%
wise

! Kk
grief

contrariety

contradiction

(+) implication

(-) implication

contrariety

to please

foolish

%/g

+'2V

Figure 4.7: The lial

The un ertainty that persists, of
an hor the series
to

joy,

but this

onsequen es of wisdom.

ourse, is

aused by the la k of a signier that would

grief. . . joy. Grief, it is true,
joy is only an unfathomable

10:1's diminutive Symboli

The father's pleasure

is set as the logi al

ontradi tory

onstant, imported from without

matrix. This dis overy leaves us with two interpretative

possibilities.
1. In reading 10:1 as an autonomous unit, whi h after all is not unheard of in the
ase of proverbs, we

ome a ross the signier

y±mh.-֓b he pleases a father

as a

Master; by the sheer imposition of its enun iation as a signier (whi h is not
the same as saying as a sign), the rest of the semanti

oppositions are lo ked

63 We are un overing a stru ture, then, whose nodal element is not
into pla e.
the one invested with the ri hest, most unmistakable meaning; on the
this One that quilts all the others simply holds the pla e of a
63

Here again the temptation is towards a

determined by a set of formal relationsits

Indeed we do.

onventional pla e in the

orrelative to wisdom, and so on)and

of the fa t that joy too

ertain la k. It is

ommon-sense reading: Do we not know the value of

±mh. to rejoi e, to make glad, to be lled with joy ?
to grief, as

ontrary

not

as a semanti

But, we know its value as

Symboli order (in opposition
fa t. What else do we make

an represent folly f. Prov 2:14, 17:4, 24:17, 27:9?
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the metaphori al stand-in for the totalized eld (La an's

world, Pas

al's

ustom, Berger's nomos, et

and even promises yet
2. We

an read further,

whole
54

Other,

Heidegger's

.) whi h every utteran e assumes

annot produ e.
ondent that the semanti

does lo ate to please

(±mh.)

universe of Proverbs

as a

in its relational network of signiers.

A treasure that does not profit

Treasures of wi kedness do not prot
but righteousness delivers from death.
B. Waltke des ribes the

onne tedness of Prov 10:1-5 in these terms: [This℄ subunit

pertaining to wealth is framed

hiasti ally by the initial wise/foolish son in both

versets of v. 1 and by the nal prudent/shameful son in both versets of v. 5.. . . The
alternating pattern in these antitheti al parallels of virtue (+) and of vi e (-)(i.e., +:; -:+; +:-; -:+; +:-) stit hes them together so that the proposition at the

lose of one

64 I would like to use his feli itous
verse is pi ked up at the beginning of the next.
metaphor of stit hing,

though the thread I am

hasing is not the alternating

pattern of virtue and vi e. What dangles from 10:1 is not vi e, but the question
of the father's pleasure, for whose dierential determination we are now reading.

treasures of wi kedness (֓s.rt re²a֒) this
does not arise ex nihilo but as the (deferred) determination of pleasing a father
y±mh.-֓b , whose meaning an no longer be understood as prosperity sans phrase,
Thus when v 2 evokes a new subje t

for here, in fa t, we nd a treasure arrayed against the father's being-pleased.
64

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 451.
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wise

A treasure that does not prot

grief

(LOGIC OF 10:1)

to please

foolish

new axis of contradiction
treasures of wickedness

3f: =L:8L

(10:2 AS AN ANSWER)

Figure 4.8: Prov 10:2a deferred determination of what pleases a father.

joy, treasures of wi kedness nonetheless
the positionally analogous wise son of 10:1,

An answer in so far as it looks ba k to
poses its own semioti

question. Like

this parti ular treasure is the subje t with whi h 10:2 has to do.

Its meaning is

a priori logi al oppositions: on one hand
treasures of wi kedness ←→ righteousness, and on the other does no prot ←→
delivers from death. We an elaborate the logi al arrangement as before.
thus lo atable at the interse tion of two
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3f: =L:8L

pedagogical axis

treasures (of)
wickedness

=# ]/ +'ck
delivers from death

contrariety

(+) deixis

(-) deixis

contrariety

does not profit

righteousness

K+'4L'¡ +

!9 8

Figure 4.9: Prov 10:2treasures of wi kedness do not deliver from death.

To highlight again the highly mediated predi ation that takes pla e in this simple aphorism:

with respe t to

treasures of wi kedness

(or one

what is seen as a treasure from the perspe tive of wi kedness) what

death

is valued as little as

righteousness.65

delivers from

But here again death is not invoked

as something endowed with a self-obvious referent;
65

ould even say,

66 it is spe ied in opposition to

being: (1) treasures of wi kedness ←→ not -treasures of wi kedness =⇒
deliveran e from death ←→ not -deliveran e from death =⇒ not-prot.
66
Murphy (1966, 9-10) wishes to use life as an an horing point for the wisdom tradition: The
kerygma of wisdom an be summed up in one word: life . . . Life and deaththese realities are entral
The full ternary logi

righteousness ;

and (2)

in the do trine of the Old Testament sages. This undoubtedly
but as a semioti
his enthusiasti

arries

ertain emotional resonan es

determination remains unhelpful, a point that Murphy himself raises shortly after
de laration. Of itself, life is a very elasti

on ept. . . The value refers to the good

things of life: sheer existen e in many days (3:16; 28:16), a good name (10:7; 22:1), `ri hes, honor
and life' (22:4). Impli it in all this do trine is also possession of (or being possessed by) God. . . 
ibid., 10. Thus

life,

the most primal of signiers, passes into the opposite extreme of

ontrivan e.

life to the notion of norm or the normal (and its orollary, the
death to the pathologi al), see G. Canguilhem, The Normal and the Pathologi al.

On the histori al assimilation of
assimilation of

New York: Zone Books, 1991. To read death here as an absolute (negative) referen e point, exempt
from the logi

of signi ation in other words, is to repli ate un riti ally a previous ideologi al

anamorphosis.
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A treasure that does not prot

prot,67 whose ex eptional status network of 10:2 we must emphasize. As with joy
±mh. in the previous verse, the pronoun ement no prot l֓-yw֒ylw indi ates a xed
point in relation to whi h the other three terms are given a parti ular signi an e.
About the absolute signi an e of this point, however, this proverb says nothing.
It is a paradoxi al xity that has no moorings; the manner of its fun tion is to

68 Is this to say prot has no

grant intelligibility without being itself intelligible.
meaning, no signied; that the reader who
into a la k of
spe i

omprehension?

Of

The opposition is a tually more

prot,

ourse this is not the point.

ontext of our argument: the antitheti

hapters 10-29 make expli it a logi
67

ame to the fourth term fell suddenly

parallels that make up the bulk of

of meaning that operates at all times (though

ompli ated than indi ated by the relationship

as there is a negative term distributed on both sides: that whi h

that whi h negates death)

To reiterate the

ontradi ts that whi h does

not

prot.

delivers

death ←→

from death (i.e.

I have not made anything

out of the negative voi ing of the opposition and so, to make things less unwieldly, refer to the
ontradi tory relationship between death and prot.

68
the

iºek (2000, 50-51) illustrates this dieren e between the series of ordinary signiers and
entral element. . . whi h has to remain empty in order to serve as the underlying organizing

prin iple of the series with a well-known joke about a pupil being examined by his biology tea her
about dierent animals, and always redu ing the answer to the denition of a horse:
`What is an elephant?'
`An animal whi h lives in the jungle, where there are no horses. A horse is a domesti

mammal

with four legs, used for riding, working in the elds or pulling vehi les.'
`What is a sh?'
`An animal whi h has no legs, unlike a horse. A horse is a domesti

mammal. . . '

`What is a dog?'
`An animal whi h, unlike horses, barks. A horse is a domesti

mammal. . . ' and so forth, until

nally, the desperate tea her asks the pupil:
`OK, what is a
to mumble and

horse ?'

Perplexed and totally thrown o balan e, the poor surprised pupil starts

ry, unable to provide an answer. . . .

The horse fun tioned as an empty signier,

separated out from the series of other signiers and rigidied as the point from whi h all the others
ould make sense.
This joke also illustrates well the nature of our
sense the student relies on the signifying value of

laim that prot has no meaning. In a

Horse

ertain

every time he's fa ed with a question from

the tea her; it is therefore not without a signifying fun tion.

The

ru ial point, however, is that

this fun tion is not in line with that of the other signiersdog, sh, elephant, et .in that its
enun iation is

ompletely performative, i.e.

onstituting meaning as an empty point of referen e.

Mutatis mutandis any sage ould have dened prot but not in this series of signiers wherein
it fun tions as a purely stru tural guarantor of meaning.
195
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usually beneath awareness), whenever linguisti

meaning, i.e. the signied, is being

produ ed. The obje t of this mode of analysis is to dramatize in the temporal unfolding of the sequen ethe traverse from line

A

to line

Bthe

normally invisible

axis of sele tion. In this juxtaposition, we see the negative and dierential

hara -

ter of the signier, whose value is self- ons iously posed as a fun tion of opposition
to another signier. Hen e the vertiginous ee t of the poeti

55

fun tion.

Narrativity revisited

won't starve a righteous appetite
but the desire of the wi ked he thwarts.

Yhwh

If

pleasing a father

and

no prot the

69 terms from Prov 10:1

respe tive fourth

and 10:2are alike in the stri tly stru tural fun tion they
the way they are subsequently taken up.
the

ontext of a new

arry out, they dier in

pleasing smh. in
±mh. ←→ ֓ws.rwt r²֒ , but the same

We saw that 10:2 set

ontradi tory s hema,

man÷uvre seems less suited to des ribe the spe i

logi

that links 10:2 and 10:3.

Rather, 10:3 opens with a des ription of Yhwh's a tivity that distin tly re alls the
positive axis of impli ation of 10:2,

from death.
that ea h
of

onstituted as

righteousness −→ deliveran e

This draws our attention to a further feature of the square. We

ategorial term (S1 and

S2) is subordinated to the totalized

eld

an see

S, whi

h,

ourse, may fun tion as an element of a hierar hi ally superior term, whi h may

fun tion as an element of another superior term, until su h basi

state, entity

or

hange

hypernyms as

are rea hed.

Greimas spe ies the operation that gives rise to this hierar hi al stru ture as
a syntheti

one, the two poles of a given axis

ontra t

into a more

omplex meta-

term.
Étant donné que tout système sémiotique est une hiérar hie, il a avéré que les
relations

ontra tées entre termes peuvent servir, à leur tour, de termes établissant

entre eux des relations hiérar hiquement supérieures . . . On dira, en
deux relations de

ontrariété

que deux relations de

69
the

ontra tent entre elles la relation de

ontrary, i.e.

as, que

ontradi tion, et

omplémentarité établissent entre elles la relation de

I refer to their positions in the semioti
ontradi tory to the

e

ontrari-

square, ea h lo ated within its own two-line poem as

not-S2 .
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été. . . Les métaterms et les

atégories qu'ils

onstituent seront

Narrativity revisited

onsidérés

omme

70
des termes et des atégories de se onde génération.
[Granted that every semioti
formed between terms

system is a hierar hy, one

an themselves

onstitute [further℄ terms, establishing be-

tween themselves hierar hi ally superior relations.
the two

It is said, in this

ontrary relations form themselves into the [new℄

and that the two

an see that relations

ase, that

ontradi tory relation,

omplementary relations establish between themselves the [new℄

ontrary relation. . . The metaterms and the

ategories

onstituted by them will be

onsidered as of the se ond generation.℄

He gives the following example,

truth




°
°°
secret ®
°
°
°¯



being

seeming

not-seeming

not-being

½
°
°
°
¾ lie
°
°
°
¿

falseness

Figure 4.10: Meta-terms generated by

designating

truth

and

falseness

the

being

versus

seeming.

ontradi tory meta-terms,

se ret

and

lie

the

ontrary meta-terms.
Returning to our main line of thought, we have said that 10:2 bears a la k (the
signi an e of

prot ),

whi h 10:3 must in some sense solve. We

solution along the lines of the syntheti
of 10:2 solidify (
70

ontra ter )

as

an analyze this

operation just des ribed. The semi

omplex terms, subsequently to be

Greimas/Courtés, 32.
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the desire of
the wicked



YHWH thwarts


°
°°
®
°
°
¯°

treasures (of)
wickedness


delivers from
death

does not profit

righteousness

½
°
°
°
¾
°
°
°
¿

YHWH will not let
go hungry

a righteous
appetite

Figure 4.11: Prov 10:2-3 and the se ond generation of

ategorial terms.

pedagogical axis

9'G 8 f61 !# !' '4: ' ¡ +

5 G!'

YHWH does not let starve

(YHWH) thwarts

contrariety

(+) implication

the desire of the wicked

(-) implication

a righteous soul

contrariety

-'4f: =K !

9'G 8 f61

Figure 4.12: Prov 10:3Yhwh's provision for the righteous.

taken up by 10:3.

prot? )

is now

What remained enigmati
laried.

The negation of prot

Yhwh's advo a y for the righteous and its

A treasure that does not
(l֓ yw֒ylw) is the out ome of

in 10:2 (

orollaryYhwh's antagonism towards

the wi ked. The deliveran e from death that belongs to the righteous is put in the
form of a new

ontradi tion :

10:3 nds that for a
198

righteous appetite

starvation is

56

(l֓ yr֒yb) . Similarly,
thwarted (hdp) .

an impossibility
perpetually

the fulllment of the

Signifying- ount, zero

desire of the wi ked

is

It is appropriate here to revisit the possibility of narrativity in parallelism (re all
the earlier

ritique of Alter,

¶

46 on page 171), for there is a parti ular sense in

whi h 10:3 provides a narrative solution to the impasse of 10:2. Re alling the pre ise
logi al status of
an

on eive this negation

wi kedness
a dynami

not-S1, and vi e versa), we
eptually (as with the semi opposition pleasing ←→

ontradi tion (S1 means the absen e of
on

onstituted in the movement from 10:1 to 10:2) but equally in terms of

operation, as with 10:2 to 10:3. In other words, the disjun tion between

the wi ked and what they desire is not expressed in terms of mutually in ompatible
ategories as mu h as the assured out ome of a struggle. Yhwh's

makes absent,
56

the

desire of the wi ked

thwarting

negates,

in this properly narrative movement.

Signifying- ount, zero

A poor man works sla k-handedly
a diligent hand makes ri h.
The semioti
signier

ontext of v 4 is as follows.

wi ked

twi e to this point.

We have

ome a ross a version of the

, the question to whi h 10:2 is the answer, and then as the fourth

hwt r²֒ym

of 10:3

as the un onditioned perspe tive, whi h renders the proper

value of 10:3 as a whole.

Here we en ounter the bad innity of signi ation:

10:3, whi h has been invoked to

omplete 10:2, is grounded upon the same signier

whose meaning 10:2 seeks to tea h. The spe i
of

hwt r²֒ym

is a

se ond

stru ture of semioti
the

ir ular logi

ws.rwt r²֒
term (not-S2)

First as the subje t (S1) of 10:2 ֓

fa tthat 10:4's elaboration of the

attempttea hes us more generally about the re ursive

hwt r²֒ym folds into itself
treasures of wi kedness to the

relations. Prov 10:4's exposition of

of 10:210:3, whi h runs from

desire of the wi ked-ones.
Generalizing from this observation, the su

essive determinations of ea h fourth

term do not illumine an in rementally longer line of understanding.

We do not

shore-up ea h signied in turn and then move-on, for the transformation involved
in

ea h

su

essive determination of wi ked

link in an endless

(r²֒)

rebounds

retroa tively

upon every

hain of signierswise son. . . foolish son, prot. . . wi kedness,
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life. . . starvation,

ers

S1, S2, S3, . . . Sn.

With ea h pun tuating fourth term,

all the oth-

must be de rementally re- al ulated.
Therefore analyses of su h sequen es along the lines of

let B. Waltke's

alternating themati s 

omment stand as exemplary in this regard: Verses 4-5 balan e the

ethi al and theologi al assertions of vv 2-3 with pra ti al theology

71 leaves aside

the temporal lag of the signied in relation to the signier,  a retroversion ee t

eet de rétroversion ) by whi
what it was to be (était ) from
(

h the subje t, at ea h stopping point, be omes

il aura été )

before, and `he will have been' (

72
only announ ed in the future perfe t tense.

There is to be sure an obje tive

and even ne essary illusion that the signied is
ee t that rests on the (again:

is

o-present with the signier, an

obje tive, ne essary) misre ognition of the One

signier as exempt from dierential determination, as bearing a plentitude and
self-presen e that would x the axes of

religious

exa tly the opposite as what we en ounter in the su
71

pra ti al

or

73

This is

ession of verses that has led

Waltke (2004, 454). But see also Clifford (1999, 112) who

side in

truth.

an speak of wisdom's ethi al

ontrast to its religious aspe t; similarly Murphy (1998, 73)

ounterposes the obje tive

hara ter of v 2, on one hand, and on the other the divine horizon unveiled by v 3; or in a more
systemati

appli ation, M

Kane (1970)

lassies ea h proverb a

ording to its individualisti ,

 ommunity, or religious orientation.

72
73

La an, Subversion, 808.
Whi h is to say that ideology

annot be redu ed to either stupidity or to a kind of vulgar

lass prejudi e. Ideology is obje tive and ne essary insofar as, apart from its organizing ee ts,
the

oherent and dis rete obje ts that

what must be

onstitute the very fabri

onsidered the most basi

human subje tivity

an be maintained.

of these, the

me -obje

This is the basi

of everyday life (beginning with

t) disintegrate past the point where

lesson of Kant's distin tion between

ideas that are trans endental and those that are regulative. I maintain that trans endental ideas
an never be employed as
when thus

onstitutive ideas, that they

annot be

on eptions of obje ts and that

onsidered they assume a falla ious and diale ti al [i.e. ideologi al℄

illusion (whi h we

hara ter. . . Yet this

an, after all, prevent from de eiving us), is nonetheless indispensably ne essary

if, besides the obje ts that are before our eyes, we want at the same time to seefar from these
obje tsalso the obje ts that lie behind our ba k. I.e. the illusion is ne essary if, in our

ase, we

want to dire t the understanding beyond every given experien e (as part of the entirety of possible
experien e), and hen e also to dire t it to its greatest possible and utmost expansion.
1998, 619-620). Disregarding Kant's hedge (that we

(Kant,

ould prevent ourselves from being de eived)

as well as those philosophi al points of view that amount to a return to nominalism, it is

lear that

Israel's wisdom movement is a vigorous attempt to extrapolate from the obje ts that are before our
eyes to a truth that lies behind our ba ks and lls the greatest possible and utmost expansion.
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57

The quilting point

us to this point. The One that, at ea h stop, se ures the signied is not full but

empty.

Thus, the religious

only

means on e it is transposed onto the noisy sphere

of pra ti ality, whose signi an e in turn is vou hsafed

only

by referen e to a deeper

ethi o-religious dimension. From this perspe tive, verse 4 must be read as the most

frustrating

proverb of this sequen e. For if 10:1-3 have moved some distan e from

the patently absurd thesis that
to

57

wealth,

wisdom

is redu ible to

righteousness

is redu ible

verse 4 returns us to signifying- ount zero.

The quilting point

A summer gatherer is a son of ma±kîl
but a harvest-time sleeper, a son who brings shame.
Verse 5 begins in the usual way, giving the dierential point of referen e missing
from the previous proverb.

Sla k-handedness

opposition to the summer-gatherer

(֓gr bqys.),

(kp-rmyh)

is herewith dened in

whom v 5 lo ates a

ording to the

following dispensation of signiers.

pedagogical axis

7' dC : 

a summer gatherer

f'/ 0C
contrariety

(+) implication

a son of maSKîl

a son who brings shame

(-) implication

contrariety

+'Vg/ 0C

a harvest-time sleeper

:'8dC -G : 1

Figure 4.13: Prov 10:5A summer gather will not shame.

The logi al elaboration of

kp rmyh

is unremarkable, or perhaps it is better to say

remarkable in its la k of dynamism. The passage from v 4 to v 5

sla k handed

←→

summer gatherer
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is simply reversed by v 5's internal stru ture.

summer gatherer

←→

harvest-time sleeper

The negation of the negation remains entirely within the

a tivity
nrdm .

with the annoyingly tautologous result, sla kness

This in

ontrast to the marked

ategorial paradigm of

rmyh

means sleepiness

ontextual rotation (whi h, looking ba k to v 1,

we re ognize as a return) ee ted by v 5's own pedagogi al assertion: the summergatherer

L9999K

son who brings shame. I understand this se ond term as a

to the question of wisdom's lial horizon,

return

74 i.e. the question of pleasing a father.

It is a di ult question to answer, as we have seen, a matter of e onomi

su

ess

infused with righteousness, righteousness itself understood as a reliable guarantor
of prosperity that yet stands opposed to treasures of wi kedness.
The manner in whi h the son who brings shame is determined, as with ea h
pre eding proverb, is de isive and, as it turns out, de isively dierent. Consider how
ea h fourth term (unable to refer to anything in its own signifying

onstellation) has

sent us both forward to the next proverb and laterally to another axis. Spe i ally,
sin e being presented the question of the father's pleasure, we have been shuttled
ba k and forth between two semanti

registers, one whi h has been

(having to do with su h matters as prot

(y֒l)

and starvation

ethi al (the repeated iterations of righteousness
identity of these

.sdq

(r֒b)

alled pra ti al
the other

and wi kedness

r²֒ ).

alled

The non-

ategories poses an ever- ir ling threat of meaninglessness, whi h

must be staved o at ea h turn with one more proverb. The breakdown in meaning
is forestalled by su
and piety

essive fun tions of

ex lusion,

the lapsus between prosperity

overed over by a fourth term whose meaning we are led to believe

be looked up

elsewhere.

an

But thus far, the fourth term has only kept the reader in

motion, answering the ethi al question in terms of a pra ti al

onsideration, whi h

is in turn spe ied with referen e ba k to the ethi al. The dieren e that belongs
to this verse, it follows, involves a fun tion that would

onstitute the series as a

point de

totality and not simply an endless line of equivo ation, a quilting point (

apiton )
74

that would bring a halt to the

On the spe i

familial dimension of

bw²

ir uitous va illations of metonymy.
see note 55 on page 187.
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Ex ursus 2

What pleases the father? Verse 5 answers, via a long passage of double nega-

75 a son of ma±kîl. This lo ution whi h in its urrent semioti

tion,

speaking untranslatable. Why? Can we not a
of this Hebrew word?a simple matter of

ontext is stri tly

ess, easily enough, the lexi al value

ollating its usages in the Hebrew Bible,

or even just in Proverbs. Yes and with relatively

lear results. It is a signier used

to indi ate a positive value vis-à-vis three semanti

axes 

76



piety



prosperity



dis ernment

77
78

 whi h is to say, given the signifying matrix of Prov 10:1-5, it redupli ates exa tly

79 In its semioti

the va illation of the system as a whole.
must be

onsidered a

and not proje ted beyond, its semanti

essive proverb is

eld.

hapter of

Capital,

Marx provides an analysis of the origin of the

80

most popular form of value, the money form.
75
76
79

Pleasing the father [. . . ℄

←→

Cf. 1:3; 10:19; 16:20; 19:14.

halot does not

of meanings:

a son who brings shame

77

omment on the semanti

to have su

omprehend;

a son of ma±kîl.

78

Cf. 16:23; 21:11; 21:12.

±kl

but simply lists a range

to have insight.

It is

urious,

ma±kîl . I am referring to tw²iyyama±kîl : on one hand, su ess, good

lose synonym of

result; and on the other, sound wisdom, pruden e.

tw²iyyah :

←→

ambiguity of the root

ess; to understand,

whose main headings are virtually identi al to those of

onveying the sense of

To make sense of this form, he

Cf. 15:24; 17:20; 17:08; 12:16.

therefore, the amount of dis ussion devoted a

in

aptured within,

Ex ursus 2: forms of value

In the opening

h,

m±kyl

arefully insulated module of meaninglessness, a signifying

trough wherein the ex ess produ ed by ea h su

58

fun tion, then,

The editors go on to des ribe the di ulty

The various suggestions surveyed above have been presented

to show how di ult it is to give an adequate translation of the Hebrew substantive, for it has no
real equivalent in modern languages. It appears as one of the favorite ideas of wisdom literature,
where it takes on many shades of meaning; the general sense has been rather a
Gemser

Spr.

2

24

allowing the su

:

tw²iyyah

urately dened by

really means the promotion of being, en ouraging something to exist,

essful out ome of an enquiry; as su h it means help as mu h as

leverness, or skill;

tw²iyyah it is ne essary to asso iate the double
meaning of result and pruden e; see further G. von Rad Weisheit in Israel (1970) 1098. I am
laiming pre isely the same semanti di ulty in the ase of ma±kîl , and would simply unders ore
halot that this semanti eld qua ambiguous is one of the favorite ideas of wisdom literature.
80
Karl Marx, Capital. New York: Penguin, 1990, 138-63.
[. . . ℄ as stated in [Koehler-B.℄, with the substantive
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denes and elaborates three other forms as its logi al prede essors (the simple, the
expanded, and the general forms). Latent in this analysis is the logi
we rely upon throughout as well as a wel ome warning not to su
temptation to relegate linguisti

of one

81

materiality.

The simplest value-relation, Marx writes, is evidently that

ommodity to another

whi h one).

umb to the idealist

eviden e and arguments to an ideal sphere above

and beyond the ee tive a tuality of extra-linguisti

The simple form

of signi ation

ommodity of a dierent kind (it does not matter

Hen e the relation between the values of two

us with the simplest expression of the value of a single
be immediately mapped onto what we have

ommodity.

expresses its value in the
expressed.

an

relation,

ommodity, so too is a signier that whi h
ommodities

oat) evidently play two dierent parts. The linen

oat; the

oat serves as the material in whi h the value is

84 So too do the two signiers play two dierent parts in the signifying

dyad. So long as the signifying dyad

ontinues to be the limit of our inquiry, little

more than the observation of these two, mutually ex lusive roles
these two signiers.
81

This

83 Just as a ommodity

represents the subje t for another signier. Here two dierent kinds of
(in our example the linen and the

82

alled the simplest linguisti

namely, the signifying dyad, that of one signier to another.
is that whi h represents value for another

ommodities supplies

For the

an be said of

This single, isolated relationship between the linen and the

onne tion between the logi

of the form of value in Marx and the logi

of signi ation

I rely on iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 21-27.

82
83

Marx, 139.
All Marx means by stipulating the ne essary dieren e that must exist between the two

ommodities is that, in Marx's example, 20 yards of linen
value requires a dierent element; e.g., a

oat.

The

annot be valued in relation to 10 yards;

ru ial misunderstanding to be avoided here

would be the one that reads in kind to mean in substan e, i.e., to refer to something substantial
about the

ommodity itself. Marx has just warned us against this, Not an atom of matter enters

into the obje tivity of
obje tivity of

ommodities as values; in this it is the dire t opposite of the

ommodities as physi al obje ts. We may twist and turn a single

oarsely sensuous
ommodity as we

wish; it remains impossible to grasp as a thing possessing value. Marx, 138 And he will go on to
restate this in several dierent ways, e.g., The value of the linen
relatively, i.e. in another
of a

ommodity, it exists only in the dierential relation between one

mutatis mutandis,
84

an therefore only be expressed

ommodity. Marx, 140 In other words, value is not a material attribute

the same goes for the linguisti

Marx, 139.
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ommodity and another and,
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oat

Ex ursus 2

annot satisfy our quest to grasp the forms of value be ause the nature of this

relationship

annot be

laried without establishing whether or not it is equivalent

to other expressions of value.

The expanded form

So, a

ally passes over into a more
a

ording to Marx, the simple form of value automatiomplete form.

85 In this expanded form, the value of

ommodity, the linen for example, is now expressed in terms of the innumerable

other members of the world of
equivalent to 1

ommodities.

oat, 10 lb. tea, 40 lb.

86 So, we may say that the linen is

oee, 2 oun es of gold, et . Here it be omes

lear that value is indierent as to the parti ular
another

ommodity that represents it for

ommodity.

With the expansion of the simple form of value into the expanded form, we pass
from a simple,

ontingent instan e of ex hange (your neighbor wants some olive oil

and insists that it would only be fair if you took a sample of her re ently brewed
beer in ex hange), to the medium of a lo al barter-e onomy, where any number
of goods

an express the value of another good.

disputes fa ing any attempt to draw

Granting all the problems and

on lusions about the Neo-Babylonian Period

(most signi antly, the di ultly of isolating eviden e spe i

to this period and

87
the sparsity of the potential eviden e ), the e onomy of Judah and Benjamin at
that time, and Yehud at the beginning of the Persian Period, did not often

arry

out operations at a higher formal level.
The exile and Neo-Babylonian atta ks signi antly redu ed the population and
wealth of Jerusalem and its surroundings in the tribal areas of Judah and Ben-

88 The population de line,

jamin.
its

oupled with the absen e of the monar hy and

on omitant infrastru ture, undoubtedly led to a signi ant redu tion in trade85
86
87

Marx, 154.
Marx, 155.
For mu h of the eviden e and the

the essays in Lips

ontours of the debates about Neo-Babylonian Judah, see

hits/Blenkinsopp (2003). In addition, the di ulty of identifying Babylonian

destru tion levels is addressed in Blenkinsopp (2002) and Stern (2004).

88

Of

ourse, parti ular judgments vary

on erning the degree of de line, the area of the provin e,

proper methodology, and so on. For a dis ussion of the issues, in luding further referen es, see the
estimates based on ar haeologi al data in Carter (1999, 172-248) and Lips
in ludes a

ritique of the former on pp. 359-60.
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89 While we re ognize the eviden e for the produ tion of ertain ash rops,

a tivity.

espe ially in the tribal area of Benjamin, other fa tors (e.g., deurbanization) suggest that Judah and Jerusalem were not great parti ipants in the imperial e onomy.
Industrial produ tion of the lu rative and exportable
89

So Miller/Hayes (2006, 480), Many

ities, like Jerusalem, that had on e been thriving

enters were left as depleted, subsisten e-level villages if o
the

rops of oil, grain, and wine

upied at all. The primary e onomy of

ountry was probably redu ed to a purely agri ultural base.

Several fa tors

judgment, as Miller and Hayes re ognize, and suggest some level of trade

ompli ate this

ontinued, even if severely

redu ed. (1) Zorn (2003) argues that the material eviden e from Tell en-Nasbeh, bibli al Mizpah,
supports the bibli al
for the region ( f.

laim that the Neo-Babylonians established a new administrative

Jer 40 and 2 Kings 25).

In addition to Mizpah, the

erami

enter there

and paleographi

eviden e found at Gibeon suggests to Carter (1999, 119-22) that its primary industry, its winery,
ontinued and prospered in the Neo-Babylonian period. (2) Stern (2001, 321) expands the s ope
of this argument to generalize about the region: in
that had been

ontrast to all other regions west of the Jordan

onquered by the Babylonians, the settlements of Benjamin were not destroyed,

ontinued to exist during the Babylonian period, and may have even prospered.
the primary histori al debate

enters on the extent to whi h so ial and e onomi

ontinued, although perhaps shifting its

Consequently,

a tivity of Judah

enter 12 km to the north, from Jerusalem to Mizpah.

At one end of the spe trum, Barstad (1996, 69)

laims, life fairly soon would have `returned to

normal'  following the events of 587. On the other hand, Smith-Christopher (2002, esp. 47-49)
oers a

ritique of Barstad's work that greatly emphasizes dis ontinuity, without returning to the

so- alled myth of the empty land.

(3) The Neo-Babylonian empire appears to have been highly

interested in the

a tivity of its western provin es. As is well known, Nabonidus,

ontinued e onomi

emperor from 555-539, spent a de ade in the western provin es without returning to the
ity (see

ANET,

562).

apital

Typi al is the interpretation of this by Miller/Hayes (2006, 490), who

on lude that his a tivities were probably ne essitated by e onomi
He must have been trying to establish and exer ise

and trade

onsiderations.

ontrol over the overland trade routes in the

region. With regard to Judah, however, s holars are divided about the extent to whi h e onomi
on erns for tribute outweighed the debilitating ee ts of the early sixth
the

ontinued politi al

on erns for stability (i.e., the

entury destru tions and

on ern to keep Judah poor so as not to have

to expend resour es squel hing any more of its revolts;

f.

2 Kings 24:1; 25:1).

On this matter,

Barstad (1996) gives more weight to e onomi s whereas Vanderhooft (1999) weighs the politi al
on erns more heavily.

These are not ne essarily ex lusive

on lude that e onomi

relations with the empire did not

onsiderations and it seems best to

ompletely disappear even if the steps

taken to reestablish Judah's produ tivity were minimal (e.g., the redistribution of land among the
poor in Jer 39:10 and 2 Kings 25:12) and the threats to its stability maximal (e.g., the signi ant
de rease and deurbanization of Judah's population and the en roa hments of Edomite and Arab
peoples into the southern region of pre-exili

Judah, o

upying previously Judaean towns su h as

La hish and Hebron; for the latter, see Lemaire (2003, 290) and Albertz (2003, 96).
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no longer appears to have organized the e onomi

a tivity of the region.

Ex ursus 2

90 It is most

likely that a subsisten e-level e onomy existed under a Neo-Babylonian appointee
in Judah for a good portion, if not all, of the sixth, and even into the fth

The general form

enturies.

At some point in the Persian period, however, Jerusalem ap-

parently be ame, if not at the same s ale, a

91

subsisten e levels on e again.

enter of e onomi

a tivity beyond

Even if Jerusalem's population remained mostly

92 this would not ne essarily pre lude its

rural and small throughout the period,

presen e in the trade e onomy of the empire. Indeed, it is hard to imagine the new
temple fun tioning in any other

ontext, nor does there seem to be any need to do

so; the textual and material eviden e gives the impression of signi ant trade in the
Jerusalem marketpla e (e.g., Neh 13:15-21).
Seow des ribes the Jerusalem that emerged in the Persian period as follows,
Jerusalem in the fth

entury was a thriving

osmopolitan marketpla e where the

Judaeans, even on the Sabbath day, worked in the winepresses, brought in heaps
of grain, loaded the animals with goods, and hawked their agri ultural produ ts
grain, wine, grapes, gs, and `all kinds of loads'and sold food, while Tyrians

93

brought sh and all kinds of mer handise (Neh 13:15-16).

Regardless of whether or not one would agree with Seow's depi tion of a thriving
osmopolitan marketpla e, there is plenty of eviden e to suggest that Jerusalem
was a parti ipant in the imperial e onomy and no longer relatively isolated in a

94

subsisten e agri ultural e onomy.
90

There is plenty of eviden e that the produ tion of these

rops

ontinued in the sixth

and beyond, but it seems likely that this produ tion, at least during the sixth

entury

entury, was more

in the servi e of the publi 's subsisten e than the industry's trade.

91

See Hoglund (1991, 60-62), for example, who identies a pattern of in reased

ommer ial

development in Palestine in the Persian period.

92

Oded Lips hits,  Demographi

editors,

Changes in Judah . In Oded Lips hits/Joseph Blenkinsopp,

Judah and the Judeans in the Neo-Babylonian Period.

Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns,

2003, 366.

93

C. L. Seow,

E lesiastes: A New Translation With Introdu tion and Commentary.

New

York: Doubleday, 1997, 23.

94

See Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e, 39-48; C. L. Seow,

Carter,

 The So ioe onomi

Con-

Prin eton Seminary Bulletin , 17 1996, 168-95; Charles E.
The Emergen e of Yehud in the Persian Period: A So ial and Demographi Study.

text of the Prea her's' Hermeneuti  .
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This is to suggest that Jerusalem, at some point and to whatever degree, passed
from the se ond, expanded form of value into Marx's third, general form of value.
Su h a form

ould also exist in a subsisten e-based e onomy but it is easier to

illustrate through the produ tion of
in pre ious metals or

raftwares, the presen e of trade, and payment

oins, all evident in the Persian period re ord. The simple and

expanded forms of value are unlikely to exist at su h a level of e onomi

a tivity

be ause of two inherent de ien ies Marx des ribes in the following terms:
1. the relative expression of value is in omplete be ause the series representing
it is interminable; and
2. the representations
is

qualitatively

annot be said to have anything in

ommon as ea h

ase

95

dierent.

The expanded form appears to forever dee t value from one

ommodity to another

be ause it establishes no equivalen e among the series of value representations.
When the expanded form is ree ted upon itself, when the expressions of value are
reversed, however, a single
other

ommodities.

ommodity may be said to represent the value of all the

Now a universal equivalen e has been established among all

ommodities on the basis of the parti ular

ommodity that represents their value.

To return to the example evoked above, in the general form, linen's value is not
represented by a series of other

ommodities (1

oat; 10 lb.

tea, 40 lb.

oee, 2

oun es of gold), the general form inversely ree ts the expanded form so that linen
expresses the value of all the other

ommodities. The

oat, tea,

oee, and gold are

all given an equivalent value in terms of the linen.
The general form of value imposes on a single

ommodity the

96 by ex luding it from the whole world of
universal equivalent

hara ter of

ommodities. The

Persian empire established this form of value at an unpre edented s ale.

Seow

writes, Indeed, the Persian period is distinguished from the pre eding epo hs by
the widespread use of money and the demo ratization of
should not imagine that the use of
Sheeld, England:

Sheeld A ademi

ommer e.

oinage was widespread in Yehud during the

Press, 1999, 256-59; and Kenneth G. Hoglund,

A haemenid Context . In Philip R. Davies, editor,

97

Marx, 156.
Seow, E

96

Marx, 159.

lesiastes: a new translation with introdu tion and
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Volume 117, Sheeld: JSOT, 1991, 54-72.

95

97 While we

ommentary, 23.
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Persian period, it is true that this time marks a transition for the Mediterranean and

98 Although we will have to wait until the

Near Eastern world to a monied e onomy.
Hellenisti

period for a truly monied e onomy, the Persian period's standardization

of weights and measures and its introdu tion of

oinage alongside traditional in-

kind systems of payment establish a universal equivalen e among
Marx

onsidered

hara teristi

ommodities that

of the general form of value, the nal form before

the money form.
The Persian period provides us with su h an illustrative moment be ause traditional in-kind forms of value

oexist in it with the monied form. The expanded form

of value allows for in-kind ex hange but la ks the systemati

and totalizing for e

of a standard of value that the imperial stamp establishes. Darius provides su h a
standard. The dari , whi h would be ome the gold

oin of the empire, illustrates

99 Other

this transition on its own insofar as it was initially a standard of weight.

standards of measurement were implemented and found throughout the empire,
e.g., the

ardab,

whi h was in use at approximately the same time in Egypt (e.g.,

the measure of Elephantine's rations), in Babylonia to the east, and Sardis to the

100 Briant's judgment on Darius's reforms registers the

west.

qualitative

dieren e

separating the general form of value from the rst two forms by its totalizing ee t,
[W℄e

annot redu e the impa t of Darius's reorganizations to a simple logi al

lation of preexisting elements. However large the
it seems quite

orre-

ontribution of his prede essors,

lear that the new king was able to integrate all of his a quisitions

and inheritan e into a

From Darius on, every

101

oherent, e ient system.

ommodity shares in

ommon an imperially san tioned reg-

ister of value, e.g., a dari . The empire grants an eternal validity to the dari
stamping it su h that it

an be damaged,

re ognized as a dari , nothing

by

hipped, or worn, but so long as it is

an hinder its fun tion to be endlessly ex hangeable

as some thing with the value of a dari .
There is a paradox to be isolated here that derives from the establishment of
universality that
98

omes with this form of value.

The eviden e, whi h

onstantly

referen es in Carter, 259-85 ( f.

99

Pierre Briant,

Briant, 414.

is a dari , on the one

hanges as new nds are reported, is neatly summarized with

hapter 3 for further bibliographi al information on the sites).

From Cyrus to Alexander: A History of the Persian Empire.

Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2002, 409.

100

The dari

101

Briant, 415.
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hand, be ause of its substan e.

The dari

is an 8.3 g

ommodity whi h fun tions as a metonymi
hand, the dari

is a dari

hunk of gold, a parti ular

substitute for the Whole. On the other

be ause it is not its substan e, be ause it metaphori ally

stands for its substan e. The 8.3 g of gold, on e stamped with the sign of a dari ,
stands for 8.3 g of gold even if it doesn't weigh 8.3 g, even if .1 g gets rubbed o.
If one dari

is of poorer quality gold than another dari , they nonetheless express

an equivalent value. Just as is the

ase for a proper name, a dari

meaning when that whi h it signies undergoes a

doesn't lose its

hange in substan e. The dari 's

validity as a universal depends on nothing but the so ial re ognition of the dari
qua dari

(and not just its weight or quality).

The money form

The money form, then, marks the moment this signier/ ommodity

loses its ground in any a tual substan e and even begins to fun tion in opposition to
any substan e. Money

an be thought of as that whi h

as its value is simply to be that for whi h all the other

annot lose its value insofar
ommodities represent value.

It has no value other than its formal ex lusion from what is valuable.

It is not

lear if Marx really thought of the money form as separate from the general form
or simply its se ond stage.

Regardless, it's

lear that the money form is impli it

in the general form (just as, in fa t, ea h is impli it in the others) but also that it
does not fun tion there with the same level of independen e and abstra tion. The
general form does not yet have the added ree tion
wherein the

ontained in the money form

ommodity pro eeds from being that whi h expresses the value of all

the others to that for whi h all the other

ommodities represent the value.

Thus the Persian period should be seen as something of a vanishing mediator
between the form of value based on substan e and the form of value based on an
empty gesture analogous to the giving of a name. In the Ptolemai

period, money

is separated from substan e and begins to fun tion as a pure abstra tion.

In the

Persian period, the pure abstra tion is added to what is substantially valued in
order to guarantee its substan e.
This line of dieren e separating the Persian period from the Ptolemai

period

(the general form from the money form), illustrates perfe tly the dieren e between
the fun tions of the Master Signier in Prov 10:1-5 and in Prov 10:22-27 and 14:1627.

In Prov 10:1-5, the substan e of

m±kyl
210

remained important to our ability

58

to understand the
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luster alongside its fun tion as a Master Signier. Its

ontent

overed over the gap separating the two axes of righteousness and wealth whi h the
luster had developed. In 10:5

m±kyl

fun tioned as a universal equivalent, exible

enough to provide both axes of meaning with some point relative to whi h they
ould

onstitute a series of parallelisms as more than a series of parallelisms, as a

m±kyl

 luster, a small but nonetheless totalized eld of meaning.

In 10:5

be said to fun tion as an empty signier, a signier with no

ontent, insofar as it

represents the subje t for all the other signiers therein.
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Enlil, king of the gods,
who
Majesti

reated teeming mankind,

Ea, who pin hed o their

lay,

The queen who fashioned them
mistress Mami:
Gave twisted words to the human ra e;
They endowed them in perpetuity
with lies and falsehood.
Babylonian Theodi y

What does philosophy designate over its
entire evolution? It's thistheft,
abdu tion, stealing slavery of its
knowledge through the maneuvers of the
master.
Ja ques La an

59

Provisional starting points

Before returning to the main

on ern of the

hapter, the poeti s of totality, it is

lear that we will have to situate ourselves with respe t to a di ult debate. We
pro eed with two un ertainties held in abeyan e, whi h we must here identify and
later, on e our own argument has unfolded, revisit.
Espe ially, we will have to say something about the position for whi h we took
F. Golka as the exemplar. Both the main points of his argumentthe autonomy
212

5

60

The fun tion of mastery

of the individual proverb, and the anthropologi al, rather than literary, basis of
proverbial meaningstand in stark tension to our stated obje tives. Were it determined that Proverbs' proper interpretative frame was the performative situation of

ea h

proverb, our elaboration of the Master-Signier (a signier that totalizes the

manifold as a

singular

but

imper eptible

eld) would be woefully misguided.

With respe t to the spe trum of literary readings, from those that seek to read
all of Proverbs as a

ohesive book to those who

on eive of Proverbs 10-29 as a series

of more or less integrated  lusters, I want to de lare my methodologi al adheren e
to the latter while at the same time maintaining some distan e from the
that arises on e we lend the proverb
the term provisionally as a

regulative

onfusion

luster an aura of obje tive solidity.

I use

idea, in order to set in motion an expanding

sequen e of des riptions. This amounts to a judgment about the eld of view that
best suits a given theoreti al perspe tive.

For our investigation into the logi

of

signi ation, the question is how best to dis lose the motion of metonymy, the way
ea h term in a series is subtly modied by the in lusion of a new term, whose own
meaning is nonetheless solely a fun tion of the series.

Thus as a purely pra ti al

matter, it is the  lusterthe series of 3, 4, 12 proverbswhose s ale is large
enough (unlike the single senten e) that the signier tra es a dete table path, small
enough that the permutations

an be held in the simultaneity of thought. You will

nd no argument here, however, as to the obje tive

ertainty of this or that way of

delimiting things. What I have invariably found in repeated
passages is this: what initially seemed a
long enough, be omes the deeper logi

lear sign of poeti

lose readings of short
demar ation, stared at

of a hen eforth unseen

ontinuity, and vi e

versa. I would be sho ked if it was not the same for the s ribes who undertook the
arrangements in the rst pla e.

60

The fun tion of mastery

Provided we don't lose tra k of these

onditions, we

an resume our investigation

into the fun tion of the La anian Master-Signier, designated

S1.

Initially, what

we experien ed in our eorts to interpret Prov 10:1-5 was the bad innity of an
untotalized system. If we approa hed these verses with the aim of learning about
(how to be. . . how to represent. . . even how to identify) a wise son, we soon ran
into a vi ious

ir uit of self-referen e. No designation was self-su ient; the truth
213
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of ea h statement

ould only be dis erned in relation to the very terms that were

under question. Hen e we found ourselves endlessly os illating between two semes:
righteousness (dened in terms of the prosperity it grants) and prosperity (split
between the

false

prosperity of the wi ked and the

life-granting

prosperity of the

righteous). Life-granting in what sense? In that by it prosperity is granted. How
do we know what kind of prosperity? And so onno matter how many rearrangements are made, there is always one signier too few.
The signier that emerged to intervene in this non-produ tive system was
. How does

ma±kîl (S1) remedy the fundamental

that had failed us in 10:1-4?

ma±kîl

la k in the signifying system (S2)

It does so by dint of its status,

in this parti ular

ontext, as a pure signier without a signied. If what eludes the system is the rm
dierentiation between righteousness and prosperity, then we should read ma±kîl
as a stand-in for the system in its failure; it redupli ates exa tly the va illation
of the system as a whole (see ¶ 57 on page 203) thereby ree ting the failure
of representation into representation itself. A

S1,

ordingly, the mastery of La an's

its invulnerability to the instability of dierential systems, derives from its

stri t identity with the

la k

1 The element whi h represents, in

in the big Other.

the stru ture of the utteran e, the immanen e of its own pro ess of enun iation is
experien ed as a kind of trans endent Guarantee, the element whi h only holds the
pla e of a
of a

ertain la k, whi h is in its bodily presen e nothing but an embodiment

ertain la k, is per eived as a point of supreme plentitude.

In short, pure

dieren e is per eived as Identity exempted from the relational-dierential interplay
and guaranteeing its homogeneity.

2

What we turn to now is parallel a

ountagain the emergen e/fading of a

Master-Signier (S1) that would totalize a dispersed eld of knowledge (S2)but
on a larger s ale. I refer to the ex eptional status of the fear-of Yhwh in relation
to the numerous and variegated attributes of Wisdom. It will help to keep before
us, for a moment longer, the analogous and mu h simpler
semioti

ase of Prov 10:1-5a

problem stru tured around three terms:

1. a positive signied whose essen e set us in motion (a wise son);
2. the aggregate of predi ates that
1

fails to

orrespond to this essen e (righteous-

Thus La an dubs its enun iation the metonymy of nothing.
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iºek, Sublime Obje t, 100.

61

A developmental a

ount of fear

ness, prosperity,. . . not-wi ked, not-famished); and

(ma±kîl)

3. the ex eptional term

that represents the failure of all the others to

signify the universal essen e.
The mu h more

omplex problem of Wisdom as a whole, the totality of Wisdom

that is represented in Proverbs, yet works a

ording to this triadi

stru ture: (1) the

essen e of Wisdom, (2) all the wise things that the senten es tea h, and (3) the
ex eptional term, the fear-of Yhwh, whose enun iation as a pure signier without
a signied is the point at whi h Wisdom's limit and essen e are

onstituted and

endlessly bound.
Now, to speak of the fear-of Yhwh, this famous signier, as
meaninglessness (a mark, pure noise) sma ks of

stri to sensu

ontrariness and a heavy-handed

reading. What seems a more produ tive approa h to pursue and test against the
eviden e of lo al exegesis is to posit a gradual e lipse of meaning, an approa h
towards emptiness that is fully realized only when Proverbs as a whole is pun tuated
by its motto-verse (1:7, 9:10). Our beginning point, therefore, is the meaning that
gets buried by the in reasing dominan e of the master's fun tion.

61

A developmental a

ount of fear

Most dis ussions about the ( ontent of the) fear-of Yhwh en ir le the semanti
sibilities of awe, reveren e, and piety (or religious behavior).

pos-

Rather than posing

distin t, mutually ex lusive options, these three possible meanings of the fear-of

Yhwh often form a sort of interdependent web whose parti ular

onguration is

mostly a result of how it is approa hed. For an initial glimpse of their inter onne tion, we need only note their asso iation with the more familiar and

rude division

between subje tive, instin tual, pre-ree tive experien e on the one hand, and obje tive, intelle tual, so ial behavior on the other. Not infrequently this division gets
transposed onto some kind of progressive framework a
tile,

lamorous, instin tual drives are slowly

ording to whi h the infan-

olonized and

ultured by the rational

dis ipline of the sapiential life. In short, the narrative movement of many

lassi al

arti ulations of the fear-of Yhwh remains bound to a sort of developmentalism of
whi h the

ontemporary

riti

this narrative regardless of the

should be suspi ious. We are attuned to denoun e
ategories through whi h it is told. Take two of the
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most familiar.

In naive Freudian

ategories, the Ego

onquers the Id by submit-

ting the pleasure prin iple to the exigen ies of the reality prin iple. In the vulgar
ategories of religious development, the institutionalization of animism allows it
to be ome a living religion by inevitably setting it on a path toward bureau ra y
and dead piety.

As one matures in wisdom, the fear-of Yhwh grows ever

to knowledge. To return to our initial three semanti
point of jun ture: fear

qua

awe into fear

qua

qua

reveren e

loser

possibilities and establish a

an be understood as the

onversion of fear

piety.

Exemplary in this regard is J. Be ker's monograph, a

ording to whi h the fear of

God develops semanti ally from a numinous fear, i.e., the spontaneous rea tion of

3 to a moment that the a tual fear is almost

humans during an en ounter with God,
wholly e lipsed by

ulti

( hara teristi

erature), moral ( hara teristi

of Deuteronomy and deuteronomisti

of Proverbs), and/or nomisti

( hara teristi

lit-

of Ben

Sira) meanings; in short, the fear of God be omes equivalent to religion and piety.
Thus the fear of God takes the pla e of our abstra t religious
Be ker

4 Although

on epts.

5 his ar-

laims that the emotive, numinous fear has not been totally e lipsed,

gument hardly permits any other

on lusion be ause it maintains a stri t opposition

between the intelle t and ae t alongside its argument for an intelle tualization
of fear.

62

The Anti-Developmentalism of David Clines

D. Clines, in what is the most thorough and detailed re ent examination of the semanti s of the phrase the fear of Yhwh/the fear of God, positions his
in dire t opposition to su h developmental a
the

yr֓h

and

3
4

group [in non-religious

on lusion

ounts. He writes,

ontexts℄ straightforwardly indi ated the normal

ommon human emotion of fear. It is somewhat surprising therefore to dis over

Some texts supporting this

on eption in lude Gen 3:10; Gen 28:17; Exod 3:6; 15:11; Deut 5:5.

Be ker writes of this development, for example, Im Zuge dieser Entwi klung geht das Mo-

ment eigenli her Fur ht fast ganz verloren; Gottesfur ht wird Äquivalent für Religion und Frömmigkeit . . . Gottesverehrung war ihnen mehr Realität als Theorie, da bei ihnen Gottesfur ht die
Stelle unseres abstrakten Begries Religion einnimmt. Joa him Be

Testament.
5

ker,

Rome: Ponti io Istituto Bibli o, 1965, Anale ta Bibli a, 75.

Be ker, 38.
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The Anti-Developmentalism of David Clines

on reading the lexi a and textbooks a well-nigh universal agreement that, broadly
speaking, when God is the obje t of

yr֓

or when the fear of God is mentioned,

there is no referen e to any emotion experien ed by the person but rather to (a)
their attitude of respe t or reveren e towards the deity and/or (b) their ethi al

6

behavior.

He

ites as representative of this view G. Wanke in

Brown, Driver and Briggs lexi on, et al.

TDNT,

Stähli in

TDOT,

the

We think Clines helpfully shows that

(1) ultimately, the use of the word fear in what he

alls religious

ontexts does

not entail an elimination of the ae tive, and (2) that the developmental s hema

7 However, exa tly what the fear-of Yhwh signies

involves several false oppositions.

for Clines remains un lear. He insists that the prin iple issue
a

on erns maintaining

lear delineation of the dieren e between denotation and
I believe that the whole edi e of a moral, ethi al, and
phrase `fear of God' is built on a
of denotation and

onnotation.

ulti

meaning for the

onfusion of sense and referen e, whi h is to say,

onnotation. My

on lusion is that the

yr֓

word group always

signies the emotion of fear (whi h is its sense or denotation), but that sometimes
that emotion leads to a tions (whi h are then its referen e or

onnotation).

In

brief, when people do not lie, for example, be ause of the `fear of God', it does
not mean that they do not lie be ause they behave ethi ally but be ause they are
afraid of God and of the

8

onsequen es he may exa t of them for lying.

[W℄hile no doubt to fear God implies also to be in awe of him and to show him
respe t, and while those who fear God engage in appropriate ethi al and religious
behavior pre isely be ause they fear the
only be

6

onsequen es of not doing so, these

an

onnotations of `fear'; the terms for fear studied above mean no more and

David J.A. Clines,  `The Fear of the Lord is Wisdom' (Job 28:28): A Semanti

Study . In Ellen van Wolde, editor,

Job 28: Cognition in Context.

and Contextual

Leiden: Brill, 2003, Bibli al

Interpretation 64, 62.

7
he is

It is, however, questionable whether Clines is

ritiquing what his opponents' say or whether

ritiquing a possible but not ne essary impli ation of their arguments.

Rather than a la k

of referen e to emotion, in most of his examples (and others) the pious meaning of fear be omes
independent of its emotive meaning.

Fear is depi ted as a more or less mythi al (not

ground of ae t subsequently subjugated to the

Symboli

ognised)

world of the sages and given a theologi al

meaning, after whi h the fear-of Yhwh begins to fun tion independently of its emotive ground.
But any overstatement of his opponents' position is not ne essarily fatal to Clines' argument.

8

Clines, 64.
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9

no less that the emotion of fear.

There are at least three problems with Clines' argument.
First, his

on lusions overstep the allowan es of the denotation- onnotation dis-

tin tion, whi h
and

an in no way bear the universal burden he assigns it. Denotation

onnotation distinguish two signifying relationships through re ourse to the

more natural or fa tual signi ation of the former over the latter. Just as we reje ted
Berlin's

laim to have found a foundation for semanti

parallelism in

ommon-sense

(apropos her weak-strong versus weak-blond distin tion), so too must we reje t
Clines'

laim that denotation provides him a foundation for the semanti s of fear.

Su h a distin tion is all the more suspi ious in this

ase insofar as it is made with

re ourse to a kind of mythi al emotive state as a universal.
denotation from its
analyti

onnotation in a signifying system

tool, but its very dependen e upon the logi

To distinguish fear's

ould indeed be a useful

of signi ation renders any

suggestion of an eternal or universal denotation nonsensi al. As R. Barthes has put
it, denotation is not the rst meaning, but pretends to be so; under this illusion, it
is ultimately no more than the last of the
to establish and

onnotations (the one whi h seems both

lose the reading), the superior myth by whi h the text pretends to

return to the nature of language, to language as nature.
of that superior myth by whi h Clines establishes a

10 . We should be skepti al

ertain denotation of fear as

natural, fear's rst meaning, whi h he laments is unfortunately
mere se ondary

onfused with its

onnotations; and of the way his gesture aims to arrange all the

meanings of a text in a

ir le around the hearth of denotation (the hearth:

enter,

11
guardian, refuge, light of truth).
The se ond problem with Clines' argument is that his

laims are disingenuous

insofar as fear's denotation is not obvious but pre isely what is under dispute among
bibli al s holars. For example,
The formula

H2 O

onsider Waltke's statement on the fear of God.

is not the same as the dierentiated two parts of hydrogen

and one part of oxygen, and

on rete does not exist without mixing

ement and

water. Even as one will not understand buttery by analyzing butter and y
independently, so also fear of the Lord

annot be understood by studying fear

and the Lord in isolation from ea h other. The expression is a

9
11

10

Clines, 69-70.
Barthes, 7.

12

Roland Barthes,

S/Z.

New York: Hill and Wang, 1974, 9.

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 100.
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12

ompound.

63

ount of

Fear

laries our point that a

on-

Prov 14:2a non-ae tive a

Without ne essarily endorsing his argument, his quote

notation in one signifying system is no natural thing and

an be ome a denotation in

another. What Clines takes for granted is nothing other than what's being debated;
an fear be taken as a signier on its own that denotes an emotion in Proverbs or
does it, perhaps together with of Yhwh, form a signier whose denotation must
be dened as something else altogether (e.g., piety, humility, reveren e, et .)?
The third and, for our purposes, most produ tive problem with Clines' argument
is the way he denes fear in terms of an emotion that somehow too easily drifts into
the mythi al realm of spe ious explanations in terms of a pseudo-s ienti
ae tivity, and so on.

For Clines, fear in religious

biology,

ontexts is always the ee t

of un ertainty about God's disposition toward oneself. Fear is the feeling that one
is (potentially) guilty and thus in store for divine punishment unless one a ts in
a

ordan e with God's will. Thus the sage only fears from within the

on eptual

oordinates supplied by the law, in this

ase a fairly stri t retribution theology

but whi h we would want to expand, in a

ordan e with the fundamental insights

a hieved by psy hoanalysis, to simply mean the renun iations imposed on all subje ts by the so io-symboli

order they inhabit.

How, then,

an one establish any

lear- ut dieren e between fear, the law, and reveren e for the law (piety). Though
Clines has them

ondently sorted, they appear inextri ably entangled, ea h to the

others. The relationship between fear and the law is a produ tive eld of inquiry
but by no means settled.
fear-of Yhwh o

Se ond, it is simply not the

ase that everywhere the

urs retribution thought oers the appropriate ba kground for un-

derstanding it. Let us dispel of the latter problem with re ourse to Prov 14:2 before
turning to the former.

63

Prov 14:2a non-affe tive a

ount of

Fear

Proverbs 14:2 reads
He who walks in uprightness fears

Yhwh,

but he who is devious in his ways despises him.

Relying on the semioti s of parallelism developed in the previous hapter (on pages 175
180) we

an express the proverbs' semanti
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who walks upright

he despises him

contrariety

(+) implication

(-) implication

fears Yhwh

contrariety
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who perverts his way
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Figure 5.1: Prov 14:2fearing versus despising

The square suggests that nothing mu h

an be said of the fear-of Yhwh in this

text. Proverbs 14:2 tea hes that to walk uprightly is not to despise God, whi h is
understood as
proverb.

ontradi tory to the fear-of Yhwh, itself taken for granted by the

The fear-of Yhwh thus fun tions to quilt together an axis of meaning

reated by the opposition of upright versus devious behavior, i.e., an ethi al or
pious axis, and the disposition of the individual to Yhwh.

The word

bwz, bzh

(despise) is never any sort of natural or pseudo-biologi al response; its meanings
denote no emotive dimension that

ould be divor ed from their asso iation with

the law. It is used of obje ts e.g., birthright in Gen 25:34 and images in Ps 73:20,
but mostly denotes an expression of inappropriate so io- ultural relations between
parties of unequal status that dishonors or shames one or both parties, e.g., mother
and son in Prov 15:20; divine and human in 1 Sam 2:30. Perhaps most importantly,
it also o

urs parallel to fear in Prov 13:13, where the obje ts of

are the word and a

ontempt and fear

ommand. It would therefore be extremely di ult to argue

that it formed a purely emotive axis with fear, i.e., an axis separate from, or at
least primary with respe t to, the law and the Symboli
13

If we take the proverb as part of a

13 In essen e, be ause

order.

luster e.g., vv. 1-7 or vv. 1-15, the behavioral

onnotations

mount and it seems even more likely that the fear-of Yhwh signies an ethi al dimension that
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of the lo ation of the fear-of Yhwh as the fourth, empty term of the square,

ould

re eive the emotive meaning Clines

laims, and we

14 it

ould even suppose that

some sage(s) invested it with just su h a meaning from time to time, but to say
that it is ne essarily so and not otherwise has no basis in the text.

Yhwh, stri tly speaking, has no ne essary
the pla e of a

The fear-of

ontent in this proverb; it simply holds

ertain la k so that something

an be taught about walking uprightly.

The fear-of Yhwh an hors the signi ation of despising him (whi h the proverb
tea hes is the impli ation of a

rooked path with respe t to an upright walker) by

giving it a referen e point, thus
do with Yhwh's

reating an axis of signi ation that has nothing to

onsequential a tivity to these

ontradi tory subje tive positions

(i.e. fear and loathing) and everything to do with the sage's a tivity toward Yhwh.

64

Prov 15:33alternative developmental traje tories

Having found Clines' ambivalen e about fear's relationship to the law unsatisfa tory
(it is both

ause and ee t), does this mean we advo ate another kind of develop-

mental thesis on the fear-of Yhwh's meaning?

What is the relationship between

fear and the law?
Our thesis is that the fun tion of the law tra es the path of fear and not vi e
versa. To say that fear means being afraid is

ompletely unsatisfa tory and not only

be ause it is a tautology. The law is ne essary for any fear of God to exist; no a tion
or thought

an eli it the fear of God unless it is mediated through a

matrix that supplies it with a
intends to go beyond the

14

15 In this sense

ertain fearfulness with respe t to God.

al ulation of the sage's self-interest.

It is possible to take fears Yhwh as the subje t of Prov 14:2a ( f.

O'Connor,

An Introdu tion to Bibli al Hebrew Syntax.

T & T Clark, 1899, ICC, 281), in whi h

Bru e K. Waltke/M.

Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990,

132-35; Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 576, n.5; Crawford H. Toy,

be despises him.

ertain Symboli

The Book of Proverbs.

Edinburgh:

ase the subje t of the B line would presumably need to

We would then read, The one who fears Yhwh walks in uprightness, but the

one who despises him is devious in his ways. The pedagogi al aim of this
to tea h us about the path of a fearer of Yhwh.

onguration would be

This path is not devious, a judgment that is

equally di ult to sequester to an emotive realm away from the law.

15

Here we follow La an's profound reversal of a

entral theme in Freud, whi h A. Johnston

formulates as follows: The libidinal life of the subje t is not a
for es, but an out ome

onsequen e of a bundle of internal

onditioned by an external matrix of mediation; Adrian Johnston,
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our position is aligned with those
That is, even though we a
it impossible to

lassi al

on eptions Clines is so eager to dismiss.

ept his reje tion of any naive developmentalism, we nd

ome to any other

on lusion than that the Symboli

law

onditions

any and every expression of fear we have in Proverbs. Where we agree with Clines,
however, will be evident in our treatment of Prov 15:33, whi h makes it

lear that

what he takes to be a quasi-biologi al emotive for e is better understood as fear's
ability to fun tion as a

ause. That is, Clines erroneously attributes to an emotive

denotation the reason why fear leads to
reje ting this

ertain a tions in religious

ontexts but, in

ausal explanation, we nonetheless follow him in re ognizing a pre ise

stru tural distan e between the fear-of Yhwh and pious a tion in

ertain texts. To

anti ipate, we will nd two axes of meaning a hieved by the fear-of Yhwh in Prov
10-29 that roughly

orrespond to the distin tion between form and

ontent.

To grasp the kind of developmentalism proposed here whi h, as we said above, is
better

on eived as a fading than an a

umulation of the fear-of Yhwh's meaning,

16

we turn to Prov 15:33, a text often evoked to support the developmental theory.
The fear of the Lord is the instru tion of wisdom,
and humility

omes before honor.

What is the subje t of this proverb?

Driven: Metapsy hology and the Splitting of the Drive.

Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University

Press, 2005, Northwestern University Studies in Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy, 212
f. La an's dis ussion of desire in e.g., Ja ques La an,

Anxiety, 1962-1963.,
16

The Seminar of Ja ques La an, Book X:

1/16/63.

This proverb, even more unambiguously than 14:2, la ks any evo ation of emotive semanti

ategories.
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fear of Yhwh

contrariety

(+) implication

before glory

(-) implication

instruction of wisdom

contrariety
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humility
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Figure 5.2: Prov 15:33fear in relation to humility and honor.

Again, with the help of our semioti s of parallelism, we

an say that this proverb

renders the traits of fear-of Yhwh and humility identi al in terms of their prerequisite status, respe tively, for wise instru tion and honor.

17 What the proverb

aims to tea h (evident in its pedagogi al axis) is thus that the fear-of Yhwh, insofar as the fearer-of-Yhwh

an be dened as humble when open to the instru -

tion/dis ipline of wisdom, pre ipitates honor. This proverb tea hes nothing about
the ae tivity of the fear-of Yhwh, its lesson

on erns the stru tural

onne tion

between the fear-of Yhwh and honor, whi h is somewhat paradoxi ally (insofar as
humility implies a

ertain la k vis-à-vis the assumption of honor) made by humility.

Proverbs 15:33 tea hes that dishonor

omes from the pride of the fearer-of-Yhwh;

or, that the fear-of Yhwh implies honor.
17

This proverb may seem odd in the

ontext of our dis ussion of the poeti s of parallelism. We

have almost ex lusively dealt with so- alled antitheti al parallelism parallelism in whi h the
valen e of the B line is the opposite of A (A righteous one . . . but a wi ked one . . . )whereas this
proverb

ontains synonymous parallelismthe B line repeats the value of A. Thus, in this

should read the

ontradi tory axes as establishing an identity and the

ase, we

ontrary axes as establishing

an equivalen e. This may also be a good pla e to remind the reader that this dissertation aims not
at any orthodox semioti s but rather unabashedly uses the tools of semioti s only to the extent
that they aid the interpretive pro ess. On the usefulness of the square, see Jameson, Foreword.
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At this point we
semanti

an identify a rst moment in our sear h for a substantial

meaning of the fear-of Yhwh in Prov 10-29, namely, to fear-of Yhwh

means to anti ipate honor, understood as a parti ular ee t of wise instru tion.
This proverb, therefore, would be better referred to as a mediator than an ex ep-

18 The former term

tion.

instru tion,
onsidered

hara teristi
hara teristi

aptures the proverb's

of Prov 1-9 ( f. 1:7), and its

Furthermore, it is

ontent) of 15:33's meaning that is, I think, what's

behind many of the developmental a

ould

onne tion to retribution,

of the fear-of Yhwh in Prov 10-29.

the temporality (and not the

Fox, for example,

onne tion of the fear-of Yhwh to

ites Prov 15:33 to

ounts of the fear-of Yhwh in Proverbs. M.
onne t a prior moment of emotive fear, whi h

arry any number of meanings (he

ites possibilities su h as worry, uneasi-

ness, trepidation and re ognizes that all are dependent upon the subje t), to its
ognitive meaning.

Fox writes, The fear of the Lord is the

musar

of wisdom

19 Unlike Be ker, Fox
its propaedeuti , the dis ipline that prepares the way to it.
maintains an emotional essen e to the fear-of Yhwh even though they both adopt
similar positions on its semanti

development. This emotional essen e seems to be

in-itself a simple, unree tive, feeling of unease that is not known or

ognised unless

it be omes for-us through a

On e

oupling with the knowledge of God.

oupled,

the fear-of Yhwh develops as something like a known feeling, for whi h he nds
the term  ons ien e useful. In his
If the

ommentary on Prov 2, he writes,

hild does his partthe other parties will obviously do theirshis fear of

God will move to a higher stage, as des ribed in [Prov 2℄.

The simple fear of

divine anger that prompted the rst, juvenile steps towards wisdom matures into a
reasoned,

ognitive

ons ien e. The fear of God at the mature stage is the obje t of

understanding (2:5a) and is dened by the parallel as a form of knowledge (2:5b).
Fear of God be omes

ons ien e, an inner sense of right and wrong and a desire

20
to do what is right.
Fox's a

ount of fear's semanti

development, then, is from a passive, basi ally

un ognised unease asso iated with retribution theology, to an a tive, thoughtful
desire to do the right thing.
18

For the latter, see Murphy, Proverbs.

19

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 68.
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20

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 112.

65

65

Two axes of fear

Two axes of fear

But we should try to put a stop to these oppositions and axes of meaning that
threaten to proliferate into a eld that
there some way to

ould mean anything and its opposite.

reate some semblan e of order without redu ing the

of the fear-of Yhwh in Prov 10-29? As a rst step, we should

Is

omplexity

on isely state so as

to denoun e a false opposition whi h obs ures the meaning of the fear-of Yhwh.
The development of the fear-of Yhwh, regardless of how one
not

on eives it, does

orrespond to any division between intelle t and ae t. Both retribution and

instru tion, to take the most

ommonly used

upon the subje t's lo ation within a Symboli

ategories, are equally dependent

order of meaning or, said dierently,

neither immediately expresses some raw instin t nor is redu ible to pure
Although there are a

ouple verses that suggest a negative emotive

of the fear-of Yhwh may be present (Fox

ognition.

onnotation

ites Prov 14:27 and 24:21-22), it is not

a simple fear that is prior to meaning or knowledge of God.
to be, at least in Prov 14:27b and 24:21-22, a

It rather appears

al ulated desire to avoid sudden

harm. Conversely, those proverbs in 10-29 that evoke the instru tional

onnotations

more asso iated with Prov 1-9, e.g., 14:2 and 15:33, are no less emotive for their
onnotations of feelings more often labeled positive.
Here we

an expand the rst meaning of the fear-of Yhwh arrived at above:

more than anti ipating the re eption of the honorable ee ts of wise instru tion,
the fear-of Yhwh also anti ipates the avoidan e of the harmful ee ts of folly. In
Prov 10-29 the fear-of Yhwh is asso iated with honor (15:33), with life and
dwelling satised (19:23), with ri hes and honor and life (22:4), and with avoiding deathly snares (14:27), with atoning for wi kedness and avoiding evil (16:6),
and with not being met with harm (19:23). The fear-of Yhwh makes divine blessing phenomenally a

essible to the sage's experien e.

But this is not to say that

the fear-of Yhwh produ es these experien es immediately in every

ase. There is

a sense in whi h it means, in Prov 10-29, the experien e of obtaining the blessings
and avoiding the

urses that retribution theology promises the one who lives up-

rightly and is not devious (e.g., 16:6). But there is also a sense in whi h it means
the behavior that pre ipitates, and thus allows the sage to anti ipate, the
these ee ts (e.g., 15:33).
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What exa tly is the relationship between the anti ipation and the realization of
su h ee ts? At the outset we

an note their mutual ex lusivity in relation to one

another; one only anti ipates from a position of la k. But this hardly

laries mat-

ters satisfa torily. How far does this mutual ex lusivity go? Are we to see in these
two

ontradi tory meanings a battle in whi h one wins at the end? Does the fear-of

Yhwh as anti ipation somehow prevent any realization from ever o
realization forever satisfy anti ipation?
resolve this

omplexly diale ti

urring? Does

For the moment, we need not attempt to

ontradi tion, for both moments leave unambiguous

the impossibility of dening the fear-of Yhwh in terms of a positive quality in the
obje t or referent.
The obje t

an absolutely not be

meanings of the fear-of Yhwh

ited as the ba kground against whi h these

an be adjudi ated. To do so would be to imagine that

the sages applied some sort of dire t referential s heme to the material
of their lives (whi h is the

onditions

omplaint any tea her re eives from his or her students

soon after introdu ing the book of Proverbs).

On the

ontrary, proverbs su h as

15:16 suggest otherwise.
Better is a little with the fear-of

Yhwh

than great treasure and, with it, trouble.

The fear-of Yhwh relates to the experien e of reward or punishment, but these do
not possess some inherent meaning; they re eive their signi ation from within the
Symboli

world of the sages.

That is to say, a little

an be enjoyed as the sage's

reward for upright living just as easily as the anti ipation or even the realization of
abundan e (Prov 19:23).
Thus our attention is turned ba k in a Kantian loop to the fearer
Some of the proverbs in whi h the fear-of Yhwh o
distinguished as having a

qua

subje t.

urs in Prov 10-29 are easily

on ern for one or the other, for the pre ipitating behav-

ior or for the experien ed realization of righteousness within a retributive theology
(whether that is punishment-avoided or reward-obtained). But others seem to asso iate it with both meanings, or at least it
For example, the

l

in Prov 19:23

ould be interpreted in either dire tion.

ould be read resultantly (as in the JPS, He who

fears the Lord earns life. . . ) or emphati ally expressing a state (as in the NRSV,
The fear of the Lord is life indeed. . . ). This leads us to the ree ted

identity

anti ipation and realization, the fa t that they so easily slide into one another.
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It is obvious that anti ipation does not only mean la k, for at some level the
la k itself produ es a sliver of the enjoyment it allegedly defers.
realization doesn't simply mean pure enjoyment; there is a

And

onversely,

ertain enjoyment lost

at any realization of desire. But this does not make the distin tion useless. In order
to understand why and to address the question we formed above about the nature
of the relationship between these two meanings of the fear-of Yhwh, we have to
a

ount for the aspe t of time involved in both meanings.
Thinking through the temporal paradoxes involved in shift from anti ipation

to realization (and in the reverse dire tion as well), we

an see that there is no

neutral ba kground of retributive existen e behind these two meanings of the fearof Yhwh despite the fa t that Prov 10-29 relates both meanings to retribution
theology. The anti ipatory meaning of the fear-of Yhwh serves as something like a
trans endental

ondition for the possibility of the realized meaning. The sage

an

experien e blessing as a benet of being wise or suering as a punishment for being
foolish, or he

an

on eive righteousness as an identiable feature of a diversity

of obje ts only on the basis of some

x

whi h is itself timeless, ex luded from the

eld of possible experien e by the fear of Yhwh. In its anti ipatory meaning then,
the fear-of Yhwh means that any nal totalization of wisdom as a

oherent eld

of meaning remains forever in omplete, relegated to some ideal point to whi h the
sage himself

an never gain a

deferring a tion, a Symboli
in the

ess. This is the meaning of the fear-of Yhwh as a

designation for the in reasing resistan e Wisdom oers

ourse of the subje t's approa h to it.

The fear-of Yhwh is the position

of humility that anti ipates honor and instru tion in wisdom in 15:33; it means
ever-deferring the possibility that one needs no more instru tion in wisdom, that
one is fully honorable.

The fear-of Yhwh is the assuran e that some timeless

position outside of the sage's own temporal experien e exists, giving the sage a
(virtual) referen e point by whi h his/her diverse experien es

as

wisdom.

an relate and

ohere

As a designation for something realized, the fear-of Yhwh refers to

the temporal experien e of sapiential life (the notion of a sear h or pro ess that
both Crenshaw and Rose saw as t metaphors for Wisdom), whi h is founded on
the basis of a doubled moment of positing/exluding Wisdom's timeless essen e from
lived experien e, this ex lusion being the

ondition of possibility for the emergen e

of wisdom and folly as meaningful distin tions in real life.
227
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means, in its anti ipatory sense, the making timeless of a Wisdom that
known so that the fear-of Yhwh in its temporal sense
sage

an know the real

annot be

an exist, that is, so that the

ontent and ee ts of wisdom and folly. The fear-of Yhwh,

in both its senses, provides the basis on whi h the sage

an enjoy a meaningful

life wherein wisdom, folly, evil, righteousness, reward, punishment, et .

an be

endlessly disputed, be ause they must be, i.e. they are never nalizable.
The fear-of Yhwh begins to stand for this empty spa e of

ontestation in

21 This, rather than emotive ognitive or retributioninstru tion, we ar-

Proverbs.

gue, best des ribes the transition of the meaning(s) of the fear-of Yhwh in Proverbs.
In the rest of the
textual

hapter, we argue that this transition is exposed in two privileged

lusters. Despite be oming formally empty its ee ts

an be seen in

ertain

privileged moments in Proverbs.

66

Fading

We have tried to indi ate something of the
way it straddles multiple semanti

omplexity of the fear-of Yhwh, the

domains and perhaps means only the spe i

perspe tive from whi h this multipli ity

an be resolved, if not into a unity at least

into a harmony. That is what our analysis of Prov 14:2 and 15:33 led us to believe. In
terms of our larger thesis, whi h seeks to des ribe a fading whose zero-degree marks
the stru tural fun tion of the Master-Signier, we will be better served observing
it, the fear-of Yhwh, amidst a metonymi
emerge in a

sequen e

movement whose patterns would only

of proverbs, in the kind of substitutions and

ondensations

we dis losed in our reading of Prov 10:1-5.
It is for this reason that we nd the notion of a proverb  luster  linked to the
work of S orali k (1995) and Heim (2001)useful: not as the sa rosan t unit of
sapiential

omposition, but for the pra ti al benets se ured by its medium length.

A ross its span of ten or so verses we will be able to see the pro essual quality
21

M. Fox argues that the fear-of Yhwh's most important role o

whi h the sage adjudi ates the

urs when it be omes that by

ontent of wisdom and folly in the midst of

ontradi tory experien es

and meanings. This is why he uses the term  ons ien e to refer to the fear-of Yhwh; it motivates
right behavior even when so ially enfor ed san tions do not exist or
Proverbs 1-9, 70 This

annot be ome ee tive. Fox,

itation has the added benet of illustrating the substantial

spa e ee ts in spite of its formal emptiness.
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Proverbs 14:16-27: text and translation

But, at the same time, the

luster is not so

apitonnage

will not ex eed the

lusters (14:16-27; 10:22-27,

hosen for the way

onstituted in the moment of

apa ity of our mind to register it.
The justi ation for parti ular

in whi h the fear-of Yhwh stru tures ea h of them as a unity)
in retrospe t in that these passages make
be omes

invisible

at the point of its

fear-of Yhwh is the

67

r֓²yt

ompletionwhen Proverbs states that the

Proverbs 14:16-27: text and translation

Reading

yare֓

22 and turns from evil,

16a

The wise one fears

16b

but the fool is overrun.

17a

The short-tempered make folly,

17b

and a planner

23 and trusts.24

25 is hated.

as a qal parti iple (rather than a substantival adje tive),

sense as the parallel predi ative

ûbt.e ah.
23

a transformation whose movement

of Wisdom, Wisdom's rst step and its highest end.

h.akam yare֓ w esar mera֒
ûk esîl mit֒abber ûbt.e ah.
q e.sar-֓appayim ya֒a±eh ֓iwwelet
w e֓î² m ezimmt yi±±ane֓
22

visible

an be grasped only

onstru tions:

w sar
e

and he turns;

arrying same a tive

mit֒abber

he is overrun;

and he trusts.

I do not mean here to downplay the semi

rendering of

mit ֒abber
e

register of

anger

that is ree ted in the usual English

to be hot-headed (NIV); throws o restraints (RSV); he rageth

(KJV)but rather to insist upon two additional nuan es of the Hebrew: (1) the passive sense of
the hitpael parti iple; and (2) the semanti

link with

֒br

by whi h anger is

blurring emotional/interpersonal boundaries, letting them be

24

rossed

onsidered a matter of

or, even better,

It is in my opinion an interpretative error to overlay the translation of

judgementis

bt.h.

transgressed.
with a moral

areless (NASB); is re kless (NIV); and yet feels se ure (Waltke). The positive

bt.h. are entirely derived from the obje t of trust that is being
trust in Yhwh ( f. Psa 115:10,11) and in the one do not
trust in nothingness ( f. Isa 59:4) the meaning of bt.h. is pre isely the same: to trust, to pla e
onden e in, to rest at ease in. Furthermore, to avoid a premature moral evaluation of bt
. h. is
espe ially ru ial in this passage in light of its resolution in terms of a mibtah
..
25
e
As with the ase of bt
h
above,
it
is
problemati
to
render
m
zimm
ah
as
a
term of unambiguous
..
and negative valen es asso iated with
onsidered.

Thus in the injun tion to

depravity, as in man of wi ked devi es (KJV),  rafty man (NIV), man of evil devi es (NASB).
(It is perhaps even

less

desirable to alter the sense of the verb

dis retion is patient.) Here it
views

m ezimmah

y e±±ane֓

as does the RSV: a man of

annot be overlooked that Proverbs (in all but one instan e24:8)

as a positive quality, the a hievement of whi h is one of the notable pedagogi al

ends of the bookto give to the naive shrewdness, to the young knowledge and dis retion
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nah. alû p eta֓yim ֓iwwelet
wa֒arûmîm yaktirû da֒at
²ah.û ra֒îm lipnê .tbîm
ûr e²a֒îm ֒al-²a֒arê .saddîq

18a

The naive inherit folly,

18b

but the shrewd are

19a

The evil ones will bow down before the good ones,

19b

but the wi ked ones are over the gates of the righteous.

rowned with knowledge.

···

gam-l ere֒ehû

yi±±ane֓ ra²
w e֓oh abê ֒a²îr rabbîm
baz-l ere֒ehû h.t.e֓
ûm eh.nen ֒anayîm ֓a²rayw

20a

Even by a neighbor are the poor hated,

20b

but those who love a ri h-man are many.

21a

The one who despises his neighbor is a sinner,

21b

but the one who is gra ious to the poorblessed is he.

···

h al֓-yit֒û

h.or²ê ra֒
w eh.esed we֓emet h.or²ê .tb
b ekol-֒es.eb yihyeh mtar
d ebar-± epatayim ֓ak-l emah.sr
֒a.teret h. akamîm ֒o²ram
֓iwwelet k esîlîm ֓iwwelet
mas..sîl n epa²t ֒ed ֓emet
w eyapi ah. k ezabîm mirmah

22a

Do not those who devise evil err?

22b

but loyalty and faithfulness are good in silen e

23a

By every toil will

23b

but a thing of spee h is only for want.

24a

The

24b

and the folly of fools is folly.

25a

What delivers someone is true testimony,

25b

but a lying witness

ome prot,

rown of the wise is their wealth,

27 is trea hery itself.

···

b eyir֓at yhwh mibt.ah.-֒oz
ûl ebanayw yihyeh mah.seh
yir֓at yhwh m eqr h.ayyîm
lasûr mimmoq²ê mawet

zimmah)  (Prov 1:4).
26
h.or²ê .tb should

In the fear-of Yhwh is a strong safe-house,

26b

and for his

27a

the fear-of Yhwh is the sour e of life

27b

for turning from the snares of death.

onstru t

ommon attributive genitive wherein the absolute

onstru tion in v 16,
person. The

hildren it will be a refuge.

be read as an epexegeti al genitivereferring to those whose goodness is

found in their quiet bearingin whi h the
more

26a

q s.ar-֓appayim
e

onditions the absolute, as opposed to the
onditions the

onstru t. We nd the same

referring to a temper that is short, not an intemperate short

riti al feature of the parallelism, whi h the translation obs ures, is the pun on

h.r² ,

whi h means both to devise and to be silent.

27

yapi ah. k ezabîm ( f. Prov 6:19, 12:17, 14:5, 19:5,9) is to be analyzed in relation
noun yph
. , whi h is synonymous to the Hebrew ֒ed . See D. Pardee  YPH
. `Witness'

The idiomati

to the Ugariti
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The unity and logi

The unity and logi

of Prov 14:16-27

of Prov 14:16-27

The unity of the passage is to be found in the form of a resolution to an impasse
around the idea of trust.

Verse 16

and avoidan eturning from evil
ounsels a bearing of
...

bt.e ah.) .

elebrates an ethi al posture of fear

(sar mera֒)

autious mistrust in

On the one hand, the

that Wisdom ideology has in the

rather than

(yare֓)

leaving to good.

It

e
ontrast to the fool who trusts (k sîl

ondemnation of trust raises a sharp di ulty

ontext of the Bible, a di ulty that is in this

heightened by the pre eding referen es to Yhwh and those that

ase

ome at the end of

this passage (vv 2, 26, 26). These are unavoidably evo ations of a trans-ethi al and
indeed trans- ognitive demand for absolute trust.
that v 16's

ounsel to fear takes up and fo uses a theme the previous verses have

broa hed in a diuse way. We
10

28 On the other hand, I would say

ould

all it the opa ity of meaning.

The heart knows its own bitterness,
yet in its joy no stranger shares.

12

There is a way that seems right. . .
but its end is the way to death.

13

Even in laughter the heart is sad,
and the end of joy is grief.

15

The naive believe every word,
but the

lever

onsider their steps.

We are thus introdu ed to several oppositions in these lines: what is
what is
is

naive

publi

,

apparent

versus

essential, super ial versus deep ; a posture that
riti al. These form a re ognizable onstellation of ideas

versus

versus one that is

that v 16

private

rystallizes in the language of fear:

The wise one fears and turns from evil
but the fool is overrun and trusts.
in Hebrew and Ugariti ,

28

The paradigmati

VT

28[1978℄, 204-213.

ase of trust

beyond

ethi s is, of

ourse, Gen 22the near sa ri e of Isaa .

In less extreme arti ulations, trust in Yhwh is the basis for a se ure livelihood and so iety. Psalm
4:6, for example, urges Trust in Yhwh
thereafter. For you alone, Yhwh,

(bit.h.û ֓el-yhwh)!'

The justi ation for this

ause me to dwell se urely

231
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The problemati

tension between fear and trust motivates the subsequent verses

until a resolution is rea hed in vv 26-27. The organizing rubri

of problemsolution

dis loses three distin t moments that the poem works through:



vv 16-21, the problem is posed;



vv 22-25 supply a



vv 26-27 give the true solution though not in the sense of a dire t, positive

ompelling but ultimately false solution;

over oming.
This solution

omes by a very smart re-situating of the three termsfear, turn,

trustee ted by the spe i ation of fear's proper obje t, the fear-of Yhwh.

16

...fears
turns-from
(does not) trust

26

fear of YHWH
a strong trust

27

fear of YHWH
to turn from the snares of death

Figure 5.3: Prov 14:16-27fear, turn, and trust as framing elements.

In this re onguration, fear be omes the very

basis

for authenti

trust (a strong

mibt.ah.-֒oz). And the turn is not the withdrawal from vibrant relationships
the turn inward, or away from others it is rather a turn from the old snare of
death (lasûr mimmoq²ê mawet).

trust
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Lo al infinities

The perspe tive we take on these verses will be dierent than it was with Prov
10:1-5.

Before our

entral operation was the redu tion of a series of rather self-

assured propositions, whose surfa es somewhat resisted the alienating imposition
of semioti
in the

analysis.

One is forgiven for silently raising the question of pedantry

ourse of analyzing su h oppositions as wisdom-folly or lazy-diligent; aren't

these self-explanatory, true of

ertain semanti

pairs

by denition ?

oer ions of the text, what had to be demonstrated in ea h
brazen promise/blu of a founding moment that of

Against the

ase was the rather

ourse never materializes: whole

superstru tures of proverbs rooted in la k, the absen e of denition and explanation
o

ulted by the benumbing assuran es of familiarity.
This text (14:16-21) seems to be doing something quite dierent, a fa t to whi h

we are alerted to by the quite dierent logi
Rather than the looping

of

onne tion, one proverb to another.

ir uits of substitution that

hara terized 10:1-5 (wisdom

dened in terms lial pleasure dened in terms of righteousness dened in terms of
prosperity dened in terms of, again, lial pleasure), Prov 14:16-21 takes up three
sapiential axioms



vv 16-17: the benets of pruden e over passion



vv 18-19: the so ial esteem that a



20-21: the importan e of being gra ious to the poor

without in any way trying to
referen e to another. The

rues to the wise and righteous and

onne t them or solve the antimonies of one with

onventional ideas regarding ea h pair are tested, found

la king, and dis arded.
I do not think this amounts to a shift vis-à-vis the positional, topologi al analysis previously undertaken in the mode of Greimassian semioti s, but it does seem
to

all from it a dierent explanatory

synthesis

and

substitution

apa ity.

In

ontrast to the me hanisms of

our previous analyses attended to, it seems that this

one will turn its fo us on the innite divisibility of what we had mistakenly taken
for fundamental

ategories.

Against the tenden y to leave o with our analysis

at the point of obviousness, the self-explanatory termsu h givens are thrown into
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doubt

by this

29 Operating behind su h a suspi ious posture to-

luster of sayings.

wards a risk that seems at least likely in

any

intersubje tive event must be a theory

about the ubiquity of false spee h. The foolishness of trust

(bt.h. , v 16b), however,

is not here tra ed, at least not primarily, to what we usually mean by lyingthe
blameworthy a t of intentionally de eivingbut turns on the fundamental impossibility of saying what you mean and meaning what you say. In the multipli ation
of slight semanti

shifts the

onventional formulas of wisdomthe superiority of

pruden e over passion, the a

rual of honor to the righteous, the ethi s of showing

ompassion to the poorare made to say their exa t opposite.

Pruden e versus passion
The wise one fears and turns from evil
but the fool is overrun and trusts.
The respe tive grammati al subje ts of vv 16a and 16b
onventional opposition, the

h.akam

versus the

k esîl

onstitute Proverbs' most
.

Predi ated of these are

two more elaborated parti ipial phrases, giving us the following dispensation of
ategorial terms.

-)%

wise

´ &LK :C4=/

contrariety

(+) implication

fears and turns from evil

overrun and trusts

(-) implication

contrariety

3: / :2# : '

foolish

+'2)

Figure 5.4: Prov 14:16pruden e versus passion
29

F. Jameson's warnings as to the reifying tenden ies of Greimas's square are highly relevant. He

writes, the four primary terms need to be

on eived polysemi ally, ea h one

arrying within in its

own range of synonyms, and of the synonyms of its synonymsnone of them exa tly

234

oterminous

69
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ontradi tory relationship supposed between, on one hand, emotional involu-

tion and trust, and on the other, distan ing and wariness

onstitute a semi

axis

well-known to Proverbs and indeed to the an ient Near Eastern wisdom tradition as
a whole. This is the valorization of emotional and espe ially
and the a
What

dis ursive

 oolness

ompanying degradation of emotions/words that are hot.
omes through so

learly in this parti ular verse is the spatial gure that

animates the (equally gural) valorization of emotional deta hment.
oolness or reti en e is

The ideal of

boundaries

losely linked to the maintenan e of

and a

distan e. (This is the basis of my on ern to maintain the predominate
value of ֒brto ross over.) Conversely the fool is avalier to these staples

healthy
lexi al

of emotional restraint; not re ognizing here a point of extreme vulnerability, he
maintains lax borders. Within this matrix

fear

versus

trust

signify diametri ally

opposed attitudes towards the other who is dierent, whose dieren e ought to be
approa hed with great
versus

being overrun

ir umspe tion Proverbs thinks.

Similarly

turning aside

represent extreme attitudinal bearings to the proprieties gov-

erning so ial proximity: the wise-one sees in his or her anger or

on upis en e the

potential for disaster; the fool lets it y.

The short-tempered make folly
and a planner is hated.
Verse 17 begins as if to

over the same ground; its rst

hara ter is des ribed in

30 that evoke a tenden y towards over-haste,31 perhaps espe ially with respe t
terms
with ea h other, su h that large areas of relatively new or at least skewed

on eptuality are thereby

registered. [. . . ℄ This will to embra e the slippage within terms is here a pra ti al re ommendation,
like handi raft rules of thumb or inherited wisdom, but it also opens up a dizzying perspe tive of
the subatomi
Peir e,

universes, a prospe t of what a very dierent semioti ian, Umberto E o, following

alls `innite semiosis,' in whi h ea h of the four primary terms of the square threatens

to yawn open into its own fourfold system, down into the innite divisibility of semioti

nature.

Jameson, Foreword, xvi.

30

The genitival phrase

q es.ar-֓appayim

elsewhere, but the formula is

whi h literally means short of nose is not attested

omparable to other

onstru tions: short of power (2 Kgs 19:26 and

Isa 37:27), short of days (Job 14:1), short of spirit (Prov 14:29).

31

The other usage in Proverbs (v 14:29:

q es.ar-rû ah.

like impatient, impetuous.

235

=[short of spirit℄) must mean something
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32

to anger.

When one who is disposed along these lines inevitably does

ommit

some a t of folly he or she (in the eyes of Proverbs) has no re ourse to well-worn
explanationsI was drunk with fury. . . driven mad with desire.

The judgment

is leveled at the folly of leaving passions un he ked. There is a temporal skew introdu ed by the juxtaposition of a

hara terologi al evaluation (short tempered)

and a pun tiliar a t (he will do folly), but the proper sapiential viewpoint understands that the latter is a symptom of the former and

over the long run.
eive of a Bildungsroman

annot be

urtailed or

trained

without self- ontrol
We

an

on

around su h a

hara ter who makes slow

progress on the road to pruden e and dis retion, in thinking things through for
their impa t on the long run. And does not v 17b provide the ideal mentor, designed by

onstitution to

urb su h impetuousness:

֓î² m ezimmt

al ulations, deliberate in planning, dis rete in exe ution?

the man of

A perfe t foil to the

q es.ar-֓appayim until Proverbs reshues the de k sending us to look for the slightest tra e of manus ript
wise) is hated

orruption:

(yi±±ane֓).

this man too (it does not say whether he is

The very possibility of su h a reversal is what justies

the mandate to fear. Why should the sage fear instead of trusting? Be ause words
are untrustworthy.

The meaning of the world is something quite unstable.

An

innitesimal dieren e may separate what is wise from what is hateful.

Ethi s and so ial esteem
The naive inherit folly
but the shrewd are rowned with knowledge.
The evil ones will bow down before the good ones,
but the wi ked ones are over the gates of the righteous.
Verses 18-19 analyze the respe tive so ial standing of three familiar pairs:

the

gullible versus the shrewd, evil versus good, and the wi ked versus the righteous.
Trappings of respe t, even respe t betting royalty, a

rue to the shrewd who wear

knowledge like a head-dress (18b) and to the good, to whom the evil-doers will
inevitably submit in obeisan e (19a).
mo ked.
32

The

p eta֓yim

are in this

ontext perhaps

They too presume to be ome heirs, but naturally their bequest (folly

The fa e and in parti ular the nose being the seat of anger, a

236

ording to Hebrew.

69

֓wlt)

is of no value. Folly here traverses the same primogenitary

privileges of wealth and power. For three senten es the lines are
these

onventional

orrelations between goodness and su

contrariety

(+) implication

ess

contrariety

clever/knowledge (18b)

Figure 5.5: Prov 14:18-19esteem a

and

ontent to rehearse

(-) implication

evil/subservience
(19a)

omport

hannel as do the

goodness/
esteem (19a)

naïve/folly (18a)

the upshot of whi h, of

Lo al innities

rues to the righteous

ourse, is the dire t relationship posited between

ethi al

so ial standing.

The fourth senten ebut the wi ked ones are over the gates of the righteous
on e again undermines the
standard

orrelation between

was felt in a parti ularly

33
judi iary ).

Of

power that is a
33

oheren e of what has just been stated, evoking the
orruption and power (a

onne tion we may suppose

on rete manner in the gate, i.e.

the seat of a

ity's

ourse our point is not that Proverbs as a whole is ignorant of

34 but to indi ate the overt demonstration

rued by wi kedness

On the gate as the designated pla e for the daily operations of the judges see Deut 16:18,

17:8. It is Amos who attends in parti ular to the gate as the fragile seat of justi e, whose fun tion
is always under threat on a
su

ount of bribery ( f.

Amos 5:10-15).

The author of the so- alled

ession narrative re ounts the beginnings of Absalom's insurgen y at the side of the gate (2

Sam 15:2). Ze hariah imagines the gate as the site of divine redemption (Ze h 8:16). In sum, the
gate represents a dense node of power whose deployment is always a matter of great

34

Cf.

e onomi

Prov 14:31,

22:16,

28:8;

gain is 22:22: Do not rob the poor be ause they are poor; and do not

at the gate

ontestation.

espe ially relevant to the gate and the potential for unjust

(b²֒r).
237
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that is being undertaken herehow it is impossible to say something and have its
meaning stay still.

Class and the ethi s of overt disdain
Even by a neighbor are the poor hated.
Verse 20a

onsiders poverty and the so ial antipathy that results therefrom: Even

by his neighbor, i.e. the one

harged with the highest responsibility for mutuality

and well-being, is a poor man hated.

The proverb seemingly judges neither the

poor man nor his neighbor, but, as B. Waltke aptly puts it, lays bare a hard
unvarnished truth.

35 The subsequent three

lauses seek to respond to this hard

36
truth.

Those who love a ri h-man are many.
The appearan e of love

(֓hb)

in this

ontext radi ally qualies the signi an e we

as ribe to the previously mentioned hatred

(²n֓).

to the ideal of neighborly regard nor that of

ovenant loyalty but rather a

so ial positioning whose

For the love here points neither
al ulated

hief aim is the benet of the lover. This implies a view of

loving/hating removed from the sphere of a tual, interpersonal feelings. They are
rather obverses of an overall strategy aimed at se uring the best so ial standing.

The one who shows ontempt to his neighbor is a sinner.
This ethi al judgment seems at odds with the original statement as to the universal
s ope of

lass antagonism.

Suggestions for xing this in onsisten y in the text

37 but more
in lude textual emendation,
35
36
the

ommonly verse 21 is seen as a

orre tive

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 598.
Their

oheren e is marked by a shared synta ti al pattern,

subje t

three parti ipial

nomina agentis

the one who shows pity; (2) the
needy; and (3) a

predi ative

obje t

onstru ted on the template: (1) for

the ones who love, the one who shows disdain,

of the spe ied ae tthe ri h man, his neighbor, the

judgment, giving a spe i

value to the relationship that has been

establishedare numerous, is a sinner, blessed-is-he.

37

B. Gemser, per eiving that 20a and 21a are in ongruent, emends

l ra֒eb
e

(the hungry).

238

l er֓e֒ehû

(his neighbor) to
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to potential misunderstandings arising from v 20. Along these lines Murphy (1998,
106) demurs,But should this truism in v 20 about human
to di tate attitudes toward others, espe ially the poor?

ondu t be allowed

The verdi t in v 21 is

quite unequivo al; an inner disposition, as well as its outer expression, of disdain
is

onsidered a sin.

38

I read dierently than Murphy on the basis of the very

distin tion that he foregroundsinner disposition versus outer expression. I would
say that this is pre isely the axis of dieren e between v 20's to hate and v 21's
to show

ontempt for. Given the way that love has just been usedas a means to

gain favor with the ri hit seems plausible that the

ontempt

in question has no

bearing on the question of inner disposition but refers only to outer expression.
This is in perfe t a

l-

ord with the semanti

(as with our verse) means to show

the other hand, it means to despise.

range of

bwz ,

whi h, when followed by

ontempt for; followed by a dire t obje t, on

39 I suggest that this ambivalen e is important

to our understanding of these lines and moreover that only the se ond sensenot
hatred per se but its brazen, outward expressionis being

ondemned in verse 21.

Is su h a dieren e maintained in Proverbs? For the most part it is. The famous
v 1:7, for example, reads
The fear-of

Yhwh is the beginning of knowledge;

fools despise wisdom and instru tion.

h.okmah ûmûsar ֓ewîlîm bazû

bwz surely appliesan inner disposition and outer
Fools totally hate wisdom and dis ipline. Consider the quite

Here, Murphy's denition of
expression of disdain.

dierent meaning of 11:12, whi h
Who shows

ontains the exa t same lo ution as our verse:

ontempt to his neighbor

(bz lr֒hw) la

ks sense;

someone of understanding remains silent.

The basis of the ethi al judgment in this

ase is expli itly dis onne ted from the

issue of inner disposition; it is a question of de orum and the so ial harm that
38
v.

Waltke (2004, 599) rea hes a similar

on lusion: [Verse 21℄ prote ts against misinterpreting

20 as a rationalization for shunning a poor neighbor.

his neighbor is a sinner.

The usage of

bwz

he

Indeed,

the one who despises

[see 1:7℄

ites from 1:7 is not a good parallel, on whi h see

immediately below.

39

HALOT

(114) provides two denitions for

bwz /bzh ,

whose usage is di tated by the presen e

or absen e of a preposition marking the obje t:  1. with

239

le

to show

ontempt for someone . . . ;
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omes from outward disdain. The wise person is the one who hides his

ontempt

behind a wall of silen e.
Or, take the a

ount in 6:30-31 where the dieren e between

a tual status of the person being judged is set forth in even more
They do not hold a thief in

bwz l-

and the

on rete terms.

ontempt who thieves

lo֓-yabûzû laggannab
to ll his belly when he starves;
but when he is found he repays seven-fold;
all the wealth of his house he gives.

The extenuating

ir umstan es of hunger qualify the

de laration of his senten e is
less, has no bearing on his

ivi

opinion of the thief. The

onveyed with a measure of de en y, whi h, nonethe-

a tual

juridi al status or the retribution that is exa ted

from him.
Thus there is no illogi

in the sequen e of verses. The  old, unvarnished truth

Everyoneeven
his neighbor!hates a poor man; nonetheless, the one who shows ontempt
for his neighbor is a sinner. What is left to determine, then, is what to show the
of v 20a stands, in light of whi h a se ond determination is made.

poor neighbor whom you hate.

Who shows pity for the needy
blessed is he!
We

an rather hastily

verbal root of 21b's parti ipial subje t arries the same lexi al

to be gra ious, after all,
In a dierent
2. with a

40

h.nn the
ambiguity as bwz :

omplete our analysis of the passage as a whole, for

is a posture one

40

an pra ti e in the presen e of enemies.

ontext Proverbs in fa t warns about the underside of gra iousness:

41

. to despise.

Hen e the surprise of all

arpetbaggers the rst time they nd they have been killed with

kindness.

41

In a looser but still relevant

or smooth spee h

(h.lq) .

onne tion, Proverbs exhibits extreme antipathy towards attery

A attering tongue is the subje t of general warning in the senten es ( f.

26:28; 28:23; 29:5) and spe ied in Prov 1-9 as what is most dangerous about the Strange-Woman
( f.

2:16; 5:3; 7:5, 21).

Psalm 5

This sense of

h.lq

is a repeated motif of the psalms as well. For example,

ondemns the enemies of righteousness, There is no truth in his mouth, their

240

ore is

69

When he a ts gra iously

(y eh.annen) 42
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in word, do not believe him;

indeed, seven abominations are in his heart.

Verse 21b, too, does not reverse or undermine v 20a, whi h remains throughout
this passage a di ult fa t of life, whi h like many su h things will eli it dierent
responses from the wise and foolish. The

oordinates of this passage, in other words,

do not pit those who hate the poor against those who love them. A knowledging the
so ial impoverishment of the poor,

43 it nonetheless posits an inverse relationship

between blatant disrespe t for the poor and the sages' own so ial status, whi h the
proverb goes on to

onne t with happiness.

These verses, like the pre eding pairs 16-17 and 18-19, seek to drive a wedge
between what is
in vv

expressed

and what

is.

The logi al possibilities that are entertained

20b-22 turn alike under the stiing Real of 20a (the poor man is hated),

their permutations limited to the illusory realm of appearan e.

destru tion, an open grave is their throat, by their tongue they atter

42

The unique

ommon

43

pel

piel

(yah. alîqûn).'

form attested here should be understood as a morphemi

form of 14:21.

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 598.
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to show contempt

to be blessed
contrariety

(+) implication

(-) implication

contrariety

to sin

to be gracious

to appear to hate

social regard
contrariety

(+) implication

(-) implication

contrariety

social marginality

to appear to love

Figure 5.6: Prov 14:20-21the dominan e of appearan e over essen e apropos of
so ial status.

70

The balefulness of spee h

The negative rhetori al question of v 22a

(h al֓) marks a shift in the passage:

from

the littanous demonstrations of the unreliability of the signied (vv 16-21), this
series (vv 22-25) moves to take up the more abstra t
through the

ontrolling opposition of

word

versus

deed.

ategories of

Verses 22 and 25

(kzbym)

and

trea hery (mrmh)

in v

25.
242

and

truth

onstitute

truth (֓mt) over and
error (t֒h) and evil (r֒) in v 22; lies

a frame for these verses, setting forth the positive value of
against various representatives of its absen e:

evil

70

The balefulness of spee h

In light of the pre eding verses (vv 16-21), we are likely to be suspi ious about
the idea of truth in so far as it must be
entral proverb pair (vv

onveyed in su h a shifty medium. Thus the

23-24) moves toward a dierent solution, suggesting that

if true spee h is somewhat of an oxymoron, truth

toil (֒.sb),

an nonetheless be produ ed in

prot (mwtr).

measured in

Silen e and the possibility of truth
Do no those who devise evil err?
Yet loyalty and truth are good in silen e.
The idea of going astray introdu ed by
of metonymi

dérive

t֒h

ts well with the previous examples

(vv 16-21), though immediately it is

altogether dierent frame of intentional de eit.

modus operandi

of the

ontextualized in the

Su h drift is identied as the

devisors of evil (h.or²ê ra֒).

To in orporate the meaning

of intentionality, however, one need not abandon the previous topi i.e.
that now we are simply talking about lying and need not a
intrinsi

to language.

instability

assume

ount for di ulties

What is new in this verse is the idea that this signierly

an be put to work in the servi e of evil plans. One doesn't have to lie

but simply to use
The se ond

ertain ambiguities oered by language.

olon of v 22 establishes the opposition between the dis ursive-

ognitive dimension of

s heming (h.r²)

and the intrinsi

truth value of

silen e,

an idea whi h is developed in the subsequent verses (vv 23-24) along the lines of
a tions, not words!.
versus

good

This surprising overlay on the

is ee ted by the

onventional pairing

lever deployment of the polysemi

h.r² .

evil

The those

44 are at the same time the silent ones of goodness. 45 Thus, in a
who devise good
highly rened arti ulation, the very indetermina y of
towards a parti ular meaning.
ambivalen e it
the more
44

In so far as spee h is sus eptible to the kind of

arries, the identi ation of goodness

This perfe tly logi al

with

silen e

be omes

ombination of semes is nonetheless somewhat strained, be ause of the

urrent verse, the o

h.r²

urren es of

when it is used in the sense of devise or plan. Apart

h.r²

that signify planning ( f.

12:20) all refer to s heming, i.e. planning harm or evil.

45

(t.wb)

ompelling reading.

pronoun ed negative asso iations with
from the

h.r² pushes our determination

On the syntax of the genitive

h.or²ê .tb

see above REF.
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The superiority of deeds over words
By every toil will ome prot
but the stu of spee h pure la k.
The initial opposition between

toil (֒.sb)

and

stu of spee h (dbr ±ptym)

an be

read as a kind of blue- ollar anti-sophism. Talking gets you nowhere; it produ es
nothing,
v

pure la k (֓k mh.swr).

22) are

If in Proverbs the benets of

silen e

(i.e.

h.r² from
¶

hara teristi ally read in the dire tion of emotional restraint (See

69

on page 234) here it is mapped onto another of Proverbs' favorite virtues, that of
hard work. The la k v 23 refers to must not be stripped of its material impli ations
(i.e.

poverty), but we do not err in supposing the sages

hara terologi al la k we

onvey in the

also

had in view the

ondemnation, He's all talk.

The rown of the wise is their wealth
and the folly of fools is folly.
The opposition between word and deed is here stunningly returned to the
egorial opposition

wise

verses

foolish.

The rst

lause of v 24

at-

uts through the

intelle tual benets of wisdom ( ulture, a broader perspe tive, appropriate

om-

portment, et .)

and identies its value in the results it produ es at the

on rete

level of wealth.

Wisdom leads to something solid at the level of reality.

In stark

opposition to this, the se ond

lause brings into view the idio y of language redu ed

46

to its purest gesture: the tautologi al folly is...folly.

True testimony
What delivers someone is true testimony
but a lying witness is trea hery itself.
We return anew to the signier

truth (֓mt),

now doubly wary that we will nd

its lo us in spee h. For (1) having experien ed the signier's slippery movements,
(2) having just been instru ted in the superiority of deeds over words, we start to
look elsewhere, in non or transsymboli
line of ight. For here, not only is the
46

zone. Verse 25 interrupts this parti ular

ru iality of truth armed (in the balan e is

On the signi an e of tautology see Hegel, Hegel's S ien e of Logi , 413-416 and
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13 on

71

the deliveran e

(ms.yl)

or betrayal

(mrmh)

Your fear is your trust

of life), but its dis ursive dimension is

stubbornly insisted upon. The eld whereon truth opposes de eit is

testimony (֒d,

yph.).
The problem we are left with is how to

onne t two apparently

ontradi tory

truth and all of its dis ursive resonan es (i.e. the epitome of truth is true testimony ) as that whi h delivers life from
ubiquitous de eit; and, on the other hand, the view that words don't do mu h. We
armations: on one hand, the insisten e upon

might expe t a kind of metaphorization of speaking:

a tions speak louder than

words or the valorization of a sage who testied with his deeds.

That the text

at hand does not take these available options marks, perhaps, the emergen e of
the sages' most
they

resisted

ru ial insight; or, at the very least, it shows the point at whi h

the relaxation into any ideology that

ould not answer the obvious

obje tion: The meaning of a tions and deeds is just as sus eptible to instability
of the signifying

hain.

was the metonymi

Here sapiential

onne tion of

S1

desire the

and

S2be

form of whi h we have said

omes the unavoidable truth of

Wisdom, that whi h bears no solution in sense of positive over oming.
what is startlingly dis losed in vv

Rather,

26-27 is a shift in perspe tives, whereby what

had heretofore been treated as an obsta le to Wisdom was, all along, Wisdom itself.

71

Your fear is your trust

In the fear-of Yhwh is an unshakeable trust
and for his hildren it will be a refuge.
The fear-of Yhwh is the sour e of life,
for turning from the snares of death.
Re all v 16's opening proposition: to be wise is to be afraid; to be foolish is to trust.
This is the ba kground against whi h we must read the paradoxi al
this passage, whi h short- ir uits the entire themati

on lusion to

that has been developed to this

point with the de laration to be afraid is to trust. This, it will have been noti ed,
is exa tly the opposite rhetori al gesture as we found in v 24's tautologi al folly is
. . . folly.

Here we nd ourselves fa ing the obverse of Hegel's analysis of absolute

identity (A

= A as the form of pure

ontradi tion), whi h is the ree tive identity of

page 60.
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identity and non-identity.

trust.

How do we

The true basis of trust lies in the identity of fear and

onne t su h a nugatory formulation with a more

omprehensive

theorization of the relationship between Wisdom and the fear-of Yhwh?
We

an approa h this via a question

the signier by whi h the son

loser to the text:

an nally trust?

ri hest possible signier, the one that

not

It is

aptures the proper

What distinguishes

in its substan e as the
ognitive and ae tive

47 Rather, we must understand its meaning on a dierent
dimensions of Wisdom.
level from the other signiers, if for no other reason than

all the others have failed

to represent wisdom.
How is it that the fear-of Yhwh too does not fail to slide away from its intended
meaning?

Pre isely in that it stands for the failure of all the others in the rst

pla e. This is the paradox of the mastery exhibited by the La anian

S1:

This ree tive signier totalizes the battery of all the othersmakes a totality
of 

all the others:

we

ould say that all signiers represent the subje t [i.e. Wisdom

℄ for the signier whi h in advan e represents for them their own ultimate failure
and is pre isely as su has the representation of the failure of representation
 loser to the subje t than all the others. . . [the Master Signier℄ is not a positive,
substantial entity persisting outside the series of its representations: it

oin ides

with its own impossibility; it is nothing but the void opened up by the failure of

48

its representations.

Only as su h, insofar as its
a

(−1),

ontribution to the signifying set must be

ounted as

stripped of residual meanings that no doubt belong to its history,

faded

as we said at the outsetonly at this level does the fear-of Yhwh be ome the
indestru tible point of referen e whereby fool and sage are on e and for all separated.
47

These

ategories are taken dire tly from Waltke. Fear of the Lord involves both rational and

non-rational aspe ts at the same time. Its rational aspe t entails an obje tive revelation that
be taught and memorized. . . [The fear of the Lord℄ is a

an

o-referential term to `law,' `statutes,' ` om-

mands,' and `ordinan es' of the Lord. . . [it℄ refers to a standard of moral

ondu t known and a -

epted by men in general. . . [The fear of the Lord℄ also entails a nonrational aspe t, an emotional
response of fear, love, and trust.

Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 100-101.

tive/ ognitive binary into a developmental s heme.

onsists in a mature insight into what it means to fear God. At a
an

understand

(and not just feel) the fear of God, for it has

ter.'  Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 110.

48

iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 25.
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M. Fox sets the same emo-

[The understanding of the fear of the Lord℄
ertain level of development, one

ognitive

ontent or `subje t mat-

72

Prov 10:22-27: text and translation

One should not negle t the reverse dire tion of this pun tiliar designation/ onstitution,

après oup

the fa t that the stru ture only emerges as an
ements.

In this paradoxi al retroversion ee t

alled the poeti s of making trans endent.
sequen e of

all the others,

49 we

One

ee t of

one

of its el-

an pinpoint what we have

element, en ountered amidst a

an element whose meaning is entirely immanent to its

enun iation, is per eived as a xed trans endent point beyond the play of dieren e.

72

Prov 10:22-27: text and translation

birkat yhwh hî֓ ta֒a²îr
w elo֓-ysip ֒es.eb ֒immah
ki±h.q
a
liksîl ֒ ±t zimmah
w eh.okmah l e֓î² t ebûnah
m egrat ra²a֒ hî֓ t eb֓ennû
w eta֓awat .saddîqîm yitten
49

22a

The blessing of Yhwh, it enri hes,

22b

and toil

23a

As a pleasure,

23b

to devise s hemes belongs to a fool,

23

but wisdom to one who understands.

24a

The terror of the wi ked will overtake them,

24b

but the desire of the righteous is given.

50 does not add to it.51

52

eet de rétroversion )

A retroversion ee t (

by whi h the subje t, at ea h stopping point,

il aura été ) in

be omes what he was to be from before, and it is only announ ed; he will have been (
the future perfe t.

Ja ques La an,

É rits.

Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1966, Le Champ freudien,

808.

50

I follow a number of translations that render toil the subje t of this line.

example, translates, It is the blessing of the Lord that enri hes, And no toil
This is

ontrary to those versions that take Yhwh to be the ante edent subje t of

The JPS, for

an in rease it.

ysip .

(So, for

example, the N/RSV translation: The blessing of the LORD makes ri h, and he adds no sorrow
with it. See also Toy (1899) and Waltke (2004).) The problem is that Yhwh is not the subje t
of 22a; rather blessing is. Were blessing to govern 22b as the impli it subje t, we would expe t
the feminine form of the verb

sîp .

tsip ,

27:

yir֓at yhwh t-

as an impersonal/passive

onstru tion (so

as with the parallel

Others, noting this dis repan y, have read

ysip

onstru tion in v

M Kane (1970): and there is no in rease of vexation with it), though Proverbs elsewhere

onveys

ysp with the niphal stem ( f. 11:24: there is one who spends freely, and
[nsap℄). A third option, whi h disregards the MT's pointing, would be to read
֒os.eb or ֒as.ab in pla e of the extant ֒es.eb: and an idol adds nothing to it. Counting against this
last suggestion are the other uses of ֒es
. eb in Proverbs, whi h refer to the semanti eld of work.
51
On the  omparative use of ֒im see Williams (1976, 57), who ites Psa 28:1 and Job 9:26 as

the passive meaning of
still more is added

further examples.

52

On the passive impersonal form see IBHS, 4.4.2.
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ka֒abr sûpah w e֓ên ra²a֒
w e.saddîq y esd ֒lam
kah.omes. la²²innayim
w eke֒a²an la֒ênayim
ken he֒as.el l e²olh.ayw
yir֓at yhwh tsîp yamîm
û² ent r e²a֒îm tiqs.ornah

73

The unity and logi

25a

When the storm passes, then there is no wi ked one,

25b

but the righteous one is established endlessly.

26a

Like vinegar to the teeth,

26b

and like smoke to the eyes,

26

so is a sla ker to the one who sends him.

27a

The fear-of Yhwh in reases days,

27b

but the years of the wi ked are short.

of Prov 10:22-27

I follow here the proposal of R. S orali k, in understanding the blessing of Yhwh
in v 22 and fear-of Yhwh in v 27 as framing elements for the intervening verses.
The

oheren e of the passage as a whole is further supported by the following:

1. The

paranomasia

of

ysip

(v 22),

the framing elements to the

sûpah

(v 25), and

tsîp

53 links

(v 27)

entral proverb pair (vv 24-25).

2. The distribution of negative and positive senten es is ex eptional with respe t to proverbial senten es as a whole, spe i ally the fa t that the four
intervening verses begin with the negative element of the antithesis.

54

3. The previous and following  lusters are distin tly framed by robust in lusios:
10:13-21 by the paired elements
10:28-11:7 by

twh.lt , tqwh ,

and

±ph
t֓bd

(vv 13a, 21a) and

(vv 13b, 21b);

(v 28), ea h repeated in 11:7.

maintaining the a tive verb or positing an ellipsis,

Leander K. Ke k, editor,

h.sr-lb

f.

55

Raymond Van Leeuwen,  Proverbs .

The New Interpreters Bible. Volume V.

In

Nashville: Abingdon Press,

1997, 112.

53

Darüber hinaus gibt es die Reihe der Lautanklänge in V 22

ywsp ,

V 25

swph ,

V 27

twsp .

S orali k, 179.

54
55

On the statisti al pe uliarity of this stru ture see S

orali k, 179.

Prov 10:29a presents a di ulty of interpretation as to the grammati al status of Yhwh. Is it

the subje t, or is it the genitive term of a

onstru t

hain? The two options are ree ted respe tively

in the RSV (The Lord is a stronghold to him whose way is upright) and the NRSV (The way
of the Lord is a stronghold for the upright).
(1) With respe t to the wisdom

The former is preferable for the following reasons.

orpus, the lo ution upright of way is relatively standard (see Prov

11:20; 13:6; Job 4:6; 22:3; note also Proverb's frequent referen es to those who walk in integrity:

248
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Moving beyond S orali k's stri t

The unity and logi

on ern to properly

56 we analyze vv 22-27 a
Pro 10-15,

delimit

ording to the following

of Prov 10:22-27

the sub- olle tions of
hiasti

stru ture:

A

the-blessing-of Yhwh

22

B

the fool and the one who understands

23

C

the righteous and the wi ked: terror and desire

24

C′

the righteous and the wi ked: suddenness and permanen e

25

B′

the sla ker and his employer

26

C′

the fear-of Yhwh

27

Figure 5.7: Prov 10:22-27a

The Yhwh

onstru t

hains in vv 22 and 27

hiasti

stru ture.

onstitute the outside frame of this sub-

olle tion. The symmetry between vv 23 and 26 is less semanti
Both begin with a

k e-

57 than synta ti .

prepositional phrase, and both are stru tured as triadi

interruptions to the prevailing bilinear pattern, ea h verse

ontaining an ex essive

2:7; 10:9; 19:1; 20:7; 28:6; 28:18) whereas the way of Yhwh is unattested apart from the verse
in question.

(2) Whereas Yhwh is frequently named a stronghold

37:34), nowhere in the Hebrew Bible (again, of
is

ma֒z

used as a predi ate of way

a way as a stronghold, so Toy's

(derek) .

( f.

Psa 27:1; 28:8;

It is of

onsideration)

ourse possible to speak, metaphori ally, of

on lusion that  `stronghold' is a strange predi ate of `way' 

(Toy, 1899, 217) has stru k subsequent
468)

(ma֒z)

ourse, apart from the verse under

ommentators as arbitrary. For example Waltke (2004,

omments, The predi ating of `stronghold' to `way' . . . is no more strange than predi ating

`a strong refuge' to `the fear of the Lord' (14:16). If strange is taken as a statisti al rather than
evaluative statement, however, then Toy's point is

ertainly valid.

Waltke's

ounter-example is

further disingenuous in that a strong refuge is not predi ated of the fear of the Lord in 14:16.
The verse reads, 

In

the fear of Yhwh

solution is not likely here, the
27a and therefore not

56

(b eyir֓at yhwh)

is a strong se urity.

onstru tion is distin t from the Yhwh

onstru t

ertain

hains of vv 22a,

onsidered in my analysis of them.

S orali k, by the design of her study, does not undertake sustained analysis of the sub- olle -

tions she marks out beyond what is required to establish their distin tness and

57

While a

The polarized

oheren e.

hara ters inhabiting these verses the fool//the-one who-understands (v 23)

be ome

and the sla ker//the-one who-sent-him (v 26)
both mapped onto the

semanti ally parallel insofar as they are

entral quatrain's binary of righteous//wi ked.

to ea h other through the mediation of this

The opposing pairs relate

entral binary whi h bestows on them their values.
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or out-of-joint third.

Verse 23 works by distributing the idea of pleasure or

e q) a ross an already
laughter (± h
.
s heming, malevolent intelligen e

ompleted parallel, i.e. the

(֒a±t zimmah)

and authenti

ontrast between a
wisdom

(h.okmah)

. To unders ore the formal aspe t, we might translate To hat h plots belongs to a
fool (as a pleasure); but wisdom belongs to a man of understanding (as a pleasure).
Verse 26, similarly,

onsists of a third leg that interrupts the

ola in vv 24-25. Here, the relation being

lean su

ession of bi-

onsidered (that between a sla ker

and his employer, the one who sent him

[²olh.ayw℄)

[֒as.el℄

is established with referen e

58 analogies of vinegar on teeth (v 26a) and smoke in the eyes (v
to the Imaginary
26b). The parallel in other words, is
Finally, the

onstituted by three

ola and not the usual two.

entral pair vv 24 and 25 are twinned meditations on the

righteous, dierentiating those who
pathos and obje tive permanen e.

the

and

bear these traits on the basis of subje tive

Overlaying this extended hiasm is a thi ket of
22a, 24a, and 27a. These linkages

wi ked

onne tions between three

lauses:

an best be seen by simply lining up the verse

halves in stri t word order:

fun tion
subje t
grammar onstru t absolute
22a brkt
yhwh
24a mgwrt
r²֒
27a yr֓t
yhwh
the-blessing

the-terror

the-fear

(of ) Yhwh

(of ) the-wi ked

predi ate
resumptive verb
hy֓

t֒²yr

it

enri hes

hy֓

tbw֓-

it

(of )Yhwh

Figure 5.8: Prov 10:22-27synta ti al and semanti

58

The assumption of the Symboli ally

-nw

omes-upon-

-him

twsyp

ymym

in reases

days

linkages.

onstituted relationship between employer/worker to

the intensely phenomenologi al evo ations of physi al dis omfort illustrates the logi

Imaginary register with extreme

obje t

larity.
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of La an's

73

In ea h
emphati

ase the subje t is a two word

hî֓.

resumptive pronoun

The unity and logi

onstru t

of Prov 10:22-27

hain. Verses 22a and 24a share the

Verse 27a e hoes 22a not only in the repetition of

Yhwh but further by the repeated semes of  ausation 59 and in rease. 60 Finally,
24a and 27a share the seme of fear,

arried by

m egrah

and

yir֓ah.

The ee t of this layered stru ture is to draw our attention to a logi al argument
that unfolds in the three subje ts of the

lauses (22a, 24a, and 27a), whi h re eive

their signi ations in large part from the elementary pedagogi al stru ture of whi h
they are a part.

In terms with whi h we are now familiar, the logi al argument

syntagmati

onsists of a yet to be determined
progression

blessingterrorfear.

fun tion that moves along the

To grasp the argument's meaning, we have the

remainder of the senten esthe dire t parallels (22b, 24b, 25, and 27b) as well as the
more indire t statements of 23 and 26whi h, in

paradigmati

fashion, determine

our understanding of its three prin iple terms. These senten es, therefore, do not
interrupt the sequential logi

of the argument even though they shape it. To give an

example, 22b (and vexation does not add to it) bears spe i ally on our reading of
22a (the blessing of Yhwh, it enri hes) but does not tell us about the

syntagmati

movement from blessing to terror.
What is the problem for whi h this logi al argument poses a solution? It is one
we are likely inured to, given our propensity to read the fear-of Yhwh

a priori

as a

61 It goes like this: given that Yhwh is the sour e of

posture of religious reveren e.

blessing, that those wise who live in a
and given the

ordan e with this prin iple will be enri hed,

orollary to this, that foolish/wi ked people are under the

onstant

threat of annihilation, for, as v 24a tells us, what terries them most will

ome

upon them, given all these things, how is it that the fear-of Yhwh, whi h would
be a logi al response to the latter, i.e. the dire situation of being

opposition to

in antagonisti

Yhwh, belongs instead to the wise and understanding, who would

seem to be justied in having great

onden e in Yhwh? In other words, while the

rst two statementsthe one that asso iates Yhwh with blessing and enri hment
59
60

Indi ated in both

ysp

ases by the

hiphil

stem.

(27a), having the general meaning of to add,

hearkens ba k to

֒²r

(22a)to add

wealth, to be ome ri h. The identi ation is strengthened by the initial determination of
opposition to

61

l֓ ywsp .

See Clines, 62-64 and on pages 215228.
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and the other that asso iates wi kedness with terror and
of re to-verso of ea h other, the third disrupts this logi

atastropheform a kind
by establishing the fear-of

Yhwh as proper to the righteous, or at least as opposed to the wi ked. To put it
rudely: How does the text dierentiate

mgwrh

(v 24) and

yr֓h

(v 27), whi h are,

62 We will arrive at an answer by taking up

lexi ally speaking, so

losely related?

the elements of the argument in turn and along with their paradigmati

74

relations.

The blessing of Yhwh

The blessing of Yhwh, it enri hes
and vexation does not add to it.
We may best approa h the notion of blessing through v 22's expli it antithesis
between blessing

(b erakah)

and anxious-toil

(֒es.eb).

Here a familiar theme of

63
Proverbs (frequently found in the Psalms as well ) is sounded.

The e a y of

64 those

wisdom or righteousness or, here, blessing is marked by a la k of striving:
who heed Wisdom's

all dwell in trust and rest from dread (1:33); all the paths

of Wisdom are pea e (3:17); or, a later instantiation of the same tradition: Take
my yoke upon you . . . for it is easy, and my burden is light (Mat 11:29-30). The
blessing of Yhwh refers to the imperturbable if at times imper eptible motion of
the universe
62

65 in a

After presenting a

Clines

ordan e with the law of

justi e

hart that surveys the semanti

( f. 26:27), a te toni

inertia

eld of words for fear, in luding

on ludes his attempt to determine the meaning of

yr֓

gwr ,
yr֓

from this eld as follows, the

word group belongs to a wider group of words for `fear' whi h behave very similarly.

I nd no

eviden e for distinguishing among these terms. Clines, 69.

63

Pss 127:2 is the

lo us lassi us

anxious-toil : It is in vain that you
a
anxious-toil (leh
. em ha֒ s.abîm) ; for Yhwh

for the thematization of

rise up early and go late to rest, eating the bread of
gives to his beloved sleep.

64

This parti ular semanti

ombinationblessing and ease,

the easy pro urement of bless-

ingbe omes, ironi ally, an ex eedingly burdensome ideal to uphold.
sity

Apropos my own univer-

ontext, I mention a report released in 2003 by Duke University's Women's Initiative, whi h

des ribed the frustrations of undergraduate women who sought to
possible standard of eortless perfe tion.
 smart, a

onform themselves to the im-

Women per eived the expe tation that they would be

omplished, t, beautiful, and popular, but, and here's the rub, all this would happen

without visible eort.

Liana Wyler, Variations on `Eortless Perfe tion '.

The Chroni le

De-

ember 12 2003.

65

On the

onne tion between blessing and

reation see Claus Westermann,
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Blessing in the

75

66

that sharply relativizes the impa t of human
The Hebrew

֒es.eb

a

The terror of the wi ked

ontrivan e.

ordingly signies the freneti

movement that, whether it

67 the blessing, is from the point of view of e a y

works to se ure or undermine

stri tly irrelevant. Prov 5:10Lest strangers take their ll of your strength, and
your toil go to the house of a strangeris a perfe t narrative

֒es.eb

omplement to what

onnotes here: a man works doggedly for years only to have his strength and

toil alienated from him, appropriated by an outsider to his

68 We have

ommunity.

here a fa e of foolishness that appears, and no doubt is subje tively experien ed, as
the polar opposite to laziness (to the
end, proves to be just as futile. The
and toil

75

֒as.el ,

for example, in v 26) but whi h, in the

blessing-of-Yhwh

alone, therefore, enri hes,

an add nothing to it.

The terror of the wi ked

The terror of the wi ked will overtake them
but the desire of the righteous is given.
When the storm passes, then there is no wi ked one,
but the righteous one is established forever.
To as end to our se ond prin iple term,
paradigmati

terror,

we must travel through a layer of

relations, though the way the text works is relatively straightforward.

As we pointed out above in our development of a semioti s of parallelism, we are
not being taught that wi kedness opposes righteousness (vv 24-25)similarly, a
fool one who understands in v 23 and a sla ker his employer in v 26; all axioms we

Bible and the Life of the Chur h.

Philadelphia:

Fortress Press, 1978.

Immediately relevant is

ein Vergeltungsdogma )

Klaus Ko h's distin tion between retribution belief  (

TunErgehenZusammenhag ).
ine a y of

sequen e-nexus (

66

Proverbs is not univo al on the

blessing of the upright is a

67

Ironi ally in the

about wisdom is

and the deed- on-

Ko h.
human a tions. See, for example 11:11. By the

ity exalted, but by wi ked mouths it is overthrown.

negative

attitude

See James Crenshaw,

Wisdom

ontext of the present verse, the HB's not infrequently

ou hed as the futility of human s heming.

Inuen e upon `Histori al' Literature . In

.

Urgent Advi e and Probing Questions Ma

on, Ga.: Mer er

University Press, 1995 , 317.

68

The other obvious illustration here is

subsequently alienated from her.
the same root

(֒is.s.abn)

The

hildbirth; the woman toils,

labors,

to produ e what is

onne tion is made lexi ally expli it in that Gen 3:17 uses

to denote the painful labor with whi h women are
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ursed.
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have presumably learnedbut it is rather this established value that orients us to
the semioti

eld of

terror,

the subje t of the

entral quatrain in vv 24-25.

dieren e between the wi ked and the righteous that the

The

luster takes as axiomati

bestows an oppositional order onto two signifying axes:



terror versus desire (v 24), and



storm versus eternity (v 25).

These terms

onstru t the subje t

terror

a

ording to the following semioti

!: L/
terror

-+L3

eternity

contrariety

(+) implication

storm

eld,

(-) implication

desire

contrariety

!6K2

!# k

Figure 5.9: Prov 10:24-25the temporality of terror and desire.

whi h we

an put in the form of a proto-narrative. When the storm passes (1) righ-

teous desire will be granted, stilled by an eternal solidity; (2) terror will

ome upon

the wi ked and they will vanish. Terror and desire will, therefore, both disappear at the moment of their fulllment, both will be banished in the fullness of
time, at the eruption of the storm. When? For the wi ked, terror

omes and goes

at the passing of a storm (v 25a): a sudden irruption of violen e whereby terror
is dissolved into the immanent suering of retribution, into death itself.
righteous, the satiation of desire

omes with the establishment of eternity

, not the innity of Christian heaven, but the

no longer
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(֒wlm)

onstitution of a durable totality

sus eptible to in ursions of disorder, so iety

Kingdom of God.

For the

on earth

organized as the

75

The terror of the wi ked

Insofar as they both disappear when realized, however, both terror and desire
immediately turn into registers for their opposing values. That is, insofar as the desire of the righteous persists, eternity has not yet been established and the righteous
remain sus eptible to the winds of time. It is thus not simply a lexi al
that

desire

ontingen y

is just as frequently understood as a for e opposed to righteousness in

Proverbs (e.g., 18:1; 21:26;

f.

3:15).

Righteous desire, in other words, turns so

easily into something whi h the righteous

annot but experien e as, well, the

terror

of wi kedness. Desire is essentially ambivalent in Proverbs, even in moments su h
as this where it appears so sure of its righteousness. An eternal foundation promises
to fulll righteous desire whi h dire tly implies that any persistent desire, any disruption of the durable so iety be omes an index for some amount of wi kedness
that must be rooted out insofar as it

alls the promised foundation into question. Is

this simply what Proverbs, in the nal verse of the
Is v 27 a basi

luster,

alls the fear-of Yhwh?

ase of an ideologi al sleight-of-hand whereby the sage realizes there

is some terror proper to the righteous whi h

annot, phenomenologi ally speaking,

be distinguished from the terror proper to the wi ked and so he simply names it
something else,

alls it the fear-of Yhwh, and imagines the ambiguity is resolved?

The ambivalen e of desire and terror extends to other oppositions as well. The
luster's initial subje t, we said above, establishes the meaning of the blessing of

Yhwh by juxtaposing it to anxious-toil

(֒es.eb) .

But the valen e then asso iated

with these ri hes is drawn, by a signifying for e that is as inevitable as it surely
is unintentional, into the semanti
dis ussed above).

eld of v 26's sla ker (or v 5's harvest-sleeper

And how would any attempt to avoid this slide not nd itself

laboring after the blessing of God (whi h, as 14:23 suggests, never fails to prot)?
69

69

To supply some negative proof  to what may strike readers as a kind of interpretive violen e

(or foolish s heming apropos v 23), we need only

ite some of the

omments made by s holars

apropos v 22, whi h strike me as symptomati , as so many attempts to stop the inevitable slide of
meaning by insisting on the existen e of the big Other fully supported by a potent Master. Waltke
writes, The next quatrain pertaining to the righteous versus the wi ked (vv.

24-25) . . . and the

frame featuring the sluggard (v. 26) prote t the proverb [v 22℄ against the misinterpretation that
the Lord's blessing of true wealth happens apart from diligent work . . . Righteous diligen e is the
means of God's blessing, but his blessing does not depend on hard, strenuous labor

alone  (Waltke,

2004, 473, emphasis added). But 10:22 in no way implies the alone Waltke supplies to arrive at
the opposite of what line B states dire tly:

Toil does not add
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anything

to blessing.

Ironi ally,
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76

The fear of Yhwh

The fear-of Yhwh in reases days
but the years of the wi ked are short.
How then does the text x these signiers whi h tend so easily toward an opposing
valueterror to the side of righteousness, desire to that of wi kednessand whi h
bring in their wake the other oppositions produ ed by the

lusterri hes slide

toward laziness, toil toward blessing? It does so with respe t to the fear-of Yhwh's
relationship to

time ;

or, we should rather say, with respe t to the distin tive way

terror and desire es ape the vi issitudes of

histori al

time.

What does it mean to say that the fear-of Yhwh in reases days, but the years
of the wi ked are short? To the majority of s holars, the verse's meaning requires
no explanation; interpretative eorts, for the most part,

ir le around se ond order

questions of appli ation or impli ation.



Long life is one of the blessings of revering Yahweh. Impiety diminishes life
and brings about a premature end.



70

Everything being equal, living in a way that

onforms to God's will results

in a longer life . . . Though not spe ied by the proverb, it is also possible that
Yahweh himself will

ut short the days of the wi ked, either through human

means or by dire t intervention. The purpose of this proverb is to motivate
people toward fear of Yahweh.



71

As is usual with proverbs, this saying needs to be qualied, for the life of the
righteous is sometimes

ut short . . . The problem's ultimate resolution requires

a developed view of life after death.



72

To someone who `fears the Lord' [v 27℄ promises long life, while the wi ked

Waltke's own analysis suggests that the B line rules out any nal determination

on erning the

righteousness or wi kedness of one (labor) or the other (ri hes) by eliminating the possibility of any
relationship, of any dire t

ommuni ation between Yhwh and human laborers; v 22b, he writes,

rules out synergism (Waltke, 2004, 473).

Longman (2006, 240) writes, v 22 is an aspe t of

the truth, not the whole truth. All things being equal, those who are blessed by God, presumably
asso iated with wisdom, will be ri h. After all, the wise are hard workers, not lazy.
too has

70

243.

on isely stated the opposite of v 22's pedagogi al lesson.

Clifford, 117.

72

Thereby he

71

Tremper Longman,

Proverbs.

Van Leeuwen, Proverbs, 113.
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Grand Rapids, MI: Baker A ademi , 2006,

76

is threatened with an untimely death.



Yhwh

73

long life, a supreme blessing when there is no hope beyond the grave, is the
reward of piety.



The fear of

74

adds days, is spe ied as
years are short, is equivalent to `is no

The indenite predi ate of the [fear of the Lord ℄,
eternal in v. 30, and of the [wi ked℄,
more' in v. 25.

75

Verse 27 appears relatively straightforward.

To be sure, it

ontains a series of

oppositions that, on their own, present little interpretive di ulty: fear-of Yhwh
versus wi kedness; day versus year; in rease versus de rease. However, as they are
ombined in this verse, and as this verse pun tuates the larger
delimited, they present a more

luster we have

omplex pi ture than su h a remarkable

admits. Before attending to its impli ations, we

an summarize the essen e of our

intervention as follows. First, we agree that the fear-of Yhwh is in a
substitute for the righteous in v 27. However, there is a
the

onsensus

ertain sense a

ertain disjun tion among

ategorial terms, suggesting the righteous is not only metaphori ally repla ed

but also gapped, leaving a

ertain remainder of meaning to be a

ounted for.

First let's establish what we mean by a disjun tion among v 27's  ategorial
terms. Verse 27 forges oppositions between semes that would normally be grouped
together in their opposition to other semes with whi h they are joined. For example,
years is opposed to days (whi h strikes us as thoroughly

onventional) but in this

dyad it is years that represents trun ated existen e, an interruption
ounterintuitive).

Obversely, days represents prolongation

(ysp)

qs.r

(whi h is

in opposition to

76
years.
73

Like Grapes of Gold Set in Silver: An Interpretation of Proverbial
Clusters in Proverbs 10:1-22:16. New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2001, 131.
74
75
76

Knut Martin Heim,

Toy, 216.
Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 477.
The pe uliar grouping of shortness/years versus length/days is obs ured by most English

translations that very loosely render

tsîp yamîm

NRSV, JPS and NIV.
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as  . . . prolongs life.

Cf.

NASB, RSV and
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interruption
ephemerality

days
contrariety

(+) implication

prolongation
durability

(-) implication

contrariety

years

Figure 5.10: Prov 10:27days and years as, respe tively, long and short.

However, the true disjun tion is evident only when we read this verse as the
on luding moment, i.e.

that whi h resolves or, better,

sublates

luster's

the opposition

between blessing and terror. The terror of the wi ked is a subje t we have learned
mu h about in the

entral lines of the

luster so it is

ertainly not an inno ent

hoi e to oppose fear in 27a to the wi ked in 27b (even if most

ommentators

hardly pause before displa ing any asso iations the fear-of Yhwh may have with
terror by simply making it a substitute for the righteous). In other words, there
is no

omment on the paradoxi al

ontradi tion that is established in the

vv 24-27 between terror and fear.
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ourse of

76

fear

The fear of

Yhwh

wicked
contrariety

(+) implication

(-) implication

contrariety

righteous (gapped)

terror

Figure 5.11: Prov 10:27terror situated as the logi al

ontradi tion to fear.

Finally, time, whi h has provided a possible foundation on whi h the righteous
and the wi ked

ould be opposed, again presents itself as the point of referen e in

this verse. We are not surprised to nd fear

oupled with days (as opposed to

years), but we are surprised that this axis is opposed to wi ked (having just
learned about the terror of the wi ked) and shortness (days being shorter than
years). And

onversely, we are not surprised to nd the wi ked asso iated with

shortness (be ause the wi ked disappear at the sudden storm) but are surprised
to learn that this axis is opposed to fear (terror being the a

ompaniment of

shortness).
If we take the fear-of Yhwh as a substitute for the righteous in v 27, its terms
be ome roughly equivalent to those in v 25. The fear-of Yhwh in reases the righteous sage's days (into an eternal foundation) but

uts short the years of the wi ked

(so that they are no more). The fear-of Yhwh is that by whi h the storm

an be

experien ed as insigni ant to the eternal foundation of the righteous (it is perfe tly
understandable as, for example,

mwsr

or

twh.kh ;

f. 16:4) but a sudden and ul-

timately destru tive terror for the wi ked (the wi ked, from the perspe tive of the

77 ).

righteous, have no way to understand the storm
77

See, for example, verse 29,  Yhwh is a stronghold for the one whose way is upright, but a ruin
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This sudden and destru tive storm that terrorizes the wi ked is then assimilated
to a series of texts in whi h the duration of the wi ked is trun ated by a sudden burst
of divine violen e in Proverbs. Proverbs

hara teristi ally signies the moment of

the terror of the wi ked (v 24), the moment the storm renders him no more (v 25),
with

pit֓om .

For example, the sage is taught

(֓êd)

(pit֓om)



to fear Yhwh whose disaster



to guard himself against the Strange-Woman after whom the naive lad suddenly



(pit֓om)

that disaster

(֓êd)

strikes the evil one, the s oundrel, suddenly

(peta֒)

(pit֓om)

so

he is broken beyond repair (6:15);

and, nally, Proverbs' student is

pit֓om)

(Prov 24:22);

follows like an ox to the slaughter (7:22);

that in a moment



omes suddenly

ommanded not to fear sudden terror

(mippah.ad

or the disaster that strikes the wi ked (3:25).

As natural as it seems to interpreters familiar with Proverbs, this reading of v
27 takes days and years as an inter hangeable word pair signifying duration and
overlooks or dismisses the odd sense in whi h days signify durational length and
years, shortness. Furthermore, the odd morphologi al shift in the verse's verbs is
also passed over without

omment.

Translations

an be divided into one of two

amps, both of whi h obs ure the asymmetry of the Hebrew (the fear-of Yhwh
in reases days, but the years of the wi ked are short). S holars either supply a sense
of

ausality to the se ond verb (the years of the wi ked are shortened), taking the

fear-of Yhwh as the agent behind the passive

onstru tion (whi h is itself an oddity

never elaborated; how does fear shorten years? whose fear?), or they remove the
ausality from the rst verb and repla e the abstra t noun (the fear-of Yhwh) with
a

nomen agentis

(one who fears Yhwh): The God-fearer has long days, but the

wi ked have short years.
Perhaps simply slips, these two oddities in v 27the morphologi al shift and
the reversed word pairinvite us,

ontinuing the

omparison with v 25 above, to

treat the fear-of Yhwh as a substitute for the storm (and not the righteous), with
for the evildoers. In fa t, the following

luster (10:28-11:7)

ould be read as a series of ree tions

on why Proverbs (at least in part) grounds its distin tion between the righteous and the wi ked on
its expe tation of their durability.
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76

The fear of

Yhwh

a gapped (and not displa ed) line about the righteous. Thus the verse would be a
tri- ola su h as this,
The fear-of

Yhwh in

reases days,

[the days of the righteous are long℄
the years of the wi ked are short.

There is a logi al priority given to the rst

lause. The fear-of Yhwh is not simply

at the same level as righteousness here, it forms the (a)temporal ba kground that
allows righteousness and wi kedness to be histori ally experien ed as su h.
The experien e of the storm, nearly all

ommentators nd o

asion to say, is

suered by both the righteous and the wi ked as an interruption in their experien e
of the present as a moment on a

ontinuum.

This point is

ru ial be ause by it

Proverbs argues that the phenomenologi al experien e of the storm is the same for
both the righteous and the wi ked.
moment is rent from the Symboli

For both the experien e is one wherein the

matrix of meaning and history, a hieving thereby

an (awful) autonomy from it. On e abstra ted out-of-time, however, this moment
is dened in two opposing senses. It is the
and the
storm o

֒lam

pit֓om

of the wi ked on the one hand,

of the righteous on the other. This division of the moment of the

urs only at a

on eptual level, a level beyond histori al experien e, a level

identied as the fear-of Yhwh by v 27.
In this reading of v 27 (not the metaphori al substitutive reading) we learn
that the fear-of Yhwh gives to the phenomenal experien e of days and years their
truth by signifying what is ex eptional to them. The fear-of Yhwh is an ahistori al
on ept that, as su h, adds nothing to a day and subtra ts nothing from a year, but
with it, the sage understands that days and years are never

omplete on their own,

that they require the fear-of Yhwh to be truly understood.

That is, the fear-of

Yhwh is here the deeper truth of histori al experien e, the atemporal point whi h
must exist for temporal experien e to be understood and whi h is, therefore, not
an obje t of experien e itself.
The fear-of Yhwh must therefore be understood in both of these two senses,
both as that atemporal moment that reorganizes the experien e of history as one
of righteousness and wi kedness and the histori al experien e of righteousness and
wi kedness.

The fear-of Yhwh is that whi h provides the ever elusive, squirmy

experien e of the present its form in a doubled present out of time, in the
261

pit֓o-
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m

of the righteous or the

֒lam

of the wi ked.

the God-fearers, and thus the ahistori al

The righteous are, of

on ept is dragged ba k into histori al

experien e in a way that the metaphori al reading of the passage a

ounts for.

ir uitthe fear-of Yhwh is the atemporal

By an entirely self-referential

histori al experien e's division into two modes of temporality

distin tion between fear (of

Yhwh)

ourse,

and terror  this

ause of

one of whi h is the

luster re eives its

losure

and meaning. Fear does not equal terror be ause fear grants the violent experien e
of the storm a meaning by doubling it into a representative of either

֒lam

or

pit֓om

, the latter of whi h it asso iates with terror and the wi ked. Fear thus adopts a
meta-fun tion at the level of signi ation that prevents it from being

ompared

with terror. For the sage, fear and terror are fundamentally dierent, in omparable
really, be ause it is only by fear that terror's meaning be omes

77

78

omprehensible.

Empiri ism revisited

I want to return now to the issue of empiri ism, an engagement we have suspended
over the

ourse of our exegesis. We had noted a variety of opinions as to the proper

unit of signi an e in Proverbs (¶ 59 on page 212) and in parti ular the fundamental
disagreements of our own analyti

strategy with those approa hes that suppose the

autonomous individual proverb, with no overar hing arrangement, whose meaning refers to its life situation. This approa h, whi h I am going to
has been strongly inuen ed by the work of Claus Westermann

all empiri al,

79 and elaborated by

80 By empiri al I refer to the way the ideal obje t of

his student Friedemann Golka
interpretation is

onstru ted as

original

and

dis rete.

On this parti ular axis, the

distin tion between anthropologi al and literary approa hes dissolves.

Qua

empir-

i al, Golka's investigation into the life setting of a single proverb (authorized with
78

This re alls similar oppositions from Woman-Wisdom's rst spee h. See the dis ussion

¶ 39

on page 152.

79

See Claus Westermann,

Völker.

Göttingen:

Wurzeln der Weisheit: Die ältesten Sprü he Israels und anderer

Vandenhoe k & Rupre ht, 1990 and its English translation (though it is

frequently judged unreliable) Claus Westermann,

Israel and Other People.
80

See

Roots of Wisdom: the Oldest Proverbs of

Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1995.

Friedemann Golka, Die Königs- und Hofspru he und der Ursprung der israilitis hen

Weisheit .

Vetus Tetamentum , 36 1986 No. 1; and in English Friedemann Golka, The Leopard's
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referen e to the methods of anthropology and analogies with Afri an tribal so iety) and, for example, Waltke's elaboration of various literary units and sub-units
(authorized with referen e to the broader eld of Hebrew poeti s) are alike. That

literary (and so ne essarily arries asso iations with an intelle tual
elite) and the other oral (and so an be understood as a produ t of ordinary people
one obje t is

who have made a

ontribution to the Hebrew Bible

81 ) has no signi an e vis-à-vis

empiri ism even while it animates the polemi s around the question of Proverbs'
lass aliation. And this issue of

lass, it turns out, will be the best a

whi h to register our dieren e from and

ess point by

ritique of Golka but more fundamentally

the operations of empiri ism that undergird his work.
Regarding the question of Proverbs' so ial milieuthe
sages and their students Golka assumes that the
overrun by the

lass interests of

modern

s holars.

urrent

lass aliation of the

onsensus view has been

In short, a ademi s have

on-

tinually lionized the abstra t world of intelle tual professionalism or the elite world
of bureau rati

management, at the same time repressing the genius of the

Volk.

It is these prejudi es and not the eviden e that has distorted our reading Proverbs
in readily identiable ways: the assumption that either s hools or the
tuted the proper

ourt

ontext of wisdom's transmission, the supposition of an elite

onstiir le

of professional sages, all at the expense of un overing a vibrant popular wisdom.
Golka's

riti isms of von Rad and Hermisson

an be made to stand for his

analysis of wisdom s holarship as a whole.
Although von Rad admits that the majority of the proverbs has nothing to do with
the Court, his bourgeois prejudi e for es him to attribute them in that

upper lasses of the bourgeoisie
an still

ase to the

and the gentlemen farmers (p. 30f.) That way he

onsider them edu ation, and not popular wisdom.

82

And then even more a erbi ally against Hermisson, who supposed a s hool setting
for the whole of Proverbs:
There is . . . no eviden e for the derivation of Wisdom from Israel's s hools whi h
Hermisson

laims, be ause it is based on two presuppositions whi h are in turn

unproven. The origin of proverbs among ordinary people is still more likely. Hermisson's investigations seem to me to be hindered by a bourgeoiselitist

Spots: Bibli al and Afri an Wisdom in Proverbs.
81

Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 22.

82

Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1993.

Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 12.
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of edu ation.

He has to deny the existen e of any folk wisdom, so that it

instead be attributed to the
of thinking in 19th

To be sure, Golka

an

reative individual personality. The origin of this way

83

entury German idealism is self-evident.

ari atures the work of these s holarsHermisson does not deny

the existen e of pre-literary folk wisdom; nor
wisdom belonged only to one

an von Rad be made to say that

lass of Israelite so ietybut our point is better made

if we assume Golka is right, that von Rad and Hermisson and bibli al studies as a
whole have distorted the wisdom literature by insisting upon its mediation through
the upper

lass elite and the edu ated.

Against this deep and widespread

Tendenz

Golka thus aims to (and does) show

the anities between bibli al proverbs and traditional Afri an wisdom sayings. Towards this he

ites a ri h variety of parallels, organized a

ording to shared themes

(Ri h and Poor, Family and Kinship, Creation and Wisdom), establishing a
omplex weave of shared sensibilities and even rhetori .
A sovereign too gentle has no kingdom / a sovereign too severe does not dwell
with his subje ts (=In either

ase they relieve themselves of his servi es)

If you see a sti k that will pier e your eye/break it o (=removal of the

hief )

Do not open the mouth of the roaring bull (= Do not speak with the angry

hief )

By way of explaining his distin tive typographi al representation of the Afri an
proverbs (the la k of pun tuation, the use of /) he notes,

si ℄, as we are dealing
Oral Literature in Afri a [Oxford, 1970℄)

I quote these proverbs in units of meaning without
with oral literature (Cf. Ruth Finnegan,
dividing se tions by (/).

ommata [

Proverbs are handed on orally in Afri a.

The written

84

olle tions have been assembled by European missionaries, anthropologists, et .

83

Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 14.

ideology

ritique are an important

tion has been repla ed by ideology

P. Good hild's animadversions on the basi

orre tive to Golka's (unfair) indignation.

stru ture of

Moral

ondemna-

ritique, the surgi al pro edure of operating behind the oppo-

nent's un ons iousness. The post-Enlightenment

riti

laims insights into the pro esses of his or

her opponent's thoughts whi h ex eed those whi h are available to the opponent's self-obstru ting
ons iousness. . . . Ea h ideologi al unmasking

onfronts the opponent with the embarrassing spe -

ta le of the interests underlying their ideas, whether these interests are those of ra e,
ego, and result in privileged a

ess to power, wealth, or pleasure. Philip Good

and Religion: the Pri e of Piety.
84

New York: Routledge, 2002, 47-48.

Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 18.
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hild,

lass, sex or

Capitalism

77

Empiri ism revisited

le sujet de l'énon iation the
spokenand le sujet de l'énon é the

At this point the La anian distin tion between
subje t position from whi h a statement is

ontent of what is saidis strikingly illustrated; a distan e

arried in a somewhat

humorous but nonetheless signi ant fashion by the Latin pluralization of  ommas
and the

o-appearan e of European missionaries and Oxford anthropologists.

This is the paradoxi al spa e wherein Golka's argument assumes the form of its
antithesis: to prove that Proverbs is the produ t of an indigenous, uns hooled tribal
ulture,

unmediated

by the upper

strata, he gives us Afri an wisdom,

lasses of Israel's intelle tual or bureau rati
olle ted and edited by the European

ultural

and intelle tual elite (translated by Christian missionaries, published by Oxford,
et ). One must raise the question: did Ruth Finegan (or any of editors of Golka's
Afri an sour e material) have any existential

on ern with the intri a ies of dryland

farming or tribal etiquette?
If there is a proper Afri an analog to
of the sub-altern

Volk

anoni al Proverbs, it is not the voi e

Golka wishes to level against the bourgeois-elitist sym-

pathies of Hermisson or von Rad. Proverbs is rather more like the Oxford edited

it arti ulates the knowledge of the pre-literate indigene for its own
purposes, spe i ally to enable the dis ourse of Wisdom. La an will generalize
about this abstra tion of knowledge under the rubri of philosophy. What phianthologies:

losophy designates throughout its whole evolution is the following: the theft, the
abdu tion, the removal from the slave of his knowledge, through the operations of
the Master . . . Philosophy in its histori al fun tion is this extra tion, I would almost
say this betrayal of the slave's knowledge, in order to obtain its transmutation into
the master's knowledge.

85 What is at issue is not the impossibility of the peasant
86 (Re all that at the

knowing something good enough to be re orded in a book.

outset of the dissertation [¶ 4 on page 12℄ we identied the slave's own eld with
knowledge [S2 ℄; the slave is the one who has the know-how.
There is as a matter of fa t a question to be asked. Does the master who brings
about this operation of the displa ing, the

85

Ja ques La an,

1969-1970.
86

Golka's

onveyan ing, of the slave's knowledge

Le Seminaire de Ja ques La an, Livre XVII: L'Envers de la Psy hanalyse,

Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1991a, 26.11.69.
on ern for ordinary people (as opposed to
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want to know? Does he have the desire to know? . . . he desires that things work.

87

And why would he want to know? There are more amusing things than that.

Two

on lusions then.

1. What Golka's analysis overlooks and then repli ates is the dieren e between
the utteran e and the position of enun iation. But there is a
be made between, say, the admonition to avoid domesti

ru ial distin tion to

quarrels or to be diligent in

the elds and, on the other hand, the notion that su h in ommensurable pra ti es
may be equated under the sign of Wisdom. Golka analyzes only the formerthe
positive

ontent of the bibli al and Afri an sayingsnot seeing how the meaning

of su h

ontent is irreversibly sealed by the retroa tive ee t of its be oming a

text. It does not impugn the intelligen e or
ple

ultural

ontribution of ordinary peo-

88 to insist that their intelligen e/ ulture is assimilable to dierent and even

antagonisti

Fox (1996, 237) helpfully des ribes the

lass proje ts.

of Proverbs as gathering of
of the s ribal/ ourtly

diverse

lass.

sour es for the

Su h a pro ess a

parti ular

ideologi al purposes

ounts for the great diversity and

the even greater unity in Proverbs. The diversity
the unity from the reda tor's own

omposition

omes from the varied sour es,

reative a tivity.

The reda tors' intervention

was radi al and determinative.. . . In su h a pro ess, the very notions of original and
additional, of authorial and reda tional, intertwine inextri ably.

The

ogen y of

Golka's lo al readings (i.e. whether the Afri an proverbs he sele ts are good analogues, whether his dis ernment of anti-royal rhetori

is persuasively argued) misses

the radi al intervention, whi h takes pla e on an entirely dierent level.
2. The distan e between the original thought of
terminative intervention of the sages

Volk

and the radi al and de-

annot be diagnosed empiri ally.

le sujet de l'énon é )

ontrary, at the level of utteran e (

On the

the Master and the Slave

are saying the same thing; or, more spe i ally, the Master is simply parroting what

89 The me hanism of appropriation does not tarry at this

the Slave has told him.

to the Hebrew Bible of Judaism and to the Old Testament of the Christian
the

87
89

over of Solomoni

pseudonymity (Golka, 1993, 122) is in this regard mispla ed.

La an, Seminar XVII, 24.
La an

hur h, be it only under

88

Golka, The Leopard's Spots, 122.

ontinues from where we left o above: Refer to the

Meno, where it is a question of the

square root of 2 and its in ommensurable. There's someone who says, `Hey, look, get the slave to
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Negative theology

level but aims to establish a distin tive positionality with respe t to knowledge the
Master in no way produ ed. It is a matter of rendering the

volkish

know-how in a

ertain way, distilling it down to pure knowledge, theoreti al knowledge, trans endent Wisdom.
It is here that you have the entire eort to isolate what is

alled

episteme.

It's a funny

word, I don't know whether you have ever given it mu h thoughtputting oneself in
the right position, in short it is the same word as

Verstehen.

It is all about nding the

position that makes it possible for knowledge to be ome the master's knowledge. The
entire fun tion of the

episteme

insofar as it is spe ied as transmissible knowledge

see Plato's dialogsis always borrowed from the te hniques of

raftsmen, that is to

say of serfs. It is a matter of extra ting the essen e of this knowledge in order for it

90

to be ome the master's knowledge.

We have tried to show, at a perhaps tedious level of detail, how this is a
by the fun tion of a

signier the

omplished

signier for whi h all the others represent the

subje t, the Master-Signier (S1). At the level of the dis rete and original
and here's the anti-empiri al pun hline, its intervention

78

obje t,

hanges nothing.

Negative theology and the persisten e of trans enden e

It will be helpful to pause and review the ground we have
gauge how far we have

ome in unseating the obvious

overed and, in light of this,
on lusion of trans enden e.

At the outset we dened La an's Master-Signier in terms of a pure signier,
one from whi h all tra es of meaning had faded. Seeking to isolate this fun tion in
Proverbs, we have put forth our own developmental theory of the fear-of Yhwh,
tra ing the in remental

o lusion

of its meaning behind an in reasingly pure stru -

tural fun tion (the purity of fun tion

ompleted by the time Proverbs arti ulates its

famous sloganThe fear-of Yhwh is the

re֓²ît of Wisdom).

ing of the fear-of Yhwh in this parti ular

onguration, our determinations

ome over, that little fellow,
of

Pressed for the meanan only

an't you see he knows.' They ask him questions, master's questions,

ourse, and the slave naturally answers what the questions already di tate as their response.

You nd here a form of ridi ule.

It's a way of s ong at the

hara ter who is being taken apart

here. It is show that the serious business, the aim, is to make it known that the slave knows, but
by a knowledging it only in this derisory way, what is hidden is that it is only a matter of robbing
the slave of his fun tion at the level of knowledge. La an, Seminar XVII Fr., 22.

90

La an, Seminar XVII, 22.
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be made negatively: in the eld of the signied it is the void, the pla eholder of
a

onstitutive gap.

The fear-of Yhwh thus relates to the totality of Wisdom as

the parti ular element of the Universal that preemptively signies the failure of
the sum total of

all the other

nite, positive elements to represent the Universal.

Wisdom is knowledge, understanding, pruden e, delity, dis retion

and

the interval

between this aggregate and Wisdom qua Universal, a la una whose pla e is held by
the fear-of Yhwh.
It is un lear, however, the extent to whi h these exegeti al
our overall

on lusions relate to

on ern to dis lose the pro essual emergen e of trans enden e from an

immanent eld, i.e. the poeti s of making trans endent. In positioning ourselves
in opposition to empiri ism is there a sense in whi h we've simply repeated the
obvious? For, many if not most s holars who have worked re ently on the wisdom
literature have reje ted what in the pre eding generation of
have been a

ommentaries would

ommonpla e assessment: Proverbs represents a se ular empiri ism.

91

Rylaarsdam, as we have seen, reje ted su h a notion very early, but again, von Rad's
arti ulation is the most pres ient in naming the un-ease re ent s holars harbor
against the label empiri ism.
In fa t, what the senten es tea h already surpasses any obje tive material knowledge in so far as it is dealing with per eptions whi h have been a quired in

onne -

tion with a truth for whi h one has already de ided. It is, in other words, a truth
to whi h one has already

92

ommitted oneself.

What the senten es tea ha lo ution we have no trouble assimilating to our own
idea of Wisdom as a totality, Absolute Wisdom surpasses any obje tive mate-

gehen. . . weit über alles neutrale Sa hwisen hinaus ℄.

rial knowledge [

This is a

stunning surmise of the di ulties about representing Wisdom, sin e its ontologi al

Sa hli hkeit ) is not onstituted by experien e but is alwaysthe a priori ondition that denes the bounds of experien e

status, its obje tivity (
already de ided; it is
at the outset.
91

In a re ent arti le, M. Fox expli itly rebuts the view that the proverbial sages were empiri ists.

Before addressing the question of what wisdom epistemology is, it is important to determine what
it is

not.

Contrary to the s holarly

onsensus, it is not empiri ism.

Literature, No. 4, vol. 126, 2007, 670.

92

von Rad, Wisdom, 64.
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Fox, Journal of Bibli al

79

Cause

This raises questions about the value of the highly abstra t and at times unwieldly La anian mediation.

Why not just read von Rad? or

any of the other

signi ant s holars who have understood wisdom as an intelle tual/ideologi al
mitment

onstituted around the unfullled

doesn't the fa t of the sages'

la k

desire

of the sages? And furthermore,

unders ore the distan e between representation

and reality, between word and world; the latter term impossibly
the former?

trans endent to

Indeed, there is a venerable tradition wherein it is understood that

human limits do not diminish our experien e of God but draw us
frontation with enigma of freedom and the un aused
a

om-

ommon denominator or, better, a

ause.

loser to a

This logi

on-

serves as

ommon limit for a radi ally diverse range

93 to Aquinas94 and mat hes ex eedingly well with

of theologies from Maimonides

those readings of Proverbs, whi h heartily arm its dis ipline

(mûsar)

within

ir ums ribed epistemologi al limits.

79

Cause

As a starting point we should ask the question: what is the basis of the

onne tion

between negative theology and trans enden e? As a provisional hypothesis, we
posit as their

ommon ground the same bifur ated theory of

hand, every ee t is pre eded by a

ommensurate

to human
93

series) or outwards (in a

system) towards some trans endent primordia/exteriority.

the universe

History

95 or rather

ognition,

would be

apart from the sheer number of phenom-

The fa ulty of thinking is a for e inherent in the body, and is not separated from it, but God

rules the universe and provides for it is a

the Perplexed,

Guide to

1.lxxii).

When the existen e of a thing has been as ertained there remains the further question of the

God is, but rather what He is not, we have no means for
He is not . . . we know [God℄ from

Summa Theologi a,
95

How God

omplete mystery: man is unable to solve it (

manner of its existen e, in order that we may know its essen e. Now, be ause we

(

and

form two extents whose geometries and movements are transparent

is not a for e inherent in the body of the universe, but is separate from all its parts.

94

On one

ause; thus for ea h phenomenon

one tra es a series of links ba kwards (in a dia hroni
syn hroni

ausality.

an

reated things as their

annot know what

onsidering how God is, but rather how
ause way of ex ellen e and by negation

1:3, 13).

Brueggemann (1990, 127) has understood the dieren e between the wisdom tradition and

other bibli al modes of dis ourse (i.e., propheti

and legal) in terms of the sages' systemati

269
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ena (an immensity we now approa h in a

ordan e with the traje tory des ribed

96
by Moore's law ). On the other hand, what
obey (the same) law of

ex -sists

before or outside does not

ausality. Rather, transmissions from the latter realm are

experien ed in the

ontext of the former as sheer

are experien ed as

failures

97 whi h is to say they

ontingen y,

of human knowledge. As we have dis ussed at length

(¶ 9 on page 48), to the extent that the sages tarried with this degree of negativity,

98 and as a

s holars have viewed this as subversive to normal wisdom ideology,

strong hint that the Israelite sages maintained the distin tive features of Yhwh religion, whi h in this
tion to and

99

ontext means the radi al trans enden e of Yhwh's freedom.

reation of the extent of the knowable.

life-experien e, human life, life in the
has

96

Wisdom pro eeds on the assumption that

reated order is a `studiable system.' That studiable system

onstan y and durability, experien ed as regularity and predi tability.
The

omplexity [of an integrated

ir uit℄. . . has in reased at a rate of roughly a fa tor of two

per year. . . Certainly over the short term this rate

an be expe ted to

ontinue, if not to in rease.

G.E. Moore,  Cramming More Components on to Integrated Cir uits .

Ele troni s Journal ,

38

1965 No. 8, 115.

97

The a

ount of this two-story universe is parti ularly striking in von Rad, be ause he goes so

far in insisting that it doesn't exist. We see the tea herswith what sometimes appears to us as an
un anny

onden eholding together the awareness of an inherent determinism on the one hand

and faith in Yahweh's power on the other. . . It

an be

ategori ally stated that for Israel there was

only one world of experien e and this was apper eived by means of a per eptive apparatus in whi h
rational per eptions and religious per eptions were not dierentiated von Rad, Wisdom, 60-61.
This strong statement of

one

eld of experien e is immediately qualied (though not, I think,

resolved) under the rubri , a diale ti

of experien e.

But behind our assertion that experien es

of Yahweh were, for Israel, experien es of the world, and vi e versa, there lurks the question: were
there a tually two areas of experien e whi h Israel in the last resort did dierentiate, or was there
only one? That we
experien e is

an no longer separate a realm of religious experien e from a realm of se ular

lear. On the other hand, Yahweh and the world are

en ountered man in the world.

ertainly not identi al. Yahweh

But why do there still exist parallel series of statements about

`experien es of Yahweh' and `experien es of the world'. . . We

an only answer as follows. Obviously

Israel, in her `enlightened' understanding of the world, has stumbled upon a diale ti
whi h

98

of experien e

ould no longer be simply resolved and released von Rad, Wisdom, 63.

For example, Würthwein's des ription of

Maat

as the

sine qua non

not only of Egyptian

wisdom but of An ient Near Eastern wisdom as a whole. Würthwein, Egyptian Wisdom and the
Old Testament.

99

So H. Gese's reading of a

ounter urrent within Proverbs ( f. 10:22; 16:1, 9, 33; 20:24; 21:1,

30, 31; 25:2) that protests against the redu tion inherent to any
by the stru ture of

ausality.

Hartmut Gese,

onstrual of the world bound

Lehre und Wirkli hkeit in der alten Weisheit;

270

79

In su h a

Cause

ounts, noumena versus phenomena, reality versus appearan e, Yhwh

versus idol, line up in opposed series between whi h lies an unbridgeable gulf. The

/) and the empty signier that represent it (S1) serve only to
void of the subje t (S
onsolidate the trans endent obje t as unanalyzable

ause. Thus, to

omplete our

argument we must dire tly engage the nature of this obje t: the stu it is made of
and the

onditions of its status as

ause, as the  he k the sages wrote of in their

senten es about the limits of Wisdom.

If thinkers of trans enden e share a

omplex of ideas about

ausality, viz. its mul-

tiple and dis ontinuous elds, and furthermore, if these thinkers understand the
representation of su h dis ontinuities to be possible only in negative termshow
then does our dis losure of the Master-Signier's fun tion support the thesis of an
ontologi ally prior

immanent

making trans endent?

dis ord, only subsequently ea ed by the poeti s of

Whi h is to say, how do propositions about the fun tion

of the La anian Master-Signier disturb the
ausality that underlies the

a priori

trauma:

theory of

assumption of a trans endent beyond?

It is a truism to say that psy hoanalyti
of psy hi

linear but ir ums ribed
ause is, at its

an intensity of experien e whi h

ore, an elaboration

annot be assimilated into

the ego's world of meaning, whose overwhelming quota of ae t must be disharged, therefore, along more oblique pathways of asso iation.
of the pathogeni
rati

100

The analysis

symptom is a work of dete tion, the un overing of an idiosyn-

series linking the only apparently remote neuroti

symptom to a repressed

primal s ene. Exemplary in this regard is Freud's analysis of the Wolf Man, whose
symptoms

101 Freud tra ed to an early witness of parental inter ourse.

Studien zu den Spr hen Salomos und zu dem Bu he Hiob.
100

Freud's most ambitious attempt to

hidden yet logi al

onne tions ( onne tion he eventually theorizes as the operations of displa ement

ondensation) is Sigmund Freud,

and

Tübingen: Mohr-Siebe k, 1958, 45 .

reate a model for the establishment and operation of these

A Proje t for a S ienti

Psy hology .

Standard Edition ,

1

1950.

101

Briey the Wolf Man was dire ted to analysis to address a

onstellation of symptoms in luding

debilitating depression and a longstanding phobia of wolves. The

rux of Freud's intervention was

his analysis of a re urrent dream, re alled by the analysand from his early

hildhood. I dreamed

that it is night and I am lying in my bed. . . Suddenly the window opens of its own a

ord and

terried, I see that there are a number of white wolves sitting in the big walnut tree outside the

271
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What was a tivated that night out of the
memory imprint (

Eindru k )

haos of un ons ious tra es left by a

was the image of

oitus between the boy's parents in

onditions whi h were not entirely usual and whi h lent themselves to observation.
It gradually be ame possible to nd satisfa tory answers to all the questions that
might be prompted by this s ene, given that the rst dream was reprodu ed endlessly in

ountless variations during the therapy, and on ea h o

asion the analysis

provided the wished-for explanations. In this way we were rst able to establish the

102

hild's age when he observed his parents, some 18 months.
As to the pathogeni

ee t of the primal s ene and the alteration in sexual devel-

opment that its resurre tion produ ed. . . we must keep in view the fa t that the
a tivation of this s ene (I am deliberately avoiding the word `memory' here) has
the same ee t as if it were a re ent experien e. The ee tiveness of the s ene
has been postponed (

na hträgli h),

and loses none of its freshness in the interval

103
that has elapsed.
The s andal of psy hoanalyti
put. (Two

ontradi tory

thought lies here, though not where it is usually

ritiques of Freud's thought are produ ed as if by reex:

from a s ienti  perspe tive, the links un overed in free asso iation, dream-work,
slips-of-the-tongue, jokes, et .

are deemed too spe ulative, la king the dignity of

empiri al veri ation; from a hermeneuti  perspe tive, Freud

rudely redu es the

omplex warp of lived experien e to the libidinal e onomy.)
The great aront of psy hoanalysis is rather the question of
ause o

urs with respe t to its symptomati

the theory of
window.

Na hträgli hkeit

the traumati

ee ts. The answer Freud formulates is

or deferred-a tion,

There were six or seven of them.

when

104 a

ording to whi h trauma

The wolves were white all over, and looked more like

foxes or sheep-dogs, be ause they had big tails like foxes and they had their ears pri ked like dogs
wat hing something. Obviously fearful that the wolves were going to gobble me up I s reamed and
woke up.
ould be

My nurse hurried to my bedside to see what had happened.

the wolves sitting in the tree was so

lear and lifelike. Eventually I

been liberated from danger, and went ba k to sleep.

Cases.
102
104

It was some time before I

onvin ed that it had only been a dream, be ause the image of the window opening and

New York: Penguin, 2003, 227.

Freud, The Wolfman and Other Cases, 234.

103

Laplan he/Pontalis (1973, 112) dene the

hara teristi s:

almed down, feeling as if I had

Sigmund Freud,

The Wolfman and Other

Freud, The Wolfman and Other Cases, 239.

on ept of

Na hträgli hkeit

in terms of three

 a. It is not lived experien e in general that undergoes a deferred revision but,

spe i ally, whatever it has been impossible in the rst instan e to in orporate fully into a meaningful

ontext. The traumati

event is the epitome of su h unassimilated experien e. b. Deferred

272

80

after

assumes its status as Cause only

Sexual dieren e

its disruptive ee ts at the level of the

ons ious ego are manifest. Cause, as su h, is mediated by the Symboli
it disturbs, a fa t whi h di tates
This paradox of trauma

qua

where

eld whi h

we must look for it.

ause that does not pre-exist its ee ts but is itself

it is through
its `repetition,' through its e hoes within the signifying stru ture, that the ause
retroa tively be omes what it always-already was. In other words, a dire t approa h
retroa tively `posited' by them involves a kind of temporal loop:

ne essarily fails:

if we try to grasp the trauma dire tly, irrespe tive of its later

fa tum brutum  in the ase of
oitus a tergo, whi h is not a ause at

ee ts, we are left with a meaningless

the Wolf

Man, with the fa t of parental

all, sin e

it involves no dire t psy hi
symboli

stru ture that the

e ien y.

It is only through its e hoes within the

fa tum brutum. . . retroa

tively a quires its traumati

105
hara ter and be omes the Cause.
What is left for us is to give an a

ount of Wisdom qua Realas the traumati

ground of the sages' (symboli ally mediated) desire, as the absent Cause around
whi h their dis ourse

ir ulates yet

onstantly fails to

omprehendyet not as an

trans endent to the nitude of human subje
unassimilable remainder of the subje t's joining itself to

unassimilable exteriority

tivity, but

rather as the

and deter-

mining its own meaning from the order of the signier.

80

Sexual differen e

On this point the psy hoanalyti

orientation

onrms, against the redu tion of

reality to the endless play of the signier what is everywhere in plain view, on the
surfa e of Proverbs.

to

For as mu h as Proverbs seems

the persisten e of dieren e, it is equally the

e ient

threatened by

and

inimi al

ase that su h dieren e, whose

ause we have sought in the workings (or rather the failure to work) of

language, is heavily ine ted on a sexual register, though it is not adequate to
say the Symboli
revision is o
je t to gain a

fails to

ome to terms with it.

Joan Copje

asioned by events and situations, or by an organi

marks the

ru ial

maturation, whi h allows the sub-

ess to a new level of meaning and to rework his earlier experien es.

. Human sex-

uality, with the pe uliar unevenness of its temporal development, provides an eminently suitable
eld for the phenomenon of deferred a tion.

105

iºek, The Metastases Of Enjoyment: Six Essays On Women And Causality, 32.
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distin tion that runs between psy hoanalyti

and de onstru tionist readings of

gender.
When we speak of language's failure with respe t to sex, we speak not of its
falling short of a predis ursive obje t, but of its falling into
itself. Sex

oin ides with this

impossibility of

failure, this inevitable

ontradi tion with

ontradi tion. Sex is, then, the

ompleting meaning, not (as Butler's [Judith Butler, whose

Trouble provides the o

Gender

asion of Copje 's intervention℄ histori ist/de onstru tionist

argument would have it) a meaning that is in omplete, unstable. . . The point is that

106

sex is the stru tural in ompleteness of language, not that sex is itself in omplete.

This brings us to thebeyond of the Symboli  evoked by the La anian Real and
allows us after a long and at times taxing traverse to approa h Wisdom's essen e,
whose opa ity qua obje t arises from the very Symboli

operation that, intending

only to make sense, unwittingly produ es the oppositea substan e that

annot be

understood but only enjoyed. It's pla e in the text is not the signier but the

mortuum

aput

signi ation leaves in its wake.

To this stu, the sages

ompulsively return; from it they eventually dedu e

the sublimities of Absolute Wisdom whose subje tive truth, nally, they name

fear.

I mean stu  in its pre ise psy hoanalyti

usage, whose emblems are a series

of obje tsthe breast, fe es, and the phallus (the imaginary protuberan e that
evokes in the

hild the fear of deta hment, not the genitals)to whi h La an adds,

ru ially, the gaze and the voi e.
A

ommon

hara teristi

of these obje ts as I formulate them is that they have no

spe ular image. . . no alterity. This is what allows them to be the stu  or, better
put, the liningwithout, nevertheless, being the ip sideof the very subje t
people take to be the subje t of

ons iousness. . . . It is to this obje t that

annot

107
be grasped in the mirror that the spe ular image lends its lothes.
The promise of the obje t is of solidity; were one to grasp it, the slippage inherent
to representation

ould be, on e and for all, stilled. (This is of

su h obje ts must be

ungraspable.)

A

ording to this

ourse pre isely why

riteria, Proverbs

onstru ts

its obje tive an hors most admirably, lining its words with a voi e built for enigma,
and a gaze that its through darkness of a window.
106

Joan Copje ,

Read My Desire: La an Against the Histori ists.

Press, 1994, 206.

107

La an, Subversion, 818.
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Slave, oblige me again!
Here, master! Here!
I'm going to fall in love with a woman!
Fall in love, master, fall in love! The
man who falls in love with a woman
forgets depression and melan holy.
No way, slave, I will not fall in love with
a woman.
Don't fall in love, master, don't fall in
love. Woman is a well, she's a well, a pit,
a hole. Woman is a whetted iron dagger
that

uts the throat of a ne man.

Dialog of Pessimism; or, the Obliging
Slave

81

Terms of dis ourse

At the very outset of the dissertation we privileged the master's dis ourse as a way
of

on eptualizing the Real (a paradoxi al undertaking to be sure). La an's Real,

we said (¶ 3 on page 6), while it is entirely other to the Imaginary-Symboli

world

of meaning, yet this otherness is ins ribed therein and only therein as an impasse
of formalization.

objet petit a.
Symboli

La an names the lo us of this ex-timate kernel of identity

In short, the La anian

on eption of the Real suggests that a

ertain

world of meaning, for example Wisdom, is in apable of saying something

true about the truth but only be ause its truth
impasse, or failure.

orresponds to this internal limit,

The obje t (a) in arnates this impossibility as a surplus of
276

6

81

enjoyment (

plus de jouir ) not pre-existing spee

thus fullling the
ee t.
su

Terms of dis ourse

h but born forth in its enun iation,

onditions of an immanent beyond or, obversely, a trans endent

By dint of this ambiguity, obje t (a) aords a position of analysis that

umbs neither to postmodern redu tion of ethi s to how the individual

onstrues

the world, nor simply repeats the ideologi al gesture of the text, as when we avert
our eyes from the master's
a

arefully dissembled impoten e. This is of

ount of dis ourse, dis losing the very ideologi al

hidden if it is to

ourse an eti 

otter-pin that must remain

ompel subje ts under the sway of its world. On the importan e of

maintaining this subterfuge, we need only re all La an's dire warning (see note 32
on page 13):

jouissan e ℄,

If one does not squander [

there will be all sorts of

onsequen es. The stru ture of a dis ourse is therefore, by ne essity, a parti ular
strategy of squandering its own ex esses, of laying them at the foot of an external
ause.
Having familiarized ourselves with the terms of La an's fundamental form of
dis ourse

we

S1 → S2
/ ∨ a
S

an say roughly how and where the requisite semioti

laundering takes pla e in

1
Proverbs. On one hand, the meaning (S) of Wisdom was xed only

retroa tively

in

its identi ation with the fear-of Yhwh (S1), a signier whi h does indeed represent
the essen e of Wisdom but insofar as this essen e
eld of a tually o

urring wisdom, i.e.

S2.

is

only an impossible brea h in the

The instantiation of wisdom-ideology

will then be the moment that the enun iation of the fear-of Yhwh is abstra ted from
its purely performative and retroa tive ee t and posited instead as a self-su ient
plentitude whi h

orresponds spe i ally and su iently to Proverbs' denition of

Wisdom.
Fear of the Lord involves both rational and non-rational aspe ts at
the same time.
Its rational aspe t entails an obje tive revelation that
and memorized. . . Fear of the Lord [in

an be taught

ontrast to the generi

ANE

phrase fear of God℄ refers to the Lord's spe ial revelation, whether
1

Where

S

is either what, at the level of positive substan e,

dom's predi ates or, on the other hand, what

orresponds to the totality of Wis-

orresponds to the true identity of Woman-Wisdom.
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through Moses or Solomon.

By this term Solomon tra es his wisdom

ba k to the Lord's inspiration.
Fear of the Lord also entails a nonrational aspe t, an emotional
response of fear, love, and trust.
From this perspe tive, the fear-of Yhwh is misre ognized as to its purely negative
dimension.

Out of the series of Wisdom's predi ates, it is per eived as the most

stable referen e point, the eternal meta-signier that gives us the proper meaning
of all the others.

The persisten e of sapiential la k (the ongoing, restless sear h

of the sages) is thereby displa ed from its proper Symboli

lo us, hen eforth to be

justied by the remoteness of the Real obje t.

82

Dis ourse as a so ial link

The persuasiveness of this short

ir uit

an be seen most

sage/father assumes his Symboli

identity, i.e.

learly in the way the

the way that the

empiri al

sage

assumes the o e and privilege of representing Wisdom. The hall-mark of his authority is not dis ernment about the future (as one would expe t from someone who
had long tra ked the

ausal nexus) but a vigilant abjuration of his own wiseness.

True, Proverbs never questions the legitima y of paternal authority (re all our disussion [¶ 41 on page 158℄ of the sage as Wisdom's
is grounded in the father's limits and the

a priori

Vertreter ).

But this authority

ir ums ribed quality of human

wisdom,
Do you see a man wise in his own eyes?
more hope for a fool than for him.
(26:12)

with the

onsequen e that the father's point of identi ation with the son is a shared

distan e

towards the obje t they pursue. The father is, like the son, born into a

Symboli

debt he

annot over ome.

Indeed, I was a son to my father, a tenderfoot,
and pre ious before my mother.
(4:3)

The son must, like the father, learn to sublate (in the properly Hegelian sense of
negate

and

preserve) the immediate distan e of naivete (i.e. the status of the

) to the ree ted distan e of fear.
278
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82

This virtuous kernel of folly, to be sure, is situated

Dis ourse as a so ial link

in a highly spe i manner

with respe t to the obje t it fails to grasp. To wit, it is judged the only appropriate
response of the

nite

subje t to the

innite

obje t, whi h is beyond

ompare and

representation.
More pre ious is [Wisdom ℄ than jewels
and all of your satisfa tionsthey resemble her not.
(3:15,

prima fa ie

The interpellative me hanism of Proverbs

f. 8:11)

does not take

rude form,

I am worthy of your obedien e (the as ription of worth oer ed or otherwise
inated), and you will therefore obey. Rather, our assent to the father has his
inadequa y fully in view, and yet we obey! In granting the (empiri al) father's la k,
the dis ourse demands and justies our omplian e only within a ir ums ribed
zone, thus preserving freedom and responsibility alike in relation to the innite
trans endent truth. Before this we stand with the father in our ommon nitude,
even while we grant his status as master in the banality of day to day reality and

2

its equally banal appli ations of power.

In light of this, we may wish to in rease our estimation of the master (speaking
of both the signier and the father who bears its fun tion), who does more than
squander the surplus of dis ourse. Rather he appropriates it, boldly establishing
2

Is this not pre isely the form of Kant's (very

a puzzling non-sequitur to his
of an ethi s of the
apparent

radi al

onservative) ethi al formulations, whi h

ome as

ritique of metaphysi s and to his (equally radi al) dismissal

ommon good via the

ategori al imperative.

ontradi tion? Now in many aairs

How does Kant re on ile this

ondu ted in the interests of a

me hanism is required by means of whi h some of its members must

ommunity, a

ertain

ondu t themselves in an

entirely passive manner so that through an arti ial unanimity the government may guide them
toward publi

ends, or at least prevent them from destroying su h ends. Here one

ertainly must

not argue, instead one must obey. However, insofar as this part of the ma hine also regards himself
as a member of the

ommunity as a whole, or even of the world

addresses the publi

in the role of a s holar, in the proper sense of that term, he

ommunity, and as a

onsequen e

an most

ertainly

argue, without thereby harming the aairs for whi h as a passive member he is partly responsible.

Immanuel Kant, What is Enlightenment?

What is Enlightenment?
onsiders the

In

Foundations of the Metaphysi s of Morals, and

New York: Liberal Arts Press, 1959, 99. Absolute freedom, what Kant

ondition of any ethi

whatsoever, must be preserved through passive assent to an

arti ial unanimity underwritten by the state. The obverse to
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freedom is

phenomenal
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the merits of its/his la k on an ever expanding eld, a virtuous up- y le in whi h
la k

an be traded for prot. There is, La an points out, a te hni al term for what

san tions this ex hange at any given time and pla ethe

episteme.

This is a funny word, I do not know whether you have ever thought about it a
lotputting oneself in the right position, in short it is the same word as

hen.

verste-

It is the question of nding the position that enables knowledge to be ome

knowledge of the Master. The fun tion of episteme in so far as it spe ied as trans-

3

missible knowledge onsult Plato's dialogues is still entirely borrowed from the
te hniques of the

raftsman, that is to say, of serfs. It is a matter of extra ting its

essen e so that this knowledge be omes the Master's knowledge. And then, that
is naturally in reased by a little return sho k, whi h is

alled a slip, a return of the

repressed. But, so says someone or other, Karl Marx or someone else. . .

4

omplian e. Here one must not argue but obey.

3

La an here and throughout

Seminar XVII

emergen e of the master's dis ourse.

refers to Plato's

Meno

in terms of a quasi primal

The problem posed by So rates to Meno, whi h we will not

nd remote from that posed by the proverbial sages, is to dis over or better,
of virtue from its manifold appearan es.
when asked
of them).

Meno,

distill,

the slave, has no knowledge of virtue

the essen e

as su h

but

an only speak of many virtues (there are virtues numberless, and no la k of denitions

So rates:

How fortunate I am, Meno! When I ask you for one virtue, you present me

with a swarm of them , whi h are in your keeping. Suppose that I

arry on the gure of the swarm,

and ask of you, What is the nature of the bee? and you answer that there are many kinds of bees,
and I reply: But do bees dier as bees, be ause there are many and dierent kinds of them; or are
they not rather to be distinguished by some other quality, as for example beauty, size, or shape?
How would you answer me?

Meno:

I should answer that bees do not dier from one another, as bees.

So rates:

And if I went on to say:

That is what I desire to know, Meno; tell me what is the

quality in whi h they do not dier, but are all alikewould you be able to answer?
(Plato, 1967, 72a- ) Meno's famous question, after having failed (as the sages failed with Wisdom)
to name the essen e of virtue,

pure

virtue and not one of its predi ates, ree ts his befuddlement

as to possible grounds of the master's fun tion. Why, on what lines will you look, So rates, for a
thing of whose nature you know nothing at all? Pray, what sort of thing, amongst those that you
know not, will you treat us to as the obje t of your sear h? Or even supposing, at the best, that
you hit upon it, how will you know it is the thing you did not know?

(Plato, 1967, 80d).

On

what grounds, in other words, will we as ribe mastery to the master? What is wise about wisdom?
Plato's answer, the theoreti al elaboration of

anamnesis we

will

remember

the eternal truth

that our in arnated bodies have forgottentra es the same reverse temporality we have elaborated
under the rubri

4

of psy hoanalyti

Ja ques La an,

ause.

Seminar XVII.

unpublished manus ript, 11/26/69.
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Positions of dis ourse

The evo ation of Marx, who appears throughout the seminars of 1969-1970, unders ores (on e again) the materiality of La anian dis ourse: the ar hes of the world
he

alls them.

(And, of

ourse, the language of surplus enjoyment

annot but

all to mind Marx's own dis over of the master's fun tion in the extra tion of
surplus value.) What is even more important in this quote is the insisten e upon
the prima y of

position.

The fun tion of mastery depends not on what one says or

how one says it but upon where one stands,

addressing whom,

in the moment of

enun iation.

83

Positions of dis ourse

This re alls us to se ond feature of La an's stru ture of dis ourse, not the terms
(S1,

/)
S2, a, S

but a xed arrangement of positions into whi h ea h term is slotted.

agent

↑

truth

−→

other

∨

↓

produ t

The surfa e positions t well with the most basi
an

agent, one who speaks; of

ourse he speaks

model of

ommuni ation: there is

to somebody, so there is also an other.

The link between them (→) is what the agent means to say. It is his intent. On the
bottom things are more

ompli ated. We have, in our

omments about obje t (a),

theorized a surplus enjoyment, but let us here speak more generally. The surplus is
just something produ ed in ex ess of the avowed intent. The agent's word produ es
an unforeseen

onsequen e. And then in the nal position,

drives the dis ourse, unbeknownst to the agent.

truth.

The truth is what

(Herein lies the sting of Freud's

Coperni an turn: the ego is not master in its own house.) Whoever o

upies the

position of agen y is an imposter, it is the truth that drives him and not vi eversa. The disjun tion (∨) between

produ t

and

truth

is a forgone

on lusion in

the La anian system. Whatever the signs, whatever the master signiers that
to be ins ribed in the pla e of the agent, under no
have a relation to truth.

ir umstan es will produ tion

5

The surfa e stru ture of Proverbs
5

ome

an thus be apprehended in two modes. As a

La an, Seminar XVII, 203.
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syn hroni

system of signiers Proverbs denes the eld of Wisdom as the network

given by

S1

−→

S2

fear-of Yhwh

−→

diligen e, pruden e, dis retion, et .

The theoreti al and exegeti al

onsequen es of this algorithm have taken up the bulk

of our work thus far. But of

ourse this gives only a partial pi ture of dis ourse,

whi h never in fa t assumes this kind of stati , spatialized existen e (and herein lies
the paradox of Saussure's privileging of the syn hroni

is

only the multipli ity of dia hroni

trans endental

utteran es.

hara teristi

as C. Newsom has su

langue )

but

This rst algorithm is thus the

ondition of Proverbs, a dedu tion we

from a series of

dimension of

an nevertheless make only

intera tions,
agent

−→

other

father

−→

son

in tly put it:

a father talking to his son, mostly about

6

women a synopsis that is not as simple or self-explanatory as at rst appears.
For in des ribing Proverbs operation as bifur ated along two ve tors

father

−→

son

↓

woman
we lo ate the

riti al distin tion between the father's intent at the level of meaning

and his aim as that whi h his dis ourse seeks to ee t, to produ e.

Newsom's

in lusion,  . . . about women, suggests that this aim has to do with imparting a
proper perspe tive on women, or rather on Woman as an ideal whose spe i
oordinates are given by the Strange-Woman (the woman that the son must avoid)
and Woman-Wisdom (the woman that the son must embra e).
Already this helps us immensely in our approa h to obje t (a), whi h until now
we have pla ed at the

enter of our proje t (of tra ing the immanent origins of

plus de

trans enden e) but only dened in the abstra t idiom of La anian theory (
6

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 116.

282
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jouir,

obje t

Dis ursive revolutions

ause, the disembodied voi e, the lining of the spe ular image, and

so on). In terms of the master's dis ourse, the topologi al



obje t (a) as what disrupts the dis ourse's



a magnitude of

oin iden e of

oheren e, and

ertainty about the obje t woman as what the dis ourse

produ es
allows us to spe ify the former in the mu h less ambiguous terms of the latter.
Nuan es that were di ult to follow in the abstra t are given in s enarios that are
re ognizable as possible experien es (and

ause of desire,
identitythis
this

ru ially for us, exegeti al data). As

obje t (a) refers to the son's desire to be

ertainty as impossible. As

voi e, obje

obje t

ertain as to Woman's

t (a) is the material ground of

ertainty, the unique feature of Woman's identity not sus eptible to the frailty

of Symboli

plus de jouir,

identi ationthis materiality as ungraspable. As

the

way that dis ourse itself produ es the opposite of what it intends: in delimiting the
dangers of the Strange-Womanin terms that

annot but resonate with e hoes

of enjoymentthe father in essantly disorients the son in relation to the proper
oordinates of desirethis desire as
I should desire to desire?

aught in an innite regression: Is this what

As a pra ti al matter, then, we will seek to

ome to

terms with obje t (a) where Proverbs exhibits the impossibility of maintaining the
opposition between Woman-Wisdom and the Strange-Woman.

84

Dis ursive revolutions

Newsom's taut des ription of Proverbs brings to mind a further
dis ourse's intrinsi
in the

positionality, namely that you

onsequen e of

might not like where you stand

ontext of a given dis ourse. In so far as it is only the

father

who gets to speak,

Proverbs oers what is patently patriar hal wisdom, whose norms pit father over
son and men over women in relations of dominan e and subordination, privilege and
deprivation. The reprodu tion of this dis ourse must therefore over ome antagonism
that at times festers as passive

ressentiment

but at other times erupts in a tive

resistan e, as when one refuses to take ones assigned pla e.
subtexts are a

essible to the reader of Proverbs, who does not take up the subje t

position oered by the text.
7

For Newsom these

7 For this reader

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 131.
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Proverbs 1-9

eases to be a simple text of initiation and be omes a text about

the problemati
rhetori

nature of dis ourse itself. Not only the dazzling (and defensive)

of the father but also the pregnant silen e of the son and the dissiden e

that speaks from the margin in the person of the Strange Woman be ome matters

8

of signi an e.

Dis ourse is not stable; revolution is possible.

La an, who gave

Seminar XVII

in Paris, at the height of the student unrest, had a quite spe i

idea of what

9
onstituted a revolution in dis ourse.

/ and obje t (a), whose being persist beneath
Given the terms we are dealing withS
the Symboli

domain of history where they, nonetheless, do not

themselvesthe notion of revolutionary

ease to ins ribe

hange would seem to sit at an un omfort-

able distan e from La an's theory of dis ourse. Yet, La an's proje tion for

nar XVII

Semi-

is four radi al dis ourses, the master's dis ourse and then three others,

whi h he derives by rotating the four terms ( ounter- lo kwise) a quarter turn with
respe t to the positions, yielding four arrangements he designates a

ording to who

is speaking, i.e. what term lls the position of the agent.

Master's

University

S1 → S2
/ ∨ a
S

S2 → a
/
S1 ∨ S

/
a → S
S2 ∨ S1

/ → S1
S
a ∨ S2

Analyst's

Hysteri 's

Figure 6.1: The four dis ourses.

As for what drives this quarter turn, a question often leveled as a

ritique of La an's

in ompleteness

that insists within

stru turalism, we need only keep in mind the
8
9

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 131.
On

Seminar XVII

as an intervention into the Fren h student uprisings of 1968 see Joan

Copje , May '68, the Emotional Month . In

La an: The Silent Partners
284

New York: Verso, 2006.

85

the stru ture. I refer to the impossibility of the
that the agent
and the

Having re ognized the master

onne tion marked (→): the fa t

annot say what he means, there is always some ex ess produ ed;

onsequential disjun tion (∨) between what is produ ed and the truth.

La an therefore needs no re ourse to a trans endent teleology (like the
of Hegel's
ruses su

Absolute Geist, who operates behind

ari ature

the s reen of history, whose subtle

essively move so iety towards the realization Truth). Rather the move-

ment arises from a fatigue and then repulsion at the solutions of representation
provided by the extant master. In short, on e the master ( rystallized, as we saw in
Prov 10 and 14, in the diale ti ization of
by a

la k )

is sullied in the

retions of positive meaning, its fun tion qua mastery is

ourse of its usage
ompromised. The

ompulsive movement of unnaming and re onguration begins, lest our spee h fail
to adequately squander the

85

jouissan e

it engenders.

Having re ognized the master

And, in fa t, there is a sense in whi h the enterprize of
form of the s holarly

riti al exegesis and the

ommentary, insofar as they stand at some distan e from the

subje t position oered by the text, take for granted what the text took su h pains
to hide. For even to a knowledge in a mild tone that a text ree ts its histori al
ontext is to unveil the master as bound to the prejudi es of his time and pla e.
When, for example, we read a text as patriar hal, we have already stepped out
from under the master's swaythe revolt has taken pla e; or, at the very least, our
spee h has revolved.
Nonetheless in trying to un over the text's true meaning, a task that preo
the modern s holar as mu h if not more than her an ient

upies

ounterpart, we are not

spared the impediments of language. Even having displa ed the master (S1) from
his preeminen e and having re ognized a text as

his way of looking at things,

we

(we who have learned to speak the language of the university) ne essarily ground
our interpretations on the same dubious

ornerstones,

/
S

and obje t (a). That is,

we are in no sense immune to the the pleasures of the text,
10

The phrase is Roland Barthes,

tive tension to La an's

jouissan e,

Le plaisir du texte, whose

on ept of

10 though no doubt

plaisir

stands in produ -

even if here it is only being exploited for the play on words it

aords.
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these will resonate in a histori ally spe i

way, routed through the asso iations of

11 by whi h we are now unavoidably and profoundly shaped.
apitalism

late

To re ognize the master, in our view, is more than to a t on a hun h about a
text's bias.

S1

enter of

It is to un over the way a dis ourse is stru tured around the absent
and in doing so naturalizes the arbitrary allo ation of privilege.

In

this regard, M. Fox's (more or less) form- riti al and C. Newsom's (more or less)

12 analysis of Prov 1-9

stru tural

an be taken as exemplary demonstrations of how

Proverbs' dis ursivity ree ts and underwrites the patriar hal authority of the sage.
For ea h of them, the dieren e between Woman-Wisdom and the Strange-Woman
is of

entral

on ern, but it is equally true that on this point, in their respe tive

demonstrations of how and why Proverbs does (Fox) or fails to (Newsom) sustain this dieren e, both s holars abandon the assumptions that unfailingly guide
their interpretation elsewhere. This

an be spe ied on the axis that has remained

throughout in the ba kground of our argumentation.

Where the Strange-Woman

immanent eld of
on eived, to the trans endent world of real
text's own jouissan e an be athe ted.

appears, at that point s holarly attention is shifted from the
dis ourse, however dis ourse is being
obje ts, dense obje ts into whi h the

86

The master as le turer

In general terms, betting its belonging to the An hor Bible series, Fox's
tary tra s in histori al
agnosti

riti al methodologies: textual

opinion about dating, an a

ounting for

great attention to the an ient Near Eastern

ommen-

riti ism, a developed if

ompositional histori al questions,

ontext, sophisti ated philologi al argu-

mentation, and (mu h less generi ) knowledge and extensive use of the an ient Jew11

On this

Mandel,

12

hara terization of the histori al

Late Capitalism.

onjun ture beginning in the 1960s see Ernest

London: New Left Books, 1975.

I do not wish to narrowly label Newsom's work, whi h dees and indeed argues against those

readings that

ir ums ribe their obje t of inquiry by donning a authorized methodologi al hat.

Newsom's reading draws heavily on psy hoanalyti

and feminist theory and is stru turalist spe if-

i ally only in that it attends to the dis ursive stru ture of ideology as inherently open and unnished.

Her argument is stru turalist, in other words, in so far as

the possibility of

losure implied by

under the auspi es of form

form,

stru ture

is stri tly opposed to

parti ularly as it has been realized by bibli al studies

riti ism.
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ish

The master as le turer

ommentaries. Granted this broad range of analyti al tools, we may nonetheless

assert that Fox's primary frame of referen e is form

riti al. The textual obje ts

to whi h he attends are
1. the Ten Le turesthemselves understood as a
ing of an exordium, lesson, and
2. ve poeti

omposite

Gattung,

onsist-

on lusion; and

interludeslater s ribal insertions,

omposed by dierent au-

thors, responding to points raised by the le tures, and

ohering around the

13
gure of Wisdom as a woman
Fox thus unveils the fun tion of master apart from any treatment of  ontent or
meaning. The most super ial reading dis overs it at on e on the very surfa e of
the text, in the fa t that here a father is le turing his son.
Consequently, following this indi ation, nothing we

ome a ross in Proverbs

(in luding the Strange-Woman) is not mediated by its highly formalized textual
environment: embedded in the spee h of the father (representing the Law, authority,

Master, et .) to the son (the governable, edu
of Knowledge ). A ordingly Fox writes,
the

Only in Le ture

X

able, potentially transgressive site

[Prov 7℄ is the Strange Woman portrayed as a personality and

endowed with some suggestion of feelings and motives.
portrayal is a deliberate

hara terization, we should

To re ognize that this

onsider that the personality

of the woman in 7:6-23 is not the only one possible.

The author might have

shown a languorous, sultry femme fatale waiting for her prey; or a friendly neighbor
on ealing her sedu tive plans till the time is ripe; or a desperate nymphomania ,
who snat hes at sex like Potipher's wife; or a harlot, promising

opulation without

14
ompli ations.
So, Fox re ognizes that the Strange-Woman is a

hara terization from the father

for the son (the one in the story and the reader), but what does he think she
hara terizes?

Here Fox gets into a bit of trouble; he abandons the rigor of his

approa h and leaves the (dubious) ground of his
13

The

onne tions among the Wisdom interludes

author but from a pro ess of organi

ensure unexamined.

an be explained not from having a single

growth, with ea h su

essive author reading the earlier text

and elaborating on it. From the idea of wisdom in the le tures they extrapolated a dierent, more
abstra t

on ept of wisdom, then embodied that

on ept in a personi ation. Fox, Proverbs 1-9,

328-29.

14

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 253.
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87

Overreading the Strange-Woman

Rather than reading the signier Strange-Woman as a signifying element, as a xed
lo ation in a given dis ursive network (apropos of Prov 7, a more
ree ted positionality as the Strange-Woman is a

hara ter in a dida ti

whi h is in turn the obje t lesson of Le ture X), Fox simply strips o the
Symboli

ompli ated,
narrative

ompli ated

entanglement to extra t a stable referent. Fox himself seems aware of, if

not a problem, at least the anomalous nature of his reading.
he breaks o from the

Thus, at this point

ommentary for a long ( orre tive) ex ursus on the Strange-

Woman.
Mu h has been said about the mythologi al proportions of the Strange Woman,
how she is a stereotype of women's evil and a symbol of vast

haoti

and destru tive

powers and how she epitomizes the Other. All this, in my view, is an egregious,

15

if produ tive, over-reading.

In the guise of defending her authenti ity as a

hara ter in her own right, not

16 Fox dismisses in turn allegori almerely a personi ation of sins and dangers,
symboli

interpretationsthe Strange-Woman as a referen e to heresy, as a symbol

for material pleasures or the body, as a symbol of intolerable dieren eand with
greater spe i ity, a sele tion of well-regarded feminist readings of the past three
de ades.
He summarizes his ndings in the nal se tion of the ex ursus, Over-reading is
Misreading, as follows
Common to the allegori al interpretations, as well as to the foreign
tion and some feminist readings, are

ult interpreta-

ertain presuppositions of a rather a ademi

hara ter: that mere forni ation or even adultery is too in idental or narrow or
banal a danger to warrant su h solemn and extended admonitions, or that an ordinary slut would be an inadequate antithesis to Wisdom herself . . . The mena e
of sexual trespass is su iently grave to warrant the intensity of the warning it

17

re eives.

Here we must read Fox dierently than he reads himself, that is, that he merely
allows the Strange-Woman to be seen, unmediated by so many homileti  and

18 Quite the

hermeneuti  en odings.
15
18

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 252.

16

ontrary, the redu tion of the mythologi al

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 253.

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 262.
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Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 262.

87

Overreading the Strange-Woman

proportions of the Strange Woman to an ordinary slut represents the hermeneuti

gesture

par ex ellen e,

not in the least bit less allegori al for its dry,

sensibility. The traverse from signier,

slut,

the-strange-woman,

to signied,

ommon-

ordinary-

is nearly indistinguishable from the interpretations Fox has de ried as alle-

gori al.
On what grounds

ould we

all su h a

on lusion allegori al? He has tried to a

ommon-sensi al and apparently

ount for her as a meaningful totality by

appealing to what is essentially a proper name,
a

ounted for his own role as namer.

on rete

ordinary slut,

but has in no way

The one who gives names is traditionally

none other than the father. So, does Fox's attempt to master the Strange-Woman
through this Master-Signier mean that he oers us nothing more than a reiteration of the Master's dis ourse?
dieren e in this repetition.

Not exa tly, for we must a

Fox's dis ourse does not and surely

expli itly from the perspe tive of the Master: My
and treasure up my

ount for a degree of

hild, if you a

ould not speak
ept my words

ommandments within you . . . then you will understand the

fear of Yhwh and nd the knowledge of God. This is not a ademi

prose. Instead,

Fox ( learly we are not singling him out here; few in the a ademy are permitted
to speak otherwise) assumes the mantel of the s ienti
oers us a well-reasoned argument to


over -readings.

subje t-of-knowledge and

onvin e us that these other arguments are

What he oers in their pla e is a rational and empiri al explana-

tion for this perturbing Woman. Thus we write his approa h to the Strange-Woman

S2 → a,
we

orresponding to the visible portion of the University dis ourse, by whi h

an spe ify the dieren e between Proverbs and Fox's reading of Proverbs.

Proverbs (Master's Dis ourse)

Fox (University Dis ourse)

S1 → S2
/ ∨ a
S

S2 → a
/
S1 ∨ S

fear
father

→ knowledge
∨ woman

knowledge
fear

→ slut
/
∨ S

The agent of knowledge interrogates the ex ess that persistently interrupts the
smooth fun tioning of the Master.

In doing so, however, he draws our attention
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to a

/) between what was said about her and what, he assures us,
ertain gap (S

was meant.

This inevitably produ es un ertainty in his

most surfa e level, one

riti al readers.

At the

annot help but be stru k by the in ongruity between the

adje tives deployed by Fox and the father whi h ostensibly name the same obje t:
strange

and

ordinary. The Master-Signier's ability to make sense when deployed

to mean the exa t opposite of what it may otherwise denote is, of
most symptomati

ourse, one of its

hara teristi s. So, in its use as a Master-Signier, in its radi al

emptiness at the level of signi ation, ordinary slut is the most

ideal

interpre-

tation of all, and Fox's dismissal of the mythologi al proportions of the Strange
Woman rebound on him with a vengean e.

88

leqah.

That the signier is, a

ording to our reasoning, the hidden truth of Fox's dis-

ourse, one expe ts to un over, nonetheless, signs of its o

lusion. Thus, where wis-

dom and foolishness (and their womanly avatarsWoman Wisdom and the Strange
Woman) are indistinguishable at the level of the signier (whi h is after all, the only
level upon whi h they exist), Fox's reading be omes symptomati . I give one example. The word
or a tea hing.

leqah.

, in the

ontext of wisdom literature, means a learning

It is a nominal form of the verb

lqh.

to take or to a

epta

onne tion emphasized in the denition of Atkinson, who suggests getting a grasp
on what the tea her wishes to

onvey.

19 It is a sto k term for Proverbs, asso iated

with both the father/tea her and Woman-Wisdom.
programmati
learning

It is in luded in the opening

statement wherein the author exhorts, Let the wise hear and add

(leqah.)'

might have felt

(1:5). In light of this, we

an easily seen the dissonan e a reader

oming a ross 7:15, where the father says of the Strange-Woman,

She persuaded him by the greatness of her tea hing

(leqah.)'

; a dissonan e we

observe is signi antly attenuated by Fox's rendering, She enti ed him with her
soft 'instru tions,' 

20 the quote marks dire ting us to read the term ironi ally, in

view of the father's sar asm. Make no mistake, I am far from saying Fox is wrong
in his interpretation of the father's intent (S1
ogent:
19
20

D.J. Atkinson,

→ S2);

his explanation is perfe tly

The Message of Proverbs: Wisdom for Life.

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 238.
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Inter-Varsity Press, 1996, 25.

89

leqah.

Stru ture and the

astrated master

is elsewhere used of tea hing or do trine, as in 1:5. The word should not

be assigned a unique meaning in this one o

urren e, su h as sedu tive spee h

(NRSV) or eloquen e (JPSV). Rather, it is used in its usual sensedo trine,

21

instru tionbut said in a fa etious tone.

We should heartily arm Fox's

on lusion of a fa etious tone, understanding that

the resort to sar asm arises as a last dit h eort to stop the slide in meaning. At any
rate, Fox's hermeneuti

de isions do not a

ount for the text's failure to stabilize

the obje t-signiers for the son's desire.
Does this mean that one would be mistaken to dierentiate and

a fortiori

to

evaluate among hermeneuti al readings? No, it simply means that they share an interpretive posture (whi h may sound surprising given the radi al dieren e methodologi al dis ussions would lead us to anti ipate between these readings).

We

an

summarize this posture as the one that asks what the Strange-Woman means and
proposes an answer external to the eld of Proverbs' dis ourse, either with re ourse
to some histori ally

ontingent

hara ter (Fox's ordinary slut) or to some pure

signier of otherness (Camp's death in sexual form) that threatens or subverts
male dis ourse.
Opposed to these approa hes is the one that asks not what the Strange-Woman
means in Proverbs' dis ourse but how Proverbs' dis ourse produ es meaning through
its use of the Strange-Woman. In short, the alternative approa h neither takes language's relationship to an external referent nor its ability to produ e meaning for
granted. It takes as axiomati
mathemes, that

S2 relies

the inherent instability of language, in terms of our

upon the externalization of

is therefore essentially la king.

S1 as a

privileged signier and

C. Newsom's arti le on Proverbs' dis ourse best

represents this approa h.

89

Stru ture and the

astrated master

Newsom's stru ture of dis ourse does not fail to in lude the Strange-Woman as an
internal obje t. She approa hes Prov 1-9 as a stru tural knot between the father
and the son in a way that (perhaps
21

ounter-intuitively)

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 248-49.
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Fox's form

riti al analysis of the Le ture.

22 The Strange Woman, she writes,

does not rea h the son dire tly but only as ltered through the father's spee h.

23

Following Fox's formal judgment we were able to depi t Prov 1-9 as an instan e
of the Master's dis ourse. Re all from above: the empty Master-Signier (S1) holds
the dominant position in its relationship to the other signiers (S2), the lo us of
knowledge, in order to maintain or expand its power as that for whi h the others
represent the subje t. Apropos the repressed underside of the Master's dis ourse,

a

when Fox aimed his analysis at the surplus ( ) produ ed by the dis ourse, he did so
as the knowing subje t (S2) who would give it a rational pla e in (or rather, outside
of) Proverbs' Symboli

world and thereby ena ted two important ea ements; the

pla e of the obje t (a) as internally ex luded from the Master's dis ourse on the
one hand, and the position of pure mastery (S1) on whi h his analysis depends
on the other. Newsom pi ks up the analysis where Fox abandons it through these
ea ements by relentlessly interrogating the Master (S1),
support of Fox's
ability, nally, to
A

alling into question the

on lusions and exposing the gaps and failures in the father's

make sense.

ordingly, what

at hes Newsom's eye are the pla es where the father's words

nd no signifying support, the key jun tures where the signierness of Proverbs'
dis ourse is parti ularly exposed. Throughout Newsom nds a
preferen e for abstra t terms, su h as `righteousness, justi e, and equity' (1:3).
The pragmati

meaning of these terms is seldom

is pre isely in the struggle to
eviden e of ideologi al

lear from the text. And yet it

ontrol the meaning of su h terms that one nds

oni t between so ial groups. . . . What is important for

Prov 1-9 is the issue of interpellation and the need for

When Newsom refers to the un lear pragmati
she is, of

24

ontinual reinterpellation.

meaning of

ertain privileged terms

ourse, identifying and promoting the underside of the Master's dis ourse.

She exposes what the dis ourse tries so hard to keep hidden and she expresses
somewhat impressionisti ally (or at least narratively) what we have, following La22

Noting the anity allows us to

hara terize quite pre isely the nature of their dieren es,

spe i ally with regard to the Strange-Woman. To reiterate, the interpretative split runs not between Newsom and Fox but down the middle of Fox's own reading, at the non-existent interse tion
of his formal argumentation and his determination of the Strange-Woman's referent.

23
24

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 126.
Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 118.
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an,

Stru ture and the

astrated master

on eptualized as the Master-Signier, the signier (S1) for whi h all the other

signiers (S2) represent the subje t.

The bearers of this dis oursethe father of

the le tures and the empty, privileged signiers named by Newsom (righteousness,
justi e, et .)are equally non-sensi al, and so must be read symptomati ally. The
question is not what do they mean? but rather what primordial failure of meaning do they positivize?
horizon in the

25 This dieren e in attention approa hes a kind of absolute

ase of the Strange-Woman, whose  ontent approa hes nullity as

ompared to her stru tural fun tion, the shifting guarantor of so many threatened
binary oppositions.

From the extension of this Symboli

instability to the so ial

and histori al world of the sages at the end of her quote it is
explains the Symboli

lear that Newsom

failure as a result of real so ial antagonism in the Se ond

Temple period, a point we will return to below.
The primary opposition to the dis ourse of the father is the Strange-Woman
but this opposition, Newsom is

areful to note, is inherent to the dis ourse itself,

it resides stri tly within the male phantasm; the Strange-Woman only rea hes the
son through the father's spee h.

26

Newsom's point is just the opposite of the

hermeneuti al readings seeking the Strange-Woman's signi ation outside the disourse of wisdom; for Newsom, the antagonism is ontologi ally prior; patriar hal
dis ourse is always already subverted; only subsequently is the Strange-Woman

signier

qua

invoked to  over the gap. Newsom notes apropos of the le ture in Prov

2,
Invoking the Strange Woman as a threat provides a basis for solidarity between
father and son. Her dieren e makes available a shared sameness for father and
son that bridges the generational division of patriar hy that was visible in Proverbs

27

1.

The Strange-Woman is thus the solution mu h more than she is the problem, a
ontainer into whi h the literally un-speakable

ontradi tions of the so iety may be

safely lo alized.
It is a solution, however, with its own di ulties. But, Newsom
25

In this parti ular sense, the gure of Woman

an be

ompared to su h eminently useful  tions

as Be her's phlogiston or Des artes' pineal gland.

26
27

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 126.
Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 122.
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the woman and her dis ourse exist as a persistent irritant lo ated, to borrow Julia Kristeva's phrase, at the margin.
preo

upy the father's advi e. He

petition she represents is the

In the following

hapters she

ontinues to

an never quite be nished with her. The

om-

ause of the father's spee h, the in entive for its very

existen e. The Strange Woman gures the irredu ible dieren e that prevents any
dis ourse from establishing itself unproblemati ally. She is the

ontradi tion, the

dissonan e that for es a dominant dis ourse to arti ulate itself and at the same
time threatens to subvert it. These dissonan es

an no more be eliminated than

28

an sexual dieren e itself.

The Strange-Woman is as mu h the
hal dis ourse as its

ondition of possibility for the father's patriar-

ondition of impossibility.Metaphori ally, in the so ial fabri

of patriar hy woman is the

essential

thread that joins the pie es. But equally she

indi ates the seams where the fabri

is subje t to tears.

threatens the dis ourse insofar as she, by

29

The Strange-Woman

overing over its inherent

ontradi tion,

signies the dis ourse's essential la k. La an would say, she is the signier of the
la k of an other Other; she signies that there is no Other of the Other that

ould

guarantee its meaning.
What solves the irredu ible ontologi al la k in Proverbs' Symboli
is, what

order, that

reates the illusion that an order exists despite its essential nonexisten e,

returns with a vengean e in the father's spee h (the text of Proverbs) as so many
ra ks in the façade of his wisdom.

30 Thus Newsom's readings of parti ular texts

tend to be diagnosti : un overing both the failures of re-s ripting and the tell-tale
tra es from other registers of dis ourse. For example, in her dis ussion of Prov 5-6,
she attends to the slide of signi ation as what purports to be about sexual ethi s,
never quite manages to sti k to its topi .
28
29
30

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 122.
Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 127, emphasis added.
We have suggested throughout that this

Wisdom apart from wisdom and the

ra k in the façade is Wisdom itself.

There is no

ra ks that prevent it from being Wisdom, that grant the

illusion that some universal Wisdom exists.

Newsom's work

onrms our thesis by taking the

ru ial diale ti al step to transform the father's failure to get rid of the Strange-Woman and simply
tea h Wisdom into a su

ess. The referen es to the Strange-Woman oer so many

han es to see

wisdom itself as la king in its essen e insofar as the essen e of Wisdom is a negative dimension
produ ed by but irredu ible to representation.

294
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The hysteri 's dis ourse

The system of approved and disapproved sexual relations forms a language through
whi h men dene their relations with one another. . . Although there is an obvious element of psy hosexual fantasy here, it is overwritten by so ial referen es. . . Exogamy

31

is deplorable be ause it results in the alienation of wealth.

Newsom

ontinues, drawing the appropriate

When symboli

thinking is

arried forward by means of

statements and a tions pertaining to these
pragmati

on lusion from her argument,
on rete obje ts or persons,

on rete entities

an never be merely

32

on the one hand or simply metaphori al on the other.

Newsom's ensuing analysis of Prov 7-8 as a dipty h in whi h the mythologi al
and the realisti

annot be severed oers another textual illustration and seems

ultimately to put any

laims for a non-allegori al meaning of the Strange-Woman

33
to rest.

90

The hysteri 's dis ourse

What we refer to as diagnosti

in Newsom's reading mode, we

an at this point

on eptualize as hysteri al, insofar as its stru ture is equivalent to La an's third
stru ture of dis ourse, the Hysteri 's dis ourse. We refer to her mode of analysis as
diagnosti

be ause, in reje ting the question motivating Fox's University dis ourse

(what does the Strange-Woman mean?) as a false dilemma, she asks instead how
the Strange-Woman and other signiers embody the failure of patriar hal dis ourse
to ever fully a
31
32
33

34

ount for what it means.

The label hysteri al is also appro-

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 126.
Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 127.
This would obviously in lude Fox's, dis ussed above. He writes, It is true that by the intensity

of his des ription of the woman's evil the author

omes very

and allegori al and prepares the way for symboli
Allegory or symbolism is not
tries to

within

the text.

lose to the boundary between literal

interpretations, but that is not his intention.

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 261. This boundary that Fox

onjure by his word and treat as if it were natural and in no need of defense is pre isely

what Newsom, so many years earlier, exposed as dubious, her

hallenge apparently remaining,

unfortunately, unanswered and una knowledged.

34

As shown above, Newsom does not think it ne essary that the Strange-Woman mean anything

in parti ular, just that she exist as a signier

apable of re eiving the blame for the failures of

patriar hal dis ourse to form a logi al totality.
of a tual women, but she is the symboli

The Strange-Woman is not simply the spee h

gure of a variety of marginal dis ourses.

Newsom,

The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 122. Thus, the Strange-Woman, in the guise of troubling
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priate insofar as it signies in essant skepti ism and the best kind of s holarship
that exposes the unquestioned assumptions the master's dis ourse relies on and the
university dis ourse ta itly a

epts.

The positions of the Hysteri 's dis ourse su h that ea h one may be seen in its
dire t opposition to those of the University dis ourse are as follows,

and we may elaborate them

University

Hysteri 's

S2 → a
/
S1 ∨ S

/ → S1
S
a ∨ S2

apropos

of Newsom as follows:

reader

a

→ father
∨ knowledge

We have dwelt at length on the position she assumes as the la k in signi ation

/) interrogating the father's
(S

laims to mastery (S1), and have thereby indire tly

sket hed some of the knowledge she has produ ed (S2), but we have not done so
with any pre ision, whi h is prerequisite to understanding the position of truth (a)
on whi h her agen y relies.

The knowledge produ ed by Newsom's diagnosti -hysteri
ter's dis ourse

interrogation of the Mas-

an be mapped onto two oppositional axes of a semioti

the one hand, the

a tual

square. On

sageinsofar as patriar hal dis ourse sustains

on rete,

bodily inequalities between men and women, ri h and poor, ruler and ruledstands
opposed to any number of marginal or subaltern subje tivities that threaten status
quo arrangement. In the sage's manner of speaking, this multitude is
onsolidated in the fun tion of One signier; sexual dieren e
dieren e as su h. The Strange Woman . . . is the symboli
marginal dis ourses.

onveniently

omes to stand for

gure of a variety of

35

On the other hand, patriar hal dis ourse as the Symboli

matrix that justies

the privilege of men over women is set against the presen e of a tual women, whose
perspe tive and spee h throw patriar hal norms into a

onfusion of dissonan e.

the smooth operation of patriar hal norms, provides a solution to its inherent
externalizing them.

35

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 122.
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As women enter into publi

dis ourse as speaking subje ts, the habit of patriar hy

to think symboli ally by means of woman is thrown into
o

upy the same symboli

hange the long, slow

onfusion. Woman

annot

relationship to herself that she does to man. With that

risis of the symboli

These two oppositional axes

The ethi s of knowledge

36

order is at hand.

an be displayed as follows:

actual sage
contrariety

(+) implication

marginal
subjectivities

(-) implication

contrariety

patriarchal discourse

Figure 6.2:

What the square so

S2the

actual women

produ t of Newsom's analysis

learly depi ts is the irredu ible and mutually impli ating rela-

tionship Newsom's analysis insists upon and tries to maintain throughout between
the Symboli

91

order and embodied experien ethe human being as

The ethi s of knowledge

The move to ethi s inevitably arises from her
as a

parlêtre.

parlêtre, is not ex

luded from the Symboli

on lusions insofar as the interpreter,
world the text

reates. The knowl-

edge the square is intended to depi t is not without its relation to

orporeality;

that there is no disembodied knowledge is a dire t impli ation of the Hysteri 's disourse. The square does not lose its usefulness here as it also depi ts the Utopian
and dystopian possibilities

onstituted by the knowledge Newsom's analysis pro-

37
du es.
36
37

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 127-28.
Earlier we referred to the former as the pedagogi al axis, not a bad term here either. In this

ase the dystopian possibility would quite appropriately be the negation of the lesson learned from
Newsom's knowledge.
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As for the latter, dystopian possibility

reated by this knowledge: to the extent

that patriar hal dis ourse is reprodu ed, the position of a tual women (a tual poor
people, a tual vi tims of subjugation, et .) will be antagonisti

to male privilege.

Men will be s holar-sages whereas women will be, at the most material level, in omegenerators. On the Symboli

register, woman as the quintessential sign of otherness

will be both vilied and elevated, all the while her reality is
of domesti ity and male sexual fantasies.
praised domesti

onned to male ideals

Woman qua in ome-generator:

enabler of male leisure or vilied publi

either

obje t of male fantasy.

And the Utopian possibility Newsom suggests: to the extent that the

ountless

marginal perspe tives are given voi e, whi h here simply means are allowed to
speak from the position that the a tual sage has heretofore reserved for himself,
dis ourse itself be omes a

ontested zone, wherein the long hegemony of the father

must share signi an e with the pregnant silen e of the son and the dissiden e that
speaks from the margin in the person of the Strange Woman.
marginalized must be allowed to speak a new Symboli

38 Bodies heretofore

order. The Symboli

support

of the status quo must not be allowed to marginalize another generation of non-male
bodies.

92
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Here we need to

ompli ate the knowledge and ethi

the nature of the relationship
Consider the axis

onne ting the

Newsom provides, be ause

ontradi tory terms remains opaque.

onne ting marginal subje tivities to patriar hal dis ourse.

Newsom des ribes the former as ex lusions from the latter but also argues for their
dependen e upon the latter; marginal subje tivities depend upon patriar hal disourse for their

onstitution just as patriar hal dis ourse depends upon the (ex-

luded) existen e of marginal subje tivities to

onstitute itself as a totality.

axis that denes their relationship is, for this reason, far from simply
They are mutually ex lusive but they are also

o-dependent.

ontradi tory.

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 131.
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neither
oursenor

One exists

with the othermarginal subje tivity is ex luded from patriar hal dis
without the othermarginal subje tivity must be posited as ex lusive
38

The

with patri-

92
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39

ar hal dis ourse for both marginal subje tivity and patriar hal dis ourse to exist.
The logi al relationship of this

ontradi tory axis is disjun tive: the spa e of overlap

uniting marginal subje tivity and patriar hal dis ourse is o
part of the one nor the other; that is, this spa e forms a

upied neither by any

ertain determinate void

between the two (determinate be ause these two not-all Euler
i

ir les give it a spe-

shape at the lo us of their disjun tive en ounter). Any authenti

hange in the

stru ture of patriar hal dis ourse would have to arise from this void be ause patriar hal dis ourse already a

it denes

subje tivities

ounts for, makes sense of, everything else, in luding the

as ex luded. To

all this spa e a void is not to say it does

not exist but rather to dene its existen e as foundationless

within

the bounds of

patriar hal dis ourse. This foundationless void is the spa e of the obje t (a) whi h
outlines the dis ourse's blind spot, that whi h it
from whi h
39

hange will

annot predi t or a

ome, not through a marginal subje tivity but rather on

The substantial body of s holarly work Newsom has

ontributed sin e 1989 and the publi ation

of The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom has stayed remarkably
of marginal dis ourses. Her work on Job, of
(polyphony,

lose to the question (or possibility)

ourse, whi h relies heavily on Bakhtinian

his distin t elaboration of genre,

ategories

the unnalizability of dis ourse) and even more

re ently her work on Qumran, The Self as Symboli
at Qumran.

ount for and

Spa e: Constru ting Identity and Community

In this latter work, as with The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, we nd (1) the

same re ognition that dis ursive mediation is always-already prior to any dire t engagement with
the world (like the La anian di tum: there is no other of the Other); and (2) the same attempt
to

arve out a zone not entirely determined by the prevailing ideologi al eld, wherefrom some

kind of external

ritique

an be mounted.

Thus, in Newsom's telling, the stru ture of women's

marginality with respe t to the patriar hal dis ourse of Wisdom is e hoed at Qumran as se tarian
marginality with respe t to mainstream so iety. The dis ourse of the Qumran
simply produ ed to maintain an established so iety but to
other dis ursive

ommunity was not

reate one that distinguished itself from

ommunities within Se ond Temple Judaism.

The need to

reate the sentiments

of anity and estrangement required for so ial boundaries and the need to oer a new identity to
persons who had been previously formed in other

ommunities set spe ial

onditions for dis ourse.

The pra ti es, verbal and otherwise, that serve to produ e and reprodu e so ial relations and
identities in an established and dominant

ulture may be so thoroughly worked into the ba kground

hum of dis ourse as to be virtually inaudible; but for a se tarian
mu h more expli it. Newsom, The Self as Symboli
at Qumran, 3.

ommunity they will tend to be

Spa e: Constru ting Identity and Community

The La anian supplement to this parti ular stru ture of inaudible mainstream

dis ourse brought to

riti al awareness via se tarian distan e is to point out how the stability of

the mainstream and se tarian

ommunities alike

requires

the expli it per eption of a split; that

this s ript of antagonism is pre isely what keeps ideology in the ba kground, an inaudible hum.
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the ba k of a singular subje t.
The other

ontradi tory axis of Newsom's square must be approa hed rather

dierently, although we end up saying something quite similar; it is best grasped
by treating its terms in turn.

If we

an restrain from dening the relationship

between the two terms and instead a

ount for how they, like the previous ones,

are fundamentally split, not-all, then we will be better positioned to say something
about the nature of their relationship and the need to return to the text with this
in mind.
The problem this axis

onfronts us with is that here Newsom is

ontent to refer to

a tual men and women whereas we insist on the need to reinsert the fun tion of the
Symboli

order. Our opposition may be summarized in the following statement: it is

not a tual men and women who, by virtue of some sort of unique individual identity,
stand outside the Symboli
outside this order.

order, it is simply sexual dieren e itself that stands

In other words, no Symboli

identity will grant a reader/sage

40 su h a position is only a
ess to a non- or extra-symboli position,

a

essible if we

develop a proper notion of this impossibility, that is of the Real limit to all Symboli
or dis ursive analyses, whi h psy hoanalysis refers to as sexual dieren e. Why is
it that women and men are for ed to

reate ever new identi ations and

be fully spoken? What is it about them that
The a tual sage is not-all on a
giver, the Symboli

Father.

annot be spoken?

ount of his relationship to the Law and the Law-

The male subje t is to a

41 The sapiential subje t is a
between father and son.
40

Herein resides the

ore of La an's

an never

ertain degree apportioned
onsequen e rst of all of an

ritique of the Ameri an ego psy hologists: Hartmann, Kris,

and Lowenstein. With respe t to the e onomy of progress in an analysis, [Kris℄ emphasizes what
he

allssin e he has read Freudthe pre ons ious mental pro esses and the fruitful nature of ego

regression, whi h amounts to pla ing the means of a
the

Imaginary. If we follow Freud it is on the

ontrary

ess to the un ons ious entirely on the level of
lear that no exploration of the pre ons ious,

however profound or exhaustive it is, will ever lead to an un ons ious phenomenon as su h. The
ex essive prevalen e of ego psy hology in the new Ameri an s hool introdu es an illusion similar
to that of the mathemati ianwe

an assume he is idealwho having got a vague idea of the

existen e of negative magnitudes sets about indenitely dividing a positive number by two in the
hope of nally

rossing over the zero line and entering the dreamt-of domain.

The Seminar of Ja ques La an, Book III: The Psy hosis, 1955-1956.
and Company, 1991 , 166.

41

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 124.
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New York: W. W. Norton
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alienating identi ation with the image of the father. This identi ation initially

42

o

urs as an expression of pure desire.

It is alienating in the sense that the

paternal imago is external to the subje t and must be introje ted by him for him to
be ome a subje t of Wisdom. This introje ted imago then has a formative fun tion
on the sage's image of himself, the sage re ognizes himself as a son, a re ognition
whi h must be

onsidered a misre ognition insofar as it is formed by an image of

43 We have, then, two imagoes whi h, following La an, we may
the other.
ideal ego and the Ego-Ideal,

all the

apitalizing the latter insofar as it forms the boundary

between the Imaginary and the Symboli . The ideal ego is the image one has of oneself
and with whi h one identies others (for instan e, as sons like oneself ), whereas the
Ego-Ideal is the exterior point in the Symboli

from whi h

Other

the Imaginary

ego is per eived. We must add that this exterior point resides entirely

within

the

onstituted identi ation
onstitutive identi ation

subje t. Thus the sage's ego is always divided between a
an ideal image, whi h he more or less resemblesand a

a mu h more un anny internalization of the perspe tive from whi h the Father sees

44 The tra es of the subje t (S
/) an be seen in the drift of desire among all its

him.
42

This is what I take Newsom to be saying when she writes that every son understands and

thinks `when I grow up, that's what I'll be.' The father status already exists as potentiality in the
son. Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 124

43

Consider, for example, the following quote from an essay we have repeatedly returned to:

What the subje t nds in this altered image of his body [in the mirror℄ is the paradigm of all
forms of resemblan e . . . It is this image that be omes xedthis is the ideal egofrom the point
at whi h the subje t xates as ego-ideal. The ego is thus a fun tion of mastery, a game of bearing,
and

onstituted rivalry. In the

dupli ity; that is,

apture it undergoes due to its

Imaginary nature, the ego masks its

ons iousness, in whi h the ego assures itself an indisputable existen e . . . is in

no way immanent in the ego, but rather trans endent, sin e
as unary trait (the Cartesian

ons iousness is based on the ego-ideal

ogito does not fail to re ognize this). As a result, the trans endental

ego itself is relativized, impli ated as it is in the misre ognition in whi h the ego's identi ations
originate La

44

an, É rits, 685.

iºek (1989, 106) unders ores the

ru iality of this distin tion in a

lini al

ontext.

This

gap between the way I see myself and the point from whi h I am being observed to appear likable
to myself is

ru ial for grasping hysteria (and obsessional neurosis as its subspe ies). . . Con rete

analysis has to dis over whowhi h subje tembodies for her the Other.
`feminine'

Imaginary gure, we

Behind an extremely

an thus generally dis over some kind of mas uline, paternal iden-

ti ation: she is ena ting fragile femininity, but on the symboli
the paternal gaze, to whi h she wants to appear likeable.
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Imaginary-Symboli

identi ations. Here we must add the perhaps obvious point

that this spa e does not exist prior to the infusion of substantial identity supplied by

45 We should also mention that the purely virtual

Imaginary-Symboli

the

order.

lo us of the Father as the son's Ego-Ideal, as Newsom is keen to note, does not

46 To

ex lude it from having real ee ts.

on lude this dis ussion: Proverbs' sage,

the man of patriar hal dis ourse, is divided, split among traits identifying him with
the father and the son among whi h he drifts in an unending ux, ea h remaining
open to subsequent determinations by new identi ations. He remains subservient
to a diale ti

of desire whose goal, he admits, is impossible. He will never attain

the satisfa tion of being a Father even though he will have sons and even though
he will remain xated upon it and the Father who keeps it overhead.
The woman in patriar hal so iety has two images with whi h she

an identify

herself, the Strange-Woman or Woman-Wisdom. These are not the same as those
available to the sage. One

ould argue, of

the Father, a purely Symboli
she

an never

ourse, that Woman-Wisdom is just like

point of identi ation for the a tual woman to whi h

orrespond but should always try. This interpretation would work but

for the other form open to woman. The a tual woman who is not Woman-Wisdom,
Newsom tells us,

onforms to the Strange-Woman. If she were the sage, she would

be the son. But as woman, she is ex luded from wisdom.
Where, then, is the woman's pla e?

Re alling our engagement with Trible's

work on Prov 1 in the dissertation's rst part, we

ould say that woman's pla e

in patriar hal so iety is behind the parapet that hides the home. Her pla e is not
found in the publi
45

dis ourse; she is not given the spa e from whi h she

Our psy hoanalyti

orientation prevents us from drawing what Anglo-Ameri an s holars would

all the post-stru tural

on lusion from the fa t that the individual's identi ations originate

outside of the self, in the Other, namely, that there is no subje t. On the
of the self 's identi ations leadI am not saying to a substantial
a void.

ould

The subje t qua

/
S

ontrary, the

rumbling

ore essen eto nothing, to

is nothing but this nothing, this empty void.

La an and important

post-La anian theorists su h as, espe ially, S. iºek, hereby stri tly oppose the subje t to the ego.

46

Spe i ally, she writes, One is always a subordinate son to the

symboli

order.

olle tive authority of the

But its trans ending father status [Ego-Ideal℄ is what underwrites the father

status of those who o

upy positions of authority within it. Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal

Wisdom, 124 That is to say, the virtual Ego-Ideal forms the ideal egos of sages who a t a
to their identi ations.
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speak publi ly. But it is also not outside the dis ourse, as a text e.g., Prov 31:1031 makes

lear.

Woman's pla e in patriar hal so iety is outside of its dis ursive

eld but not in the way the Strange-Woman is outside, that is, not as in lusively
ex luded as a symbol of the outside, but rather as ex lusively in luded, without any
potential non-in lusion. The woman

an nd no pla e inside patriar hal dis ourse

ex ept by adapting herself to its approved images, but she also has no pla e outside
it, from whi h she

ould take an a tive part in determining these images. A tual

woman is thus not-all in a way that has no potential avatar of lling in her la k
be ause it

orresponds to the not-allness of patriar hal dis ourse itself.

She

an

only appear, immersed in forms of male psy hosexual fantasy, and her appearan es
hide no essen e. But her appearan es, pre isely be ause they betray no underlying
essen e, shatter the very givenness of appearan e so that appearan e itself a hieves
an ontologi al weight and the notion of essen e is exposed as a retroa tive fantasy
of patriar hal dis ourse. It is from this that La an says La femme n'existe pas,

47

pla ing woman under erasure and thereby establishing her relationship with the
Real as the internal limit of the Symboli , that whi h limits the Symboli

within.

from

Woman thus suggests, in her inherent dislo ation, that there is no other

pla e to whi h the subje t

an withdraw, there is no position outside the order of

the world to whi h the self

ould ee. Opposed to this male fantasy of an outside,

her position alone exposes the spa e wherefrom an a t

ould ex eed the limits of

patriar hy be ause the void that is her essen e is the essential not-allness that orders
the (patriar hal) world.
Finally we

an spe ify the nature of the relationship uniting the poles of this

ontradi tory axis of Newsom's semioti

square.

We had to approa h ea h pole

separately be ause the spa e of disjun tion that forms their overlap is eviden ed
dierently by ea h.

For ea h pole, a split, a non- oin iden e of the one with it-

self; for the a tual sage, the split is evident in the void the Father o

upies for

every sage/son as a virtual gure, idealized for his dire t relationship with God and
47

The foundation of this

ontroversial point is established in

hapters 6 and 7 of La an, Seminar

XX. Many dis ussions outlining what's at stake here exist and might be just as good but none is
likely better than

hapter 8, Sex and the Euthanasia of Reason, in Copje

La an Against the Histori ists;

Sublimation.

f.

Joan Copje ,

Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2002.
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Woman-Wisdom; for the a tual woman, the split divides her from herself and is
not a

ompanied by an idealization if only be ause she is aorded no position that

is not an idealization. Instead, every idealization that she is redoubled, split from
within, with no other with respe t to whi h she
feminine position

ould ground her dupli ity.

The

onfronts us with the negative spa e in whi h any denition or

identi ation ins ribes itself and thereby tears any identi ation from itself.

93

Dissiden e and orthodoxy

Although both these

on lusions aim dire tly at the spa e wherefrom an event

erupt that would ee t

hange in patriar hal dis ourse, they also outline a

negative magnitude, a spa e of void, whi h lies at the
This spa e has an ontologi al weight making an a

ertain

enter of subje tivity as su h.

ount of it prerequisite for any

ideology. And indeed we see the wisdom literature in luding this minimal
distan e throughout its

ould

riti al

orpus as the proper subje tive posture of the authenti

sage.
This posture is ree ted throughout Proverbsin those senten es whose importan e

ommentaries

on erned to emphasize the sages' epistemologi al modesty

never fail to highlight. The essential
the sages held vis-à-vis the

letter

48 is a riti al distan e

ontent of these senten es

of wisdom ideology.

This is, in our opinion, the only produ tive

ontext in whi h to frame the noto-

rious debate as to the presen e of a retribution ideology
takes the position that

49 in Proverbs. Unless one

ertain senten es/instru tions in Proverbs do not represent

what the sages thought, e.g.,
Su h is the end of every plunderer of plunder;
the very life of its owners it takes. (1:19)

If you

lose your ear to the

you will

ry of the poor,

ry out and not be heard. (21:13)

Whoever digs a pit will fall into it,
and a stone will

48
49

ome ba k on the one who starts it rolling.

Cf. 3:5, 7; 16:2, 9; 19:14, 21; 20:24; 21:30-31; 26:12; 27:1; 28:11, 26.
Ideology here and throughout this parti ular dis ussion is meant in the polemi al sense of
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(26:27)

Yes, Proverbs espouses a retribution ideology.

the answer is unavoidably,

The

mu h more interesting and (for the purposes of analyzing the workings of wisdom

produ tive observation adds to
per eived its ideologi al dimension as su h.50
ideology as a whole)

this truism,

. . . and the sages

As this is not a parti ularly novel point, su e it to mention one example of su h
a posture from ea h of the

anoni al wisdom books:

Proverbs

Trust in Yhwh with

all your heart, and do not rely on your own understanding (Prov 3:5).

Job

would rise early in the morning and make burnt oerings for all of [his
Job said, `Perhaps my

 . . . [Job℄

hildren℄ for

hildren have sinned and blessed God in their hearts'; this

is what Job always did (Job 1:5).

E lesiastes

Do not be too righteous, and do

not a t too wise. . . Do not be too wi ked, and do not be a fool. . . It is good that you
should take hold of the one without letting go of the other; for the one who fears God
shall su
kernel of

eed with both (Qoh 7:16-18). In short, the dis losure of this ideologi al
riti al distan e does not (and this is the gist of our

ritique of Newsom's

metaphysi s of the will) subvert the persuasiveness of sapiential dis ourse; on the
ontrary, the dis ourse in ludes this minimal distan e from its
as we have tried to show apropos the

letter,

and in fa t,

onstitutive fun tion of the fear-of Yhwh and

apropos the subje tive positions of man and woman in patriar hal dis ourse, this
distan e lies at the very heart of Proverbs' arti ulation of Wisdom.
So too for Woman-Wisdom. As we said apropos Prov 1, with regard both to the
fundamental status of the sapiential subje t as a
paradoxi al ethi al

petî

as well as to Woman-Wisdom's

all to turn and indi tment of turning, some distan e from her

is built into the sage's relationship with her. What, however, about Proverbs' other
woman, the Strange-Woman? In her

ase, there seems to be no spa e for any

riti al

distan e whatsoever. As Prov 2:18-19a reads, Her house sinks down to death, and
her paths to the shades. All who go in to her do not return. There is no distan e
false

50

ons iousness.

As we have had o

asion to mention above, Yoder's thesis on the fun tion of

and repetition in the book of Proverbs (Yoder, Fearers) may be taken as paradigmati
of analysis whi h re ognizes this
ways in whi h the text

riti al distan e as

ontradi tion
of the kind

entral to Proverbs' ideology and reads for the

reates this posture in its adherents. In essen e, repetition and

ontradi tion

prevent anyone who takes the text seriously from remaining tied too tightly to the universality of
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built into what she means; her meaning is as
read Prov 7, the most developed a

ertain as death. How, then, do we

ount of an en ounter with the Strange-Woman?

any one utteran e.
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7
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Imagine. . . a phantoman innitely more primal form
of life, in no wise willing to settle for a dupli ate role
in some mi ro osmi

world within a world. . .

Let us assume the latter to be a large

rêpe that

moves like an amoeba, so utterly at that it

an slip

under doors, omnis ient as it is guided by the pure
life instin t, and immortal as it is ssiparous. It is
ertainly something that would not be good to feel
dripping down your fa e, noiselessly while you sleep,
in order to seal it. . .
It goes without saying that a struggle would soon
ensue with su h a fearsome being, and that the
struggle would be er e. For it

an be assumed that

sin e the Manlet has no sensory system, it has for
guidan e but the pure Real; it thus has an advantage
over us man who must always provide ourselves with
a homun ulus in our heads in order to turn that Real
into a reality.
Ja ques La an, on the lamella
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Prov 7:1-27: text and translation
b enî ² emor ֓amaray
1
My son, keep my words;

ûmis.wotay tis.pon ֓ittak
² emor mis.wotay weh. eyeh

and my
2
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Keep my

ommandments hide within you.
ommandments and live,

7.
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w etratî k e֓î²n ֒ênêka
qo²rem ֒al-֓es.b e֒otêka
kotbem ֒al-lû ah. libbeka
֓emor lah.okmah ֓ah
. otî ֓att
ûmoda֒ labbînah tiqra֓
li²morka me֓i²²ah zarah
minnokriyyah ֓amarêha heh. elîqah

my tea hing as
3

lose as the bla k of your eye.

Bind them upon your ngers;
write them on the tablet of your heart.

4

Say to Wisdom, You are my sister,
and as kin

5

all to understanding

so to keep you from the Strange-Woman,

kî .
bêtî
b e֒ad ֓e²nabbî ni²qaptî
wa֓ere֓ bapp eta֓yim
֓abînah babbanîm
na֒ar h. asar-leb
֒ober ba²²ûq ֓es.el pinnah
w ederek bêtah yis.֒ad
b ene²ep-b e֒ereb ym
b e֓î²n laylah wa֓apelah
w ehinneh ֓i²²ah liqra֓t
²ît znah ûn es.urat leb
homiyyah hî֓ w esoraret
1

The problem with rendering

3

The

ommon rendering of

or the loose woman [ f.

For at the window of my house
through my latti e I looked out.

7

I saw with the unwise,
I per eived with the boys,
a lad without sense:

8

rossing the street next to her

orner,

on the way to her house he mar hes,
9

at twilight, at the setting of the day,
in the bla k of night and darkness.

10

And behold a woman to meet him
a harlot's dress and a guarded heart

11
a

She is loud, and bold.
ording to the English idiom as the apple of

onne tion with v 9b, whi h lo ates the son's en ounter with

the Strange-Woman in the bla k of night

2

6

k e֓î²n ֒ênêka

your eye is the way it obs ures the

֓i²²ah zarah

(b e֓î²n laylah) .
along the lines of unfaithful wife or wife of another

Waltke (2004, 362), S ott (1965, 61), the NRSV, and

passim ℄

is

absolutely indefensible. These are not, as is often laimed, derivable from the lxx, whi h reads
gunaikäj llotraj. The adje tive llìtrioj, meaning other or foreign, is de lined a ording to
the feminine form, indi ating the woman's own alterity and not the other man to whi h she
allegedly belongs. Or, responding the other strategy, it is not right to extend the lexi al meaning
of

llìtrioj to in

lude the sense of belonging to another. Luke 16:12, whi h is

this reading, is a spe ious point of
by the substantive use of a dative

ân tÀú llotrÀú)and

another (

3

omparison, for the sense of

nokriyyah

(i.e.

ited in support of

llìtrioj in this verse is determined

aseAnd if you have not been faithful with what belongs to

so is irrelevant to the Greek of Prov 7:5.

The same distorting tenden y at work in the translation of

lations of

2

from the foreign-woman who smooths her words.

···

b ehalln

1

֓i²²ah zarah

is evident in trans-

un haste, adulteress, sedu tress, wayward) that assimilate the
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b ebêtah lo֓-yi²k enû raglêha
pa֒am bah.ûs. pa֒am bar eh.obt
w e֓es.el kol-pinnah te֓erob
w eheh. ezîqah b w ena²qah-ll
he֒ezah panêha watto֓mar l

Prov 7:1-27: text and translation

Her feet don't rest at home:
12

now in the street, now in the squares,
beside ea h

13

orner she waits.

She holds him fast and kisses him.
Steeling herself, she speaks to him:

···

zibh.ê ² elamîm ֒alay
hayym ²illamtî n edaray
֒al-ken yas.a֓tî liqra֓teka
l e²ah.er panêka wa֓ems.a֓ekka
marbaddîm rabadtî ֒ar±î
h. a.tubt ֓et.ûn mis.rayim
naptî mi²kabî
a
mor ֓ halîm w eqinnamn
l ekah nirweh dodîm
֒ad-habboqer nit֒all esah ba֓a habîm

14

Sa ri es of pea e were upon me,
yet today I

15

So I

ome,

ompleted my vows.
alling to you,

seeking your
16

With
of the

17

ompany I have found you.

overings I have

olored threads of Egypt.

I have sprinkled my bed
with myrrh, aloe and

18

overed my bed,

innamon.

Come let us drink our ll of love,
until the morning let us enjoy our lovemaking.

···

kî ֓ên ha֓î² b ebêt
halak b ederek merah.q
s. err-hakkesep laqah. b eyad
l eym hakkese֓ yabo֓ bêt
hit..tattû b erob liqh.ah
b eh.eleq ± epatêha taddîh.ennû
hlek ֓ah. arêha pit֓om
k e²r ֓el-t.abah. yab֓
ûke֓ewîl ֓el-mûsar ֒ekes
֒ad y epallah. h.es. k ebed
k emaher .sippr ֓el-pah.
w elo֓-yada֒ kî-b enap² hû֓

19

For there is no man in his house;
he has gone on a far journey.

20

A sa k of money he took in his hand;
at the day of the full-moon he enters his house.

21

She turned him with the abundan e of her tea hing;
with the smoothness of her voi e she

22

Going after her suddenly,
like an ox to slaughter he enters,
like a fool to the bounds of his

23

hains.

Till an arrow pier es his liver
like the speeding of a bird to a trap
and does not know that it is his life.

···
strangeness to sexual promis uity.

4

This verse half is di ult.

lause, i.e.

I follow Delitzs

w ke֓ewîl ֓el mûsar ֒ekes
e

ompelled him.

h (1874, 169) in transposing the nouns of the

rather than the extant
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w e֒attah banîm ²im֒û-lî
w ehaq²îbû l e֓imrê-pî
֓al-ye±t. ֓el-d erakêha libbeka
֓al-teta֒ bintîbtêha
kî-rabbîm h. alalîm hippîlah
wa֒as.umîm kol-h arugêha
darkê ² e֓l bêtah
yordt ֓el-h.adrê-mawet

95

24

And now

hildren, listen to me,

and pay attention to the words of my mouth.
25

Let not your mind be turned to her ways;
do not stray onto her ways.

26

For many she has

ast down wounded;

and mighty are all who were slain by her.
27

The way of Sheol is her house,
des ending to the rooms of death.

Between two obje ts

A synta ti al referen e point

As was the pro edure in the analysis of Prov 1:22-

33, I want to submit this passage to a

areful examination on the question of how it

dispenses subje ts and obje ts, a dispensation that we expe t will be

ompli ated

by the pedagogi al devi e of an embedded story. (Just as with Woman-Wisdom's
rst spee h, the

ontent of whi h was embedded in the father's reportage.) As with

many of the father's le tures, the rst thing is to set forth the purpose what follows.
In the

ase of Prov 7:

. . . to keep you from the Strange-Woman,
from the foreign-woman whose words atter.
(7:5)

The synta ti al reading I am proposing will ne essarily depart from the pi ture
one gets reading the story as a whole, in whi h the story's subje t is the lad. It is his
emerging subje tivity that is at stake as it undergoes a trial of desire. We are thus
provisionally to imagine him suspended, even if only for a brief moment, between
two

ompelling obje ts of desire, into whi h are respe tively invested his desire to

be wise and thus gain the approval of the father who gazes from an upper window,
and his (foolish) libidinal desire for the Strange-Woman. The out ome remains open
until his dramati

and abrupt demise in v 22, Going after her suddenly

(pit֓om)

...
It is not as pedanti

as it seems to insist at this point upon a terminologi al

spe i ation apropos the phrase obje t of desire, desire at this point having been
310
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dened in a very spe i

way that presupposes a Symboli

we have understood it, is the

between

easeless,

metonymi

Between two obje ts

orientation. Desire, as

/)
movement of the subje t (S

signiers, so that every desire is at root the desire for re ognition, for the

impossible point of

oin iden e when I arrive at my proper pla e in the Symboli

order and from that perspe tive desire properly:

I desire what one who is wise

desires.

The exigen ies of the obje t
for the obje t is

stri to sensu

In this pre ise sense, there is no

obje t

of desire,

beyond the signier and so beyond desire. On the

one hand, then, to the extent that the son en ounters the obje t (say for example
the father as the unbridled Law-Giver who is nonetheless beyond the law, whose

5 or the Strange-Woman as the bearer of an alien feminine

agen y is pure enjoyment;

jouissan e

that has no pla e in the Symboli

order) qua obje t (de-linked from the

dierential ration of meaning) his desire (whi h is to say his position in the big
Other, whi h is to say his so ial belonging, whi h is to say his subje tivity as su h,
and so on) risks being e lipsed by

jouissan e.

But, on the other hand, one

annot

simply dispense with the obje t. Re alling what is for La an the fundamental form
5

We need not be spe ulative, nor ana hronisti

(at least not very ana hronisti ), to imagine

how su h an en ounter might be staged in the idiom of the Bible. Job's en ounter with God, whi h
is entirely

proximity

ontemporaneous to the shattering of his
of the obje t.

Symboli

world, is written as the unbearable

God's unrelenting gaze (Will you not look away from me for a while,

let me alone until I swallow my spittle? If I sin, what do I do to you, you wat her of humanity?
[7:19-20

f. 7:8, 10:6, 14:3, 6℄) and oppressive hand (Withdraw your hand far from me, and do not

let dread of you terrify me! [13:21,

f. 9:33, 19:21, 23:2℄) are manifestations of God's unmediated

jouissan e. Always it is Job trying to onstru t some Symboli frame by whi h to return God's
being to the frame of meaning. Always the frame appears ridi ulous in its juxtaposition with God's
immediate

apa ity to enjoy. Job's resignation is put expli itly in these terms: I would state my

ase, goes Job's repeated refrain,  . . . but he is alone, and who will restrain him. What his appetite
desires, thus it does

(w enap² ֓iww etah wayya֒a±) .

The asso iation between the impossibility

of mediation and the provo ation of anxiety is one La an established in his early arti ulations of
the

Real, an anxiety provoking apparition of an image whi h summarizes what we

revelation of that whi h is least penetrable in the
of the ultimate

an

all the

Real, of the Real la king any possible mediation,

Real, of the essential obje t whi h isn't an obje t any longer, but this something

par ex ellen e.
Ja ques La an, The Seminar of Ja ques La an, Book II: the Ego in Freud's Theory and in the
Te hnique of Psy hoanalysis, 1954-1955. New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1991b, 164.
fa ed with whi h all words

ease and all

ategories fail, the obje t of anxiety
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of dis ourse

S1 → S2
/ ∨ a
S

we have situated the obje t [the obje t (a) ℄ as its

produ t.

At the same time, the

obje t as the signiers supplement of enjoyment seals the Symboli
ompelling the subje t in the manner of

ause.

identi ation,

The relations between dis ourse

and the obje t are thus strained at best, dis ourse requiring for its

oheren e sure

eviden e of the existen e of the obje t, whose presen e must nevertheless be held
in permanent abeyan e.

96

The gaze and the eye

The logi of re-mark

Before we

(taking into a

ount all the

rst with his

subje tivity.

formthe father

an grapple with the father as an obje t of desire

aveats that were just now rehearsed) we are
Of

onfronted

ourse this is an expe ted feature of the le ture

onsistently begins ea h of his spee hes with referen e to his

dentials and, in light of this, to the proper posture of the son.
orientation takes pla e prior to the

re-

This moment of

ontent of the le ture, whi h (again, not sur-

prisingly) turns to the world of obje ts and the third person spee h that best suits

6 However, in Prov 7 it is not between the introdu tion (ex-

a des ription thereof.

ordium )

and the story (

lesson )

that we nd the shift in perspe tive. Rather, the

introdu tory rst-person dis ourse



my son, my words, my



my

ontinues

ommandments (v 1)

ommandments, my tea hing (v 2)
into the story itself



my house, my latti e, I looked out (v 6)



I saw, I per eived (v 7)

at least until the

hinneh 7

in v 10, after whi h the father re edes from the s ene he

narrates.

6
7

Fox (2000, 45) formalizes the distin tion I am drawing in terms of an
Taking

hinneh

exordium

and the

lesson.

as formal indi ation of a rst-person perspe tive, indi ating the self-identi-

ation of the speaker.
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The gaze and the eye

I want to open up the analysis of the text with two examples from the domain of
inema, following the lead of S. iºek, who frequently expli ates the most abstruse
dimensions of philosophy and psy hoanalyti
rst

theory with referen e to lm. In the

ase, iºek is speaking of the Derrida's reappropriation of Mallarme's notion

of the

re-mark,

the way that in every signifying stru ture (the elements of whi h,

in Derrida's way of putting things, are a series of marks bearing meaning) there
must be 

an additional

tropologi al movement by whi h the seme

mark

refers

to what demar ates the marks, to the blanks between the marks that relate the
dierent marks to ea h other.

8

(This, we now re ognize, is the fun tion of the

Master-Signier (S1), whi h indelibly re-marks the series of signiers (S2) as its
predi ates.) iºek notes,
A homologous inversion is often pra tised by Alfred Hit h o kin
example, the famous panorami

The Birds,

for

shot from great height of a small town in whi h

a re has just burst out. Suddenly, a lone bird enters the frame from behind the
amera; soon it is joined by a

ouple, followed by the entire o k. The same shot

is thus re-marked. What seemed at rst to be an establishing shot of the entire
s ene, taken from a neutral, obje tive point of view, is

subje tivized

and proved

9
to be the threatening view of the birds themselves of their vi tims.
Proverbs 7 stages the same reversal of gure and ground, though in pre isely the opposite dire tionthe subje tivization of what we mistakenly took to be an obje tive
perspe tive on  X as a whole is inverted, so that the father's parti ular,

subje tive

perspe tive gradually dissolves into an obje tive retelling of what happened. The
s ene begins,
For into the window of my house
through my latti e I looked out.
I saw with the unwise,
I per eived with the boys,
a lad without sense.
(7:6-7)

8

Rodolphe Gas he,

1987, 219;

9

The Tain of the Mirror.

Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,

ited in iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 75.

iºek, For They Know Not What They Do, 77.
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10

There is no ambiguity as to whose perspe tive rst gives us the son.

Three

times the father speaks as an I; three times a verb of vision is interposed between
the reader and the street belowI lookeddown, I saw, I per eivedand as if to
unders ore the

on rete nature of the mediation, the vision is passed through two

material barriers: through the window, through the latti e. This renders the obje ts
(the lad and the Strange-Woman) in a highly subje tivized fashion: just as we see
the town through the eyes of the birds, we see the son through the eyes of the father.

A re-re-mark
as the

hinneh

We may per eive the father beyond the 1st person pronouns as far
in v 10, but beyond that he is elided from the s ene. (The father's

re-emergen e in v 24 does not

ontradi t this, for at that point he is not longer in

the s ene, but rather he sums the lesson for his students, those for whom the story
is told as an obje t lesson.

Now boys listen to me. . . pay attention to what I'm

saying. . . ) Verses 10b13 present the Strange-Woman from the panorami

God's-

eye-view; in vv 14-21 the Strange-Woman speaks as an I and addresses the son
ex lusively as a you; and vv 21-23 return to the panorami
narrator. The lmi

sequen e we must imagine, then, is a

view of an omnis ient

onvergen e between two

initially disparate points of view: starting somewhere behind the father's shoulder,
zooming in on the ba k of his head, until we are nally positioned exa tly behind

11 The subtle distin tion between perspe tive and eye is grounded in the

his eye.

fundamental stru ture of La an's gaze as that impossible point of view that looks
out from

behind

the eye; the eye is rendered as an obje tive organ that lies

within

the gaze's eld of vision.

The gaze as obje t (a)

The logi

of ideologi al interpellation rests, in part, on

this split whi h isolates the gaze from the eye, whereby the eye [be omes℄ only
10
a

On the question of the woman at the window

see below, note 70 on page 343 and the

ompanying gure (7.3) on page 344.

11

There are of

visually

ourse

inemati

versions of this movement, though it is mu h more di ult

onvey the melding of two initially distin t points of view.

the rst appearan e of the title

hara ter in the Wa howski brother's

One thinks, for example, of

V for Vendetta. V

wears a

mask for (almost) the entire movie. Only for a moment is he unmasked, though not to aord us a
atharti

glimpse of his burned, disgured fa e. We look rather from his perspe tive at the

of the mask he holds in his hands; we look

at

its

on ave surfa e,

at

inside

the ovals of light that

ome

through the eye-holes. As he raises the mask to his fa e, its the eye-holes enlarge to ll the s reen
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the metaphor of something that I would prefer to

The gaze and the eye

pousse )

all the seer's `shoot' (

something prior to his eye. . . In our relation to things, in so far as this relation is
onstituted by the way of vision, and ordered in the gures of representation, something slips, passes, is transmitted, from stage to stage, and is always to some degree
eluded in itthat is what we

all the gaze.

12 The persisten e of this impossibly

elusive obje t re alls us to the way La an stru tured the master's dis ourse, whose

/ ∨ a).
(S

underside is the absolute disjun tion between subje t and obje t
quently, in order to understand the

Conse-

ompulsion of interpellation it is not enough to

de onstru t the Master-Signier, to unveil its bearer as an imposter, to note its
tautologi al emptiness, and to refer its e a y to the pure performativity of the
utteran e. It is not enough insofar as it negle ts the way su h a fragile stru ture
is supported by an obje t into whi h its impossibilities are
other way, there is no desire (desire being stri tly

athe ted. Or, said an-

orrelative to the Symboli , the

morti ation of the body by the signier, the paternal prohibition of the maternal
obje t, et .) without the surplus of desirethe desire for some ineable substan e

produ ed in the operations of signi ation. The substan e, we know by now, is
jouissan e, to whi h all the manifestations of obje t (a) stand as more or less provisional representatives. In so far as the gaze, qua objet a, may ome to symbolize
this
an

entral la k expression in the phenomenon of

objet a

astration, and in so far as it is

redu ed, of its nature, to a pun tiform, evanes ent fun tion, it leaves

the subje t in ignoran e as to what there is beyond the appearan e, an ignoran e
so

hara teristi

of all progress in thought that o

13
philosophi al resear h.
Proverbs as follows:
a shared point of

urs in the way

Whi h we might translate into the parti ular idiom of

The wise subje t is atta hed to the Symboli

la k

onstituted by

[the phenomenon of

aptly named signier, the fear-of Yhwh.

eld only via

astration℄, whose pla e is held by an
This parti ular nomen lature is found

persuasive by the interpellated subje t, at least in part, in that it labels his anxious
en ounter with this [pun tiform, evanes ent℄ gaze, now grasped onto (inasmu h as
one

an grasp what has no body) as a pretext for his fear.

and then disappearthe perspe tives of the mask and of the masked man dissolve into one.

12

Ja ques La an, The Seminar of Ja ques La an, Book XI: The Four Fundamental Conepts of Psy hoanalysis, 1964. New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1981, 72-73.

13

La an, Seminar XI, 77.
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From this we glean a rough idea of one obje tive pole of the lad's desire. And
even with this rst approa h (soon to be

ompli ated) there are some subtle distin -

tions that have been made. The son's desire
neither by the Symboli

for wisdom

Father (who is not an obje t and

is

obje tively

annot be put-in-s ene)

nor by the empiri al father (whose short omings are undoubtedly too
nor even by the paternal eye as

sustained

onspi uous)

omforting i on of his saga ious oversight.

It is

rather the gaze that shoots from a point behind the eye that the re-marking of
this s ene (the father's ea ement as a subje t and the subsequent emergen e of
an obje tive view of things) has ee ted. Were the traje tory of this gaze to be
understood, were its intent

lear, the son's desire would be satised. As inherently

impossible to dis ern, however, the gaze is for the son the obje t

97

ause

of desire.

The voi e

And what of the other poleare its devi es so subtle or
up to the teenage libido, whi h on its best days

might

an we not simply

halk it

might mount a feeble and

token attempt to resist the sedu tion that is or hestrated by the Strange-Woman.
As a thought experiment, let us read line by line, willing ourselves to o

upy the

position of the lad who does not know with whom he speaks.

Line by line

I begin at v 11, whereupon a

been e lipsed as a diegeti

presen e.

ording to our reading the father has

Our attention now xates on the unfolding

drama, whose opening gestures we wat h at some remove in vv 11-13,
She is loud, and bold.
Her feet don't rest at home:
now in the street, now in the squares,
beside ea h

orner she waits.

She holds him tight and kisses him.
Steeling herself, she speaks to him.
(7:11-13)

but whose dialogue, beginning in v 14, addresses us
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The voi e

Sa ri es of pea e were upon me,
yet today I
So I

ome,

ompleted my vows.

alling to

seeking your

you,

ompany I have found

you.
(7:14-15)

The ee t of this juxtaposition, is it not, is to allow

us,

the readers, to identify

with the lad's desire as it orients itself to two sour es of data: (1) the obje tive
ba kground information of vv 11-13, and (2) the highly subje tive and personal
en ounter des ribed in vv 14-15. This orientation takes pla e, it is understood, in

the ru ial question
Who is speaking? Whi h Woman is it?

the shadow of what is arguably, from Proverbs' point of view,
that every lad must in time answer.

What do we learn? Are the reports

ongruent? Does the word on the street

mat h up to my own experien e? We must
onstellation of

on lude yes; in both

ases the same

hara ter traits emerge: a woman ex eedingly voluble and assertive;

she is restless and in

onstant motion; at home in the

spa es of street, square,

orner and temple.

And of

ity, she seeks out the publi
ourse what is most striking

about this Woman is the intensity of her desire: taking the form of ae tion, perhaps
of religious zeal, but more relevant to the lad's desire (and via the identi ation that
has been established,

our

desire) her yearning for me.

Let us go two further steps before we attempt some sort of synthesis by whi h
to assign her a value with respe t to Wisdom.
With

overings I have

of the

overed my bed,

olored threads of Egypt.

I have sprinkled my bed
with myrrh, aloe and

innamon.

Come let us drink our ll of love,
until the morning let us enjoy our lovemaking.
(16-18)

To state the obvious, any ambiguity about the nature of the Woman's desire (a kiss,
an embra e, the or hestration of a meetingall leaving its aim somewhat open) is
in these verses laid to rest. The eroti ism of the s ene is exquisitely detailed, and
indeed in the Bible only the Song of Solomon is as free in enumerating the sensual
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possibilities of love: its smells, its ta tual luxuries, its gustatory savor.

14 And then,

lamentably, the s ene is (a third time) re-marked by the not very subtle appearan e
of

onjugal indelity.
For there is not man in his house
he has gone on a far journey.
A sa k of money he took in his hand;
only at the full moon will he

ome home.
(7:19-20)

I say lamentable in a spe i

sense:

having striven to identify with the lad's

desire and so keep the interpretative situation open, we rea h a point where the
text

onnes us to the depressing and depressingly

li hed situation of an unhappy

marriagea lonely wife whose husband is away on a business trip.

The draining of Symboli e a y
liminal spa e in the narrative:

the

I want to stop here, what seems to me a
ards have been played, but still the lad has

not a ted.

To

onsider he is momentarily frozen in his ethi al quandary requires

taking the

hara ter seriously, as sin ere in his desire to dis ern who is speaking. My

impression is that on the whole he is not aorded this dignity but is read instead as a
simplisti

artoon drawn for the benet of unsophisti ated novitiates. And of

ourse

orrelative to this reading of the lad is an assumption that the woman's overtures
are blunt and plainly marked as bad. The two most substantial

ommentaries (in

English) published in the last years give the general pi ture:

15



her loud voi e is taken as the sign of interior dis ord;



her resolve as brazen disregard for

14

On the broader generi

Egyptian Love Songs.
15

The narrator

16

ommunal values;

onne tions, see Mi

hael Fox,

The Song of Songs and An ient

Madison: University of Wis onsin Press, 1985.

an penetrate the woman's inner

boisterous, and unsettled. . . rather than quite and

homiyyah,

noisy,

omposed, as a proper woman must be.

Fox,

hara ter. . . she is by nature

Proverbs 1-9, 244. The sage by his powers of keen observation and

ogent ree tion exposes two

more

unruly (homiyyah)

the

16

hara teristi s of the unrestrained wife's inner disposition. She is
onfused mixture of loud noise and

easeless movement. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 374.

A harlot, living in dean e of so ial mores, is inured to publi

245. 

And

she is

deant

denotes

ontempt. Fox, Proverbs 1-9,

indi ates her rebelion against propriety for a life of proiga y. Waltke,

Proverbs 1-15, 375.
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her movement throughout



her en ounter with the lad as rape;



her religion as false appearan e;



her love as degraded lust.

itys ape as waywardness;

The voi e

17

18

19

20

What is depi ted in readings su h as Fox's and Waltke's is a stru ture of nearly
pure Symboli

e a y, the ambivalen e of

ertain signiers stabilized in a total

a priori wi ked hara ter of the Strange-Woman. The position
a priori knowledge avails itself is that of the subje t supposed to

pi ture betting the
to whi h su h

know, whi h one need not dismiss as mere patriar hal ideology to see that it is
nevertheless the very opposite position than the one o
subje t who

wants to know.

Or at least that is the

upied by the lad, i.e. the

laim I'm making and will now

try to support.
From the lad's perspe tive, I would say, the experien e of listening to or of reading (and re-reading) the text is a

ompanied by the

The more the lad determines to pay
the woman's spee h, the

less

draining

of Symboli

e a y.

areful attention, to listen to every nuan e of

ertain he is. The logi

is akin to the operations of

the super-ego, whereby the more one strives to obey the internalized

ommand, the

21
more one un overs hitherto unre ognized depths of depravity.
17

Her behavior is a perversion of the Shulammite's sear h for her beloved in the Song of

Songs. . . She habitually roams about looking for sexual prey.

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 244, 246. She

lurks at every favorable spot to meet her john. . . as a lustful woman on the prowl, not as a godly
wife building her home. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 375.

18

This woman is rapa ious, a predator of young men. Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 245. Her dire t and

bold a ts reveal her tyranni al resolve to

19

She uses the

ulti

onquer her vi tim. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 376.

details as an embellishment for her a tual desires, thereby

in a thin religious veneer.

overing them

Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 246. She presents herself not as the strumpet she

is but as part of an orderly so iety, and she exhibits her impuden e by

overing her lust with a

religious motivation. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 376.

20

The skilled sedu er plays to the boy's ego by

laiming intense longing for him, him alone.

She perverts the motif of seeking the beloved. Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 247. The mer hant's wife was
willing to spend all this [referring to the expenses of the linens and perfumes℄ to gratify her fervid
sexual passion. Waltke, Proverbs 1-15, 379.

21

The non-intuitive stru ture of the super-ego is, for me, easier to grasp in the stru ture of

radi al evil, in the fundamentally ethi al nature of the proje ts undertaken by the likes of Sade
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To read with him line by linein step with his tight fo us on the absolutely

ontemporaneous moment of enun

iation, trying to

oordinate what he hears with a

(partial) map of Wisdom's lexi al terrainis to relinquish the position of knowledge
so as to interpret from the position of un ertainty. It is to take a se ond glan e at
a phrase on e

ondently

omprehended, only to look ba k again and again at the

behest of a gnawing doubt. The following phrases, for example, warrant a re-reading
as to their obvious signi an e.

She is loud, and bold.

This is, in the light of the sages' powers of keen

observation, a negative trait, a mark against this woman, and a manifestation of
inner

haos. It suggests she is unsettled and unruly in

woman who is quiet and
tling

omposed. This is

ontrast to the proper

lear enough apart from the unset-

onfusion introdu ed by Woman-Wisdom's own dire t atta hment to the same

signier.

At the head of the hommiyt she alls out

of the noisy streets?

ities?

(1:21). Is she at the head

22 Is she, perhaps, the queen of the loud
rossroads?

women? How does the status of this woman here as

homiyyah

position her with

respe t to Woman-Wisdom? In opposition? That would be pe uliar.

b)

She holds him fast and kisses him.
and kiss

(w ena²qah-ll)

We saw how her embra e

(w eheh. ezîqah

were read over the malevolent undertones of sexual

predation and even rape. Again there is a dis repan y, as both

h.zq

and

n²q

arry

only positive asso iations in Proverbs. [Woman-Wisdom ℄ is a tree of life for those

(lammah. azîqîm bah)  (3:18). Elsewhere the father harges
a
the son, Hold fast to dis ipline (hah
. zeq bammûsar) ! (4:13). The thing you hold
who hold fast to her

is what you think is pre ious, what one

n²q ,

annot aord to lose. It is the same with

whi h Proverbs uses only one other time: One who gives an honest answer

or Don Giovanni. That is, the determination to free desire from the restraints of ethi sto sleep
with the most women, to experien e the basest forms of pleasure, to violate the most sa rosan t
so ial normsdevolves (or elevates, either way) into a grim determination no less austere than
that of the Puritan. Sade's prin ipled pursuit of pleasure thus mirrors the as eti

zeal of the desert

Gemütli hkeit.
At the bustling rossroads : Wisdom alls from the busiest pla

fathers and not at all the bourgeois aspirations to

22

Fox translates 1:21: 

es. `Cross-

roads' are literally the `the head of the bustling (roads),' in other words, the point at the
from whi h the roads fan out into the

ity.

Homiyyot

agree with Fox on this point. On what basis

`bustling, noisy' is a noun only hear. [I dis-

ould one judge that

homiyyt

is a noun and not a

feminine plural parti iple?℄ It is ellipti al for `bustling roads'. Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 97.
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gives a kiss on the lips (24:26).

The voi e

The gesture signies an open ae tion, quite at

odds with the ulterior motives we have been assured are driving this woman.

Let us drink our ll of love.

The

sexual passion. She endeavors to gulp

rime alleged here is the woman's fervid

(nirweh)

what we assume the proprietous

sage might think to sip. Though, to be fair, the father instru ts the son otherwise in
the

ase of the right woman, the woman of your youth. In that

y erawwuka

(daddêha
(b e֓ah abatah ti²geh tamîd) 

her breasts ll you up always
always be intoxi ated

(5:18). This is simply to make

the point that the sages did not nd sexual exuberan e

With overings I have overed my bed.

liberal use of expensive spi es, was read as a

and to

over

(rdb)

per se

to be problemati .

This, taken together with the

rass display of materialism, another

stratagem of the woman to lure the lad into her lair.

(marbaddîm)

ase he urges, May

b ekol-֒et); by her love may you

are di ult, o

The words for  overing

urring only here and one other

pla e in the Bible. In Prov 31:10, we dis over that the maker of these rare xtures
is the woman of valor, who is to a high degree, both on semanti
grounds, linked to Woman-Wisdom.
herself

overings

giving us o

(marbaddîm) ; her

[The woman of valor

and poeti

(֓e²et-h.ayil)

℄ makes

lothing is ne linen and purple (31:22)thus

asion to ponder the nuan ed dieren e between

rass materialism and

23
virtuous industry.

Now in the street, now in the squares, beside ea h orner.

it is the
sharpest

hara terization of the woman in

Curiously,

onstant, restless motion that evokes the

riti ism, at least from her modern detra tors. To rehearse what we refer-

en ed earlier in a footnote, Fox (2000, 244, 246) as ribes to her wandering a wi ked
and in fa t aggressive motive: Her behavior is a perversion of the Shulammite's
sear h for her beloved in the Song of Songs. . . She habitually roams about looking
for sexual prey.

In even more disparaging language, Waltke (2004, 375) lo ates

the Strange-Woman's unsettledness in antitheti al opposition to godliness.

She

lurks at every favorable spot to meet her john. . . as a lustful woman on the prowl,
not as a godly wife building her home. Patriar hal anxiety about women loose in
publi

spheres is a well-do umented phenomenon, and it is

a lad a
23

ertainly probable that

ulturated in su h a so iety would have understood this to a greater or

On the role of women in the Persian Period textile industry see the
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lesser degree as aberrant. That said, the lo ation(s) of the Strange-Woman is surely
the feature of the father's lesson the lad must nd perplexing, the spe i ation that
stands as the greatest obsta le to the

ertain verdi t,

This one is bad.

lo ation  ollating the handful of signiers
where Woman-Wisdom speaks and how we are to enter this spa e

For it is from the parti ular angle of
that tell us

with her that the verses introdu

ing the son to the Strange-Woman (7:11-13) must

be evaluated from a pedagogi al standpoint

atastrophi , ins ribing an un anny

symmetry where we assume the father meant to establish absolute

A narrative of redemption?

dieren e.

The signiers of pla e, of en ounter, and of seeking

and nding are arranged in the following parallel stru ture.

1:20a
1:20b
1:21

h.ûs.
r eh.ob
hmh

bah.ûs.
bar eh.obt
b ero֓² homiyyt

···
1:28a
1:28b

7:11a
7:12a
7:12b

֓az yiqra֓un enî w elo֓ ֓e֒eneh

qr֓
²h.r
ms. ֓

y e²ah. arun enî w elo֓ yims.a֓un enî

hmh
h.ûs.
r eh.ob

homiyyah hî֓
bah.ûs.
bar eh.obt

···
7:15a
7:15b

qr֓
²h.r
ms. ֓

֒al-ken yas.a֓tî liqra֓teka

l e²ah.er panêka wa֓ems.a֓ekka

Figure 7.1: The mispla ed Utopian possibilities of Prov 7.

page 136) and more

omprehensively Yoder, Wisdom as a Woman of Substan e.
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Ins ribed within this basi

The voi e

( artoonish we said earlier) assuran e of essential dif-

feren e are the lineaments, in fa t, of a narrative of redemption. The site of past

not-yet-wise boy lled anew (the role of the
petî seamlessly taken over by the na֒ar ); and a woman's voi e is heard after a long
alamity is invoked; the gure of the

silen e. The failed relationship of Prov 1
They will

all me, but I will not answer.

They will seek me but not nd me.
(1:28)

is revived by the gra ious initiative of the Woman.
So I

ome,

alling to you

seeking your

ompany I have found you
(7:15)

It is too mu han overreading I know. Too many elements of the text are elided,

24 The Woman has just told the

the in lusion of whi h would wre k the fantasy.

lad (whose pla e I, the reader, am in also) that her husband would be gone for
the foreseeable future. Well she didn't use pre isely those words. She said, using
quite awkward di tion all things

onsidered, There is no man in his house. Whose

25
house? Is it her husband?
I am trying to make palpable, or even just
lad's and ours) of maintaining
nuan e of the tea hing, we are

on eivable, the impossibility (the

ertainty. In rousing ourselves to master the exa t
ompelled by

onne tions

wanted to say. In seeking to shore up these new
we unwittingly disturb points of

disjun ture

ex eeding what the father

on eptual and semanti

resonan es

on what had been solid ground. This

is the twofold movement I have in mind, when I interpret the lad's

onspi uous

ina tion (after verse 20, having heard about the man's absen e) as a moment of total
paralysis.

And I am reminded of the

p etayim

who failed to navigate the narrow

path he was told to followto turn-ba k without ba k-turning, to live se urely by
es hewing se urity, to fear and thus be delivered of fearful living.
24

It should be noted, on the other hand, in our en ounter with Woman-Wisdom's spee h, we

ame a ross elements whi h wre ked the fantasy, Woman-Wisdom's

S hadenfreude

being

hief

among these.

25

Rashi's novel proposal as to the identity of the man vigorously and healthily unsettles our

assumptions. He thinks that the man is God, having left his house (Israel) as an unsuitable habitat
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98

Ex ursus 3: the textualization of revelation

We leave the lad for a moment, frozen in his inde ision as it were, with the thought
that questions raised by a parti ular histori al phenomenon might help us understand his sui idal nal move.
I have alluded to the work of Karel van der Toorn (see note 126 on page 75),
whose thesis about the s ribal invention of revelation bears dire tly upon the
literary fun tion of the woman's voi e and the father's gaze. Van der Toorn begins
with the following paradox:
originates in an

oral

Judaism, the quintessential religion of the book,

ulture, a so iety in whi h writing and reading would have

held signi an e for a very small segment of the population. They [the s ribes who
wrote the Bible℄ pra ti ed their
in books nor a reading publi

raft in a time in whi h there was neither trade

of any substan e.

26 The growing signi an e of the

Torah qua book (I mean for the Jewish population as a whole) is by van der Toorn
separated entirely from the notion of a broadly literate
large, the books of the Bible were

i ons

ulture. To the publi

of a body of knowledge a

through the oral instru tion presented by religious experts.

at

essible only

27 This i oni

quality

of the book, i.e. the book as an obje tal manifestation of the sa red, is indi ated
(positively) in Neh 8:5, whereupon the opening and reading of the Bible (apart from
the dimension of understanding, whi h o

28 ) is ritually

urs at a subsequent moment

marked as a moment of religious signi an e: And Ezra opened the book in the
sight of all the people, for he was standing above all the people; and when he opened
it, all the people stood up. The same sa red quality is demonstrated negatively in 1
Ma

1:56, the destru tion of the physi al Bible being one of Antio hus's noteworthy

dese rations: The books of the law that they found they tore to pie es and burned
with re.

I want to a knowledge but then move past an important
argument as to the

s ribal

and therefore

literary

ritique of van der Toorn's

quality of the bibli al texts.

for God's own Glory. For the referen e see Fox, Proverbs 1-9, 248.

26

28

van der Toorn, 2.

27

van der Toorn, 2, emphasis added.

Also Jeshua, Bani, Sherebiah, Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai, Hodiah, Maaseiah, Kelita, Azariah,

Jozabad, Hanan, Pelaiah, the Levites, helped the people to understand the law, while the people
remained in their pla es.

So they read from the book, from the law of God, with interpretation.
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Namely, there is a

ompellingly

Ex ursus 3

onstru ted thesis that maintains the

oral

ori-

gins of the bibli al texts (a rootage van der Toorn would not deny) are everywhere
evident, indelibly marking the written re ord as the re ord of an oral tradition.

29 give us

Arguments along these lines,

ause to pause over van der Toorn's sharp

distin tion between orality and litera y, as when he writes, S ribal produ tion was
based on litera y and texts, i.e.

30
medieval monasteries. .
the problemati
seems

do uments omparable in sophisti ation to the

On the basis of what justi ation

ould one overlook

assertion and maintenan e of this distin tion, the blurring of whi h

prima fa ie

to diminish the importan e van der Toorn as ribes to the s ribal

handling of prior oral traditions?

within

I would say that the persisten e of orality
a de isive

hange in the lo us of meaning, a

distinguishing

énon iation,

the written re ord yet marks

hange we have already raised in

the moment of spee h, and

énon é,

the

ontent of

what is said. In other words, van der Toorn does not over-emphasize the dieren e
introdu ed by s ribal

ulture, even if at times he misrepresents it as the dieren e

between oral and literary produ tion. Regarding mu h of the Bible, we should speak
instead of the dieren e between spoken orality and written orality, i.e. the marks
of oral performan e preserved in many written texts.

This brings us to van der Toorn's strongest and undoubtedly most innovative thesis,
that a radi ally dierent notion of revelationrevelation as re on eived by the Se ond Temple s ribesprovides the ideologi al underpinning that justies the transfer
of authority from the oral to the written word.
Van der Toorn's demonstrations of s ribal produ tion are most

ompellingly il-

lustrated in texts that have not generally been asso iated with a s ribal ethos, i.e.
the law and the prophets as opposed to wisdom literature or, even more broadly,
They gave the sense, so that the people understood the reading (Neh 8:7-8).

29

Cf. Susan Nidit

h,

Oral World and Written Word.

Press, 1996.

30

van der Toorn, 140.
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31 In su

the writings.

essive

hapters,

32 van der Toorn tra es two parallel trans-

formations: (1) of Deuteronomy, from the ena tment of a politi al treaty to the
Book of the Torah; and (2) of Jeremiah, from ora ular theater to propheti
In both

ases the lo us of revelation (and

authority) is removed from the

onsequentially the lo us of religious

ontemporaneous event. When the notion of rev-

elation is transferred from the spoken word to the written text, the
a new signi an e.
its produ ers and

s roll.

on ept gains

. . . Sin e the written text has an obje tive existen e outside
onsumers, it is a sour e of authority by itself.

Where, before,

religious spe ialists derived their legitima y from the revelation they possessed in
person, they now have to refer to the sum of knowledge laid down in a body of
texts. The related

hanges in the

on ept of revelation ae ted the nature and the

role of religious experts: revelation be ame the provin e of s ribes and s holars; the
art of interpretation supplanted the gift of intuition.

33 It would not be far-fet hed

to posit the same traje tory of Proverbs, whose individual proverbs it is taken for
granted belonged not only to a book but to un ountable oral performan es on the

34 This is to say that Proverbs, like Deuteronomy and

lips of parents and tea hers.

like Jeremiah, is subje t to the same pro ess of

ongealment: from voi e to text,

from performan e to obje t.

Two results of van der Toorn's work resonate with arguments made by this study:
one he expli itly draws and one we extrapolate.
1. The s ribal

onstru t of revelation, whi h van der Toorn has aphoristi ally

des ribed as an obje t rather than an intera tion,

35 is

oterminous with the in-

stantiation of trans enden e as the basis of s ribal authority.

A

ording to the

new paradigm of revelation, van der Toorn notes, it is from the gods; from the
31

There are notable ex eptions to this rule of thumb.

and the Deuteronomi S hool.

See Moshe Weinfeld,

Deuteronomy

Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972. Also relevant to the s ribal nature

of the Pentateu h is the thesis of Blum (1990), taken up and expanded by Blenkinsopp (1992)
and Albertz (1994).

Finally, following the model of Fi

arguments as to the s ribal

32
34

van der Toorn,

hara ter of this or that

haps. 6, 7.

33

htner (1975), there are a host of lo al

parti ular

prophet.

van der Toorn, 206-207.

This in no way reverses my earlier insisten e

pa e

Golka that the Book of Proverbs, on e

onstituted as su h, irreversibly alters the meaning of individual proverbs in their literary

35

van der Toorn, 231.
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time before the Flood; and from an extraterrestrial pla e that ordinary humans

an

36 This displa ement of an immanent, pro essual notion of revelation,
never rea h.
van der Toorn thinks, ree ts the as endan y of s ribalism in a parti ular histori al
ontext. In support of this, he points to analogous formal shifts in Mesopotamian
and bibli al traditions. The s ribalization of a textual tradition like

Gilgamesh,37

introdu es the same trope of trans enden e as does the Torah version of Deuteronomy, whi h

on ludes with what van der Toorn reads as a

The hidden things belong to
belong to us and to our

olophon:

Yhwh our God; but the things that have been revealed
hildren, that we may do all the words of this Torah.
(Deut 29:28)

Van der Toorn attributes the following signi an e to these verses. In the presentation of the Torah Edition, then, the text of Deuteronomy is a Torahthat is,
an instru tionby Moses, the legendary founder of the nation; that instru tion,
moreover, is not based on human insight but has been revealed (a passive form of
the verb

galâ )

by God.

38 It is on the basis of this reversal, the written now more

authenti  with respe t to the essen e of revelation,

39 that van der Toorn lo ates

with Deuteronomy and the histori al moment of Josiah's
shift in Judaisma shift whose logi
36
37

ult reform a fundamental

is extended in the notion that God revealed the

van der Toorn, 209.
Van der Toorn

in 1100 b
requires a

ontrasts the Old Babylonian edition with the standard version put down

e. He notes of the former, The epi

onveys the message that the way to a good life

eptan e of one's morality and the mental disposition to enjoy the good things in life.

van der Toorn, 213. The s ribal framing of the newer edition

hanges this outlook

onsiderably.

The editor has added a prologue of twenty-eight lines in whi h he pi tures Gilgamesh as a man
who obtained hidden wisdom, ina

essible to others. `He learned the sum of wisdom of everything:

he saw what was se ret, dis overed what was hidden; he brought ba k a message from before the
Flood'

Gilgamesh

I i 6-8. The theme of the prologue returns at the end of the text in tablet XI.

That tablet des ribes the en ounter between Gilgamesh and Utanapishti, the hero who survived

petû ) various se rets,
piri²ti ²a ili ). van der

amat

the Flood. This Utanapishti `reveals' (

referred to as `a hidden matter' (

nis.irti )

Toorn, 213.

38
39

and `a se ret of the gods' (

van der Toorn, 223.
Until Deuteronomy, the written word had been an aid in the oral transmission of the tradition;

Deuteronomy stands for a reversal of roles: it turns oral exposition into a handmaid of the written
text. van der Toorn, 225.
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Torah to Moses dire tly via di tation

Rabbah, whi

h unin hingly

40 and ompleted

in extremis

on ludes that God himself

by the

Midrash

onsulted the Torah before

41

reating the world.
2. It is

lear, from the perspe tive that understands

la k

as the trans endental

ondition of dis ourse, the identi ation of the totality of revelation with a
ums ribed textual
onstitution of a

ir-

orpus should have posed an insurmountable obsta le to the

oherent Se ond Temple Judaism. For as long a revelation is at-

ta hed to a voi ethe voi e of Sinai, for exampleit remains something ephemeral,
ungraspable, and, with respe t to the

ategories subje tive versus obje tive, purely

liminal. Su h an elusive obje t is never

onfronted with the

signier, for, as we have mentioned (¶ 5 on page 23) the voi e

ontradi tions of the
arries a parti ularity,

a quiddity that the text (un hangeable, solidly obje tive, by ne essity
misses. In this gap between

voi e

and

were they brought to light, would not

text

one

universal )

an stu many dis repan ies, whi h,

ause the reigning dis ourse to be somewhat

modied but rather topple its fundamental

laims.

Does this mean that van der Toorn's hypothesis is mistaken? No, I do not think
so. Apart from the abundant eviden e and

lear argumentation he marshals for his

laims, what he says in many ways resonates what we have identied as the
problem of Proverbs, whi h

an be grasped either (1) as the

entral

onstru tion of a unity

out of multipli ity, or (2) as the extrapolation of the universal prin iple from the
situated pra ti e. These are the very dynami s van der Toorn nds at the

enter of

the s ribal invention of revelation.
Do we say then that textualization rendered Se ond Temple Judaism in oherent?
40

Moses re eived the Torah from Sinai, and transmitted it to Joshua, and Joshua to the Elders,

and the Elders to the prophets, and the prophets transmitted it to the men of the Great Assembly.
They used to say three things: `Be deliberate in judgement, and bring up many students, and make a
fen e for the Torah.'  (

Pirke Avot 1:1

The same stru ture insisted in the Mesopotamian

of wisdom as the total eld of knowledge preserved

as orpus of texts

on eption

from the antediluvian age.

With great variety as to the details, a singular traje tory is tra ed from the sages to a primeval

ummanu )

past to its divine sour e; from the post diluvian s holars (
heroes

apkallu,

to Ea, the `sage among the gods,' perhaps at some points removed further from the

sphere of human

41

to the mythi al antediluvian

ulture to Apsu, the mother who has begotten heaven and earth.

The Torah was to God, when he

reated the world, what the plan is to an ar hite t when he

Gen. Rab. 1:1 ).

ere ts a building (
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98

While one must
it is

ompli ate the pi ture of a monolithi

Ex ursus 3

Se ond Temple Judaism,

42

ertainly not possible to speak of the splintering of a on e unied Israelite

religion, i.e.

a religion on e grounded on the authenti ity of its oral traditions

but subsequently degraded with the introdu tion of textuality.
one must say that Jewishness as a

On the

ontrary,

ontested but nonetheless identiable lo us of

identity emerges in the Se ond Temple period; the Jewish subje t, leaving aside the
question of

It will

ause, and the Jewish Book emerge

on urrently.

ome as no surprise that, in this study, the way past this deadlo k will be

pursued via the Hegelian logi

of

Aufhebung, whereby what is initially

experien ed

as an unassimilable impediment to thought be omes the very basis of its being reonstituted on expanded, unassailable grounds;

be omes the ornerstone.

the stone that the builders reje ted

What is instru tive about the parti ular histori al pro-

ess of textualization and indeed the reason we have taken some
the details of van der Toorn's work, is the way it
preo

upation with

are to rehearse

ompellingly grounds Proverbs'

voi e smooth as honey or sharp as a blade,

the abrupt

lip of

rebuke or the plush warmth of sedu tion, hanging in liminal spa e, riven from the
Woman's body yet in ontrovertibly hers. It is the enigmati
the Symboli

stu that remains when

opposition between strange and wise has broken down, an a ousti

43 whereby the vi issitudes of the signier are on e and for all laid aside.
ngerprint
The voi e, on one hand, insofar as it is the only real link between the disembodied stru ture of signi ation and the a t of spee h, oers the authenti

provenan e

of the enun iation, armed with whi h the determination of the signifying value falls
into pla e. On the other hand, the radi al

alterity

of the voi e to the bodythe

voi e as ungraspable, in its brief passage es aping the speaker's intent, not rea hing
42

See the widely

Un ertainties.

ited Shaye Cohen,

The Beginnings of Jewishness: Boundaries, Varieties,

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999.

of Daniel Boyarin, who has helpfully

and moreover moved the dis ussion mu h further into the
onsidered.

ommon era than had been previously

A Radi al Jew: Paul and the Politi s of Identity. Berkeley:
1994, and Daniel Boyarin, Border Lines: the Partition of Ju-

See Daniel Boyarin,

University of California Press,

daeo-Christianity.
43

See also the more radi al position

ompli ated the split between Christianity and Judaism

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004.

Dolar, 22; see note 49 on page 24.
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44 is the very

the hearer all the way, falling in between two bodies

ause of hu-

man la k and thus a tting referent to whi h the fear-of Yhwh points. The voi e
trans ribes the

onstitutive disruption running through the linguisti

sign onto the

bodies in question, the speaking woman and the listening son alike.

99

Following her, suddenly: the sa rifi ial gesture

A narrative hesitation
portune moment.

We must return now to the lad, whom we left at an inop-

Having smelled the myrrh and run his hands over her neries,

now assured that there is no risk of getting

aught, he has neither su

umbed nor

ed. He has been listening to the woman's voi e, whi h stops now.
The hesitation following v 20 is not su iently re ognized as a departure from
the narrative world. But, from here it is the father who nishes the story, who speaks

about

the woman's voi e, no longer from within the s ene but as its narrator.
She turned him with the abundan e of her tea hing;
with the smoothness of her voi e she

ompelled him.

Going after her suddenly,
like an ox to slaughter he enters,
like a fool to the bounds of his

hains.
(7:21-22)

Still taking the lad seriously as an ethi al agent (or, what amounts to the same,
taking the story seriously as a ree tion on the
why?

Why at

that

hara ter of an ethi al a t) we ask

moment and not earlier, with the

suddenness

betting an

epiphany, does the lad do something so foolish, thereby forfeiting his status in the
Symboli

order of Wisdom. It is the se ond question, about the timing of the a t,

whi h has the more straight forward answer.

The pivot at v 21, at whi h point

the father puts the story ba k in his own voi e, mirrors on a mi ro s ale the logi
van der Toorn dis overed on a ma ro, histori al s ale.

A symboli epiphany via on entri ity

Re all that the s ribal invention of reve-

lation, when all is said and done, refers to the written evo ation of the moment of
44

Voi elike breath to whi h it is so physiologi ally tied omes to stand for what is in the

body more than the body: the spirit or soul without whi h the body is a trun ated aggregation of
dust. The voi e is what animates both the lifeless network of signiers just as the breath animates
the lifeless materiality of the human

orps.

And the Lord God formed the human as dust from

330

99

spee h. The moment of

enun iation

by be oming, at the level of

Following her, suddenly

is displa ed from its privileged position only

ontent, the

entral preo

upation of the

text whole

s rolls, as van der Toorn notes, dedi ated to tra ing their own pristine preservation

45

of an an ient and remote utteran e.

Mutatis mutandis

what this text is about

is the enigma of the woman's voi e, what the lad experien ed, unquestionably I
would say, as an impenetrably opaque obje t.

want?

The more he strains to

substan e.

Who is speaking? What does she

hear, the more meaning is o

(Re all the soldier whose

omprehension was

auditory attentiveness; his response

ulted by the a ousti al

inversely

Che bella vo e! indi

related to his

ates that he hears

too

well.46 )
The

written

hara teristi

voi e, on the other handnow dis losed a

ording to the most

literary feature of the hb, stru turing both the frame (vv 5 and 21)

and the fo al point (vv 13-15) of the s ene's

ompleted

on entri

formpresents

no parti ular problem to this lad.

A

5

who smooths her words

B

6

my-house

C

9

at the evening

D

10

a harlot's dress

E

12

she waits

F

13

F′

15

she speaks to him
alling to him

E′

15

I have found

D′

16

C′

18

until the morning

B′

19

his-house

A′

21

with the smoothness of her voi e

olored threads

Figure 7.2: The

on entri

form of Prov 7.

the ground, and breathed into its nostrils the breath of life, and the human be ame a living being
(Gen 2:7).

45

The aporeti

nature of su h a proje t reminds me of the stru ture of those

ell phone

sations that never stray from the issues of re eption, battery-life, roaming-rates, et .

46

See the referen e to Dolar (2006) on page 23.
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With the reiteration of

h.lq

(the twi e mentioned smoothness [vv 5 and 21℄, the

ee t of whi h is altogether dierent than the experien e of the timbre it des ribes)
we re-enter the eld of the Symboli , and on this mu h more solid ground the boy
knows just what to do. He's o at on e, Following her, suddenly. . . 

An ethi al a t (in the wrong dire tion)

At the abstra t level of form, this in-

terpretation yields a satisfa tory symmetry. The moment of the ethi al a t o
simultaneous to the Symboli

reintegration of the voi e.

are left with the more perplexing version of the
suddenly

follow

rather than suddenly

ee ?

why

urs

Con retely, however, we

question: why does the lad

Why when the voi e be omes sub-

je tivized and thus its speaker knowable (this woman does, unambiguously, just
what the father said the Strange-Woman does) does the lad a t so foolishly, reje ting the Symboli

message, the stru tural

ompletion of whi h he has so sensitively

responded to.
Our dilemma arises from the fa t that the lad exemplies wisdom in the pro essual time of the narrative and then pun tuates this wise posture with an a t of utter
folly. Assuming that the lad is basi ally foolish, we
temporal lag:

i ation?

annot answer the narrative's

if the lad is a fool, why does he forestall his own immediate grat-

His

lose attention to the abundan e of her tea hing and his de ision

to a t at the moment of the passage's stru tural

onstitution indi ate a non-foolish

orientation to both the woman's and the father's words. Assuming that the lad is

if the lad is wise why does
the moment of omprehension evoke an a t pre isely in the wrong dire tion?
basi ally wise, an even more obvious problem awaits us:

For the Symboli
disastrous

order that he dis erns so

onsequen es of his a t. A

the relationship between
this narrative in su h a

100

enjoyment

learly indi ates with no ambiguity the

ordingly, what demands a
and

punishment

loser reading is

that motivates the plot of

ounter-intuitive way.

Le père ou pire

It will initially seem an odd transposition to read the Strange-Woman as a maternal gure. (Is not the dimension of women

elebrated by the wisdom tradition?)

However, in terms of the mythi al topos of the Oedipal drama, the Strange-Woman
stru tures the narrative play of desire and fear as Mother. She stands for the mother,
332

100

insofar as she o

Le père ou pire

upies the prohibited obje t of libidinal satisfa tion. Obversely, the

paternal gaze stands for the law's potential re rimination, i.e.

the threat of

as-

tration that hangs over the prohibited obje t of in estuous desire. Our perplexity
arises from the pe uliar timing of the son's a t, the way he tarries

until

he is

ertain

to suer the Law's fearful san tions.
As has be ome
astration, as a

lear by now, we view La an's rewriting of these san tions, i.e.

ru ial

orre tion to the view frequently attributed to Freud, that

of the harmonious relationship between mother and

hild, abruptly interrupted

47 Though indeed for La an, just as with Freud, the
by the paternal prohibition.
unmediated relationship between Mother and is interrupted by the prohibition of

48 La an as ribes dierent motives and a mu h more ambivalent ae tive

the Father,

valen e to the mother- hild dyad.
A

omment on La an's view of infan y will

fun tion of the Oedipal Law.
being of pure (i.e. Real)
immobile, et .)

need,

larify what follows regarding the

For La an the infant must be re onstru ted as a
grounded in physiologi al la k. (It is

old, hungry,

At some point, early on, the infant en ounters an unavoidable

medium, su h that needs

annot be dire tly addressed but must be reformulated

demand.

(and in this reformulation, minimally frustrated) as a linguisti

This spa e

of frustration refers to the impossibility of need and demand being perfe tly aligned;
the mother's response, no matter how well intended or expertly informed, will leave

49

some aspe t of need unsatised.
47

Freud's elaborations of the Oedipus

the many Freudian readings of
distorted a

X;

oni t are far from the banal

at the same time,

li hes that abound in

ertain of Freud's writings

ontribute to

ounts of the family roman e. As Johnston (2004, 2) judi iously puts it, Freud has

a tenden y, in

ertain

ontexts, to sharply polarize the

paternal gures in the Oedipal situation:
father is hated, feared, and resented.

hild's feelings toward the maternal and

The mother is loved, desired, and

herished, while the

Although Freud's own thinking is far from being entirely

sedu ed into believing wholeheartedly in this theoreti al fairly tale, those moments when he does
give himself over to it feed into popular vulgarizations of analyti

ree tions on the family's role in

the formation of the individual (vulgarizations that redu e the Oedipus

omplex to nothing more

than the suppressed desires for parri ide and maternal in est).

48

The Name-of-the-Father (

le nom du père ),

whi h signi ation as su h must refer,
naming fun tion (

49

le nom )

La an's term for the trans endental signier to

onveys the inherent ambivalen e of the

Symboli

eld, whose

le non du père ).

is always linked to an impli it prohibition (

Herein lies La an's ætiology of human desire: Desire begins to take shape in the margin in
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These lo al and in idental frustrations of needs, however, are but a pre ursor to
a mu h more profound and profoundly alienating transformation. The logi

of de-

mand perfor e involves the stru ture of intersubje tivity, and so the transformation
of biologi al needs into
the

ommuni able demands is at the same time the joining of

hild's well-being to an Otherthe Mother who rst o

50
demands must be ins ribed.

upies the pla e where

The gravity of this Otherness is su h that the ir-

redu ibility of need to demand is overshadowed and ultimately reversed as to its
means and ends.

The

hild arrives at a singular demand for the one irredu ible

need, whi h is the Mother's love.
This stru ture inevitably brings about the experien e of

anxiety

in the

hild,

fear, on the axis of presen e versus
subje t's la k with respe t to the Law (a stru the former designates this la k gone la king (le

whi h is distinguished from its opposite ae t,
absen e. If the latter refers to the
ture we have explored at length),

manque vient à manquer ),51

the impossibility of establishing any Symboli

point

of identi ation with a fully present Other.
The law of the mother rests simply in the fa t that something of the
is

hild's desire

ompletely dependent on something else, whi h as su h is already arti ulated as

whi h demand rips away from need, this margin being the one that demandwhose appeal

an be

un onditional only with respe t to the Otheropens up in the guise of the possible gap need may
give rise to here, be ause it has no universal satisfa tion. La an, Subversion, 814.

50

On this point, La an gives us a hint as to

order of the Law.

why the subje

t so universally a

Why, in other words, is ferality su h a rarely

development? La an frames the answer with an a
basis other than the father's evasive retort,

edes to the

hosen pathway for

ount of the Law's impoten e to

I said so.

Let us begin with the

Symboli
hildhood

ompel on any

on eption of the

Other as the lo us of the signier. No authoritative statement has any other guarantee here than its
very enun iation, sin e it would be pointless for the statement to seek it in another signier, whi h
ould in no way appear outside that lo us. I formulate this by saying that there is no metalanguage
that

an be spoken, or, more aphoristi ally, that there is no Other of the Other.

Legislator (he who
as an imposter.

laims to lay down the Law)

But this ungrounded

helplessness and the rst

I said so

And when the

omes forward to make up for this, he does so
ne essarily re alls the period of prematurational

Real Other of demand, whi h the Symboli

ir les endlessly around the site of repression. This is the

Other represses even as it

Real Other, [whi h℄ is not an imposter,

nor is he who authorizes his a tions on its basis. The fa t that the Father may be regarded as the
original representative of this authority of the Law requires us to spe ify by what privileged mode
of presen e he is sustained beyond the subje t who is a tually led to o

upy the pla e of the Other,

namely the Mother. The question is thus pushed ba k a step. La an, Subversion, 813

51

La an, Seminar X, Nov. 28, 1962.
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something of the order of the law. But this law is entirely within the subje t that

asubje tive, for it feels and senses itself above all else to be profoundly subje ted-to
upholds it, i.e.

the

in the good- or ill-will of the mother. . . [The

hild℄ is stri tly

52

apri e of that on whi h it depends.

53 give rise

The mother's apparently whimsi al alternations of presen e and absen e
to the infant's

on eption of an unrestrained and entirely enigmati

whose unlawful

omings and goings the infant

Mother, in

an nd no rhyme or reason. It is

this whimsy that introdu es the phantom of Omnipoten enot of the subje t, but
of the Other in whi h the subje t's demand is instated (it's about time this idioti
li hé

54 was, on e and for all, and for all parties, put in its pla e)and with this

phantom, the ne essity that the Other be bridled by the Law.
As a

55

paternal Law uttered? The ambiMother (le désir de la mère ), should

he k against whose desire, then, is the

guity of La an's response, the desire of the

be maintained in its perfe t ambiguity, allowing for two readings. The law pla es absolute

onditions on both the

own desire

for

the

hild's desire

hild. More a

entail ea h other, su h that the

subje t

for

the mother, but equally the mother's

urately, the transformed relationships mutually
ondition of possibility for the

hild's desire qua

is the restraint of the Mother's elephantine whimsy to whi h he or she has

been entirely

subje ted.

Thus the subje t who does not submit to the Father's interdi t (the signier,
the relinquishment of enjoyment in ex hange for desire), is less free than subje t to
devourment.
The mother is a big

ro odile, and you nd yourself in her mouth.

know what may set her o suddenly, making those jaws

You never

lamp down. That is the

mother's desire. [But there is℄ something reassuring . . . a roller, made of stone, of
ourse, whi h . . . holds and jams it open. That is what we
roller whi h prote ts you, should the jaws suddenly

52

Ja ques La an,

1957-1958.
53
54

As La

all the phallus. It is a

56

Le Séminaire de Ja ques La an, Livre V: Les formations de l'in ons ient,

Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1998a, 188-189.

an (2006i, 814) puts it, The elephantine feet of the Other's whimsy.

La an refers, I assume, to the

that presumes the

55

lose.

ommonpla e (psy hoanalyti !) reading of infantile nar issism

hild's experien e of omnipoten e.

La an, Subversion, 814.

56

La an, Seminar XVII, 129.
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The phallus is the here understood as the

ornerstone of an

un onditional

law,

grasped onto by the infant as a means of attaining subje tivity against the threat of

jouissan e.

The

hild must submit her needs to the deles of the signier to gain

some spa e from the smothering, overwhelming presen e of the Real.
read ontogeneti ally as the

a-subje tive

body, must be refused, that is, the

and

immediate

Jouissan e,

relation to the mother's

hild must alienate herself into the world of

language, if she is to be a subje t. The subje t qua desirous, qua

/
S

is pre isely the

subje t whose desire is alienated in language. At the point of the Law's institution,
however, the zone of alienation (still the Other, undoubtedly still the Mother) is
not an overwhelming, un he ked agen y, but it also
third point of referen e, in terms of whi h the

la ks.

It la ks with respe t to a

hild learns to

oordinate its desire in

step with the desire of the M/Other, whose absen es and failures now have a name.

101

Jouissan e

equals holiness

This theorization of the Mother qua primordial Real Other (i.e. not the Symboli
big Other) has proven important but also di ult in the psy hoanalyti
it may be espe ially a

world, yet

essible to bibli al s holars insofar as they have already

to terms with its pre ise density in the term
Real Other, for holiness in the

holiness equally

ome

a referen e to the

hb is always the holiness of Yhwh.

The Israelites' en ounter with holiness splits the semanti

eld of

fear

into the

distin tive responses we have presented as the dieren e between fear proper and

anxiety.

Consider the Israelites' disparate rea tions to an en ounter with Yhwh:

one before the giving of the Law, a se ond in the

ontext of an already established

Law.
When all the people witnessed the thunder and lightning, the sound of the trumpet,
and the mountain smoking, they saw and trembled and stood at a distan e,
and said to Moses, You speak to us, and we will listen; but do not let God
speak to us, or we will die.
(Exod 20:18-19)

The people tremble (they totter

[wayyanu֒û℄ ,

their very being threatens to dis-

solve) at the prospe t of Yhwh's immediate proximity. Their defensive instin t is
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equals holiness

57

rst to establish distan e

paternal bearer of the law

(wayya֒amdû merah.oq) and then to send Moses (the
par ex ellen e ) to mediate what should be des ribed in

terms of Yhwh's fero ious maternality.
This is altogether dierent, opposite I would say, to the idea of fear that is
re ommended

after

the giving of the Law.

Yhwh heard your words when you spoke to me [i.e.
that he

alone

when the people told Moses

should as end the mountain into the presen e of

Yhwh said to me:

Yhwh ℄ and

I have heard the words of this people, whi h they have

spoken to you; they are right in all that they have spoken. If only they had su h
a mind as this, to fear me

(l eyir֓ah ֓otî)

and to keep all my

ommandments

always, so that it might go well with them and with their

hildren forever

(l ֒olam) !
e

(Deut 5:28-29)

Fear

(yr֓)

has be ome the state of mind maximally geared for

that stret hes on forever

stability well-being

(l e֒olam) .

We should not fail to point to a pronoun ed underestimation, in
ditions, of the

atastrophi

en ounter with

jouissan e.

ertain tra-

The Christian

hur hes

des ending from Calvin have tended read this passage as a judgment against the
people: they sa ri ed the vitality of a personal relationship with God for the
desi

ated legalism of priestly religion. But of

ourse the people were exa tly right

to be afraid. The thi k darkness into whi h Moses withdrew is pre isely the maw of
57

To unders ore the

anxiety

and

presen e

onne tion made above (on page 334 and earlier
(or, to mirror

¶ 34 on page 126) between

merah.oq , presen e ine ted as, over-proximity ), I mention
FortDa game invented by Freud's grandson. Anxi-

here La an's re-interpretation of the famous

ety, La an writes, is not the signal of a la k but of something that you must manage to

on eive

of at this redoubled level as being the absen e of this support of the la k. Well then, take up again
Freud's very list that I take here arrested at its term in full ight, as I might say: do you not know
that it is not nostalgia for what is

alled the maternal womb whi h engenders anxiety, it is its im-

minen e, it is everything that announ es to us something whi h will allow us to glimpse that we
are going to re-enter it.

What provokes anxiety?

It is not,

ontrary to what is said, either the

rhythm nor the alternation of the presen e-absen e of the mother. And what proves it, is that the
infant takes pleasure in repeating this game of presen e and absen e: this possibility of absen e,
is what gives presen e its se urity. What is most anxiety-provoking for the

hild, is that pre isely

this relation of la k on whi h he establishes himself, whi h makes him desire, this relation is all
the more disturbed when there is no possibility of la k, when the mother is always on his ba k.

La an, Seminar X, De . 5, 1962.
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the Real, the uninhabitable pla e of

jouissan e.

Wherever Moses' mediation is set

aside for a more personal relationship, holiness reveals itself to be fatally beyond
meaning. I indi ate here the story of Nadab and Abihu in Lev 10 as a striking but
by no means deviant staging of su h an en ounter.
Now Aaron's sons, Nadab and Abihu, ea h took his
in ense on it; and they oered a strange re
su h as he had not
of

Yhwh and

enser, put re in it, and laid

(֓e² zarah)

ommanded them. And re

Yhwh,

ame out from the presen e

onsumed them, and they died before

to Aaron, This is what

58 before

Yhwh.

Then Moses said

Yhwh meant when he said, `Through those who are

near me I will show myself holy, and before all the people I will be gloried.' 
And Aaron was silent.
(Lev 10:1-3)

The tren hant dieren e of ae t indexed by these passages
an's distin tion between fear and anxiety.
Law in inverse proportion.
insofar as transgressing its

They are a

The Deut passage portrays
ommands

ordingly related to the

the Law as fear-worthy

arries severe san tions. (The

ause for fear

/ ℄
ount the impossibility of the subje t [S

is heightened greatly if we take into a
adequately bearing the Law's Symboli
dis lose the speaker's anxiety that

orresponds to La-

mandate.)

The Exod and Lev passages

the Law isn't fearful enough,

that it will prove

unable to restrain Yhwh's holiness, a primal form of life, in no wise willing to
settle for a dupli ate role in some mi ro osmi
How does this

punishment

and

world within a world.

59

onguration relate to our initial query regarding

enjoyment

as ethi al motives that ultimately trigger the lad's a t? We

an

no longer think of a line that runs from subje t-negating punishment ( astration)

jouissan e ),

to subje t-arming enjoyment (
latter that the subje t is

for it is in the dire t presen e of the

onsumed without remainder ( f.

Nadab and Abihu).

This, apparently, is remote from the experien e of enjoyableness, whi h we are
left to understand now as what

lightly

penetrates the Symboli

sieve. Thus the nal

senten e of the essay we have followed throughout this se tion: Castration means
that
58

jouissan e

has to be refused in order to be attained on the inverse s ale of the

The paronomasti

onne tion with the Strange-Woman

(֓i²²ah zarah)

is remarkable without

in any way implying that an expli it allusion is being made.

59

Ja ques La an,  Position of the Un ons ious . In
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New York: W. W. Norton & Com-
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Law of desire.

Jouissan e

equals holiness

60 For our purposes, we may paraphrase, the evo ation of the Law

jouissan e, whi h is the only way to obtain a manageable
amount of enjoyment (li hettes de la jouissan e, slivers of enjoyment) on the
inverse s ale of the Law of fear. Refusing maternal (jouissan e ) by submitting to
avoids anxiety by refusing

the

astrating Law allows the subje t to enjoy (a little bit) without the subje tive

jouissan e. In this way jouissan e
deferral, jouissan e-à-venir.

annihilation that results from the proximity of
is safely maintained in a perpetual state of

What the subje t experien es as really, unbearably bad is therefore not the
threat of

astration, rather it is when the prote tion aorded by the

begins to break down.

When the obje t looms in proximity when

deferred

looks as if to manifest as

to sweat.

[T℄he Realmore spe

Trieb only

astrating Law

jouissan e-obtained then the subje t begins
i ally here, das Ding as the apparent goal of

appears desirable when

woven of Imaginary and Symboli

jouissan e-

oated by a thin layer of fantasizing, by a veil

threads. On e

das Ding

is pla ed behind the

loth

of this s reen, any subsequent lifting of the veil reveals not the expe ted sublime
Thing nostalgi ally prized by the drives, but, as La an puts it, an ugly `gift of
shit.' 

61 It is so that Oedipus nds the experien e of a tually having sex with his

mother. Think too of Qoheleth's judgment that being wise is
both

The lesson, in

ases, is that Oedipal vi tories are ultimately Pyrrhi .

Thus we un over the ethi

under

hebel.

of the lad's transgression, whi h is performed less

the (extant) gaze of the father but rather

to all forth

this gaze. His gross

violation of Wisdom is the one thing sure to a tivate the Law. And in no way are the
penalties of the law trivialperhaps there is a death senten e on the tablethough
from these deprivations the subje t is more likely to return in ta t (even in death
the subje t lives on in the propagation of a meaningful lega y). As for
its horror lies pre isely in the
the eternal

jouissan e,

ontinuation of life stripped of meaning, trapped in

ir uits of the un-dead.

62

pany, 2006h, 845-846.

60

61
62

La an, Subversion, 827.
Johnston, Time Driven: Metapsy hology and the Splitting of the Drive, 240.
The tragi

dimension of Oedipus lies here and is voi ed in his lamentation,

my father!. . . if only I were guilty!

I did not kill

Zupan£i£ (2000, 195) identies herein something mu h more

radi al although not entirely separate from the wish for justi e à la fairness. Her gloss on Oedipus's
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I turn now to the long delayed se ond
Bay s ene from Hit h o k's
this time on the nal s ene
It is
dead

inemati

example (the rst being the Bodega

The Birds ). Again I follow
of Chaplin's Limelight.

the

ommentary of iºek,

entered upon a magni ent ba kwards tra king-shot, from the

lose-up of the

lown Calvero behind the stage to the establishing shot of the entire stage

where the young girl [Claire Bloom's

hara ter, Terry℄, now a su

essful ballerina

and his great love, is performing. Just before this s ene, the dying Calvero expresses
to the attending do tor his desire to see his love dan ing; the do tor taps him gently
on the shoulders and
his body is

omforts him: You shall see her! Thereupon Calvero dies,

overed by a white sheet, and the

amera withdraws so that the s reen

omprises the dan ing girl on the stage, while Calvero is redu ed to a tiny, barely
visible white stain in the ba kground. . . it is this stain, this white smudge in the

63

ba kground, whi h guarantees the sense of the s ene.

The signi an e for this s ene, for iºek, is in its dramatization of a shift in libidinal
e onomies, from the e onomy of

desire

to the one of

drive.

Where, pre isely, is the transmutation of desire into drive? We remain within the
register of desire as long as the eld of vision is organized, supported, by Calvero's
desire to see for the last time his love dan ing; we enter the register of drive the
moment Calvero is redu ed to a stain-obje t in his own pi ture. For that pre ise
reason, it is not su ient to say that it is simply she, the ballerina, his love, who
makes herself seen to him; the point is rather that, simultaneously, he a quires the

64

presen e of a stain, so that both of them appear within the same eld of vision.

As with the Hit h o k s ene, the parallels to Prov 7 are striking. And, as with the
Hit h o k s ene, the dire tion of the transformation is reversed: if Chaplin stages
the transmutation of desire into drive, Proverbs re overs the drive ba k into the
fold of desire.

This requires some explanation: setting aside for the moment the

supervening psy hoanalyti
ry runs as follows.
the symboli

distin tion between desire and drive, we

an instead

If only I were guilty  but you took from me even that honor, that pla e in

(open to me by right)! . . . You did not even leave me the possibility of parti ipating

in things as a subje t (of desire).

63

Slavoj iºek,

Tarrying with the Negative: Kant, Hegel, and the Critique of Ideology.

Durham: Duke University Press, 1993, 198.

64

iºek, Tarrying, 199.
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identify what it is about the s ene itself that we are positing as the inverse mirror
image of Prov 7.

Reminding ourselves that these s enes are staged for someonefor the viewer or
hearer or readerwe noti e the
hara ters

in the s ene

know and what the hearer/viewer

These knowledge gradients



onstantly shifting interplay between what the

of the s ene

knows.

an be lined out for the two s enes as follows:

Terry, the ballerina, believes she is dan ing

for

Calvero: for his approval, to

please the man who saved her, to demonstrate her love and gratitude, et . The
spe tator, of

ourse, knows that Calvero has already died, now redu ed to a

stain-obje t. Yet it is Calvero's presen e in the s ene (a tiny, barely visible
white stain in the ba kground) that dis loses Terry's drive to

make herself

seen.65 Indeed, the great pathos of the s ene arises from the fa t that Terry's
subje tivity is entirely organized around an inert, opaque obje t, whi h she
misre ognizes as the gaze who knows and loves her, the one perspe tive that

un mé onnaître

an see her as she really is. This stru ture of misre ognition (

essential au me onnaître )66

is not in idental but rather the trans endental

ondition of the subje t of language.



un ertainty. Seeking to dis ern
67
eWas will das Weib? he is hampered by

The lad, unlike the dan er, is in a position of
the enigma of the woman's voi

the elusiveness of a paternal referen e point. Elusive in two senses: (1) as the
bearer of the Symboli

meaning

order, the father's dis ourse has failed to produ e the

of the Strange-Woman and espe ially failed to distinguish her from

Woman-Wisdom. (2) as a
an be per eived
65

ques La an,

1959-1960.
dom

67

by the lad

only as a stain-obje t, a tiny, barely visible

drive was pre isely this, making oneself seen (faire se voire ).
The Seminar of Ja ques La an, Book VII: The Ethi s of Psy hoanalysis,

La an's denition of the s opi

Cf. Ja

66

omforting guarantor of so ial stability, his presen e

New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1992, 195.

This has been a re urring theme of our study:

¶ 28 on page 108.

f.

¶ 4 on page 18 and apropos of Woman-Wis-

The referen e is to Freud's famous admission towards the end of his life: The great question

that has never been answered, and whi h I have not yet been able to answer, despite my thirty
years of resear h into the feminine soul, is

Freud: Life and Work.

What does a woman want? 

Volume 2, New York: Basi
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Books, 1961, 377.

Ernest Jones,

Sigmund
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[dark℄ stain in the ba kground.
the true

oordinates of her desire, the son fa es the opposite situation of

aphanisis,
Symboli

Whereas Chaplin's ballerina misre ognizes

the threat of desire's dissolution, arising from the failure of the

eld to x its

oordinates.

The presen e of the father, regarding whi h the lad has only the slimmest eviden e
(something

behind

the darker shape of the trellis, itself barely visible in the shadowy

re esses of the window)

an be read as the narrative's point of last resort, that whi h

the lad must solidify if not for himself then for the audien e of sons for whom this
story is a lesson.
Let us without further delay elaborate in spe i

detail the visual topography of

this s ene, whi h we have now referred to several times. As there is some re ursive
omplexity, we initially formalize the sight-lines a
Master's Dis ourse. The three

ording to the algebra of the

hara ters in the s ene are organized (roughlywe

will want to nuan e things shortly) in two inter onne ted relationships:

the son

wat hing the woman and the father wat hing the son wat h the woman. There is
a third relation brought into play in that the s ene is rendered up as a pedagogi al
obje t.
From the

enter of the s ene, moving outwards, we

an organize the poles of the

narrative as follows.
1. lad(S2 )

→ woman(a)

2. father(S1 )
3. son(S2 )

→ (lad[S2 ] → woman[a])

→ [father(S1 ) → (son[S2 ] → woman[a])]

The rst equation refers to the

ontent of the narrativethe sedu tion of the lad

by the woman; the se ond equation is ee ted by what we have des ribed above in
lmi

ategories, the tra ing of the omnis ient God's-eye view of the s ene ba k to

the father at the window; and the third equation ree ts the fa t that the narrative
is presented for the son's/reader's instru tion; it is embedded, as Fox has shown
us, in the form of a le ture.

The lad and the son o

upy the same dis ursive

position (S2) in relation to paternal authority (S1), a point of identi ation upon
whi h this genre of tea hing story relies.
But here we must emphasize, the  ure for the son is no romanti

unveiling

of the father, whose spurious authority hides behind a false appearan e, akin to
342
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the famous s ene in the

Wizard of Oz.

question is not that of the reexive

The gaze and the fantasy fun tion

Why is this? It is be ause the subje t in

ons iousness [Newsom's dissident reader℄, but

that of desire [the un ons ious subje t of the signier℄. One thinks it is a question of
geometral eye-point [the pla e of ideologi al interpellation, just outside the hysteri 's
eld of vision℄, whereas it is a question of a quite dierent eye.
is it behind the trellis? La an insists, as emphasized in his

68 Well, whose eye

ommentary on Sartre's

69 on distinguishing it from the gaze of the Other that assaults the subje t
voyeur,
from behind, i.e. the dis iplinary gaze of the father registering the transgression
of the son. The eye in this s ene is that whi h sustains the (impossible) fantasy in
whi h the son sees himself from the perspe tive of the ideal Father, whose pla e in
the s ene is the dark stain of the trellis.
68
69

70

La an, Seminar XI, 89.
The for e of Sartre's a

ount lies in the annihilating reversal he stages apropos the seeing-sub-

je t (the voyeur being the see-er)

par ex ellen e.

Upon hearing a

li k or rustle behind him, some

external disturban e, the voyeur understands that he himself is under the gaze of the Other. The
gaze, as

on eived by Sartre, is the gaze by whi h I am surprisedsurprised in so far as it

hanges

all the perspe tives, the lines of for e, of my world, orders it from the point of nothingness where
I am, in a sort of radiated reti ulation of the organisms. As the lo us of the relation between me,
the annihilating subje t, and that whi h surrounds me, the gaze seems to possess su h a privilege
that it goes so far as to have me s otomized, I who look, the eye of him who sees me as obje t.

La an, Seminar XI, 84.

70

At this point the s holarly investment in the Near Eastern type s enein whi h the gaze

belongs to the motheris shown to be another externalizing strategy whereby what props up
the father's dis ourse is posited as an a tually existing fa t, regardless the literary or histori al
ine tion this fa t is given.

The point is, just as with Newsom's reading of the Strange-Woman,

that the gaze emerges from within the dis ourse as that whi h must be posited, after the fa t, to
maintain the ontologi al

onsisten y of the subje t.
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Figure 7.3: The image of the gaze.

The gaze I en ounter . . . is not a seen gaze, but a gaze imagined by me in the eld
of the Other.

71 Here the measure of identi ation 72 Newsom points out between

father and son is brought into the open as to its me hanism:

The gaze sees itself.
73 the fa t

Thus we must re-read the  oin idental temporality of the s ene,

that the father's gaze manifests itself at the very moment the lad en ounters the
enigmati

voi e. La an's wager, and ours, is that this gaze whi h views the lad's

en ounter with the woman from the pla e he

annot see (behind the trellis), the

gaze that  hanges all the perspe tives (the paralla ti
71
73

La an, Seminar XI, 84.

72

view whereby the enigmati

Newsom, The Dis ourse of Patriar hal Wisdom, 124.

The absolute simultaneity of the father's gaze and the son's en ounter is

onveyed both by

ni²qaptî

the play of tensesthe perfe tive a tions of the father (I looked out (

=perfe t) and I

wa֓ere֓ = onverted imperfe t)) juxtaposed with the ongoing a tions of the son (Crossing
֒ober =present parti iple) in the street . . . he mar hes (yis.֒ad =imperfe t) on the way to her
house)and the phati parti le in v 10and there (whineh ), a woman, approa hing him. Only

saw (

over (
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voi e be omes the voi e of the Strange-Woman) is a pie e of the son
himself, the sa ri e he owes the Symboli

ut o from

Law in ex hange for the prote tion it

oers against the Real. This gaze of whi h it would not be untrue to say that its
presen e is ne essary

74 is what the lad

annot unveilre all Newsom's solution

to the fundamental antagonism between the father and the Strange-Woman:

a

reading subje t who would assume a dierent position vis-à-vis the father's hail
for it grounds pre isely the subje t position that would undertake su h a

riti al

proje t. Even the most suspi ious appropriation of the paternal gaze, the relentless
determination to strip it of ideologi al pretense down to its

truth

in reality, nds

in seeking the gaze in ea h of its points that you will see it disappear.
point, we

an

omplete our analysis of Newsom's reading as the Hysteri 's.

obje t (a) (the obje t

ontingent

The

ause of desire), that whi h perturbs the dis ourse at every

point it would seek on e and for all to symbolize its
not to the

75 At this

ore referen e point, belongs

ontradi tions of patriar hal so ietywhi h, after all, might

be organized dierentlybut to the subje t of the signier, whi h is to say the
subje t as su h.

Con luding, we

ertainly agree with Newsom that there is no ideal Father behind

but neither is there patriar hal ideologue inauthenti ally bearing the
standard of sapiential authority, nor the maternal tea her subsequently ea ed
by the tradition's biases but the son who gazes impossibly upon himself.
the trellis

sonreader

−→ [sonfather −→ (son

hara ter

−→ woman)]

The gaze as the pla e-holder for the Law, La an's big Other

(A),

as obje t (a), as something from whi h the subje t, in order to

omes into view

onstitute itself, has

separated itself o as organ . . . a symbol of the la k, that is to say, of the phallus,
not as su h, but in so far as it is la king.

76 In this light, the aim of Proverbs 7 is not

to dierentiate the Strange-Woman from the Woman-Wisdom at a substantive level
but rather to ensure sons/students everywhere that there is an eye, an I; there is One
who

an make distin tions between obje ts indeterminate at the level of the signier

(that is, the son as wise or la king sense, the woman as strange or wise). For if no
on e the son is irrevo ably on his way, does father appears behind the trellis.

74

La an, Seminar XI, 258.

75

La an, Seminar XI, 89.
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La an, Seminar XI, 103.
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ultimate determinations about the woman

an be gained through the signier, then

any instan e of meaning requires that there be some Father beyond the logi
sign, on the basis of whi h meaning
to him.

of the

an be established in the subje t's submission

It is only by maintaining the authority of the father,

father worthy of fear, that the son an avoid
of an obje t situated beyond the Symboli , to

by maintaining a

the anxiety he feels in the presen e
whi h the son's own so ial identity

is also bound. We might imagine, for example, the horror of realizing that I am
a dan e performed before myself, looking through the eyes of a

77 but the inert obje t of
is not the dead Father of Freud's law,

orpse. This

jouissan e.

orpse

Just as

La an's lesson is not that the bearer of the Father's o e is an imposter, but rather

L'Autre n'existe pas ).

that the Father does not exist (

Behind the veil

(b֒d ֓±nb)

has only ever been the son.
The analyti

a t, whereby the desire of the son would

ome a ross itself no longer

in its purity but merely as a partial obje t among obje ts, assumes the

ontours of

the Möbius band: by persisting on one side he nds himself suddenly on the other:
the side of the drive.

103

Beyond the diale ti

Drive in the s enario that

:

sinthome

and drive

on erns us, as we said, refers to the s opi

drive, the

pulsion to make-oneself-seen. Whi h is to say what, exa tly?
Drive moves towards the dissolution of the fundamental fantasy

/ ⋄ a) by whi
(S

the subje t is oriented with respe t to his desire. In the manner of a

h

hain rea tion,

the toppling of the fantasy brings about the annulment of the big Other, for it was
only the fantasmati

s reen of the

(subje tive, un onditioned)
take on (obje tive,

paternal

gaze that kept hidden the son's own

onstitution of the order by whi h his own a tions

ould

onditioned) value. The e a y of the Other's fun tion rests on

the son's disavowed rati ation of it; it rests, in other words, on a self-referential
loop that the s opi

drive shoves into view.

At the level of literature, the ee t of the shift to drive is a sparer s ene, the

dramatis personæ
77

redu ed to son

→

woman, whi h even goes too far in that

Totem and Taboo: Some Points of Agreement Between the Mental
Lives of Savages and Neuroti s. New York: W.W. Norton, 1989.
See Sigmund Freud,
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:

sinthome

and drive

without the father's gaze as a third point of referen e the en ounter is stripped of
its intersubje tive dimension, leaving us with son
further to the terms of dis ourse,

→

voi e. We

an redu e it still

/→a
S

the subje t in immediate relation to the obje t, an experien e that gives subje tive
meaning no per eptible foothold.
It is appropriate to raise here a preeminently pra ti al question.

/ ⋄ a)
S

is the true stru ture of subje tivitystripped of its false fantasy s reen

then what is the

telos

If this (i.e.

and the

end

psy hoanalyti

praxis (preserving both sense of the word, its

ompletion of a parti ular analyti

value of the subje t's identi ation with obje t (a) at

understand the therapeuti
the point of Symboli

invervention)? How do La anians

destitution? What is the ethi al posture of the analyst who

seeks to or hestrate this loss of moorings?
To approa h these issues I
It aords I think a very

ite a famous passage from one of Freud's

ase studies.

on rete pi ture of the kind of link that might bridge what,

at the level of desire, the fantasy keeps safely
its own side of the equation

ontained, ea h term quarantined to

/ ⋄ a).
(S

During a session a young married woman mentioned by way of asso iation that
she had been

utting her nails the day before and `had

she was trying to remove the soft

ut into the esh while

uti le at the bottom of the nail.' This is of so

little interest that we ask ourselves in surprise why it was re alled and mentioned
at all, and we begin to suspe t that what we are dealing with is a symptomati
a t. And in fa t it turned out that the nger whi h was the vi tim of her small a t
of

lumsiness was the ring-nger, the one on whi h a wedding ring is work. What

is more, it was her wedding anniversary; and in the light of this the injury to the
soft

uti le takes on a very denite meaning, whi h

an be easily guessed. At the

same time, too, she related a dream whi h alluded to her husband's
her anaesthesia as a wife. But why was it the ring-nger on her
she injured, where as a wedding ring is worn [in her

left

ountry℄ on the

doktor der Re ht,

Her husband is a lawyer, a `do tor of law' [

lumsiness and
hand whi h

right

hand?

literally `do tor of

right(s)'℄, and as a girl her ae tions belonged in se ret to a physi ian (jokingly
alled

Doktor der Link

[`do tor of the left'℄). A left-handed marriage, too, has a

78
denite meaning.
78

Freud, S. E., VI:192.
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An entire stru ture

and history

of libidinal disappointment is knotted together in

a dot of blood welling up through a ragged ap of skin.
of understanding the generation of this

lassi al

What is the usual way

ase of a  onversion symptom?

Roughly, the body en rypts a meaning that is too traumati

for the ego to assimi-

transformed by the pro esses of ondensation and displa ement and then expressed now safely disguised as harmless before the pre ons ious
late. The truth is rst

ensor, yet still aording the libidinal release of
But in this a

ount we have entirely negle ted Freud's signal dis overy about the

un ons ious, wherein the elds of
its

ause whi h exerts its for e

sequen e of

atharsis.

ause and ee t are reversed, the ee t pre eding

na hträgli h.

ause and ee t, the symptom

form of trans enden e.

Preserving, as we have, the linear

omes to stand only for more subtle

(Meaning from the depths of the un ons ious is no less

rareed than from the heights of the heavenly hosts.) That Freud's own analyti
intent does not follow this path is

lear in his

areful phrasing of the diagnosti

moment. He found the thing itselfthe slip with the implement that
 . . . of little interest.

What attra ts his analyti

re alled and mentioned at all.

transferen e is
the

term for whi h is

to posit meaning of any sort ( ons ious or not) to the event of
urren e should be understood

as the subje t's en ounter with the non

afterwards

uti le

attention is that the event was

The falla ythe psy hoanalyti

ut, whi h at the moment of its o

only

ut the

sens i

stri to sensu
79

al dimension of the Real.

It is

that the momentary pri ksituated just so on the left ring-nger,

at just su h an auspi ious o

asion as on a wedding anniversaryis

imbued with meaning by the automati

irresistibly

(in the sense of blind, ma hini )

odifying

operations of the un ons ious.

The questions we were pursuing before this brief Freudian ex ursus had to do with
psy hoanalyti

praxis. Perhaps there is value in asking naively about the psy ho-

analyti

What are is limits?

of the
this
79

ure.

sinthome

What are its aims?

It is around the

that La an gives his nal (I do not wish to say

ru ial question. In

only )

on ept

answer to

ontrast to La an's earlier disposition of the symptom as

This is the same point we elaborated apropos of the Wolf Man's en ounter with the primal

s ene, whi h only

be omes traumati

assumes) reverberations with the

in the

Symboli

ourse of its subsequent (extremely dissonant, one

order. Cf.

348

¶ 79 on page 273.
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somati

ondensation of a Symboli

sinthome


Beyond the diale ti

formation, a

:

sinthome

ipher for the analyst to

ra k, the

is

opaque to interpretation, referring to the unique, entirely idiosyn rati
the subje t enjoys a parti ular signifying formation (hen e,



and drive

way

jouis-sens );

the exa t opposite of a supervening distortion of subje tive authenti ity, the

sinthome
sheer

refers to absolute

oin iden e of truth and ex ess, of meaning and

ontingen y.

identi ation with

The subje t's

be the aim of analyti

the

sinthome

is, at the end, what La an judges to

praxis. This would also, notes iºek, be the last La anian

reading of Freud's motto,

Wo es war, soll I h werden:

in the real of your symptom,

you must re ognize the ultimate support of your being. There where your symptom
already was, with this pla e you must identify, in its `pathologi al' singularity you
must re ognize the element that guarantees your
Is this a

on ept we

onsisten y.

80

an re uperate for exegesis? For example, where does it get

us to interrogate the son in relation to his

sinthome ?

Does he have one? Can we

say? The yield of su h psy hologi al investigations are invariably disappointing, for
it is doubtful whether the text will deign to be our analysand. No, but the spe i ity
of the

sinthome

might oer something dierent, like the perfe tly shaped diagnosti

tool for s anning the poeti s of making trans endent, whi h I am

omfortable

saying at this point forms the horizon of Proverbs' epistemology and ethi s. At every
eviden e the Other's in oheren e the proverbial

ast (sons and fathers, daughters

and mothers alikeon this point we should insist upon in lusiveness) rushes to shore
up the point of ex eptional
experien e of
semblan e of

Poten y,

thus ee ting the juxtaposition by whi h our

astration is intensied both with respe t to its

severity

omprehensibility.

Indeed, of Prov 7's mu h maligned lad, we dis erned a stri t
pronoun ed preferen e for
a

and in its

onformity to this

omprehension over enjoyment.

This took the form of

ostly ex hange: I forfeit my good standing the Symboli

order to maintain the

integrity of the order itself. Though in an ethi al inversion
nuan e by the sages, the Symboli
80

Slavoj iºek,

arried out with great

order is able to repristinate su h fallen sages.

Looking Awry: An Introdu tion to Ja ques La an through Popular Culture.

Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1991b, 137.
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Indeed, the father need sustain no false pretense relating to his status qua wise and,
in fa t, must vigorously disavow all

laims to a non-mediated relationship with the

truth. For su h a subje t the essen e of Wisdom remains
equally

impregnable

and

alienated

and

remote

yet

eternal.

The sages on this traje tory prote ted the pla e of Wisdom with a quite impenetrable veil of trans enden e onsider, for example, the disquisitions on WomanWisdom in Prov 8 or Sir 24, whi h are unambiguous in their portrayals of Wisdom's
essen e as innite and so innitely beyond the human, but even these gestures were
found by some to be too impli ated in the sages' surrender of their desire.

As a

further purifying measure, a strand of the wisdom tradition eventually let nothing
stand in its pla ewitness the fear-of Yhwh as the essen e of wisdom whi h no
human

an nd in Job 28 and, even more radi ally in the wisdom texts found at

Qumran, the Tea her's lesson that the essen e of wisdom is a
that is to

raz-nihyeh, a mystery

ome. Here ends the rst traje tory in the land of pure trans enden e,

the path towards the purity of a pla e-holder for wisdom's immanent limit, failure,
void, whi h immortalizes this

ontingent limit by

hristening it with the mark of

ne essity. Fear God and you'll be sure to remain prote ted from Yhwh.
Impli itly, the authors of su h a traje tory will stand in ethi al antagonism to
the pulsion of drive, insofar as it dire tly maps the
to its essen e (as with the nal topography of the

immanen e of Wisdom's limit
sinthome ). For the proverbial

sage the e onomy of drive, whi h tra s in the joy of the signier rather than the
desire of the signied, likely sullies the ideal of an innitely elusive obje t, Wisdom.
But surely it is also the

anxiety

ase that beneath this ethi al indignation, the spe ter of

threatens the solidity of sapiential

fear.

A knowledging the keenness with whi h the sages defended the territorial borders of their desire, however, it is not ne essarily true that the sages never understood the poeti s whereby the trans endent essen e of Wisdom was produ ed
at their immanent en ounters with limit and

ertainly false to say they

ouldn't

have. The resour es of their texts are pre isely what allowed von Rad to suggest
the

o-in iden e of limit and essen e in wisdom and this dissertation to pla e his

observation on solid, textual ground. Just as we found several privileged moments
in Proverbs' history of the interpretation wherein the limits and essen e of wisdom
were not posited as the sour e of an alien ideology but rather read as that with
350

103

whi h the texts are most preo

Beyond the diale ti

:

sinthome

and drive

upied, be ause it is that to whi h they are most

intimately tied (i.e. Crenshaw and Newsom), there are moments in the literature
wherein the texts themselves reveal their own role in the produ tion of this intimate
externality.
Indeed, the ethi al

ommitment to the drive is attested in those texts known

as the skepti al traditionI refer to Job and Qoheleth, despite Crenshaw's quite
orre t insisten e on the universality of skepti ism to wisdom as su h. (Just be ause
it is universal doesn't mean it is not variously assimilated, manipulated, or enjoyed.)
The surprise awaiting us:
these texts and the
a

the

ontours of skepti ism

onsistently attributed to

risis to the tradition they instantiate (the ee t of an

ex essive

81 ) have already been des ribed as the heart of the so- alled

ent on trans enden e

optimisti

tradition, thus giving rise to the question: what do Job and Qoheleth

say, if anything, that deserves to be

alled dierent.

To state provisionally what must be worked out in subsequent dissertations, on
this se ond traje tory the sage does not let the vanished obje t stand in the pla e
of truth but rather nds himself there and takes responsibility for it.
of
of

desire

is traversed, and then realized in the torsion of

drive.

The ethi s

This realization,

annot be understood as the moment of fulllment, as if obje t (a) were

ourse,

dis overed and with dimensions exa tly tted to desire's negative

ontours.

It is

rather when desire itself appears as a partial obje t in the frame of the fantasy that
sustains it.
Thus we have Job standing inno ent before his maker, a position of impossibility,
assumed by himself and armed by God.
Thus too we nd Qoheleth tarrying with Wisdom's limit-essen e as the innite

sinthome

he makes seen by his dis ourse.

[God℄ set the innite

(ha֒olam)

in the human heart so that no one would dis over

what God had done from beginning to end.
(Qoh 3:11)

Annulled as to its meaning, Wisdom gains its bearing anew in the eeting interval of
enjoyment. As for our untiring eorts to symbolize la k as trans enden erivetted
on the failure of our nite bodies to fore lose the innite, su h poeti s appear if
81

As we saw in the very

onsistent narrative of wisdom's  risis

351

¶ 9 on page 39.
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not disingenuous at least

lumsy, so many failed attempts to barge through an open

door.
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